
EU boost for Cameron
The prime minister’s hopes of
securing a better deal from the
EU were given a boost when
Britain won control of the
key Brussels job of regulating
the financial sector. Page 4

Pay-per-mile driving
Motorists could be forced to
pay for each mile they drive
under radical proposals by
the mayor of London, Boris
Johnson, to reduce pollutants
from diesel engines. Page 5

Obama orders US back to war in Middle East
President Obama reluctantly
set his sights on a military
campaign in Syria as part of
an American-led coalition to
destroy the extremists of
Islamic State. Speaking on the

eve of the 13th anniversary of
the September 11 attacks, the
president explained to the
nation why he was returning
to the crucible of Iraq to build
another war effort. Pages 26-27

Ana Botin takes over
Ana Botin, 53, was confirmed
as the new chairwoman of
Santander after the death on
Tuesday of her 79-year-old
father, the Spanish bank’s
boss, Emilio Botin. Page 39
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Prejudice against fat people as bad as racism, say scientists
Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

Making fat people feel bad about their
weight only makes them heavier,
according to researchers who say that
weight discrimination should be treat-
ed like sexism or racism.
“Shaming and blaming” fat people is

counterproductiveand societyneeds to

confront one of “the last socially
acceptable forms of prejudice”, the
scientists said.
Overweight people who felt discrim-

inated against put on almost 1kg (2.2lb)
over four years,while thosewhodidnot
lost weight, their study found.
Researchers said that people who

were made to feel bad about their

weight were more likely to resort to
comfort eating and felt too ashamed to
exercise.
“There is no justification for discrim-

inating against people because of their
weight,” Sarah Jackson, of University
College London, who led the study,
said. “Our results show that weight
discrimination does not encourage

weight loss, and suggest that it may
even exacerbate weight gain.”
Two thirds of British adults are

overweight and a quarter obese,
putting them at higher risk of heart
disease, diabetes, dementia and a range
of cancers. However, Dr Jackson said
that nagging people to lose weight
could be making the problem worse.

Questions asked of almost 3,000
people found that one in twenty felt
they had been given worse service in
restaurants or shops, were treated less
well by doctors, patronised or harassed
becauseof theirweight.This rose toone
in three obese people.
“Those who didn’t experience

Continued on page 2

Happy family The Duke of Cambridge, the Duchess of Cornwall, the Prince of Wales and Prince Harry at the opening ceremony of the Invictus Games for disabled servicemen at the Olympic Park last night Page 23

Financial turmoil hits Scotland
Blue-chip companies step up to warn of dangers of independence

Scotland was facing financial turmoil
yesterday, with banks and insurers re-
portingagrowingnumberof customers
worried about their cash as leading
business figures warned against the
consequences of separation.
As a stream of blue-chip companies

broke cover to underline the risks of
independence, Danny Alexander, the
chief secretary to the Treasury, said

that yesterday was Alex Salmond’s
Black Wednesday, adding: “This is the
day the economic case for separation
died and reality that independence
will cost jobs, investment, and growth
dawned.”
With the referendum a week away, a

poll from Survation put the campaign
to save the Union in the lead by 53 per
cent to 47 per cent, unchanged from its
last survey on August 28. One in ten
voters said that they were undecided.
David Cameron, Ed Miliband and

Nick Clegg flew to Scotland yesterday
to campaign for the Union and back
Gordon Brown’s efforts to hand
Scotland more powers.
Mr Cameron pleaded with Scots not

to use the referendum as a chance to
“give the effing Tories a kick”.
The Labour leader cleared his diary

to stay at least until the endof theweek.
The Edinburgh-based insurer Stan-

dard Life became the first financial
company to spell out contingencyplans
to protect customers from the conse-

quences of a “yes” vote. This included
setting up English-based companies to
ensure that non-Scottish customers
would continue to make and receive
payments in sterling and be protected
by UK regulators.
Neither RBS nor Lloyds would

comment publicly, but a banking
source indicated that they had similar
arrangements in place.
RBS is issuing statements to con-

cerned customers, saying that there
would be at least 18 months of negotia-

tions before independence happened.
“As a result we are confident we will
have a long period of time to ensure
that issues that may affect customers
and shareholders are sorted out,” the
bank said.
Wealthmanagers areoffering similar

advice, but Douglas Connell, of the ad-
visory company Turcan Connell, said:
“Therearenumbersofpeoplechoosing,
despite advice we have given, to move
funds from Scottish banks such as
Continued on page 7

Peter Jones
Sam Coates Deputy Political Editor
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Breathalyser will help to spot
sportsmen with concussion
Hannah Devlin Science Editor

Rugby players, footballers and school-
children could be tested for concussion
at the side of the pitch after British
scientists developed a breathalyser to
spot head injuries.
The test, which picks up chemicals

released by the brain after an injury,
wouldprovide the first quick andobjec-
tive measure to confirm whether a
player was safe to return to a match
within minutes of a knock to the head.
ItwasdevelopedatBirminghamUni-

versity and showedpromising results in
the laboratory. A trial will be run with
the help of local sports teams and stu-
dents. Scientists predict that it could
cost a few pounds and be usedwidely at
sports events within a few years.
Growing concerns have been raised

over professional athletes and children
cleared toplay after banging their head.
A second blow raises the risk of brain
damage, research shows.
According to Rugby Football Union

data, concussion is the most common
injury in the sport,with 5.1 instances for
every 1,000 hours played. Typical
symptoms are a headache, dizziness,
nausea and confusion.
Last month, a group of parents in the

US brought a legal action against Fifa
pushing for limits on how many times
children under 17 can head a football
and calling for greater safeguards for
players returning to a match after con-
cussion.
Michael Grey, from Birmingham

University’s School of Sport, Exercise
and Rehabilitation Sciences, said yes-
terday thatoutwardsignsof concussion
were often not obvious and developing
a more scientific test was crucial.
“If you send someone back on the

pitch you’re potentially putting their
health at risk,” Dr Grey told the British
Science Festival in Birminghamyester-
day as he presented research on the
new breath test.
When testedwithgases in the lab, the

test could pick up the chemicals at con-
centrations similar to the levels found
in the breath of concussed patients.
The researchers have now recruited

athletes from sports teams and from
the 4,000 students registered to uni-
versity sports clubs for testing.
They are aiming to test 40 athletes

immediately after concussion to assess
whether the breath test is as accurate as
lengthier,moreexpensiveoptions, such
as blood tests and brain scans.
Tony Belli, a neurosurgeon and re-

searcher at the university, said: “We
must get the message through in all
sports that if a player has had a concus-
sion, theymust not playon, as the rami-
fications of a second blow — even if it
looksminor to the observer—could be
very grave indeed.”
During sudden impacts to the head,

the brain’s blancmange-like consisten-
cy means the tissue wobbles and twists
within the skull. As the connective tis-
sue between neurons gets stretched,
the chemical properties of the brain
change in a way that allows calcium to
flood into brain cells, often causing ir-
reparable damage.
When this happens, the brain releas-

es telltale chemicalmarkers that can be
picked up in the blood and are found in
lower quantities on a person’s breath.
Dr Grey said that the question of

whetherheading theballwasdamaging
to the brain also needed to be looked at.
“I wouldn’t say there’s sufficient evi-
dence tosuggestweshouldhaveanout-
right ban on heading the ball, but we’re
moving in that direction,” he said.
“Children’s brains are not fully

formed, they are not as well protected
as an adult’s and we do not fully under-
stand the damage these repeated blows
to the head are doing.”

Poor memory in later life
linked to rare blood type
Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

Peoplewith a rarer blood typemight be
more likely to develop memory prob-
lems in later life, analysis suggests.
Those with AB blood were 82 per

cent more likely to have the difficulties
with language, attention and day-to-
daymemory that cansignal theonsetof
dementia, researchers found.However,
theywere unable to showwhether they
would go on to develop the condition.
Mary Cushman, of the University of

Vermont College of Medicine, said:
“Our study looks at blood type and risk
of cognitive impairment, but several
studies have shown that factors such as
high blood pressure, high cholesterol
and diabetes increase the risk of cogni-
tive impairment and dementia. Blood
type is also related to other vascular
conditions like stroke, so the findings
highlight the connections betweenvas-
cular issues and brain health.”
Ms Cushman looked at data from

30,000 people, finding 495 who devel-
oped thinking and memory problems
over an average of 3.4 years, and com-

paring them with 587 people with no
cognitive problems. Six per cent of
those with cognitive impairment had
AB blood, compared with 4 per cent of
those without, she reports in the jour-
nalNeurology. The reasons for any link
are unclear, as the presence of a protein
thought to affect heart-disease risk in
peoplewithABbloodhadno independ-
ent effect on cognitive risk.
Simon Ridley, head of research at

Alzheimer’s ResearchUK, said that AB
blood had previously been linked to
heart disease, a known risk for demen-
tia. “It is interesting that theremay also
be an association between AB blood
typeandcognitivedecline, althoughwe
would like to see this study repeated
over a longer period of time and with
more detailed tests for memory and
thinking problems,” he said.
“As this study did not look at risk of

dementia, it’s too early to say whether
AB blood groupmay also be linked to a
higher risk of the condition. Current
evidence suggests the best ways to keep
the brain healthy are a balanced diet,
not smoking and regular exercise.”

Abuse of the
overweight
‘like racism’
Continued from page 1
discriminationdecreased inweight and
those who did increased, so that’s quite
significant. The difference was over a
kilo and a half,” Dr Jackson said.
Overweight people who felt discrim-

inated against were seven times more
likely to become obese during the
course of the study, researchers report-
ed in the journal Obesity.
Dr Jackson said that prejudice

against overweight people pervaded
society and needed to be challenged.
“People think it’s one of the last socially
acceptable forms of prejudice. You just
have to look at the comments section
onmedia reports on obesity to see that
obese people are subjected to labelling
and even abuse and attack.”
Tam Fry of the National Obesity

Forum said: “If you just point your fin-
ger and say, ‘Oi fatty’, it’s not going to
work. That’s not to say you should not
take them on . . . If it’s delivered in the
right way, either by a GP or family,
there’s a real chance of success.”

A 1980s television star is in the running
to takeonUkip for theConservatives in
next month’s Clacton by-election.
GilesWatling played a vicar inBread,

a sitcom charting life in Liverpool
under Margaret Thatcher.
An audience of 21 million people

tuned in inDecember 1988 towatch his
character marry Aveline Boswell, an
aspiringmodel froma staunchCatholic
family who lived off the state.
Mr Watling, 61, who still acts as well

as serving as a local councillor, will
appear before Clacton voters tonight in
acontest tobecometheTorycandidate.
The “open primary” will be chaired by
the LBC radio host Nick Ferrari.
Whilemost open primaries allow the

audience to pick from four candidates,
the party is fielding only two hopefuls
in Clacton. Mr Watling’s rival will be
Sue Lissimore, 47, a local councillor.
Thedecisionreflects the tight control

overa race that theToriesexpect to lose
after Douglas Carswell, their former
MP, defected to Ukip. He is the firm
favourite to win the by-election and
become the party’s first elected MP.
Mr Watling acknowledged Mr Cars-

well’s popularity, but appeared unfazed

about facinghim. “He’s apopularguy.So
am I,” he said, pointing to his record as a
local councillor for seven years.
Hewas less convinced that his role in

Bread would help his cause. “No one
under 30 is going to know what that’s
about,” he said.
Ukip accused Labour of “shoddy

politics” yesterday after the party
announced that a by-election in the
Manchester seat ofHeywood andMid-
dleton would take place on October 9,
the same day as the vote in Clacton.
Paul Nuttall, Ukip’s deputy leader,

said the timing was “disrespectful”
because the ballot will occur before the
funeral of Jim Dobbin, the Labour MP
whose death this week triggered the
contest. He accused Labour of being
“panicked” over the poll.

Laura Pitel Political Correspondent

Actor hoping to upstage Ukip in by-election
Giles Watling played
a vicar in the 1980s
sitcom Bread



Exclusive Before a memorial service in London today for her brother, the elephant conservationist
and travel writer Mark Shand, the Duchess of Cornwall pays tribute to his ‘extraordinary legacy’

My brother’s enduring love affair

News

O
n a glorious early spring
day in Scotland where
red squirrels scampered
over the lawn,
breakfasting on a

conveniently placed bucket of nuts,
and birds of all sizes sang away in
their morning chorus, peace reigned
and all seemed well — until the shrill
ring of the telephone broke the magic.
An anguished voice on the other end
told me that something terrible had
happened to my brother; my
indestructible brother, Mark. Surely
nothing could have happened to him?
He was in New York raising money
for his beloved elephants, but an
unfamiliar pavement had claimed his
all-too-short life following a hugely
successful auction for the Elephant
Family, a charity he co-founded in
2002. My charismatic and sometimes
infuriating brother, who had
survived tsunamis, shipwrecks,
poisoned arrows and even the
fearsome Komodo dragons, was no
longer with us.
We were lucky children; we spent

an idyllic childhood living in Sussex
under the South Downs. It was
happily before the advent of political
correctness and health and safety, to
neither of which Mark in his later life
ever conformed. He metamorphosed
from rather a bad-tempered, fat child
into a golden boy, blessed with good
looks, charm and a “devil may care”
attitude to life. If a problem arose
with an irate bank manager (finance
not being his forte!) or a difficult
romance, he packed his bags and set
off, usually with his friend Don
McCullin, on another “boy’s own”
adventure; much to the chagrin of my
parents.
But in 1988, on a visit to India,

something happened that was to
change his life. Mark arrived in
Bhubaneswar, the capital of Orissa in
eastern India, and rescued a beautiful

female elephant from a life of begging
and misery. Her name was Tara. They
embarked on a thousand-mile
journey across the north of India
(which he recalls in his bestselling
book, Travels on My Elephant) and by
its finale he was in love. This was the
start of his lifelong passion for India
and his quest for the survival of the
Indian elephant.
Mark’s ultimate goal was to secure

elephant corridors in India and
Thailand, where people and wildlife

are fighting for the same space. The
reality of living in a basic home, close
to the world’s largest wild and
starving species, poses a daily threat
to people and their livelihoods. Mark
discovered a solution that would work
for both; the project would build safe
new homes and secure agricultural
land for the families living there. In
2011 he secured the Kerala corridor.
Last year, when we were visiting

India, he took my husband to see it.
In monsoon-like conditions and,

much to Mark’s fury, in the absence of
any elephants at all (for every living
creature, except for two cows, had
been frightened off by the hordes of
police) my husband was at last able to
meet some of the people who had
helped with, and benefited from,
Mark’s extraordinary legacy; a legacy
which as co-presidents of the
Elephant Family, my husband and I
will strive to fulfil. They say that
elephants never forget; Tara never
forgot him and neither will we.

THE FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL
Robin Pagnamenta, Mumbai

When a herd of 40
elephants surrounded
her house and started
breaking it apart one
night, Sukanti Naik was
terrified. The 32-year-old
villager from Orissa, in
eastern India, jumped
from her bed, grabbed
her children and fled
into the forest.
“They pulled off the

roof to eat our rice and
broke the house in two,”
she said. “I thought I was
going to die.”
In the village of

Nathua, locals find
themselves locked in an
escalating war with the
wild elephants they have
worshipped as gods for
centuries. Squeezed into
ever smaller fragments
of forest, India’s 23,000
wild elephants can no
longer roam ancient
migratory routes to
reach food and water.
Instead, hungry and

confused, they raid
villages for food,
smashing property,
trampling crops and
even killing people.
“This is a major

conflict area because
their entire habitat is
being broken up,” said
Dr Biswajit Mohanty, a
conservationist who
works with Elephant
Family, the charity
founded by Mark Shand
in 2002 to save Asia’s
endangered elephants.
He spoke before a

memorial service in
London today for Mr
Shand, to be attended by
the Prince of Wales and
the Duchess of Cornwall.
He died, aged 62, after a
fall this year.
His death robbed the

movement to protect
elephants of one of its
most passionate and
effective campaigners.
Across Asia the

number of elephants has
fallen by 90 per cent over
the past 100 years and an

average of 60 people are
now killed in Orissa by
them every year.
Elephant Family is

working to establish safe
corridors by erecting
bridges for them across
canals, roads and
railways. The charity,
which has invested £6
million, has also lobbied
for bigger payments to
locals whose property
has been damaged or
whose relatives have
been killed or injured.

Mark Shand with Tara, the elephant he rescued in Orissa, eastern India, on a trip that changed his life

We had an idyllic
childhood —
happily before the
advent of political
correctness

“
To help Elephant Family
and save the Asian
elephant you can give £3 a
month. Visit
www.elephantfamily.org
for terms and conditions

News

‘Their entire
habitat is being
broken up’
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Top job in Brussels is given to Britain
David Cameron’s hopes of securing a
better deal from the EU were given a
boost yesterday when Britain won
control of regulating the financial sec-
tor, considered a key Brussels portfolio.
Jean-Claude Juncker, whom Mr

Cameron failed to block as president of
the European Commission this year,
delighted Downing Street by naming
Lord Hill of Oareford as commissioner
for financial stability, financial services
and capital markets union.
Mr Juncker afforded himself a gentle

dig at his critics as he handed the port-
folio to Britain. “Perhaps our UK
friends will better understand the com-
mission policies if they are explained in
themost elegantway, in the languageof
Shakespeare,” he said.
The appointment means that Mr

Cameron can credibly claim that the
commission, the EU’s decision-making
body, more closely reflects British
views. However, Pierre Moscovici,
France’s former finance minister, has
been put in charge of taxation. It will
worry those who fear that a financial
transactions tax, a levy that he strongly
supports, would damage the City.
Mr Juncker’s letter of appointment to

LordHill alsomade clear that hewill be
expected to continue to implement
stricter regulation of banks and clamp
down on bonuses.
Mr Cameron’s allies acknowledged

that “issueswon’t alwaysbeeasy”under
the new commission. “But we’re in the
right place to tackle them,” one senior
government source said. Downing
Street is particularly pleased at the
appointment of Frans Timmermans,

the former Dutch foreign minister, as a
so-called super-commissioner in
charge of reducing EU red tape.
It was feared that Britain, outside a

eurozone committed to a banking
union, would miss out on the financial
markets brief, butMr Juncker surprised
Brussels by handing a number of eco-
nomic portfolios to countries not using
the single currency.
Lord Mandelson, the former EU

trade commissioner, was among those
welcoming the appointment. “I think
he is going tobea real player inBrussels
and will have many allies in pursuing
EU reform, including Juncker himself”.
Last week the prime minister told a

cabinet meeting that Lord Hill was in
line for a top job, although appeared to
acknowledge that not all Tories would
be pleased at the prospect of smoother
relations with Brussels.
“He said, ‘JonathanHill’s going down

terribly well in Brussels’, and then
seemed to check himself as if he knew
that wasn’t what half his colleagues
wanted tohear at all,” oneminister said.
Nigel Farage, leader of Ukip, took a

jaundiced view. “What a coup for J-
uncker,” he tweeted. “Getting an En-
glishman to be the hangman for the
UK’s financial industry.”
Pawel Swidlicki, of the Open Europe

think-tank, said that Lord Hill’s ap-
pointment was “more than Cameron
might have hoped for”.
“This role will give the UK a voice in

how further eurozone integration
affects the single market . . . With key
court cases on bankers’ bonuses and
clearing the euro currency in London
looming, the UK commissioner could
have a big impact,” Mr Swidlicki said.
The Institute of Directors also

welcomed the appointments of Lord
Hill and Mr Timmermans. Simon
Walker, the director-general, said: “En-
trusting this commitment along with
financial services to aUK commission-
er is a clear demonstration that British
influence in Brussels is far from
waning.”
Leading article, page 20

Francis Elliott Political Editor
Charles Bremner

Chorus girls Seventy-five Wizard of Oz fans dressed as Dorothy and a dog like the original Toto celebrate the film’s 75th anniversary at The Empire, Leicester Square
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Austria Johannes Hahn
commissioner for European
neighbourhood policy and
enlargement negotiations
Belgium Marianne Thyssen
commissioner for
employment, social affairs,
skills and labour mobility.
Britain Lord Hill of
Oareford commissioner for
financial stability, financial
services and capital
markets union
Bulgaria Kristalina
Georgieva vice-president
for budget and human
resources
Croatia Neven Mimica
commissioner for
international cooperation
and development
Cyprus Christos Stylianides
commissioner for
humanitarian aid and crisis

management
Czech Republic Vera
Jourova commissioner for
justice, consumers and
gender equality
Denmark Margrethe
Vestager commissioner for
competition
Estonia Andrus Ansip vice-
president for the digital
single market
Finland Jyrki Katainen
vice-president for jobs,
growth, investment and
competitiveness
France Pierre Moscovici
commissioner for economic
and financial affairs,
taxation and customs union
Germany Günther
Oettinger commissioner
for digital economy and
society
Greece Dimitris
Avramopoulos
commissioner for migration
and home affairs
Hungary Tibor Navracsics

commissioner for
education, culture, youth
and citizenship
Italy Federica Mogherini
European Union’s high
representative for foreign
affairs and security policy/
commission vice-president
Ireland Phil Hogan
commissioner for
agriculture and rural
development
Latvia Valdis Dombrovskis
commission’s vice-president
for the euro and social
dialogue
Lithuania Vytenis Povilas
Andriukaitis
commissioner for health
and food safety
Luxembourg Jean-Claude
Juncker European
commission president
Malta Karmenu Vella
commissioner for
environment, maritime
affairs and fisheries
The Netherland Frans

Timmermans vice-
president in charge of
better regulation, inter-
institutional relations, the
rule of law and the charter
of fundamental rights
Poland Elzbieta
Bienkowska commissioner
for internal market, industry,
entrepreneurship and small
and medium enterprises
Portugal Carlos Moedas
commissioner for research,
science and innovation
Romania Corina Cretu
commissioner for regional
policy
Slovenia Alenka Bratusek
commission’s vice-president
for energy union
Slovakia Maros Sefcovic
commissioner for transport
and space
Spain Miguel Arias Canete
commissioner for climate
action and energy
Sweden Cecilia Malmstrom
commissioner for trade

T
he reaction to
Lord Hill’s plum
job as EU
commissioner in
charge of

financial markets sums
up David Cameron’s
problems with his party
over Brussels reform.
For every Tory MP

offering congratulations,
another will add: “Just
see what can be delivered
if we stand our ground.”
Jean-Claude Juncker —

the man against whom
Mr Cameron made a

point of forcing a vote —
has either chosen to be
generous or, as the
Eurosceptics see it, given
ground for fear of making
a British exit from the EU
more likely.
Not only has Mr

Cameron got a prize he
hardly dared hope for,
like-minded northern
European centre-right
figures populate most of
the economic briefs.
The new commission

president’s riding orders
to his new team are, at

face value, encouragingly
reformist. The devil, as
ever, lurks in the detail.
Pierre Moscovici, a

moderate leftist who
served François Hollande
as finance minister, is
regarded with suspicion
by Germany. He is also an
ardent supporter of the
financial transactions tax,
which many in the City
fear could badly damage
Britain’s financial sector.
The other CV being

studied is that of
Marianne Thyssen, who

as the social affairs
commissioner will have a
large say in how far Mr
Cameron can go in
reforming EU freedom of
movement laws. The signs
are that she will be
sympathetic. “I do
understand . . . that many
people are concerned
about citizens from other
EU member states. Some
fear that they will take
our jobs or make royal
use of our social security.
Those concerns are also
mine,” she wrote recently.

Encouraging choices but devil will be in the detail

A key finance brief
has been handed
to Lord Hill of
Oareford

Who’s who in the
new commission

Analysis Francis Elliot

The Times
iPad edition
Owners of an iPad can
subscribe to The Times iPad
edition through the App
Store on the device
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Boris revives plan
to make motorists
pay for each mile
Motorists could be forced to pay for
each mile they drive under radical
proposals from Boris Johnson to
improve air quality.
The mayor of London included road

pricing in a list of suggested measures
to reduce the thousands of premature
deaths caused each year by pollutants
from diesel engines.
Underonemeasure, road taxand fuel

duty could be replaced by a charge for
access to roads “at the point of use”,
with discounts for vehicles with low
emissions.
Previousproposals for roadpricing to

tackle congestion prompted a furious
response from motorists. Tony Blair’s
government was forced to withdraw
plans to use satellites to track drivers
and charge themup to £1.34 amile after

1.8 million people signed a petition
against it on the No 10 website.
Mr Johnson is already planning to

charge drivers of existing diesel cars an
extra £10, on top of the £11.50 conges-
tion charge, to drive into central
London from 2020.
A transport emissions roadmap,

released by themayor yesterday, states:
“More radical approaches in the future
might consider changing the way we
pay for road use. By rethinking vehicle
excise duty and fuel tax, payment for
use of the roads could be charged at
point of use, and discounts could be
made for ultra-low emission or zero-
emission vehicles.”
Mr Johnson acknowledged that road

pricing “would need to be supported by
central government action and fund-
ing” but said such radical measures
may be necessary to bring forward the

date when London would comply with
European limits on air pollution.
The European Commission started

legal proceedings against Britain in
February over breaches of the limit on
nitrogendioxide,whichcan inflamethe
lung lining and cause respiratory
disease.
Britain wasmeant to comply by 2010

but the Department for Environment
admitted in July that breaches would
continue in London, Birmingham and
Leeds until the 2030s unless tougher
action were taken.
Mr Johnson repeated his call for the

government to offer owners of diesel
cars “scrappage” grants of up to £2,000
to help them to buy less polluting
vehicles.
He told the Commons environmen-

tal audit committee: “I feel very sorry
for [thoseowners]. This has beenamas-
sive failure of public policy. Millions of
people were told they were doing the
environmentally friendly thing by buy-
ing a diesel vehicle and they now feel
very, veryhackedoff that suddenly they
are told their vehicles are polluting.
“Theydeserve support andyoucould

use the diesel scrappage scheme,which
would probably cost £300 million, to
stimulate the market.”
He urged the government to scrap

incentives to buy diesel cars under
vehicle excise duty and company car
tax bandings. The incentives, which
focus on climate change by targeting
carbon dioxide emissions, helped to
boost new diesel car sales from 14 per
cent of the market in 2000 to 50 per
cent in 2012.
In the transport emissions roadmap,

Mr Johnson also suggested that drivers
be charged to park at work to deter
them from commuting by car.
Labourannouncedplansyesterday to

help local authorities to introduce low-
emission zones.
Maria Eagle, the shadow environ-

ment secretary, quoted research show-
ing that air pollution caused 29,000
premature deaths a year and stunted
the development of children’s lungs.

Ben Webster Environment Editor

Hole in ozone layer will
be closed within 30 years

It was the environmental crisis of the
1980s that frightenedmillionsof people
who had not yet heard of climate
change. Now, in some rare good news
for the environment, the UN has
declared that Earth’s damaged ozone
layer is “well on track” for recovery by
mid-century.
The fragile shield of gas protects the

planet from the Sun’s harmful ultra-
violet rays, which cause skin cancer,
cataracts and damage vegetation.
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and

halons, gases used in spray cans, fridges
and insulation foam, were found to be
damaging the ozone layer and their use
was restricted under theMontreal Pro-
tocol in 1987.
The UN’s Assessment for Decision-

makers concludes: “Under full compli-
ance with the Montreal Protocol, the
ozone layer is expected to recover to
1980 benchmark levels — the time
before significant ozone layer depletion
— before the middle of the century in

mid-latitudes and the Arctic, and
somewhat later in the Antarctic.”
The report says that by 2030, the pro-

tocol will have prevented two million
cases of skin cancer a year as well as
“averted damage to human eyes and
immune systems, and protected wild-
life and agriculture”.
The report by the United Nations

Environment Programme (UNEP) and
the World Meteorological Organiza-
tion says that the reduction in ozone-
depleting substances has also helped to
tackle climate change because some
were greenhouse gases. However, it
cautions that this is offset by replacing
them with hydrofluorocarbons, which
can contribute to global warming.
Achim Steiner, UNEP’s executive

director, used the success of the proto-
col to call for a similar international
deal on climate change.
Downing Street said yesterday that

David Cameron would travel to New
York this month for the climate change
summit, but the leaders of China and
India are not expected to attend.

Ben Webster

Summer loving Holidaymakers at Porthcurno in Cornwall enjoy the continuing warm weather yesterday. Forecast, page 17

Boris Johnson is
planning a diesel
congestion charge
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‘Patronising’ Salmond

News Scottish referendum

Scotland decides

Don’t break Union
just to give Tories
a kicking, pleads
tearful Cameron

Lindsay McIntosh, Sam Coates
Hamish Macdonell

A tearyDavidCameronpledged to stay
on and oversee the transition to an in-
dependent Scotland in the event of a
“yes” vote, buturgedvotersnot tobreak
up the Union just to give the “effing
Tories a kick”.
In an emotional and humble appear-

ance in front of finance workers in
Edinburgh, theprimeministerdeclared
that Britain was “holding its breath”
before the vote.
Attempting to address the unpopu-

larity of the Tories in Scotland head on,
he insisted that he cared more about
the country staying together than he
did about the interests of theConserva-
tive party, which would probably bene-
fit electorally if Scotland went it alone.
“If Scotland votes for separation, that

vote has to be respected by the rest of
the UK, and as prime minister of the
UK I would have to help make that
happen. It would be a heartbreaking
thing to have to do, to break up this
family of nations that has been such a
success, but I would have to make it
happen,” he said.
In doing so, Mr Cameron is making

clear that he would resist any immedi-
ate attempt to oust him. He also urged
Scots not to back independence simply
because they wanted to give the Tories,
who have only one MP north of the
border, “a kick”. “Sometimes people
tend to assume it’s just like a general

election, where if you’re fed up of the
effing Tories, give them a kick and then
you can maybe get someone else.
“This is totally different. It’s not a de-

cision about the next five years, it’s
about the next century. If Scotland
votes to separate itself, it is voting irre-
versibly to separate itself from all the
institutions we have built together, like
our currency and our central bank.”
MrCameron stressed that saving the

Unionwasmore important to him than
furthering his own political career. If
Scotland secedes, the Tories would
have their electoral representation at
Westminsterhugelyboosted, asLabour
lost all its Scottish seats.
He said: “I care far more about my

country than I doaboutmyparty. I care
hugely about this extraordinary coun-
try, this United Kingdom that we have
built together. Iwouldbeheartbroken if
this family of nations, which we have
put together and which has done such

amazing things together, if this family
of nations was torn apart.”
The primeminister, EdMiliband and

NickClegg descendedonScotland yes-
terday after uniting to offer Scots more
devolution. Mr Cameron’s hasty deci-
sion to cancel his appearance at prime
minister’s questions and campaign in
Scotland, after some polls showed the
Yes and No campaigns neck and neck,
was derided by the Scottish National-
ists.Askedbyanaudiencememberwhy
Westminster had only just woken up to
a debate that had been running for

more than twoyears,MrCameron said:
“I don’t think that’s fair.”
He said that the three men had felt it

necessary to leave Westminster busi-
ness and come to Scotland to “demon-
strate how much we care about this”.
Ed Milband was unrepentant about

his party’s sharp change in campaign
tactics. At aQ&A session in a Cumber-
nauld community centre, a Labour
activist suggested to the leader of her
party that he might want to admit that
he had miscalculated and had failed to
make clear what Labour was promising
Scots.
ButMrMiliband simply said: “Every-

one’s shoulder must be to the wheel at
the end of this campaign”. Talking to
journalists later, he again refused to
apologise for appearing tomake the co-
ordinatedcase fordevolution late in the
day. He said: “I think there are lots of
people who are still making up their
minds and it’s not surprising . . . because
it is a massive choice for the people of
Scotlandand theyare thinkingweneed
change . . . and we have the answers on
that.”
MrMiliband said that the emotional

case for the Union was as strong as for
nationalism—andhewas appealing to
them heart, head and soul. Meanwhile,
Mr Clegg, who was in Selkirk, said that
theUKwould never be the same again,
regardless of the outcome of the refer-
endum, and UK-wide constitutional
change was now irrevocable.
Alex Salmond dismissed the politi-

cians’ efforts as “scaremongering” and
an attempt to save their careers. He
said: “Today what we have got is Team
Scotland against Team Westminster.
The breadth and reach of the Yes cam-
paign is there for all to see — it is not
about the Scottish National party, the
Green party or political parties. It goes
right through the whole sector of Scot-
tish society. What we are seeing today
. . . is Team Westminster jetting up to
Scotland for the day because they are
panicking in the campaign.”

. . . but Prescott can’t help himself
Mike Wade

John Prescott punched a hole in Better
Together’s attempt to find common
cause for theUnion, by demonising the
Conservatives and arguing that David
Cameron should not have visited Scot-
land to argue the case for a “no” vote in
next week’s referendum.
Addressing a rowdy streetmeeting in

Rutherglen, South Lanarkshire, Mr
Prescott held up a newspaper head-
lined: “Cameron: don’t rip apart ourUK
family.”
Mr Prescott told supporters that

Conservatives had been “ripping apart
families for decades”.
So often a talisman for Labour at

by-elections north of the border, Mr

Prescott had been unloaded from a
battlebus apparently unaware that
Scotland’s tectonic plates are shifting,
though the baying crowds of “yes” and
“no” supportersmight have givenhima
clue.
His most radical proposal — a joke

apparently—wastomerge theEngland
and Scotland teams: so radical that
within thehourYesScotlandhad issued
a press release deriding the notion.
“When I got on one of my campaign

buses, they tell me that it’s the Scottish
football team’s coach, is that right?” he
yelled at his audience.
“Well, I’ve got a revolutionary

thought for you — perhaps if England
and Scotland together have one team,
we can at last beat the Germans. Who

knows?” “You’re amental case!” roared
a heckler. Mr Prescott moved to the
calmof a bakery to explain the nuances
of his remarks.
“Yes,” he said,whenasked ifMrCam-

eron should have stayed away from
Scotland.
“When I see the Daily Mail say ‘tear-

ing our family apart’, theman, his party,
has been doing that all his bloody life.
It’s what they do.”
Then, unwittingly bolstering Yes

Scotland’s argument, the former depu-
ty prime minister added: “I’ll tell you
what, if [Cameron] came into my
constituency, into the northern areas,
and said, ‘If I don’t win this vote, I am
going to go’, it would be bloody power-
ful information.”

Alex Salmond felt the wrath of
Mumsnet users yesterday, when they
branded him “patronising”, “disin-
genuous” and “infinitely frustrating” as
he and Alistair Darling took questions
on the website.
Discussing the future of theNational

Health Service, border controls, the
economy and childcare, the first minis-
ter was criticised for treating question-
ers on the popular parenting site as
“idiots”.
“Mr Salmond, your

tone is hugely, hugely
patronising. You are
doing yourself no fav-
ours,” Santana Lopez
said.
“Alex Salmond is

really the one treat-
ing folk like idiots”,
wrote TeaLady11.
Another member
called Clarin-
hobbs added: “As al-
ways Mr Salmond
avoiding any diffi-

cult questions and when challenged
ignoring.”
Mr Darling came under criticism for

evading questions and repeating points
that he had made publicly before, but
the majority of Mumsnet users saved
their wrath for Mr Salmond.
“AS [AlexSalmond], youarebeing in-

finitely frustrating”, said Tori23 after
MrSalmondwrote thatMrDarlinghad
said that Scotland could use the pound.
She added: “AlistairDarling did say you
canuse the poundbut not in a currency
union, this is a different issue. Please

stop quoting selectively and
credit us with more intelli-
gence.”

PamSco asked Mr Sal-
mond to stop “patronis-
ing us” when he said that
a trillion was “a thousand,
thousand million”. Some

took issue with his
description of
“yes” voters as
“Team Scot-
land”. Tealady17
received a num-
ber of com-
ments in sup-
port when she
wrote: “I am
pretty disgusted

John Prescott seemed to ignore the reminder on the back of his wrist, inset, when

Online today

VideoWatch David
Cameron’s emotional
plea to save the Union

www.thetimes.co.uk/scotland

Tom Knowles

Online debate:
Alistair Darling
and AlexSalmond
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incurs the wrath of Mumsnet

TeamWestminster try
the broken-heart ploy
(and Dave swears by it)

Scottish referendum News

Finance chiefs warn of a
heavy price for separation
Continued from page 1
RBS and Bank of Scotland to Barclays,
Santander and HSBC.”
Chris Fisher, the chief executive of

Multrees Investor Services, a custodial
firm, said: “We have seen increasing
numbers of requests from clients to
make sure their assets are not exposed
to Scotland.”
Such moves are raising concerns

that a “yes” vote could severely curtail
mortgage and corporate lending in
Scotland, helping to precipitate a reces-
sion north of the border.
David Owen, chief economist of

Jefferies International, an investment
bank, said: “If the negotiations prove as
difficult and protracted as we imagine,
then many investment decisions are
likely to beput onhold,with capital and
businesses migrating south.
“In such a scenario it is not difficult

envisaging Scotland sliding back into
recession,” he added.
The investor George Soros said in an

article in the Financial Times: “A vote
for Scottish independence would
weaken, in political and economic
terms, both a truncated UK and Scot-
land. An independent Scotland would
be financially unstable, especially if

threats to renege on debt repayments
were carried through.”
Mark Carney, the governor of the

Bank of England, told MPs that an
independent Scotland would need to
build up large reserves to act as a cush-
ion in a crisis which, his remarks im-
plied, would have to come from taxes.
He declined to specify the sum, but

research published yesterday by Ron-
ald MacDonald, professor of political
economy at Glasgow University and a
currency expert, estimated £40 billion.
The oil tycoon Sir IanWood branded

nationalist claims that there was more
oil to come out of the North Sea than
has already been produced as false and
“an insult to the Scottish people”.
Business, pages 36-37

I
t was the day that Westminster
love-bombed Scotland. Dave
and Nick and Ed all went “live
and in person”, as they say in
entertainment — and, surely,

that is what we have here — to
spread the love. How much do they
want to win? I’ll tell you how much:
Dave has praised Gordo Brown.
Desperate times.
I felt a huge surge of sympathy for

the Scots. They have had to put up
with a lot from English politicians in
the past month — fury, threats,
sulks — but surely this was the
worst of all. The Better Together
team arrived separately for their
separate events. It seems that some
things, like photographs, are not
better together. Just because they
love Scotland doesn’t mean they
have to breathe the same air.
Dave headed straight for the

financial district and to the
headquarters of Scottish Widows;
perhaps not the most uplifting of
locations. He sat on a stool (how do
they come up with these ideas?) and,
basically, begged his audience of
bankers. “I would be heartbroken if
this family of nations was to tear
apart,” Dave said, his eyes
moistening.
Tears! And, worse, English tears. It

looked sincere but, also, suspicious.
As I said: desperate times.
But it was about to get odder.

What is one thing that an English
person might think that the Scots
would like? (No, not whisky, for
that would, of course, involve
organising a piss-up in a distillery).
It’s swearing. Or, because this is an
English person doing it,

quasi-swearing. Dave was explaining
that the referendum is not like a
general election, where you can
make a protest vote. “If you are fed
up with the effing Tories, you give
them a kick,” he said.
It was the first time he has said

“effing” on television. But then these
are effing desperate times.
Ed Miliband avoided Edinburgh.

He didn’t want to run into Dave.
Instead, he headed to the M80 (he
loves Scotland, he loves the M80) to
the Forge Community Centre in
Cumbernauld.
Ed also came bearing gifts: his

very own Labour-patented, verb-free
peroration. “Solidarity. Social
Justice. Together, not alone. From
the head. From the heart. From the
soul.” At least he didn’t say from the
effing soul. (Actually, I really can’t
imagine Ed Miliband swearing or,
even, quasi-swearing.)
Then there is Poor Nick. The

Cleggster was sent to Selkirk in the
Borders. This had the benefit of
being quite far away from both Dave
and Ed, but there was one
snag: there were Scottish people
there. It wasn’t long before some of
the Yes Scots made their feelings
known. “We have done
extraordinary things together,” Nick
trumpeted. “Team GB competed
together, we defeated fascism
together, we created the NHS.” No
swearing, I noted, to his credit.
What a relief, then, to find that,

amid the love, there was also hatred.
Alex Salmond (for it is he) said he
thought that TeamWestminster was
going to throw the “kitchen sink” at
Scotland, which sounded painful.
But what, he was asked, about the
love-bombing? “There is an
understandable degree of cynicism,”
carped Mr Salmon, “about people at
the last gasp jetting up to a country
to tell us how to run our own
affairs.”
Oh Alex. Where is the love? Or,

even, the effing love?

Ann Treneman
Political Sketch

atAlex Salmond for referring to theYes
campaign as Team Scotland and insin-
uating ‘no’ voters are less Scottish.”
A few even seemed protective of Mr

Darling. Clarinhobbs wrote before the
debate: “MrDarling—keep calm, don’t
letAS talkover youand if he tries to, tell
him tobequiet and let you talk.After all
you let him talk without interruption.”
It is not the first time politicians have

experienced the wrath of Mumsnet
users. Ed Miliband, David Cameron
and Gordon Brown have all struggled
to escape a Q&A without criticism.
Mr Darling used the live debate to

counter arguments made by the Yes
campaign that the NHS was under
threat from privatisation. The former
chancellor said: “TheNHS is complete-
ly devolved to the Scottish parliament.
The prime minister can’t privatise it.
The first minister could.”
He said that the partnership between

England and Scotlandworked “well for
both sides”, adding: “We should work
with our neighbours, not throw stones
at them.”
Mr Salmond told Mumsnet users

that an independent Scotlandwould be
able to forge a currency union with the
UK, keep the Queen and be allowed to
join the EU and that it would not face
any border controls with England.

he addressed voters in Rutherglen, saying the prospect of David Cameron resigning would be “bloody powerful information”

Inside today

Things fall apart with
weak western leaders
David Aaronovitch, page 17

Limbo-land
Leading article, page 20

Blow for blow: how the final (unofficial) debate unfolded

key argument
Salmond: We want an
independent Scotland
to provide a more just
society. We need
control of our tax and
benefit system to do
that. Independence
will be a great
opportunity for
businesses and
welfare.
Rating: 3/5

Darling: A separate
Scottish pound would
mean massive cuts and
huge uncertainty. We
will lose money for
vital public services.
Let’s stay together to
take the advantages of
both worlds.
Rating: 3/5

best statistic
Salmond: Scotland has
20 per cent share of
EU’s fish stocks, 25 per

cent of its estimated
offshore marine
renewable energy and
60 per cent of its
conventional oil
reserves.
Rating: 4/5

Darling:We spend
£1,200 more for
every Scot on health,
schools and other vital
public services. If we
leave the UK, we lose
that.
Rating: 3/5

top soundbite
Salmond: Scotland is a
country not a county;
a nation, not a region.
Rating: 3/5

Darling: If I saw you
step out in front of a
bus and I shouted a
warning, would that be
scaremongering?
Rating: 4/5

computer screen
appeal
Salmond: Tried to be
friendly and polite,
thanking each person
for their question, but
came across as
patronising and
avoided questions,
according to readers.
Mr Salmond’s posts
were often too long
and rambling.
Rating: 2/5

Darling: Kept succinct
and to the point, but
did not always answer
the question. Criticised
for “scaremongering”
by some readers. Still a
little too focused on
the economy and
lacked emotion.
Rating: 3/5

the times verdict
Salmond: 12/20
Darling: 13/20

HEMEDIA / SWNS
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Backlash as English and Welsh
MPs demand own devolution

News Scottish referendum

David Cameron is facing a backlash
from MPs who accuse him of handing
over toomanypowers toScotland inhis
desperate attempt to keep the Union
together.
English andWelshMPs are demand-

making the UK evenmore imbalanced
and will fuel support for Ukip.
Northern MPs are particularly

worried because gold-plated arrange-
ments for Scotland, such as freedom to
control income tax, would give Scottish
towns an advantage over their rivals
south of the border.
OnenorthernConservativeMPsaid:

“This is absolutely terrible. It hangs the
north.We have to sort out some sort of
devolution settlement now.”
Another said: “The view of MPs in

the north is that this is a gift for Ukip.
Wewant English votes for English laws
and a fairer funding formula, which by
definitionmeans cutting the number of
Scottish MPs.”
A senior Conservative said the party

had been looking formonths at how far
they might cut Scotland’s representa-
tion in Westminster as Holyrood
becomes more powerful.
If Scotland rejects independence,

draft legislation for Scottish powers is
to be published on January 25, in the
glare of the general election campaign.
However, cross-party agreement on
what to do with the rest of Britain is all
but impossible, with Labour likely to
resist moves that would reduce the
number of its MPs in the Commons.
William Hague, the leader of the

Commons, suggested yesterday that
the government was aware of the prob-
lem, but did not offer a solution.
He told MPs: “It has been the policy

of the government for some time to be
open to furtherdevolution . . . The state-
ments by theparty leadersmadeon this
in the past few days are statements by
party leaders in a campaign, not a state-
ment of government policy.”
JohnRedwood, the formerTorycabi-

net minister, who is leading the charge
for a devolution package for England,
said there was “no way to proceed in
handing substantial new powers to
Scotland without doing the same for
England”.
He said: “I believe the addition of tax

powers would make the lopsided devo-
lution we already have completely
unacceptable. The English voters will
feel very let downand cross, and a cam-
paign to recognise England will
emerge. The friendly, slumbering lion
will wake up.”
Labour figures added their voice. Len

McCluskey, Unite’s general-secretary,
said: “I think there’s been a lack of
debate in the rest of the UK, and that’s
understandable. People arenowsaying:
‘Well, shouldn’t we have been discuss-
ing it as well?’ That’s a legitimate view.”
John Denham, the former cabinet

minister, wrote on the LabourList web-
site: “The failure to settle England’s
constitutional status is nowbecoming a
long-term weakness for the Union, not
a strength. In any case, the develop-
ments of the past 48 hours have swept
previous reservations away. England’s
position must be resolved.”
A report by the Institute for Govern-

ment to be published today warns that
one of the coalition’s most important
policies could be jeopardised in the
event of a “no” vote. Its authors warn
that plans by the three main parties to
devolve aspects of welfare spending to
Scotland could create problems for the
universal credit programme, designed
to streamline benefits into a single
system.
One of the most significant challen-

ges would be the issue of co-ordinating
tax collection between Scotland and
the rest of the UK, they say.
Yesterday the SNP’s deputy leader

acknowledged the huge divisions that
are inevitable regardless of the result.
Nicola Sturgeon said that healing the
rift would be crucial.
“The most important thing is first to

recognise that there are peoplewho are
disappointed with the result,” she said.
“It will take a few days for that to settle
down, and though I’m sure that for
some people it might take longer . . . I
don’t think that bitterness is going to be
a legacy of this referendum.”

Nicola Sturgeon with Alex Salmond:
deputy promised to heal divisions

Choose to remain British,
peer urges granddaughter
Nick Drainey

A Tory peer yesterday warned his 16-
year-old granddaughter, Katie, who
lives near Peebles in the Scottish Bor-
ders, that shewouldbecomea foreigner
if Scotland votes for independence.
In a highly personal message, which

he decided to publish, Lord Cormack
warned: “Much of the noise and ill-
tempereddebateof recentweeks seems
tohave obscured rather than illuminat-
ed the stark and simple fact: do families
like ours remain British or do those
family members who live north of the
border become citizens of a small
country that is no longer a vital part of
a great nation?”
He added: “You must now choose

whether you remain British like your
granny,whowas born inAberdeen, and
me, whowas born in a family with deep
Scottish roots, or whether you become
a foreigner separated from us and from

your cousins.” Lord Cormack, whose
family came from Eyemouth in the
Borders, said that no sensible person
would deny that Scotland could be-
come a successful small country. “The
question for you is whether, if it does,
your life will be richer and fuller and
your prospects and opportunities
greater and more exciting than if you
remain British.
“As you enter your final school year,

all the benefits and opportunities that
come with being a citizen of a major
power, towhichScotland and its people
have contributed so much, lie before
you.”
He added: “I don’t knowwhether you

ever watch that TV programme Who
DoYouThinkYouAre? In a sense that is
the question you will have to answer
when you put your cross on your very
first ballot paper. I do hope you will
think it is sensible that we should stay
together.”

ing greater devolution of powers to
their respective countries, with a cut to
funding sent north of the border and in
the number of Scottish MPs.
If the campaign to save the Union is

successful, party leaders will return to
face angry partymembers worried that
a last-minute package of powers, the
details ofwhichare yet to be finalised, is

Sam Coates, Lindsay McIntosh
Michael Savage
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The referendum in Scotland is proving a source of inspiration for separatist movements around the world

Scottish referendum News

Professors fear for education
Greg Hurst Education Editor

University scholars in Scotland are
more likely to oppose independence,
believing that separating from the
United Kingdom would damage the
country’s higher education sector,
according to a poll.
The survey of 1,058 academics from

Scotland’s 19 universities found that
54.8 per cent said they would vote
against independence in next week’s
referendum, while 41.2 per cent were in
favour, giving the No campaign a lead
of 13.6 percentage points.
Academics were split according to

their subject, according to the online

poll, conducted by Times Higher
Education magazine. The majority of
those working in the sciences, maths,
engineering and technology disciplines
said that they were against independ-
ence, with 69.4 per cent opposed and
30.6 per cent in favour.
However, among those in the arts,

humanities and social sciences, there
was a majority for independence, with
56.1 per cent planning to vote “yes” and
43.9 intending to vote “no”.
There are 17,225 academics em-

ployed at present by Scottish higher
education institutions and 22,075 non-
academic staff, according to theHigher
Education Statistics Agency.

We want what they’re having . . .

Michael Anderson, an
Aboriginal
independence
campaigner, is riveted
by the forthcoming vote
in Scotland. “If there is a
‘yes’ vote, then the
United Kingdom no
longer remains intact,”
he says. “That raises
serious questions about
the veracity of the
Australian Constitution
because there will not be
a Queen of the UK any
more. Our ancient
[Aboriginal] law could
become the law of the
land.”

The Future of Åland
campaigns for
independence for the
Swedish-speaking Åland
islands, which have a

population of just under
30,000, and belong to
Finland.

A 2011 ceasefire by the
Basque separatists Eta
ended a bloody 40-year
campaign for
independence that cost
more than 800 lives. As
the region adjusts to
peace, there is less
appetite for
confrontation with
Spain.

Florian Weber, 50,
president of the Bavaria
Party, says that Scotland
and Bavaria have very
long independent state
histories, Bavaria for
more than 1,500 years.
“Both of us have had to
put up with a ‘strong’

neighbour throughout
our history. In the case
of Scotland it was
England, in the case of
Bavaria it was Prussia.
Both are currently
subordinated to this
neighbour because
although Prussia legally
no longer exists, de facto
since 1871 it has
developed into
Germany,” he said.

Most of those joining a
march today to mark
Catalan National Day
will be acutely aware of
the debt they owe David
Cameron for allowing
the independence vote
in Scotland. A “yes” vote
would provide a huge
emotional boost to
separatist ambitions to
hold a similar
referendum on

independence in
Catalonia on November
9. Mariano Rajoy, the
Spanish prime minister,
has vowed to prevent the
independence poll.

The foreign ministry of
the unrecognised
Nagorno-Karabakh
Republic, run by ethnic
Armenians with Russia’s
protection on the
territory of Azerbaijan,
said the Scots poll
suggested that
recognising the right to
self-determination via
the ballot box was “the
most efficient and
democratic way of
peacefully resolving
such problems”. This
summer saw fierce
fighting between
Armenia and Azerbaijan
over the territory.

The Democratic Union
of Hungarians in
Romania represents the
1.4 million-strong ethnic
Magyar community and
campaigns for greater
autonomy, such as
language and schooling
rights.

The East Turkestan
Islamist Movement was
founded by Turkic
Uighur militants —
members of the mostly
Muslim minority in the
restive Chinese region of
Xinjiang. Its aim is to
create an “independent
East Turkestan”.

The New Flemish
Alliance is the most

popular party in
Flanders with an
ultimate goal to see the
Dutch-speaking region
of 6.3 million people
become independent
and leave behind
Wallonia, the poorer,
French-speaking
southern half of
Belgium.

A ceasefire between the
Turkish state and the
PKK, the Kurdish-
Marxist guerrilla group,
has been in force for
more than a year.
Prospects for success

have been raised in part
because the Kurdish
nationalist camp has
stepped back from its
original aim of
independence, and now
is calling for greater
local autonomy

throughout Turkey, not
only for Kurdish regions.

Despite his backing of
separatists in Ukraine
and the Caucasus,
President Putin’s track
record on breakaway
movements at home is
blunt. He cemented his
position in power by
crushing Chechen
aspirations for self-
determination. Last year
he passed a law making
the spreading of
separatist views a
criminal offence
punishable by five years
in jail.

When it comes to
separatist bogeymen,
China’s pre-eminent
bête noire is the Dalai
Lama. David Cameron’s
decision to meet him in
2012 saw relations
between London and
Beijing frozen as Beijing
registered its irritation
with an 18-month fit of
petulance from which
the two countries have
only just made up.

Pro-Russian separatists
in Ukraine and Russian
politicians have made
repeated references to
the Scottish
independence vote this
year. They cite it as
evidence of a
hypocritical West that
refused to recognise
recent referendums in
Crimea and south-
eastern Ukraine (never
mind that both were
held on territory
swarming with armed
men and without the
approval of the
government in Kiev).

For the supporters of the
Free West Papua
Movement, which has
fought a five-decade
battle for independence
from Indonesia, next
week’s referendum is an
inspiration.

Rebel humour Pro-Russian separatists such as Alexander “Babay” Mozhaev have had fun on Twitter comparing the battle for Ukraine with the fight for Scottish
independence and poking fun at the Queen and President Obama. The poster, bottom right, translates as “Why doesn’t England bomb the Scottish separatists?”

finland

australia

basque country

bavaria

catalonia

the caucasus

romania

china

belgium

turkey

russia

tibet

ukraine

indonesia

Obama, Scotland
wants to separate!
Help them to calm
down. Accuse them
of running a
bloody regime

And is there oil in Scotland?

I will not give
it to you

Sorry, Liz! No oil —
no bloody regime!

Serving Scottish soldiers unable to vote

The apparent inability of thousands of
Scottish servicemen and women in the
British armed forces to vote in Scot-
land’s referendumwas last night brand-
ed as “shocking” and unfair.
Iain Thomson, a Scottish former

long-serving member of the Royal
TankRegiment, saidhewasplanning to
launch an online petition to raise
awareness about what he said was an
injustice.
“A Scottish soldier who has served in

the British army, unless he has a regis-
tered address in Scotland, cannot vote,”
Mr Thomson said. “Any Scottish sol-

dier living in England, Cyprus or Ger-
many will not be able to vote, which I
find appalling. A soldier in Afghanistan
whose familyareback inTidworthdoes
not have a say inwhether his country is
going to be independent or not.”
Under voting rules drawn up by the

Scottish parliament, only people with
residency in Scotland are eligible to
vote in next week’s referendum on in-
dependence. This excludes millions of
Scottish men and women who choose
to move away from the country
Soldiers, sailors, airmen and Royal

Marines in the armed forces, however,
have tomovewhere the job takes them.
This means that a lot of Scottish ser-

vicemen andwomen and their families,
who plan to return to Scotland once
they leave the military, will be denied a
vote unless they have taken steps to
demonstrate Scottish residency.
Mr Thomson, 45, who lives in En-

gland but was born in Scotland, said
that the majority of people denied a
vote were married military personnel
whose home address was the base
where they were stationed.
A spokeswoman for the Ministry of

Defence said that it had worked with
theElectoralCommission toalertScot-
tish service personnel to the import-
anceof being registeredat anaddress in
Scotland to be eligible for voting.

Deborah Haynes Defence Editor

Words by Times staff
including Bernard Lagan,
Graham Keeley,
Richard Lloyd Parry and
David Charter
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Everybody deserves
their own country.
Scotland and England
have been married for
307 years and now it’s
time for a divorce

News Scottish referendum

Desperate Dan’s city throws its
Aberdeen

EdinburghGlasgow

Stranraer

Fort William
Glencoe

Stornoway

Inverness

Dundee

North
Sea

50 miles

Robert Crampton finds
working-class solidarity
has determined how
Dundee will vote
on day 4
of his journey
through
Scotland

W
hen the nationalists
call Dundee Yes City,
they’re not
exaggerating. During
Alex Salmond’s visit a

week ago he was treated more like a
rock star — selfies, autographs,
mobbed by teenagers — than a party
politician. The Yes campaign has got
the votes locked up here tighter than
a jar of the jam for which Tayside
used to be famous. Not that they’ve
made jam here for many years. Nor,
since the last mill closed in the late
1990s, have they processed any jute.
Journalism, however — the third of
the celebrated Dundonian Js — is still
going strong in the form of the
newspaper and comic publisher DC
Thomson. My hotel room boasts a
portrait of Dennis the Menace.
Desperate Dan’s statue stands

proudly on the High Street. Nothing

desperate about the Yes campaigners,
though. Tellingly, nobody I spoke to
was angry or aggressive or abusive
about yesterday’s intervention by the
so-called Three Amigos from
Westminster. Nor was anyone
anxious about Gordon Brown’s new
vocalism. They were rather dismissive
bordering on indifferent. In Dundee
at least, the nationalists talk like
people who’ve won the argument and
are now poised to win the prize. If not
in a week’s time, then not too many
years afterwards.
“It’s a natural progression,” says

Greg Dand, 40, a financial analyst.
“My mum and dad are both voting
no. They feel an attachment to being
British and I can understand that —
I’ve no problem with it. But my
generation and younger, we feel more
Scottish. The world is more global but
it’s also more tribal.” We’re standing

on St Andrews Street not far from the
Tay. Across the way is a corner shop
rejoicing in the name of the M&T
Continental Grocery Superstore. Like
many shops in Dundee — and cars,
and houses — the M&T has a large
Yes poster in its window. The
proprietor, Victor Abuul, 34, is a
“naturalised” Scot, ten years resident
here after leaving his native Nigeria.
“The Scots are a very unique race,”

he says. “In the 21st century, being
Scottish is going to stand for
freedom.”
“Everybody deserves their own

country,” adds his wife, Cynthia.
“Scotland and England have been
married for 307 years and now it’s
time for a divorce.”
“But you’ll be welcome back to

Scotland,” says Mr Abuul, clapping
me on the shoulder. “You won’t need
a visa. We send our Scottish love to
our cousins across the border.”
Back out in the street, a van has

arrived plastered in Yes posters and
blaring out One Great Thing by Big

Country on a pair of tinny speakers.
That, and the rickety fold-away tables,
banners and stickers and hand-held
megaphones that don’t work properly
give the Yes effort the air of an old-
fashioned street campaign. Which it
is. But it’s also been ultra-modern —
political education dispensed via
social media, the more established
media players with their almost
uniform support for the status quo
bypassed and all but ignored by many.
Mr Abuul leaves his shop to seek

me out to make this very point.
“This referendum has been a

tremendous success in reaching the
man on the street. People have been
shown what the future of Scotland
will be. They are not afraid of
uncertainty. The No campaign has
stuck to the TV studios. We never see
them on the street. So people see a
conspiracy between the Scottish
Labour elite and the London
Conservative elite.”
I hear such a view echoed time and

again. I hear versions of Mr Abuul’s
parting comment many times too, but
no one expresses it as well as he does.
“Scotland is a working-class society,”
he says. “You lose the working class,
you lose your campaign. Simple.”
Less than a mile away, up the hill

on Albert Street, in Stobswell, the
locals are waiting for the return of a
favourite son. The actor Brian Cox, 67,
grew up on these streets and,
although he left them for stage and
film fame 50 years ago, still has family
and friends here and comes backCynthia Abuul
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weight behind the Yes cause

According to
the myth of
William
Wallace’s
victory over
the English at
Stirling Bridge
on this day in
1297 he
celebrated by
having the skin
of his enemy
cut into pieces
to be kept as
souvenirs — a
scene that did
not make it
into Mel
Gibson’s film.
Wallace, the
son of a lesser
noble, became
Guardian of the
Kingdom of
Scotland
before his
eventual
betrayal

S
ir William Wallace, the
medieval warrior in the
Wars of Scottish
Independence, is almost the
perfect Scottish hero:

fierce, patriotic, unrepentant,
doomed and destined for a
spectacularly sticky end.
Very little is known about him

for certain. Wallace was born
around 1270, possibly in
Renfrewshire, the son of a lesser
noble. He may have served as an
archer in the English army. He
might even have been Welsh, since
his name possibly derives from the
Old English word “wylisc”,
meaning “foreigner” or
“Welshman”.
Imaginative myths have

clustered around him long before
Hollywood got hold of the
Braveheart story and turned him
into a blue-faced, kilt-lifting icon,
played by an American-born
Australian actor with an atrocious
Scottish accent. Blind Harry’s
15th-century poem insisted that
Wallace was 7ft tall, while another
description holds that he had “the
body of a giant”.
With Scotland threatening to

descend into civil war at the end of
the 13th century, the first event
that can be ascribed to Wallace
with any certainty was the killing
of William Heselrig, the English
sheriff of Lanark — an act of
rebellion that sparked a full-scale
uprising against the English
monarch Edward I.
On September 11, 1297, Scottish

forces led by Wallace defeated a
far larger English army at the
Battle of Stirling Bridge — a
bloody affair in which the English
were forced on to a narrow bridge,
which collapsed, drowning many.
Wallace celebrated, it is said, by

having the skin from the dead
body of Edward’s treasurer cut into

pieces as grisly souvenirs.
According to the Lanercost
Chronicle, Wallace had “a broad
strip . . . taken from the head to the
heel, to make therewith a baldrick
for his sword”.
Oddly, this episode does not

appear in the film Braveheart.
Wallace took the title Guardian

of the Kingdom of Scotland on
behalf of John Balliol, claimant to
the crown, and was knighted for
his efforts by one of the Scottish
earls. The Scottish forces were
defeated by Edward’s army at the
Battle of Falkirk in 1298. Shortly
after, Wallace resigned as
Guardian in favour of Robert the

Bruce, the future king.
He managed to evade capture

for seven more years, but was
finally handed over to the English
by John de Menteith, a Scottish
knight loyal to Edward — an act of
perfidy that earned him the
nickname “False Menteith”.
Wallace was taken to London

and put on trial for treason.
His end was supremely nasty —

strangled by hanging but released
while still alive, he was then
emasculated, eviscerated,
beheaded, and then quartered. His
head, dipped in tar, was exhibited
on a pike on London Bridge.
Wallace’s words of defiance

ensured him a permanent place in
the pantheon of Scottish heroes: “I
could not be a traitor to Edward,
for I was never his subject.”

A SHORT HISTORY
OF THE UNION

Ben Macintyre

part four

regularly. Now he’s coming back
again, to mingle, and later to speak in
favour of independence.
Tony Cox, 51, a lecturer in Adult

Education and organiser of
Stobbie4Aye, the neighbourhood
affiliate of the Yes surge, tells me “this
is the beating heart of Yes. Our
canvassing returns are about 80-20.
We registered 1,000 new voters in the
week prior to the deadline. We’ll be
weighing the vote here.”
I can well believe it. In Trophy

World, in The Card Shop, in Yankee
Tattoo, in Balloons Made For You, in
Brand’s Books, in virtually every shop
window up Albert Street, Yes posters
have pride of place. Only Desire,
selling its lingerie and Triple X videos,
fails to declare its allegiance. I have no
doubt, however, it would be Yes! Yes!
Yesssss! Car horns blare in support.
Babies, dogs, lampposts — and,

within seconds of his arrival, Brian
Cox — are festooned with badges or
stickers. “These are the most exciting
times of my life,” Cox tells the crowd.
“And I think we’re gonna get there.”
Repairing to the Balmore Bar, Cox
mixes with the drinkers and signs
beer mats and gamely tries to recall
old Meg Mulvey and Buster someone
or other and another fella’s auntie on

Brown Constable Street, where he
was born.
He orders a non-alcoholic beer, is

told there isn’t any and settles for
Irn-Bru. He is then prevailed upon to
have a bite of meat pie. “Don’t tell
anyone,” says Cox, revealing that he is
a diabetic. “You’re getting old Brian,”
someone tells him. “Aye love, well
we’re all getting old.”
Tony Cox (no relation) tells his

namesake about rising local poverty,
food banks, welfare sanctions,
zero-hours contracts, minimum-wage
jobs. The actor nods in sympathy and
sips his Irn-Bru.
“Dundee was always a left-wing

city,” says Tony Cox, “and it still is. It
didn’t leave Labour, Labour left it.
We’re fighting this campaign as
socialists rather than nationalists. We
want to create a decent society.”
“That’s absolutely it,” Brian Cox

agrees. “This’ll be a victory for social
democracy. Social democracy has
been defeated again and again, and
Labour hasn’t done anything about it.”
Therein lies the force of the Yes

offer — at least in a city such as this.
But can they afford it? “Aye,” comes

the reply, again and again. “That ‘too
wee, too poor, too stupid’ thing disnae
wash any more. And even if it did,”
adds Tony Cox, “so what? India didn’t
declare independence because it was
the land of milk and honey.”
“And anyway,” asks Greg Dand. “If

we’re so crap economically, why are
you trying so hard to hold on to us?”
Not a bad question, that.

Brian Cox, the
actor, returns to
his home town
to meet Yes
supporters and
speak of what he
says will be a
victory for
social democracy

in the Scottish
referendum next
Thursday.
Left, even the
statue of
Desperate Dan in
the city centre
brandishes a Yes
campaign sticker

Mel Gibson took William Wallace and
turned him into a blue-faced icon

UK debt

£1.7tn
Estimated
in 2015

£100bn
Scotland’s share if
allocated on the
basis of historic
tax revenues

Estimated debt incurred following
Scotland’s failed 17th century
attempt to build an empire

£143bn
Scotland’s

share if based
on per capita

share

of Scottish GDP

of Scottish GDP60-86%
Debt an independent Scotland
would likely take on today

40%

SCOTS’ MISCELLANY
BY TOM WHIPPLE

Tomorrow
Robert Crampton heads south
to Edinburgh
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Fermor’s game
of thrones
After centuries of inbreeding,
Europe’s monarchs are almost all
cousins. So perhaps the late Patrick
Leigh Fermor, the bacchanalian
travel writer, forgave Elpida, his
housekeeper, for a huge faux pas at
his Greek home a few years ago.
She took a call from an embassy in
Athens and passed on the message
that the King and Queen of Sweden
hoped to visit. Fermor, above, duly
spent a week researching their
heritage and, over supper, regaled
them with tales of their Bernadotte
ancestry. Yet he was appalled by the
royal couple’s “complete lack of
reaction”, according to Drink Time,
a new memoir. “Days went by
before someone, a rather better
informed neighbour, commented
on having seen the crowned heads
of Belgium touring the area.”

Ed Miliband’s hopes of wooing voters
are slim if even constitutional experts
can’t recall his name. John Barnes, on
the Today programme, seemed to
answer his own question on whether
the lack of faith in a faltering prime
minister might clear the path for
“David Mi- . . . erm . . . young
Miliband, the brother Miliband . . .”

putin’s firm
The transport boffin Christian
Wolmar is seeking Labour’s
nomination to stand as mayor of
London in 2016. If he has learnt
anything from Boris Johnson’s
tenure it is a rash approach to
international diplomacy, especially
in a city so replete with Russian
oligarchs. After an Oldie lunch this
week, Wolmar said of Russia: “No-
one loves them. They are the
Millwall supporters of Europe.”
David Cameron may have likened
Vladimir Putin to Hitler, but that
will really sting.

making a hash of it
The #BringBackOurGirls hashtag
went viral around the globe after
200 Nigerian schoolgirls were
captured by Boko Haram militants
in April. A campaign group backing
the re-election of the unusually
named president, Goodluck
Jonathan, has now issued posters

around Abuja emblazoned with
#BringBackGoodluck2015. Aware
of the poor taste, the embarrassed
president is scrambling to have
them torn down and quash the
slogan. Especially as it might
remind Nigeria’s voters that after
five months of captivity and
repeated promises, he has still failed
to secure the girls’ release. Bad luck,
Jonathan.

Could Scottish independence trigger
an unseemly brawl within the rest of
the UK? Cornish MPs are already
posturing for more powers while, in a
Newsnight debate on the possibility
of an English parliament, John
Redwood cut down Peter Hain, the
Neath MP, with a withering: “Why
should you intervene? You’re Welsh.”

vicious cycle
Mark Cavendish, who is riding in
the Tour of Britain, is growing
weary of abuse from roadside
spectators, but he can at least
laugh about it. “If your life’s so sad
that you stand on a climb and shout
‘Go Fatty’ at me while I’m pulling
the peloton, at least have the balls
to shout it as I’m coming towards
you and not after I’ve just passed
you,” he tweeted. “Or just give me a
doughnut. Then we both get
something.”

kaya burgess

‘Geek’ is not chic, it’s
offensive, says donor
Hannah Devlin Science Editor

The words “geek” and “nerd” are as
offensive as terms of racist abuse, the
founder of one of Britain’s most
successful hedge funds has said.
David Harding, who built Winton

Capital’s £25 billion fortune by using
complex statistics to analyse financial
markets, said that pigeonholing people
who are good at maths was equivalent
to using words like n***** or y**.
“I feel these words [geek and nerd]

are as insulting as n*****. I find it
insulting,” said Mr Harding, who has a
personal fortune of about £900million
and was 131st on this year’s Sunday
TimesRich List. Speaking to The Times
before an announcement that he has
donated £5 million to create a new
maths gallery at the Science Museum
in London, Mr Harding dismissed the
idea that scientists had reclaimed
words such as geek, giving them new,
positive connotations.
“Are these words really used

affectionately by society? It doesn’t feel
like that. I think they’re used with a
slight fear and a slight putting
somethingdownsoyoudon’thave tobe
respectful of it,” he said.
He added that “some people would

say wop for an Italian or y** is
affectionate”.
“I’mnot sure that y** is less insulting.

One is a Jewish person and one is a per-
sonwho is very good atmaths,” he said.
Last year, the Collins dictionary

changed the main definition of geek
from someone preoccupied with
computing to “a person who is very
knowledgeable and enthusiastic about
a specific subject”, and added thewords
geekery, geek chic and geekdom. Mr
Harding said that some scientists had
been “lured into” using the terms about
themselves. The broadcaster and
physicist Jim Al-Khalili suggested,
however, that the sting had already
been taken out of words such as geek
that were once insulting.
“The rise of geekdom is a celebration

of those that are interested in science.
People are not just putting up with
being called geeks, they’re actively
embracing it,” Mr Al-Khalili said.
MarkHenderson, authorofTheGeek

Manifesto, agreed. “They’re badges of
honour that people use about
themselves to show off that they’re
curious about the world and have a
deep abiding interest in something —
often science and maths,” he said.
The new Science Museum gallery,

designed by the architect Zaha Hadid
and scheduled to open in 2016, will
focus on the ideas thatmathematicians
have had which have shaped the world
and influenced our everyday lives.
Mr Harding said that parents could

help to inspire their children by playing
mathematical games with them in the
car, suchas spotting thenextnumber in
a series. “I’m sure there are lots of
mums and dads out there who are
understimulated,” he said.
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It’s happy holiday time
for Kors’s glamazonians

Kew scientist found dead after fearing for his job
Gabriella Swerling

An “outstanding” scientist based at
Kew Gardens who had been told to
reapply for his job has been found dead
in the sea off Cornwall.
Dr Nigel Veitch, 49, was discovered

by fishermen off St Ives this month.
Police have ruled out foul play.
The scientist, who specialised in the

function and diversity of plants and
fungi, had worked at Kew since 1992
after a glittering academic career.
He had recently learnt that he would

need to reapply for his job as part of a
restructuringof the sciencedirectorate.
The world-renowned institution is

facing financial hardship, prompted by
a £5 million shortfall.
Kew Gardens emphasised that de-

spite its financial position, Dr Veitch
was a strong candidate for a new post.
A spokeswoman said: “As has been

widely reported, due to the financial
deficit, changes are being proposed to
the science directorate. These are sig-
nificant and affect all science staff. Dr
Veitchwas an outstanding scientist and
would have been a strong candidate for
a position in the new structure.”
Dr Veitch, who was born in Madrid,

studied at theUniversity ofOxford and
spoke Danish. As a phytochemist at
Kew’s Jodrell laboratory, he regularly

published papers on his specialisms.
The spokeswoman added: “We are
deeply saddened by his death. Hewas a
valued colleague and friend to many,
and an outstanding scientist.”
The body of Dr Veitch, who lived

alone in Ascot, Berkshire, was found
by Sam Narbett, a fisherman, on
September 1 in the sea between St Ives
and Pendeen at about 9.20am.
“I was just streaming along out

fishing and I caught a glimpse of some-
thing in the water. As I went past I real-
ised it was a person,” Mr Narbett said.
“I thought it might have been some-

one knocked unconscious, so I pulled
him on board. My initial reaction was

that we might have a chance of saving
him. People can survive a long time in
cold water.”
A Devon and Cornwall police

spokesman said: “The death is not
being treated as suspicious at this time.”
Police would like to hear from any-

one who saw Dr Veitch in the area.
In March Richard Deverell, Kew’s

director, gave warning that funding
cuts would irreversibly damage its
ability to help to conserve plants and
fungi.
He described the situation at the

timeas “extremely challenging”, adding
that itwouldresult in the lossof 125 staff
jobs, a sixth of the institution’s work-
force. He said: “In its 255-year history,
Kewhasnever been throughanequiva-
lent scale of restructuring and head-
count reduction.”
In 2003 Dr Veitch’s specialist re-

search into the flavonoid chemistry
of legumes was recognised by the
American Society of Pharmacognosy
with the Jack L Beal award.

I
n the shiny, happy world of
Michael Kors’s (lightly
tanned) “glamazonians”,
there is little place for
self-doubt, deep

introspection, grunge
references or, indeed,
sombre-coloured
footwear. His catwalk
clothes are always positive
and upbeat, with easily
digestible fashion
references — it’s summer
so why not riff on a
Hamptons holiday
wardrobe? — of the sort
that his moneyed,
uptown clientele will
easily understand.
Yesterday’s

collection, referred to
as “Optimistic Chic”,
did all of that. Kors
may have cited the
attitude of Agnes de
Mille’s choreography
and the casual elegance of
Louise Dahl-Wolfe’s
photographs but here was
his habitually polished take
on Fifties sportswear, from
the opening outfit —
which showed a
capped-sleeve T-shirt
worn with the fullness of
an ankle-grazing, organza
skirt — to other potential
holiday staples. Who on
their annual pilgrimage to
Amagansett would want to
forget a zingy yellow
fisherman’s parka, denim
short suits worn with
swinging cropped jackets
and that most useful of
summer staples: a white

broderie anglaise cotton dress.
Picking up on many of the trends
that have emerged at New York
fashion week was his use of gingham
and giant floral patterns, seen on
long halterneck dresses in thick,
stiff brocades. Seemingly more
experimental was the 3D plastic
flower appliqué sewn on to long
swishy skirts and teamed with
pared down shirts.

The glossy (OK, let’s just call
it commercial) aspect of his
collections may have fashion’s
thrillseekers eye-rolling with
ennui. Does Kors care? Probably
not. For Kors has long dressed
ladies who lunch, but it is only
recently that he has been
propelled into the stratosphere

— his personal wealth
scored him his first
entry on Forbes’s
billionaire’s list —
thanks to the
enormous success of
his mid-range bags.
Crucially, his bags’
£250 price tags
mean that many
women can
channel Jackie
O chic or carry
the same bag as
Miranda Kerr.

His holding
company
recently
announced
annual results
that showed a
51.8 per cent
rise in total
revenue year
on year. In a
sign of
success, in
the past three

financial quarters
the company has

opened up 133 stores.

New York fashion week
Carolyn Asome

Heidi Klum, centre, at the Michael Kors show, which drew on Fifties style, below

Nigel Veitch: had
won an award in
the US for his work

PETER FOLEY / EPA
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Council lost details
of Rotherham abuse
Andrew Norfolk

Reports that provided the first detailed
evidence of a large-scale sex-grooming
scandal in Rotherham have dis-
appeared from the council’s archives, it
was revealed last night.
The admission was made by Martin

Kimber, the scandal-hit local author-
ity’s outgoing chief executive, during
evidence to a parliamentary inquiry.
Shaun Wright, South Yorkshire’s

beleaguered police and crime commis-
sioner, also came under further pres-
sure when he was accused of failing to
show colleagues an internal report on
sex-grooming crimes in Rotherham.
MrWright, who has defied demands

for his resignation from the primemin-
ister and Ed Miliband, is said to have
chosen not to share with senior Labour
members of Rotherham council a 2008
report that “raised serious issues”.
The claimwasmade by Joyce Thack-

er, the council’s director of children’s
services, during her evidence to the
inquiry. She said the report revealed
that it was suspected that 58 children in
Rotherham had been groomed and
used for sex in the previous 12 months.
Ms Thacker told the Commons com-

munities and local government com-
mittee that shehadsent thereport toMr
Wright, who from 2005 to 2010 was the
Labour councillor with responsibility
for children’s services in the town, but
that he “did not allow it” to be sent to
other members of the council’s cabinet.

She said: “If the report had gone to cab-
inet, it still wouldn’t have stopped child
sexual exploitation, but the ownership
might have been there for the issue
much better across the council.”
Mr Kimber and Ms Thacker were

making their secondappearancebefore
MPs in two days after an independent
inquiry found that 1,400 Rotherham
children were groomed and sexually
abused over a 16-year period from 1997.
The inquiry byAlexis Jaydrewatten-

tion to three reports on sex-grooming,
from 2002, 2003 and 2006, which pre-
sented compelling evidence of serious
crimes thatwere not being investigated
or prosecuted.
Mr Kimber told MPs that despite

making extensive inquiries to find the
reports among the local authority’s
records,hehadseenonlyasectionof the
2002 report, had still not been able to
read the 2003 report, and saw the 2006
report for the first time last weekend.
Of the missing reports, he said: “I

cannot find them. They’re not within
the council’s archive.”
Ms Thacker said she did not know

whether the reports had been
deliberately destroyed in an attempt to
conceal information.
LouiseCasey, theheadof thegovern-

ment’s troubled families programme,
was appointed yesterday to conduct an
independent inspection of the council’s
handlingof theabuse claims,whichwill
examine whether it covered up infor-
mation about them.
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They can be a bit nutty, but . . .
chef puts squirrel on the menu
While Britney Spears andHughFearn-
ley-Whittingstall may not have much
in common at first glance, they are
united in their love of one unlikely
foodstuff: squirrel meat.
Now a chef is trying to widen the

appeal of the rodent delicacy by adding
it to the winter menu at his restaurant.
Pascal Aussignac, of the Michelin-

starred Club Gascon in Smithfield, in
the City of London, wants to promote
squirrel — as long as it’s grey — in an
effort to be “sustainable”.
The French chef buys the animals

from “hunters” in Lincolnshire who
trap them, freeze them, and ship them
to London.
“I first heard about these grey squir-

rels about three years ago when my
suppliers told me there were hunters
selling them,” he said. “I was intrigued
and started doing some research, dis-
covering that having grey squirrel on a
menu was very sustainable. They are
pests in the wild and are endangering
the natural red squirrel.”
Britain has 5 million grey squirrels

and only 130,000 reds, with up to 75 per
cent of those living in Scotland. The
north of England has only seven pro-
tected red squirrel reserves where the
indigenous animals hang on. The grey
squirrel was introduced to Britain 100
years ago by an American banker.
Mr Aussignac said nine out of ten of

used to it, even if it is unusual and
served at an edgy restaurant.”
Britney Spears is said to have eaten

squirrel because of its popularity in
southern America where she grew up,
whereas Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall
has endorsed the meat as a “real food”.
AdamLawrence, ClubGascon’smar-

keting manager, explained how the
animals travel fromthe tree to the table.
“Our wholesalers use two suppliers,
one a farmer in the Cotswolds and one
in Lincolnshire,” he said. “It changes
with the seasons because they eat
hazelnuts and acorns in the autumn
and barley in the spring.”
Many people are cheering on the

trend. Lord Inglewood, who lives in the
red squirrel havenofCumbria, has long
argued that reds will become extinct if
the greymenace is not tackled.He said:
“I’ve said it before, grey squirrels are far
better on a plate than in the wild. I
wouldn’t recommend thempersonal-
ly, they’re a bit nutty . . . but anything
to keep numbers down.”
A squirrel costs £3.95 or £4.95

skinned.
Mr Aussignac’s squir-

rel terrine will appear
first at the Taste for
London Winter, at To-
bacco Dock, east
London, between No-
vember 20 and 23, before
reaching his Glub Gascon
menu in January at £7.

the grey squirrels were killed by
the traps set to catch them, al-
though some had to be shot.
“I was posing for a photo

with a grey squirrel in my
hands yesterday and therewas
quite a lot of screaming from
onlookers,” he said. “People are a
little conservative about a dead
squirrel but I think they will get

Georgie Keate Cornish squirrel pasty

Ingredients Pie-crust pastry,
140g squirrel meat cut into cubes,
30g smoked bacon, 100g swede,
100g potatoes, 50g onion,
15g hazelnuts, 75g butter, 5g parsley,
pinch of salt and pepper

Method Brush the pastry with a
whisked egg. Put the swede,
hazelnuts, parsley, potato and
seasoning into a circle of cut pastry,
with the bacon, squirrel and onion
on top. Put the butter into each
pastry circle and then fold the edges
over to shape a pasty. Put the
pasties into a greaseproof baking
tray, brush the outside and bake at
180C or gas mark 5 for 45-50
minutes until the juices boil
out of the pasty.

Keith Viner
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All in a good
cause
Evoking the
heyday of
Hollywood
glamour, this
shot of a sultry
Kate Winslet,
left, is among
those featured
in an exhibition
in aid of Cancer
Research UK.
Others taking
part include the

TV presenter
Julia Bradbury,
above, and
Jerry Hall, right
with the show’s
photographer,
Jason Bell. The
exhibition, in
partnership
with TK Maxx,
the clothing
retailer, starts
next week at La
Galleria Pall
Mall in London

JASON BELL
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Family act Six pairs of twins have joined Montpelier Primary School in Plymouth. From left, Jack and Thomas Lewin; Beau and
Evelyn Moore; Naomi and Lola Gray; Dragon and Tiger Tang; Zachary and Finlay Francombe and Prithvi and Vidhusha Ananth

STEVEN HAYWOOD

Families want more
money pumped into
dementia research
Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

Dementia patients have urged the gov-
ernment to spend more money on
researching a cure, as new figures show
there are 46 times as many trials under
way into cancer drugs as into dementia.
Jeremy Hunt, the health secretary,

has promised to double spending on
dementia research as well as treating
more people with the condition. How-
ever, 27 families affected by the condi-
tion say it is not good enough that no
new treatments have emerged in a
decade and are urging him to do more.
Currently, 5,755 trials are in progress

around the world into new cancer
drugs, comparedwith 99 intoAlzheim-
er’s disease and 26 into other types of
dementia. There are 16 ongoing trials
into hayfever treatments, the same as
the total for vascular dementia, which
affects 136,000 people in Britain,
according to analysis of trial registries.
In a letter to Mr Hunt the families

say: “Whileadrive to improvediagnosis
and care and support will help people
live well with dementia today, greater
investment in researchand ring-fenced
funding could help us find a cure for
dementia tomorrow. Some 225,000
people develop dementia each year.
That’s one person every three minutes.
“The UK spends seven times more

on cancer research than dementia re-
search, despite a case of dementia cost-
ing five timesmore than a cancer case.”

Clare Walton, research communica-
tions manager at the Alzheimer’s
Society, said: “A legacyof underfunding
for dementia researchhas limitedmed-
ical progress.Recent fundingboosts are
very welcome but investment in de-
mentia research still does not come
close to reflecting the human and eco-
nomic cost of the condition.”
At a G8meeting in London last year,

Britain promised that spending on
dementiawould reach£66 millionnext
year. A follow-up meeting starts in Ca-
nada today.
A spokeswoman for the Department

of Health said: “We are leading the
international charge on dementia re-
search and setting a global example by
doubling research spending, but we
know more can be done. We are work-
ing with global leaders and appointed
the first world dementia envoy to stim-
ulate research. Today’s legacy event
will help continue the momentum.”
More than 800,000 people in Britain

have dementia, and they each face a
£21,000-a-year “dementia tax”, accord-
ing to calculations published yesterday.
MartinKnapp, of the London School

of Economics, said that the condition
cost Britain £26 billion a year, with suf-
ferers and their relatives picking up
most of the bill.
A third of the cost of dementia is met

by the NHS and councils, but the rest
falls on families, whomust give up time
to look after sufferers or pay for carers.

Carers collapsing with stress

Two thirds of those who care for a
seriously ill or disabled loved one have
had depression since taking up the role,
according to a leading charity.
The study, conducted by Carers UK,

found one in nine carers had suffered a
breakdown as a result of the strain, and
full-time carers were twice as likely to
be in bad health as non-carers. There
are 6.5 million carers in the UK. This

figure is set to rise to 9 million by 2037,
largely due to the ageing population.
Heléna Herklots, chief executive of

Carers UK, said that for thousands of
carers, life was a daily battle. “Carers
reported exhaustion, suffering physical
injury and collapsing from stress and
anxiety as they struggled to care for
ageing parents,” she said.
“A fifth of carers were receiving no

practical help at all — leaving them
unable to take a break from caring or
even get a good night’s sleep.”
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Things fall apart with weak western leaders
From Edinburgh to Donetsk, via Clacton, the forces of dissolution are having a field day. No wonder Putin is smiling

T
he other day I had one of
those movie moments. The
various editors of The
Times were discussing the
news agenda — Ukraine,

Isis, the possible end of the United
Kingdom, the strength of Ukip in
Clacton — and as the discussion
intensified I looked down the long
table and felt as if we were in the first
reel of a disaster flick where the
president’s advisers are all gradually
realising that the asteroid,
mega-tsunami or Earth’s collapsing
core really is about to end the world
as we know it. And no Bruce Willis
to save us.
In Syria and Iraq a kind of conflict

has grown up that is sometimes
genocidal, crosses borders at will and
sucks in (and will doubtless
transform and then blow out)
impressionable and bloodthirsty
young men. Meanwhile, the death
toll in Syria will soon reach 200,000.
At the same time, within shooting
distance of EUand Nato member
states, Russian forces are promoting
a civil war in Ukraine. Its proxy
forces have already claimed 300 lives
in the shooting down of MH17 (what
a summer it has been for pictures
you cannot look at) and now
Moscow is bullying the Baltic states.
Both these situations are

immensely dangerous and require
clear leadership from western
countries. Instead, we seem to be
experiencing a period of self-
imposed entropy. Far from pulling

together in the face of the challenge,
we seem determined to pull
ourselves apart. Unity is replaced by
decomposition, alliance by collapse.
As ever, at a moment like this,

WB Yeats comes to mind. In the
chaos after the First World War (and
as his native Ireland moved towards
independence and civil war), the poet
wrote the lines that — to me —
envisage how the Holocaust would
happen.
I don’t mean by this that a “yes”

vote next week means bloodshed in
the glens or that an EU exit
foreshadows concentration camps.
Of course they don’t, or anything like
it. But is there any problem in the
world that is better solved by a
weaker United Kingdom? Or (pace
Catalonia) a dismantled Spain? Or
by a European Union without Britain
in it? Or by an isolationist America?
The opposite is true.
Yeats wrote in The Second Coming:

The best lack all conviction, while the
worst

Are full of passionate intensity.

The SNP and its allies are not the
worst, nor are the ordinary
supporters of Ukip. But to me they

most certainly are the forces of
disintegration and are undoubtedly
far more passionate than their
opponents. Those who think that, on
balance, Scottish separation is not a
good idea or that the EU is a positive
thing are more likely to spend their
time in a form of literary criticism of
their own side than they are arguing
the case.

For those not actively engaged in
trying to draw new lines between
peoples, there is the competing
attraction of the continuing festival
of Sodditallia.
These days the comedian Russell

Brand is considered sufficiently
serious for his endorsement to help
to sell popular treatises on the
political economy. He is angry. He
represents those who are also angry.
His is the voice of the generation
that has to move to Leytonstone if it
wants to buy a flat.
A week ago Brand posted one of

his regular videos — which are
watched by tens of thousands — on
the subject of the threat from
returning jihadists. He was, according
to The Independent, posing a question
that “few are bold enough to ask”.
After showing a clip of the prime

minister announcing that Britain’s
threat level had been raised, Brand
ridiculed David Cameron. “Don’t
come up between two Union Jack
batwings and lie to us,” he demanded,
“because we’re not as thick as you
think we are.” The Isis peril was just
being used so that “terror measures”
could be imposed on British citizens.
The terrorist threat was “conceptual
and abstract. The threat of David
Cameron, however, is real.”
“It’s him”, said the millionaire

comic who is dating an heiress and
often stays in her £20 million
mansion, “who believes that he’s
God-chosen and privileged and has a
right to live better than the rest of
us.” Whereas the “lad” who killed
James Foley was, according to Brand,
just a “disenfranchised youth from
east London with no voice”.
Whether Brand would show quite

so much insouciance while being
beheaded by, say, a “disenfranchised”
racist white youth, is a rather bolder
question — if one that we must hope
is never tested.

But it was the laughless frivolity,
the effortless anti-establishment
populism of it all that struck me
most.
Brand is not Nigel Farage who in

turn is not Alex Salmond. And yet a
thread runs through their winning
appeal and, to a surprising extent,
through their arguments. It is one of
utter contempt for the status quo and
anyone regarded as its supporters.
Everything is a lie, or is panic, or is
desperation, or is corruption, or is a
betrayal. Imagine any of the three of
them curling their lips around the
word “Westminster” — a construct
that stands for far more than the
place itself. Tailored to the agenda of
each, it stands for elite uselessness.
You hate it, you laugh at it, from
Thurso to Thanet.
You elect it. How interesting it was,

earlier this year, to discover that both
Mr Salmond and Mr Farage had
chosen Vladimir Putin as a man who
had impressed them.
“I think Putin’s more effective than

the press he gets and you can see
why he carries support in Russia.
He’s restored a substantial part of
Russian pride and that must be a
good thing,” said Mr Salmond.
“As an operator, but not as a

human being, I would say I most
admired Putin. The way he played

the whole Syria thing. Brilliant,” said
Mr Farage.
In the aftermath of the 2008

financial crash, the leadership of the
West lost its confidence and has been
scared of leading ever since. Look
how the contagion of crowd-fearing
indecision went from Ed Miliband to
David Cameron to Barack Obama in
the debate over how to deal with
Bashar al-Assad’s brutality in Syria.
Imagine Barack with his shirt off,
even metaphorically.
In The Second Coming the falcon

cannot hear the falconer — a sign
that things fall apart. In fact, it can
hear him well enough but has
decided the man is a fool. And the
rough beast slouching towards
Bethlehem is wearing a baseball cap
with “f*** you” written on it.

Russell Brand has a lot in common
with Alex Salmond and Nigel Farage

Morland animation
Our cartoonist knows
why the ‘yes’ vote is
winning in the referendumg
thetimes.co.uk/animations

Why Jim Davidson’s ordeal
matters to all of us
Daniel Finkelstein
Page 19

Instead of leadership,
the West offers only
self-imposed entropy

comment pages of the year

We must hope Brand
never has to face his
own execution

@daaronovitch

David
Aaronovitch

Today Heavy thundery rain around the Adriatic and central Europe, mostly fine elsewhere. Max 32C (90F), min -1C (30F)
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Alicante 30 Sunny
Amsterdam 18 Shower
Athens 28 Sunny
Barcelona 26 Thunder
Belgrade 28 Cloudy
Berlin 19 Rain
Brussels 20 Shower
Bucharest 29 Fair
Budapest 19 Rain
Corfu 25 Thunder
Faro 24 Shower
Florence 27 Rain
Frankfurt 18 Rain
Geneva 20 Fair
Gibraltar 27 Sunny

Helsinki 17 Sunny
Innsbruck 12 Shower
Istanbul 25 Sunny
Lanzarote 24 Sunny
Las Palmas 24 Sunny
Lisbon 22 Rain
Madeira 24 Cloudy
Madrid 25 Sunny
Majorca 27 Thunder
Malaga 29 Sunny
Malta 26 Thunder
Milan 23 Sunny
Moscow 23 Sunny
Munich 17 Shower
Naples 25 Thunder

Nice 25 Sunny
Nicosia 27 Shower
Oslo 18 Fair
Paris 20 Sunny
Prague 18 Shower
Reykjavik 11 Shower
Rhodes 26 Sunny
Rome 25 Rain
Salzburg 16 Shower
St Petersburg 18 Sunny
Stockholm 20 Sunny
Tenerife 22 Sunny
Venice 24 Fair
Vienna 13 Rain
Warsaw 21 Shower

Today’s temperatures forecast for noon

Forecast for noon today. Wind speed in mph.
Temperatures maximum for day, degrees C

thetimes.co.uk

Noon today

Gibraltar, Portugal, France, Spain
Fine, dry, warm and sunny, but cloudier with a
few showers in Portugal and northern Catalonia.
Maximum 32C (90F), minimum 12C (54F).

The Low Countries, Germany, Poland
Cloudy or overcast, with showers or longer spells
of rain, heavy and persistent at times in Silesia.
Maximum 22C (72F), minimum 8C (46F).

Scandinavia, the Baltic states, Belarus
Mostly warm and sunny, cloudier with showers in
the Baltic states, and rain in the Lofoten Islands.
Maximum 23C (73F), minimum 3C (37F).

Western Russia, Ukraine, Moldova,
Romania, Bulgaria, Thrace, Anatolia
Mainly dry and feeling very warm with sunny
spells, with a few showers in northern Anatolia.
Maximum 30C (86F), minimum 6C (43F).

Rest of the Balkans, Central Europe, Italy
Cloudy with scattered showers or spells of rain,
with heavy thundery rain and a risk of flooding in
the Czech Republic, Austria, Albania and Slovenia.
Maximum 29C (84F), minimum -1C (30F).

Malta, Crete, Cyprus, Corsica, Sardinia
Hot and sunny in Crete and Cyprus, with thundery
showers in Malta, Corsica and Sardinia .
Maximum 28C (82F), minimum 13C (55F).

British Isles
Mostly dry and bright with sunny spells in the
west, cloudier in the east with a few spots of
drizzle in East Anglia in the morning.
Maximum 22C (72F), minimum 2C (36F).

Outlook
Rain and showers will continue in the Balkans,
staying dry in France and northern Europe.
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urban losers

Dave shuns despair to keep calm and carry on

Janice Turner Notebook

Panic would be understandable with so much at stake, but the PM is accustomed to adversity

O
ne week to save the
Union. One week to stop
Britain splintering apart.
The markets are
frightened, Tory MPs are

seething and the Scots are divided.
At the centre of this hurricane is

David Cameron, suddenly,
unexpectedly and quite possibly on
his way to being the last British
prime minister.
He has thrown Britain’s unwritten

constitution into the air, promising
almost any degree of devolution if
only the Scots would vote “no”.
Yesterday he abandoned prime
minister’s questions and raced to
Scotland alongside the other main
party leaders to speak about how
much the Union means to him and
the British people.
Fear and agitation would be

understandable. Instead the prime
minister and his inner circle have
remained remarkably calm.
One minister described to me the

atmosphere at Tuesday’s cabinet as
that of a wartime mess, intently
focused and stoical, with the tension
relieved by people cracking slightly
black jokes. You would never guess
from the good-humoured way Mr
Cameron chaired it, he said, that he
would have had good reason not to
have slept well the night before. He

takes the situation extremely
seriously but himself less so.
Mr Cameron’s positive attitude is

shaped partly by his class and
resources but more, say his friends,
by his family experience of resilience
in the face of adversity. His father
was born with misshapen legs but
was consistently cheerful. Mr
Cameron lived for years with the
knowledge that his beloved son Ivan
might die on any given night, but
that if he didn’t, there would be
mutual joy in the morning. It puts
politics into context.
No one in No 10 is currently

dwelling on the possible
misjudgments that led up to this
crisis: Mr Cameron’s insistence that
the ballot paper offer a straight
yes/no choice, rather than adding the
devo-max option that Alex Salmond
wanted; the date of the vote, giving
the SNP plenty of time to campaign

and the Tories plenty of time to
establish themselves as the austerity
party; the framing of the question so
that the positive, optimistic answer
— Yes! — favoured independence.
Insiders admit that mistakes must

have been made, but emphasise that
they were not obvious at the time.
Most commentators and MPs viewed
the original referendum agreement
as a Cameron success. One minister
says drily: “I can tell you there was
nobody you can point to now and
say: ‘We’d be fine if only we’d

listened to Cassandra X.’” Polls
showed that independence was
unpopular. Adding devo-max would,
Mr Cameron believed, only
encourage the Scots to take that
option, creating pressure to move to
independence five or ten years after
that. The in/out option would instead
settle the debate.
The prime minister doesn’t think

that this is the time for introspection
or recrimination, a close ally told me.
“After the results there’ll be all the
time in the world to analyse what
went wrong. Now it’s like we’re a
football team five-nil down at half
time. There’s no point saying it’s a
disaster; what we’ve got is 45
minutes left to score six goals.”
Mr Cameron has faced failure

many times before. His career as
leader has always swung between

low points and high. He won against
the odds, was knocked back by
Gordon Brown’s successful start as
prime minister and privately
expected to be sacked as Tory leader
in 2007. At the time one aide told me
that he couldn’t believe the number
of important people lining up to
court Cameron’s team. “Don’t they
realise we’ll all be gone in three
days?” Mr Brown’s election-that-
never-was and George Osborne’s
inheritance tax policy saved him.
The next year he briefly enjoyed a
poll lead of 24 points over Labour,
but still didn’t win outright in 2010.
He’s endured fury over an
omnishambles budget, Syria, welfare
cuts, Europe and the rise of Ukip.
“He’s often had to give the speech of
his life,” one minister said to me.
Nevertheless, Mr Cameron knows

that this crisis is like no other he has
faced. If the Scots go, he will be
under huge pressure to go too.
He doesn’t intend to give way to

that. His allies argue that it would be
pure self-indulgence for the Tories to
distract themselves with a leadership
election at such a time. Aminister
says wearily that the party often
swings from complacency to panic
with no stage in between. The
leadership is not, for the moment,
contemplating defeat.
“It’s entirely possible we can win in

Scotland,” one told me. “It’s nerve-
racking, but the PM’s getting on with
it, not fretting or indulging in
despair. Until I came to Downing
Street I never understood why the
Catholic church defined despair as a
mortal sin, but now I do. And in
those terms the prime minister is the
best Catholic I know.”

“He’s often had to give the speech of
his life,” a colleague of the PM says

‘We’re losing 5-0 and
only have 45 minutes
to score six goals’

Why beer drinkers
should raise a glass
to the free market
Ross Clark

H
ow depressing that global
capitalism always drives
out the small guy, so we all
end up eating, drinking
and wearing the same

things, from New York to Paris to
Sydney. At least that is the theory
advanced in many a learned tome on
“monopoly capitalism”.
But it isn’t true, as should be

obvious to any student of applied
Marxism who puts down his anti-
globalisation tract and heads to the
pub. Yesterday The Good Beer Guide
revealed that there are now 1,285
breweries in the UK, 170 of which
have opened in the past year. That is
more than at any time since the
1930s, and a far cry from the 1970s
when drinkers struggled to find any
beer not brewed by the “big six”.
What happened? In 1989, a

competition inquiry exposed
restrictive practices in the pub
industry. At the time six brewers
owned half of the nation’s pubs, from

which they banned anyone else’s beer.
There followed a modest but bitterly
opposed reform under which the not-
very-Marxist Thatcher government
forced the big six to sell some of their
tied houses. The tenants of those that
remained had to be allowed to sell a
guest ale, brewed by another company.
While some villages lost their

boozer partly as a result of these
changes, those that remained were
transformed from grotty drinking
dens to smart pub-restaurants.
Everywhere the standard and variety
of beer increased immensely.
True, we could do with a few more

competition inquiries, not least into
the big supermarkets, which
shamelessly use planning laws to
edge out competition — they love to
buy sites and sell them again with
restrictive covenants banning other
supermarkets from opening there.
But if those kinds of practices are
curbed, there is no reason why free
markets should necessarily lead to
monopolies.
We only think that because we

listen too much to whining, sleepy
businesses that have failed to keep
up with consumer taste. We notice
the small-town brewer closing after
150 years, but overlook the low-cost
microbrewery opened in an old cow
shed down the road. We mourn the
gent’s outfitters lost from the high
street but forget the enterprising
mother making and selling clothes
over the internet from her kitchen.
Ultimately in a free market we get

what we deserve. You can drink your
gassy, globally-branded lager if you
want, but there is still plenty of room
for the Sheepdips and Old Bastards
that grace the pages of The Good
Beer Guide.

C
an Apple’s new iWatch
reverse a dying habit? I
only wear a watch during
interviews to keep track of
my allotted time when it

would be rude to glance at my
phone; 60 per cent of under-30s
never use one at all.
Whenever Vanity Fair or a men’s

glossy arrives with a sponsored watch
supplement, I wonder at the joyless
smuggery. Movie stars with Malibu
tans shooting their cuffs to reveal
ugly, multi-dialled monsters that
signify with the utmost crudeness: “I
am rich.” Big houses, paintings, pools,
flat-beds on winter flights to white
beaches, all these trappings of wealth
are to be envied. But these gaudy
chunks of metal worth more than a
car? They’ve been had.
The clunky Apple one looks like

an update of those 1970s digital
things so beloved of sixth-form
virgins. Does anyone even use Siri,
Apple’s speaking computer, after the

first week when you ply it with
stupid, filthy and deep philosophical
questions before forgetting it exists
at all?
I look forward to iWatch users

speaking into their wrists like
Captain Kirk asking to be beamed
up. It will look pretty silly, especially
when, in order to operate an iWatch,
you must already own an iPhone. A
new breed of urban tosser is born.
But Apple has played a blinder

inviting for the first time fashion
journalists to its launch. While
techno hacks pore carefully
over gigabytes and interfaces,
the fashion press’s default
reaction to a new
product is: “Look,
shiny!” These are the
people who can convince
women to wear shoes that
destroy their very bones,
that “peplums” don’t make
your bum look the size of
Greater Manchester or that
spending £35,000 on a
diamond-encrusted depth
gauge from a
U-boat makes you more
of a man.

Don’t ask . . .

The Imperial War
Museum was our
favourite London

haunt when my sons
were going through that

khaki-clad, survivalist, Ray Mears
phase that comes after dinosaurs but
just before space. We loved the real
Spitfire hanging from the ceiling like
a giant’s Airfix kit.
Besides, you could force-feed

children a bit of history without
them even noticing.
Here’s a V2 rocket;
that’s an Anderson
shelter; this man is
Churchill. But visiting
the museum last
weekend, recently
reopened after a
£40 million refit, I
was baffled.
Many of the

fantastic old exhibits
are there in the new
atriums. I stopped to
look at a small wooden
boat whose name was
Dunkirk. How many
soldiers had it saved?
Who piloted it? What
was the story here? I
looked everywhere for
a caption. But there
was none.
Eventually I found

a board in the middle
of the gallery. On it
was a hard-to-
decipher pictogram
relating to a clump
of exhibits: not
much information

and hard to figure out which caption
went with what. The gallery was
busy. So instead of schlepping back
and forth from each exhibit to the
board, I gave up, walking about
dumbly, learning nothing.
Later I rang the museum to be told

the curators had removed captions
so that “the exhibits speak to each
other to tell a story”.
In other words, visitors should

soak up the vibe, not bother our little
heads with words and facts.

Enlightened change

I ’m at the hurt, angry phase of the
break-up now. I’m through with
wheedling. Go on then, Scotland,

leave if it makes you happier, if you
really don’t love us any more.
All heartbroken dumpees raise

their spirits with acts of hedonistic
defiance. And so we need the
constitutional equivalent of a radical
haircut, shopping spree, or
redecorating the bedroom a colour
the dumper never liked.
Time then to draw up a daylight-

saving bill that will give England,
Wales and Northern Ireland the
lingering evenings we deserve. For
decades we’ve suffered perpetual
gloom just to placate the sacred
Highland farmers. Let’s not put our
clocks back this year.

@victoriapeckham

Britain now has more
brewers than at any
time since the 1930s

@jennirsl

Jenni
Russell
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Why Jim Davidson’s ordeal matters to us all
The arrest of celebrities is shining a light on a flaw in our legal system that leaves thousands of suspects in limbo

T
his year the comedian Jim
Davidson was the winner of
the 13th series of Celebrity
Big Brother. He beat Dappy
from N-Dubz and Linda

Nolan who split from the Nolan
Sisters in 1983. He has now written a
book about it, containing many new
details about the housemates. You
may not have had a chance to read it
yet. But I have.
No Further Action could have done

with a bit of editing. It lists every
drink Davidson consumed in the
year preceding the programme
(many), and every argument with his
wife (many). At one point he
confuses Tracy Hilton (the blonde
female star of many a tabloid news
story) with Tracy Belton (the
African-American defensive back for
the Jacksonville Sharks). Which
would be less odd if he hadn’t been
married to Tracy Hilton for a decade.
Odder still is that the book is (to be

fair, deliberately) rarely funny. Yet
I’m really glad I read Jim Davidson’s

book. I think it is quite important.
His story of entering the Big

Brother house begins just over a year
before he actually did so. Because on
January 2, 2013, when he was due to
enter, he was arrested by detectives
from Operation Yewtree. Most of No
Further Action concerns his year on
police bail as he responded to
accusations of sexual abuse dating
back, in one case, as far as 1978.
What he provides is a record of

police action that raises important
questions about the conduct of the
service. So many, in fact, that it is
hard to know where to start.
How about here: why did Davidson

first learn that he was in trouble with
the authorities from a newspaper
photographer? And why did he learn,
months later, that the police were
taking no further action through a
text from a friend on The Sun that
read: “Understand that you are likely
to get NFA. Would love to give you
some money for an interview.”
All the questions raised by the Cliff

Richard house search are raised even
more strongly by the Davidson case.
Davidson’s arrest took place on the
morning he was to go in to the Big
Brother house. The accusations were
decades old, so why choose that day?
The suspicion must be that the

action was timed to get maximum
publicity for the operation so that,
after notorious failings over Jimmy

Savile, it looked as if the police were
“doing something”.
This suspicion is strengthened by

the fact that Davidson was joining
the show a day late, a secret only
known to those working on the
show. To arrest him on the correct
date, the officers had to plan it. And
then, not long after, who shows up
on Big Brother? Unbelievably, a
former officer from Operation
Yewtree. I am not making that up.
These concerns would be little

more than minor niggles were it not
for the weakness of the allegations

themselves. I believe Yewtree is right
to investigate alleged offences even if
they took place long ago. Celebrity
confers power and so it’s right to
hold famous people to account.
What is not right is to move from a

position of refusing to believe any
allegation, however serious, to
believing any allegation, however
flaky. There is a commonsense
position somewhere between the
two, isn’t there? Yet the police
officers were more or less clear to
Davidson that they weren’t at liberty
to take this commonsense position.

Perhaps the most fascinating part
of the book was to read detailed
accusations put to Davidson that
couldn’t possibly be true: someone
who claimed to have been assaulted
in an upstairs bar of a place that
doesn’t have an upstairs bar, or to
have travelled with him in a gold-
coloured Bentley that Davidson
didn’t possess. Someone who said
that they were assaulted at the
London Palladium stage door and
then, when that was disproved, said
it was at the Slough Pavilion, which
couldn’t have been right either. And
so on.
And then there were accusations

that showed signs of newspaper or
police involvement. The two earliest
ones both contained the suggestion
that each woman had, on different
occasions, inflicted the same bite
mark on Mr Davidson’s body. His
doctor affirmed that in neither case
had this happened, but it is impossible
to believe that the women came up
with the idea separately.
This matters greatly. Many sex

cases revolve around the accused
having behaved the same way more
than once. If collusion between
accusers, even accidental collusion, is
routine, then so are prejudiced trials.
Yet I think the most important

aspect of the Davidson case is just
how long the whole thing took. He
spent the best part of a year waiting

for the allegations to be dismissed.
It is hard not to warm to him as he

tells of the strain he was under. The
whole thing cost him hundreds of
thousands of pounds in lost income
and more in legal fees. His
reputation suffered. His invitation to
Margaret Thatcher’s funeral was
withdrawn. He was right to conclude
that he suffered because the police
were covering their backs and not
because they were trying to help
wronged women.
At times the police officers put off

scheduled bail hearings for weeks
saying that they were “busy”. They
didn’t even appear to be investigating
the accusations assiduously. If they
had, they might have appreciated
their weakness earlier.
The police are allowed, effectively,

to keep people on police bail for as
long as they wish. Paul Gambaccini,
for instance, was arrested in October
2013 and is still on bail. What on
earth is going on? How can they
possibly still be investigating that
case nearly a year later? It is a gross
infringement of his civil liberties.
There are thousands more like

him. Police bail of more than six
months should not be allowed. And
that’s at the outside. The government
said it was going to do something
about this. It is time that it did.

Tim Montgomerie is away

It seems now that
even the flakiest
allegations are believed
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Limbo-Land
Scotland has to find a place for itself in the world, yet its leaders are

shying away from a realistic debate about the foreign policy of a new nation
Alex Salmond presents himself to the world in
heroicmouldand thereare thosewhoagree.Sepa-
ratists from Barcelona to Quebec view him as a
celebrity and pioneer. Scotland, however, needs
somethingmore: a statesman capable of articulat-
ing a coherent foreign policy for an independent
country. Instead its First Minister appears to be
leading it into limbo.
It seemed no more than a harmless gaffe when

earlier this year Mr Salmond praised Vladimir
Putin, the Russian president, for restoring
national pride. In fact, the comment exposed not
only Mr Salmond’s clumsiness on international
affairs but also the critical shortcomings of the
Scottish National party’s (SNP)world-view.
It expects an independent Scotland to be auto-

matically accepted by Nato and has already set
conditions: it will take part in combat abroad only
if backed by a resolution of the United Nations
Security Council. Although Mr Salmond is un-
doubtedly a busyman, it will not have escaped his
notice thatMrPutin consistently uses his security
council veto to block western interventions. A
future Scotland may well disapprove of the jihad-
ist threat from Iraq andSyria butwill be powerless
to act against it unless the Kremlin gives its
approval.

The easy assumptions about the country’s sta-
tus in the world should be causing discomfort to
supportersof a separateScottish state.All the indi-
cations are that membership of Nato or the Euro-
pean Union will be neither quick nor straightfor-
ward.Scotlandwill find itselfhoveringon themar-
gins of the big alliances that give meaning and
clout to small states. It will struggle to meet the
2 per cent of GDP defence spending target
demanded by the alliance. According to SNP pro-
posals, the Scottish defence forces could comprise
3,500 men, two frigates and 12 Typhoon fighters.
Since it is also committed to deactivating and then
expelling theBritishnuclearmissile fleet, theNato
alliance will not rush to embrace the Scots.
Nor will there be a hurry to incorporate Scot-

land into the European Union. For the independ-
ence sums to add up, Scotland needs access to
structural funds, regional assistance and the com-
mon agricultural policy. Yet no concrete ideas
have been developed as to how to overcome the
objections of Spain to Scottish EU membership.
Concerned about the possible breakaway of Cata-
lonia, Spain is set against an independent Scot-
land; for Madrid it is a terrifying precedent. Some
110 states extended diplomatic recognition to
Kosovo after it split from Serbia. Spain, however,

has not and sees no fundamental distinction
between the case of Kosovo and that of Scotland.
Scotland has no mechanism for changing the

minds of its foreign opponents. Without a diplo-
matic service or any lobbying clout, it must either
just hope for the best or count on the generosity of
what is left of the United Kingdom. It is counting
on sub-letting space in British embassies. It will
undoubtedlybeacceptedasamemberof theCom-
monwealth and, as a member, Scottish citizens
will be able to count on some British consular
support abroad. And yet there will be limits to this
co-operation. Scotland will be competing directly
for inward investment, some of which will flow to
the detriment of north east England.
The fact is that Scotland is likely to emerge

poorer, weaker, less influential and denied much
of the intelligence that is currently available to the
United Kingdom. Mr Salmond’s response, sadly,
hasnot been to layout a visionof howa small state
can develop a strong international profile by
takingonresponsibilitiesacross theworld.Rather,
he calculates thatBritainwill be sopanickedat the
potential devaluation of its own status that it will
have no choice but to help Scotland. No doubtMr
Salmond sees this as canny. Instead, it is a reckless
gamble.

Hill’s Mountain
Britain has been given a powerful post in Brussels, but it will be an uphill struggle

The president-elect of the European Commission
bears Britain no grudges. That is the message
Jean-Claude Juncker hopes to send by appointing
LordHill ofOareford to the newly-created post of
commissioner for financial stability, financial ser-
vices andcapitalmarkets union. LordHillwill cer-
tainly have more influence in Brussels than
Downing Street dared hope after its opposition to
Mr Juncker’s appointment this summer. Even so,
the most powerful Briton in Europe will have his
work cut out if he is to make the most of his
position.
His job title is amouthful but the job itself could

help to lift Europe out of the doldrums. It puts an
economic liberal at the heart of theworld’s largest
trading bloc. Mr Juncker has instructed him to
enforce “much stricter control of financial
markets”, but at the same time he will be in a posi-
tion to fight the City’s corner on financial regula-
tion. He will be well placed to defend London as a
clearing house for euro transactions and to make
sure that an ambitious plan to unify Europe’s
credit markets means less red tape, not more.
The risk is that he is suffocated by bureaucracy

before he finds his feet. LordHill is a former public
relations man with scant experience of the finan-
cial services industry. He will report to two com-
missionvicepresidents in a reorganisedEuropean
cabinet with myriad overlapping responsibilities.
His colleagues will include Pierre Moscovici, the
former French finance minister and incoming
monetary affairs commissioner, who is expected
to champion costly financial transaction taxes
that Britain rightly opposes.
LordHillwill bedutybound,asNigelFaragehas

warned, to put Europe’s interests before Britain’s.
Hemust therefore move quickly to define his role
andmake the case that what is good for Britain—
the right financial regulation, not regulation for its
own sake — is good for Europe.
His in-tray will be full from day one. Inmonths,

if not weeks, the European Court of Justice will
issue a ruling on Britain’s challenge to a cap on
bankers’ bonuses. It is clearly damaging to share-
holders’ interests to reward failure. At the same
time it is wrong for government to intervene on
pay except when excessive bonuses encourage
short-term risk-taking at the expense of longer-

termmarket stability.Global financial institutions
that pay £65 billion a year in taxes to Britain are
already circumventing the bonus cap with alter-
native incentives, andLordHill should be ready to
defend them. Banks have a right to pay their top
performers what they deserve, rather than what
commission appointees think they deserve. He
must also be a fearless advocate for Britain in its
legal challenge to the European Central Bank,
which wants to keep the clearing of euro-based
transactionswithin the eurozone. All big financial
centres do business in all major currencies and
London should not be an exception.
Fortunately, LordHill will have allies. Mr Junc-

ker has allayed fears of a slide to deeper eurozone
sclerosis by nominating fiscal hawks to four other
senior portfolios, chief among them the commis-
sioner for jobs, growth, investment and competi-
tion. Europe needs more of all four. Its average
growth rate of 0.2 per cent is a drag on the world
economy. It is LordHill’s job constantly to remind
Mr Juncker that once the lessons of the crashhave
been absorbed, the path to stronger growth is by
freeing markets, not hobbling them.

Captains of the Soul
The Invictus Games are a powerful tribute to wounded servants of the nation

There was a time, soon after the Second World
War, when the armed forces were heroes on the
streets of Britain. A whole generation of politi-
cians, who in truth had never had a proper job on
civvie street, gained their gravitas by having
served in the armed forces.
For amerciful period after 1945 Britain’s service

men and women rarely experienced combat. The
recent missions in Afghanistan and Iraq have
changed this and, once again, the courage and for-
titude of the armed forces has become visible in
public. Help For Heroes, founded only in 2007, is
now one of the UK’s largest charities, having

raised just under £30 million last year. Wootton
Bassett, formerly a sleepy market town, is Royal
Wootton Bassett, admired for the respectful
crowds that lined its streets to honour dead ser-
vicemenandwomenon their journeysof repatria-
tion between 2007 and 2011.
The InvictusGames, abrainchildofPrinceHar-

ry, is the latest expression of admiration. Starting
yesterday, the event involves teams of injured sol-
diers from13countries competing inninedifferent
sports. The heroic stories are legion but that of
Nathan Cumberland can represent them all. He
lost both his legs in a bomb blast in Afghanistan

and has had 27 operations and contracted MRSA
seven times. Instead of being treated as a burden
on society, this week he is competing in powerlift-
ing and the shot put.He is already looking towards
the 2016 Paralympics.
The games takes their name fromWilliamErn-

estHenley's 1875 poem Invictus, which hewrote as
he lay inhospital after theamputationofoneofhis
legs. Despite “the night that covers me/ black as
the pit from soul to soul,” as Henley wrote, he
refused to give way to gloom: “I am the master of
my fate / I am the captain of my soul.” To all the
athletes from all nations, we salute you.

Daily Universal Register

UK: Alex Salmond, Scotland’s first minister,
to hold a major press conference; the Royal
Opera House’s 2014/15 season opens.
Ukraine: Martin Schulz, the European
parliament president, visits Ukraine.
South Africa: Paralympic gold medal
winner Oscar Pistorius returns to court to
hear the verdict in his murder trial.

The duck that come
here for the winter
are starting to
arrive, and wigeon,
which are generally
among the first, are
appearing on

marshes, lakes and flooded gravel pits. In
summer only about 200 pairs of these duck
nest in Britain, most of them in northern
Scotland, but by midwinter there will be
almost half a million of them here. They can
be a puzzling sight at the moment for they
are mostly in their “eclipse” or moulting
plumage. The drakes in full plumage are
handsome birds, with a chestnut head, a
butter-yellow forehead and a pale grey and
pink body, but in the moult they lose all
these colours. At present they are a messy
brown with a patchy pink breast. The female
is greyish-brown and does not change so
much during the moult. Wigeon can be
picked out by their shape — a neat round
head with a small beak, an erect way of
sitting on the water, and a sharp, pointed
tail. Other wintering duck that come from
northern Europe in large numbers are teal
and shoveler, and the numbers of mallard
and tufted duck already here are also
swollen by immigrants. derwent may

Sir Neville Simms,
pictured, chairman,
Thames Tideway
Channel, and former
chairman, Carillion (1999-
2005) and International
Power PLC (2000-2011),
70; Dame Margaret

Booth, high court judge, Family Division
(1979-94), 81; Nicolas Brown, director, Neal
Street Productions, former director of drama
at the BBC (2006-2012), 49; Anthony
Browne, children’s laureate (2009-2011), 67;
Paul Cole, racehorse trainer, British flat
racing Champion Trainer (1991), 73; Brian
De Palma, film director, Carrie (1976),
Mission: Impossible (1996), 74; Dame Mary
Fagan, lord-lieutenant of Hampshire, 75;
Judith Howarth, soprano, 52; Lord (Mark)
Marlesford, special adviser to the
government (1970-74), The Economist’s lobby
correspondent (1976-91), 83; Professor
Susan Price, vice-chancellor, Leeds
Metropolitan University, 58; Lord (Patrick)
Mayhew of Twysden, attorney-general
(1987-92), secretary of state for Northern
Ireland (1992-97), 85; Lord James Sassoon,
executive director, Jardine Matheson
Holdings, 59.

In 1841 the first regular commuter train
service between London and Brighton
began; in 1997 Scots voted in favour of a
plan to give them their own assembly; in
1998 Kenneth Starr’s report on US President
Bill Clinton appeared on the internet, listing
11 potentially impeachable offences; in 2001
four hijacked airliners were targeted against
the World Trade Center in New York and
the Pentagon in Washington, DC, resulting
in the destruction of the Twin Towers and
the loss of nearly 3,000 lives.

“All great men make mistakes. Napoleon
forgot Blücher, I forgot Goschen.”
Winston Churchill

Nature notes

Birthdays today

On this day

The last word
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Letters to the Editor1 London Bridge Street
London SE1 9GF
Email: letters@thetimes.co.uk

Hunter and hunted
Sir, Clive Aslet (“So we’re agreed:
animals have to be hunted”, Sept 9) is
right that we have to be brave and
realistic when making decisions about
restoring our precarious wildlife
populations. We have studied lapwing
populations in the Avon Valley in
Hampshire since the 1990s, and recent
surveys indicate that despite habitat
improvements aimed at waders,
lapwings have declined from 260 pairs
to 71 pairs between 1980 and 2013.
We have monitored 296 nests, of

which 44 per cent failed due to
predation. The total proportion of
nests lost was 53 per cent. The
difference was down to flooding and
trampling. Data from miniature
temperature loggers in 39 predated
nests revealed that 49 per cent of
nests were predated at night, and
were likely to have been taken by
mammals such as foxes, with 41 per
cent taken during the day, most likely
by corvids or gulls.
Clearly, maintaining or restoring

appropriate habitat is essential — but
(at least in the short term) some relief
from predation seems necessary to
enable populations to recover. There
is no doubt that lapwings and other
waders are in serious trouble.
However, 30 farmers in the Avon

Valley are working together to try to
save the lapwing. They are seeking to
reduce predation in this lowland river
valley, because without some
commitment to reverse these declines
we are likely to lose 50 per cent of
these wonderful birds within five years.
dr andrew hoodless
Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust

Sir, Clive Aslet advocates killing
creatures that destroy the
environment and whose numbers are
out of control, threatening other
species. Presumably he exempts the
creature most responsible by far for
such crimes: homo sapiens.
maggie barrett
Sanderstead, Surrey

What would Scotland’s place in the world be?
Sir, As it appears from public
comments by the Cabinet Secretary
that civil servants are under
instructions to make no contingency
plans for a “yes” vote next week, I
assume there has been no planning
for the relationship, and share of
resources, between a separate
Scotland and both the British
(United Kingdom) Diplomatic
Service and the British Council.
As a former head of the

Diplomatic Service, I should like to
record the considerable contribution
that the Diplomatic Service and the
British Council make to Scottish
interests at home and abroad.
Scotland’s inward investment
interests, export promotion and
Scotland’s cultural and education
profile form an important part of the
work of both services. In particular,
I commend the remarkable efforts
by our embassy in Tokyo on behalf
of the Scotch Whisky Association.
Whatever arrangements are made

for Scotland’s future relationship
with either service, I wonder
whether an independent Scotland
could reasonably expect the same
commitment and effort from our
diplomats in future.
lord wright of richmond
House of Lords

Sir, Buckingham Palace put its
finger on a key factor in the
referendum (report, Sept 10). The
statement that the choice is one for
“the people of Scotland” surely casts
harsh light on the composition of
the current franchise. People have
always been one of Scotland’s
greatest exports. Whether sent
unwillingly across the seas as a
result of clearances, or in foreign
lands by choice in search of
adventure, fame or fortune, Scots
have thrived and created vibrant
communities and the very fabric of
empires both commercial and
political. Wherever they may reside,
they see themselves as Scots.
Yet we have no vote. We watch

powerless as our nation is torn
asunder — knowing that our views
will neither be sought nor reflected
in this utterly misguided exercise.
alastair singleton
Chewton Keynsham, Bristol

Sir, The saltire and its colours are
the emotive and endearing symbols
of Scottish nationalism, and clearly

demonstrate support for the “yes”
campaign. Dan Snow’s bizarre
suggestion (Sept 10) that flying the
saltire will perhaps show support for
the “no” vote simply demonstrates
the total disarray and desperation of
the Better Together campaign.
peter froggatt
Dorking, Surrey

Sir, As John Major describes (Sept
10), Scottish independence would not
only substantially weaken the UK but
result in major financial problems for
an independent Scotland. The irony
is that it would be those who are
reportedly most likely to swing the
vote to independence, based on Alex
Salmond’s misleading rhetoric, who
would suffer most: working-class
Labour voters and the poor.
pa macnab
Brussels

Sir, John Major appears to have
drawn the short straw in who might
be wheeled out to hastily shift blame
for the debacle over Scotland. Let us
be clear that this impending tragedy
can be laid fairly and squarely at Mr
Cameron’s front door. Not only did
he dismiss devo-max options out of
hand, he also agreed the date, a
simple majority format and the
unconstitutional “suggestion” that
16-year-olds be allowed to vote.
ian hoyle
Rotherham

Sir, John Major says that the
strengthening of the movement for
Scottish independence is the fault of
the last Labour government. A more
plausible cause was the the Local
Government Finance Act of 1988.
This unleashed the poll tax on the
UK, starting with Scotland one year
ahead of England and Wales. The
Conservative government’s
blindness towards the perceived
unfairness of both the tax and the
order of its implementation
galvanised Scottish nationalism then
— and continues to do so today.
ian ward
Westbury-sub-Mendip, Somerset

Sir, I was born, raised and educated
in Scotland. As soon as I graduated,
I left to pursue career opportunities
in London. I have been here, in
England, my home, for 35 years. But
Scotland has changed much during
those 35 years. On my frequent visits

to Glasgow and Edinburgh, I am
taken aback by how far Scotland has
lurched to the left and how many of
its leaders embrace socialism. I am
saddened by their obsession with
state control, trade unions, workers’
rights and public sector pay.
This is not the Scotland of my

youth. It has become embittered, and
the Labour party in Scotland has
done a sterling job of making the
Conservative party a symbol of evil.
Ideologically, Scotland and the rest of
the UK are miles apart. Scotland has
rejected centrist and right-of-centre
policies for nearly four decades and
its alienation fromWestminster
should not come as a surprise. For
that reason, and that reason alone,
Scotland should vote “yes”.
alan templeton
Northend, Berks

Sir, The narrowing of the polls has
led to a cascade of promises from
the unionist political parties.
Whatever the result of the vote, we
need to decide where power in this
country (or countries) should lie. It
is time for a UK-wide constitutional
convention, on the lines of recent
conventions in Ireland and Iceland,
that gives citizens a say in shaping
the future. Such a process needs the
support of all the political parties,
but it must retain its independence
from them. Above all, a UK
constitutional convention must build
on the passion ignited in Scotland by
the referendum, and bring that
desire for determining our political
future to the rest of the UK.
katie ghose, Electoral Reform
Society; vernon bogdanor, King’s
College London; graham allen
MP, chairman, Political and
Constitutional Reform Committee
Plus a further 16 signatories at
thetimes.co.uk/letters

Sir, If Scotland votes for
independence, the impact on the
rest of the UK will be profound
despite the fact that the people of
England, Wales and Northern
Ireland have had no say in the
matter. To ensure that we are not
sold short, the terms eventually
negotiated between the Scottish and
UK governments must be put to a
binding referendum of those of us
who will remain in the UK.
michael patterson
Swineshead, Lincs

Whitewash boards
Sir, As a recently retired teacher,
I find the claim that the use of
“interactive whiteboards” has
improved exam results by one grade
intriguing (report, Sept 8). Just
because students can skilfully find
their way around interactive
whiteboards does not necessarily
mean that they are increasing their
learning. Many students I taught were
brilliant at using technology but
lacked critical analysis, knowledge or
understanding. Many teachers think
that interactive whiteboards are a
gimmick; the educational rewards
certainly do not justify the enormous
expense laid out for them, especially
when most young people are
computer savvy anyway.
leo mccormack
Sedgefield, Co Durham

Nose for truth
Sir, Jane MacQuitty’s dismissal of a
number of wine myths (Sept 6) came
as a pleasant taste to the palate. I
would, though, question her plea to
ignore the practice of letting wine
breathe. It depends on the wine. A
good burgundy may often be drunk
immediately after opening, but many
ordinary, higher-volume wines from
the new world improve remarkably
after an hour in a decanter. She is right
that wine starts to oxidise at once after
opening, but this process initially
creates the organic esters that please
the nostrils so much. The deterioration
comes later, when the half-empty
bottle has been left overnight.
dr ag holton
Lockerley, Hants

Wartime socks
Sir, Your WW1 archive piece (Sept 9)
on hints for needle workers reminds
me of my stepfather describing how
his unit was issued with home-knitted
socks and was ordered to wear them
for a route march. All were in
extreme discomfort throughout.
When they stopped, they found

that each sock had a small rolled-up
ball of brown paper inside with the
words “God bless the soldier who
wears these socks!”
mike blamey
Macclesfield, Cheshire

State forests
Sir, Sir Jonathon Porritt (letter, Sept 9,
and report, Sept 4) might reflect that
forestry, like charity, begins at home,
and consider the results of his
previous campaign, to “save” our own
state forests from privatisation. We
have had nearly three years of
reports, meetings, delays and
obfuscations from Defra, which is
now preparing to hand over its
“recommendations” to a new
government, after next year’s election.
If we can’t get forest and land use

policy right in England, what chance
for his “very poor countries”?
david wg taylor
(Past president, Institute of Chartered
Foresters) Rodley, Glos

Yesterday afternoon the first
detachment of the Public School
Special Corps marched from Hyde
Park to Victoria Station on their
way to the training camp on Epsom
Downs. The history of this corps is
brief but vivid. On the outbreak of
the war Lieutenant JF Leacroft, of
the Saskatchewan Light Horse, was
in this country on a visit from
Canada and, like many others,
found it impossible to obtain a

commission in any of the British
forces. He met Mr Victor Gibson,
who raised the Irish Horse during
the South African War, and the two
decided to invite 100 former
university and public school men to
unite in forming a company with a
view to active service.
The response overwhelmed their

modest expectations. The company
quickly swelled into half a
battalion, then a battalion, and
today nearly two battalions. Since
the movement was first started
three weeks ago 1,950 names have
been placed on the books and the
rush still continues.
The corps is primarily intended

as an Officers’ Training Corps,
which will furnish candidates for
the commissioned ranks as
requirements arise. Ninety-five per
cent of the men have already
undergone a certain amount of
military training in their school
and college OTC, and a number of
retired officers are in the ranks.
They are all of the well-to-do class
and are paying their own expenses.
Their camp rations and tent

accommodation costing 15s 6d a
week have to be paid for a week in
advance. The uniform is also
coming out of their own pockets.
At least 100 are providing their
own horses to act as a cavalry
squadron. The ranks include some
300 Oxford and Cambridge men,
lawyers, doctors, partners in great
business firms and clergymen to be
trained as Army chaplains.
The camp at Epsom consists of

huge marquees to accommodate
1,000 men and training will begin
immediately. From 500 to 600 men
fell in, and a fine-looking lot they
proved — young, active, and well
set up. They paraded in mufti and
wore cloth caps or Homburg hats,
and most of them displayed their
school or college colours.
Considering that they were utter
strangers to each other the parade
went with remarkable smoothness.

on this day september 11, 1914

PUBLIC
SCHOOL MEN
AS PRIVATES

Beethoven’s bird
Sir, Four of France’s finest chefs want
the ban on hunting ortolan buntings to
be suspended (Sept 10). They fear that
the recipe for these birds — which are
said to have inspired the first notes of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony —may
be lost. Is there a happy chance that it
may never be found?
juanita fenton
Ilkley, W Yorks

sign up for a weekly email
with extracts from
the times history of the war
ww1.thetimes.co.uk

Corrections and
clarifications

The Times is committed to abiding by
the Independent Press Standards
Organisation (“IPSO”) rules and
regulations and the Editors’ Code of
Practice that IPSO enforces. Requests
for corrections should be sent to
feedback@thetimes.co.uk or to
Feedback, The Times, 1 London Bridge
Street, London SE1 9GF

6We wrongly reported (News, Sept 5)
that Peter Davis, whose wife Penelope
was murdered in the New Forest, was
suffering fromabrain tumour. Thiswas
basedonamisidentification.Weapolo-
gise for the serious error and for the
distress that it has caused.

6The photograph accompanying the
obituary of Sir Alexander Stirling (Sept
10) did not show “SaddamHusseinwith
hismilitarycommanders”as captioned.
It showed Saddam with King Hussein
of Jordan on a visit to Amman in 1980.

6Thegovernor of theBankofEngland
told theTUCconference that inflation-
proof wage rises would not arrive until
next summer,not “the summerof2016”
as we said (report, Sept 10).
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Ex-marksman accused
of murder granted bail

A former police
marksman has
appeared in
court charged
with the murder
of a suspected
armed robber

(Sean O’Neill writes). The former
Metropolitan police officer, who
served in the specialist firearms
unit, is accused of the murder of
Azelle Rodney, 24, above, who
was shot six times when police
carried out a “hard stop” on a car
in which he was travelling in Mill
Hill, north London, in April 2005.
The former officer, who can

only be identified as E7 for legal
reasons, was granted bail by Mr
Justice Sweeney at the Old
Bailey. The next hearing in the
case was listed for October 3. A
full trial is not expected to take
place until next year.

Sun defiant on Page 3
The Sun has insisted that it has no
plans to stop featuring topless
models after Rupert Murdoch,
the executive chairman of News
Corp, which owns The Sun and
The Times, said that it was “old-
fashioned”. Mr Murdoch tweeted
yesterday: “Aren’t beautiful young
women more attractive in at least
some fashionable clothes?” The
Sun has been under pressure from
campaigners who argue that
featuring nude women on page 3
is sexist. The No More Page 3
group said yesterday that they
welcomed Mr Murdoch’s position.

Arson mother jailed
A mother who set fire to her
home while her children were
inside was jailed yesterday.
Teesside crown court was told
that Yimale Skipp, 36, wanted to
“get a reaction” from her husband
after he said he wanted to leave
her. She lit paper and set fire to
the curtains while with the
children, aged six and 12. But she
“came to her senses” and all got
out unharmed from the house in
Middlesbrough. Skipp admitted
arson with intent to endanger life
and was jailed for five and a half
years.

Driver killed cyclist
A hit-and-run driver who killed a
cyclist has been jailed for three
years. Raymond Isherwood, 53,
crashed into Jake Gilmore, 19, as
the chef cycled home from work
in Bath on November 16 last year.
Bristol crown court was told that
Isherwood, a photographer from
Bath, did not brake or stop. Mr
Gilmore was found by passers-by
and died in hospital. Isherwood
admitted causing death by
dangerous driving, failing to stop
after an accident, perverting the
course of justice and failing to
surrender to police bail.

MP is life of the party
A big party hosted by a
parliamentary aide to Theresa
May, the home secretary, was so
loud that the police were called
twice. George Hollingbery, 50, the
Tory MP for Meon Valley, was
warned after his neighbours in
Old Alresford, Hampshire,
complained about the “mini-
festival”, with music playing until
2.30am. One resident said the
noise was “horrendous”. Mr
Hollingbery, who has spoken out
about noise pollution in his
constituency, said he was “very
sorry” for the disruption.

Schools turn out teenagerswho are
‘sloppy, lazy and not up to the job’
Greg Hurst Education Editor

Too many teenagers leave school
without having learnt how to dress
smartly, speak politely, and turn up for
work on time, Ofsted’s chief inspector
said yesterday. Sir Michael Wilshaw
said young people were not well
enough prepared for work, contribut-
ing to high levels of youth unemploy-
ment.
He was particularly critical of school

sixth forms, sayingmanyhadexpanded
as the ageof compulsory educationwas
raised to 17 but had not developed
courses to stretch less able teenagers or
improve their English and maths.
Sir Michael, launching an Ofsted re-

port on further education, said employ-
ers complained that too many young
people had not been taught skills and
behaviours needed in the workplace.
“It means that they have a sloppy at-

titude to punctuality. It means they are

far too relaxed in terms of meeting
deadlines to produce work,” he said. “If
they dress inappropriately, speak inap-
propriately, and have poor social skills,
they are not going to get a job.
“Youth unemployment in our coun-

try is far too high and it is in everyone’s
interest tomake sure that youngpeople
receive the very best education and
training to improve this situation.”
Ofsted said heads of colleges and

training providers were better aware of

their new duty to offer tailored post-16
learning programmes than those of
schools and academies, too many of
which had not adapted their sixth form
provision to prepare teenagers with
lower grades for work.
This should include extended work

experience, appropriate vocational
qualifications, and preparing students
to re-sit GCSEs or attain more basic
qualifications in English and maths.
Where these classes were provided

the standardof teachingwas frequently
not good enough, especially in maths,
where therewas a shortage of specialist
teachers, the report said.
Ofsted was also critical of of careers

advice, saying much of it was weak.
Lorna Fitzjohn, Ofsted’s director of

further education and skills, said keep-
ing teenagers in education for longer
could simply defer numberswhowould
become unemployed or “not in educa-
tion, employment or training” (NEET).
Ms Fitzjohn said: “As the participa-

tionage foreducationand training rises
to 18, it needs to be acknowledged that
the 18 to24agegroupcould fast become
the ‘new NEETs’.
“It is simply not enough to keep

young people in education and training
longer if theystill fail togainmeaningful
qualifications and experience that will
help them achieve their career goals.”
However James Kewin, deputy chief

executive of the Sixth Form Colleges’
Association, said education providers
were hampered by big funding cuts.
Mr Kewin said: “The accompanying

reduction in funding — more than 15
per cent for some institutions — has
been less welcome. Greater flexibility
has come at a very high price for sixth-
form colleges. The government has got
the model right but the funding wrong
for 16 to 19 education.”

Students who
cut it fine get
lower grades
Greg Hurst Education Editor

Every student knows thedrill: as the es-
say deadline approaches, you delay
until the dreaded day is nigh, then pull
an all-nighter and hand it in with mo-
ments to spare. Yet new research sug-
gests that this time-honoured practice
is a guaranteed route to lower grades.
Assignments submitted moments

before the cut-off point were awarded
up to five marks fewer than those
handed in with at least a day to spare.
The research, by academics at War-

wick Business School, analysed marks
awarded tomore than750of itsmarket-
ing students over a five-year period.
They found that 86 per cent submit-

ted their work more than 24 hours
before the deadline. Those who fin-
ishedwith a day to spare got an average
mark of 64.04, which equates to a 2:1.
As the hours ticked down, average

scores fell steadily to reach an average
score of 59 for those who pressed the
button with one minute left, enough to
push them awhole grade lower to a 2:2.
David Arnott, one of the authors,

said: “Our research demonstrates that
delaying submission due to poor study
habits has a serious and detrimental
effect on performance. If this can be
eradicated in a student’s first year, it
mayaid theoutputdegreeclassification
and employability of our students.”
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Injured fighters head back into battle
The Invictus Games
opened with a dash of
stardust, renewing hope
in lives shattered by war,
Valentine Low reports

Somewhere between the arrival of the
Apache helicopter, flying overhead
with a thunderous rumble, and the
video message from Michelle Obama
in the White House, it all suddenly
seemed quite big, and very real. A year
ago the Invictus Games was scarcely
more than a dream for Prince Harry.
Last night, against the backdrop of the
Olympic stadium, it became a reality.
In the presence of the Prince of

Wales, the Duchess of Cornwall and
theDuke of Cambridge— theDuchess
is still suffering from acute morning
sickness — the opening ceremony
was played out before an audience of
6,500 at the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park in east London.
Although created by Kim Gavin,

the man behind the 2012 Olym-
pic closing ceremony, this
was more traditional
than the big budget
extravaganza of those
games. But it had its
own charm: a fly-
past by the Red
Arrows; the noisy
Apache; marching
soldiers, military
bands, horses and

cannon fire. The prince told how sport
had helped the competitors to recover
from their injuries, “allowing them to
channel their passion into what can be
achieved, rather than what can’t”.
He said: “No longer are these inspira-

tionalmen andwomendefined by their
injuries but as athletes, competitors
and team-mates.
“For some of those taking part, this

will be a stepping stone to elite sport,
but for others it will mark the end of a
chapter in their recovery and the
beginning of a newone. Eitherway, you
can be sure that everyone who takes
part on the track, pool or field of play
will be giving it their all.”
Stardust came in the form of Idris

Elba, the star of Luther and The Wire,
driven on in a vintage Land Rover to
read the 1875 poem Invictus byWilliam
Ernest Henley: “My head is bloody, but
unbowed . . . I am themaster of my fate:

I am the captain of my soul.”
The soprano Laura Wright,
who has performed the national
anthem at countless rugby
matches, sang a song of her own
composition, Invincible, dressed

in the tightest of white
dresses. Later a choir
sang an Invictus anthem
writtenbyChrisMartin,
of Coldplay.

Amid such show-
business touches the
parade of 400 ath-
letes from 13 coun-
tries was a bracing
counterpoint: from
the humble Afghan

team to themight of the
US and the size of theUK
team—at 130, the biggest

of the competition: athletes in wheel-
chairs, athletes with artificial limbs,
some with disabilities so disfiguring
that their presence alone is a victory.
On the big screen injured service-

men and women told their stories. JJ
Chalmers of the Royal Marines, whose
arms were damaged in an IED explo-
sion, said that sport was “a fire that has
been relit in my life”. Mike Goody, an
RAF driver who lost part of a leg and
suffered a brain injury in Afghanistan,
spoke of battles with depression.
TheFirst Lady toldof theUSWarrior

Games. “I knowpeople are thrilled that
the spirit of those Games will thrive
across thepond in the first ever Invictus
Games,” she said.
“So to all of the competitors here to-

day I justwantyou toknowhowincred-
ible you are. You’re inspiring all of us,
especially our young people. Inspiring
them to believe that if we dig deeper, if
we work harder and confront the
adversity in our own lives with just a
fraction of the courage you show every
day, there is nothing we can’t achieve.”
Leading article, page 20

Five to watch: stories
of competitors who
rebuilt their lives
Ricky Furgusson,
UK

Ricky Furgusson has a
problem not normally
associated with a man
who has lost both legs
below the knee, five
fingers and his left eye:
he does not know which
sport to do. Since being
blown up in 2010, he
has taken up sprinting,
cycling and skiing.
Corporal Furgusson, 28,
of 4 Battalion, The
Rifles, is considering the
100m, 200m and
400m.

When he woke up in
hospital, he learned he
had been awarded the
Military Cross for
previous acts of
bravery. Seven months
later, he went to
Buckingham Palace to
receive the award,
walking up to the
Queen on his prosthetic
legs with the help of
sticks: he does not do
wheelchairs. “I don’t like

the way people look at
you,” he said. “If you’re
on your legs, you’re on
the same level as them.”

Max Rohn, US

A US Navy medic, Max
Rohn, 27, was badly
injured in Iraq. He had
14 operations to save
his right leg. In 2011, he
attended the Warrior
Games and, after seeing
other wounded
servicemen compete,
he had the leg
amputated. He has won
medals at three Warrior
Games and competes in
javelin, discus, shot put
and sitting volleyball.

Simon Schole,
Germany

Simon Schole, 26, from
Germany, is said to be
so ambitious and
inspiring that he
deserves a place on the
team just for fighting

spirit. Before going to
Afghanistan three years
ago, the paratrooper
was given an
inoculation for yellow
fever that left him
unable to walk and
barely able to speak. He
started rowing a few
months ago, and took
up swimming just
before the games.

Dion Taka, New
Zealand

The pain Dion Taka
suffers after he was
shot in the stomach in
Afghanistan never
leaves him. A rifleman
with the New Zealand
Army, he was hit in a
firefight.

He has rebuilt his life
to the point where he
can take part in the
games, including sitting
volleyball.

Tarmo Lepik,
Estonia

Tarmo Lepik, 27, is a
corporal in the Estonian
armed forces who lost
both his legs in
Helmand. He will take
part in swimming, a
sport he took up to
keep fit.

Parental split ‘worse for rich children’

The separation of parents affects
children fromricher familiesmore than
those who are from poorer back-
grounds, according to a report.
Researchers from Georgetown Uni-

versity and the University of Chicago
found that children weremore likely to
have behavioural problems after their
parents split up when they came from
higher-income families. It also found
that moving from a single-parent
family into a step-parent family
improved behaviour in higher-income
families, but not in poorer families.
The researchers, writing in the jour-

nal Child Development, said: “Families
with few economic resources at the
outsetmay not suffer asmuch from the

strain of family structure change as
those with greater initial resources.
“Put simply, low-income families

may have less to lose, in terms of both
money and home environment quality,
through separation or divorce than
higher income families . . . By contrast,
among higher-income families, the
consequences of family dissolution
might be more salient.”
They also said that it was more

common to have blended or single-
parent families among lower-income
families, and so any changes to the
family structure for their children were
“more normative, more predictable,
and thus, less stressful”.
The study, which looked at 3,936

American children, also found that
children were likely to have more be-

havioural problems if they were under
five years old when their parents split
up, while moving into a step-parent
family brought behavioural benefits
only when it happened after age six.
“These findings suggest that both

economic context and children’s age
are important to consider in under-
standing the effects of family structure
on children,” said Rebecca Ryan, who
led the study.
“While economic resources in many

ways buffer children, higher initial
family income doesn’t appear to be a
protective factor when parents sepa-
rate, at least for younger children.”
High-income families were defined

as those earningmore than £44,000 for
a family of four, while low-income fam-
ilies earned £29,000 or less.

Kat Lay

Ginger pupils are taught
to take pride in their roots
Redheaded pupils are being given
confidence-boosting workshops pro-
moting “ginger pride” to reduce bully-
ing in schools (Katie Gibbons writes).
The scheme aims to stop redheaded

children being singled out by class-
mates by encouraging them to reclaim
the term “ginger”.
Donna Strachan, the social worker

who founded the scheme inEdinburgh
and Midlothian, uses red-haired
animal characters to illustrate to child-
ren the damaging effects of appear-
ance-based taunts.
Ms Strachan, an Australian redhead

whowas bullied as a child, said that the
insults her five-year-old son James

receives at school inspired her to start
the “Ingingerness” programme.
The workshops also encourage

pupils aged 5 to 12 to create their own
red-headed personalities on mugs,
T-shirts, gym bags and puzzles.
Ms Strachan said: “The ginger pride

movement is all about promoting posi-
tive qualities and reclaiming the word
‘ginger’. It’s to give the next generation
of gingers a bit of resilience.
“Many people have been teased and

bullied in Scotland about the colour of
their hair. We want to make sure that
this doesn’t happen and make the next
generationof gingers feel proudof their
roots.”

y
and the
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US

Members of the British armed forces team at the inaugural Invictus Games. Prince Harry said at the opening ceremony that they were no longer defined by their injuries but as athletes, competitors and team-mates

Michelle Obama, the US first lady,
addressed the opening ceremony

ANDY HOOPER / REX

Idris Elba read the
1875 poem Invictus
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Clever comedy but the
evening needs an edit
Theatre Dominic Maxwell

Roundelay
Stephen Joseph Theatre
Scarborough
HHHII

Alan Ayckbourn’s 78th play is
entertaining and daring and a missed
opportunity. It makes you sigh
admiringly at its construction, sigh
sadly as characters mourn their lost
youth and faded dreams, sigh
impatiently at the ponderous or
improbable moments where brilliance
slips through its fingers.
Formally, it’s like nothing else.

There are 120 ways of seeing
Roundelay, which is made up of five
interrelated playlets whose running
order is decided at random on the
night by audience members.
Each scene makes sense on its own.

Each is enhanced by the way it fits
into the bigger picture. A thug
pimping a prostitute to a judge in one
scene is menacing a theatrical agent
in another. That agent signs up a
naïve 16-year-old girl in one scene
who reappears in school uniform in
the office of a lascivious Tory MP in
another. Links and echoes abound,
sometimes setting up another scene,
sometimes explaining its mysteries.
For all Ayckbourn’s comic gifts,

Roundelay’s flat-out comedy moments

are not its finest. The Politician
features a case of mistaken identities
but fails to make old ingredients come
up fresh. The Agent has a great
punchline but an unlikely set-up. It’s
interesting, but it’s not convincing.
Where Roundelay scores is in its

depiction of memories polluting the
present. The Judge features an old
man trying to recreate his lost youth
with a prostitute. Ayckbourn makes a
tired set-up truly touching by giving
her busted dreams of her own.
The Novelist, set in the judge’s leaky

mansion, is full of loss and longing
and the twists of a gothic short story.
The Star is a painful depiction of a
cleric reuniting with his jaded first
love, yet it’s marred by the odd line
— “once I lost the baby it was like the
bond was broken” — that should not
have made it through quality control.
At three hours including interval,

the evening needs a final edit, but the
cast of eight are consistently strong.
Russell Dixon as the grouchy judge,
Richard Stacey as the naïve cleric,
and Sophie Roberts as the hardened
agent all ensure that archetypal
characters feel new.
There are moments of Ayckbourn

at his best here, pressed up against
moments that need sharpening.
Box office: 01723 370541, to Oct 4.
Then touring to Newcastle-under-
Lyme, Bowness-on-Windermere and
Guildford

Want to win
an Oscar next
year?Get real
Rhys Blakely Los Angeles

Hollywood is a land of make-believe,
superheroes and unlikely happy
endings.Yet for actors striving towinan
Oscar, one piece of advice stands
supreme: play a character from real life.
For Colin Firth it was George VI; for

Meryl Streep itwasMargaretThatcher.
Indeed, every year since 2001, an Aca-
demyAward for either best actor or ac-
tress has gone to a star playing a real
person, and the early buzz from the fes-
tival circuit suggests the trendmaywell
continue in February.
At the Toronto International Film

Festival, Benedict Cumberbatch has
won plaudits for The Imitation Game.
HeplaysAlanTuring, theBritishmath-
ematician who led the charge to crack
Germany’s Enigma Code during the
Second World War.
Another British actor, Eddie Red-

mayne, is being lauded in Toronto for
his portrayal of Stephen Hawking in
The Theory of Everything.
However, BritishOscar hopefuls will

face strong competition from Amer-
ican rivals. Steve Carell has been an
early front-runner for best actor for
Foxcatcher, a dark thriller set in the
world of Olympic wrestling.
The favourite forbest film isBoyhood,

a project thatmirrors real life in amore
unusual way.Made byRichard Linklat-
er, itwas shot inburstsover 11years.The
audience looks on as the actor Ellar
Coltrane grows from the age of 6 to 17.

Legal studies Caroline de Stefani, of London Metropolitan Archive, examines the
1297 Magna Carta, which is on display at the Heritage Gallery in the City of London

ANDREW MATTHEWS / PA
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Back on night patrol with the badger cull protesters

The hills were alive with the sound of
chatter when the Somerset badger
patrol set off from the village of Monk-
silver.
The huge harvest moon hung low

over the BrendonHills as we walked in
single file throughwoods and along the

edge of fields where marksmen were
known to be targeting badger setts.
There was no need for stealth as the

intention was to force any shooters
staked out in the undergrowth to hold
their fire. Strict guidelines mean that
they are supposed to put down their
weaponswhen there are people or live-
stock in the area, so those hoping to
disrupt the cull want to make their
presence known.
Worryingly, high-tech night vision

equipment used by the patrols has
revealed that this is not always the case.
Amanda, awildlife film-makerwhohas
her own night-vision goggles for
watching leopards on the African

savannah, claims that twice last year
she had high-powered rifles with infra-
red sights invisible to the naked eye
pointed at her by cull marksmen.
She said: “He was watching me

throughhis night sights andas Ihadmy
own night-vision goggles on it was like
having the beam of a spotlight shone
directly inmy face. I was standing there
with a rifle loadedwith frangible bullets
pointed at me. I was terrified and it’s
against all the rules to point a loaded
weapon at someone.
“If you live round here and speak out

against the cull you could find a dead
fox or badger left on your doorstep.”
Sara Palmer, one of the patrol co-

ordinators, said: “After six weeks of
nightly patrols last year we had a party
when the cull officially ended. Every-
one wore fancy dress and we celebrat-
ed. Then they announced there would
be a three-week extension and we
were gutted.”
The campaigners had

hoped that after official
studies revealed the cull
was neither as effective
nor as humane as had
been claimed, the
government would

abandon the idea. Instead it was
announced that it would resume after a
nine-month hiatus.
Asked what he would say to a farmer

whose herd had been devastated by
bovine tuberculosis,AndyGriffiths, the

patrol leader, said: “I would say the
scientific evidence doesn’t

stack up with regards to
badgers being respon-
sible for bovine TB.
The main method of
transmission is cattle
to cattle.

“We will be here
night after night, for
years if necessary.”

Badgers: back in
the rifle sights

PHILYEOMANS / BNPS

Family snapshot Four of the eight Siamese crocodiles that have hatched at the
Crocodiles of the World attraction in Oxfordshire. They will grow to 10ft in length.
Hunting and loss of habitat have left fewer than 500 of the reptiles in the wild

Dead lion found at restaurant
An inspection of a restaurant’s freezer
uncovered the body of a lion, an envi-
ronmental health officer has said.
The animal’s corpse was discovered

next to food that was to be served to
customers. However, the restaurant’s
owner told inspectors that the body of
the animal was not for human
consumption and had been donated by
a nearby zoo so that he could feed his
dogs. The restaurant was allowed to
continue trading as the frozen lion was
foundtobe theonly infringementof the
council’s health code.
The discovery of the dead lion has

been revealed by a health protection
manager at Chichester district council
in West Sussex.
Ian Brightmore told the Chichester

Observer: “When I was working in

another area I came across a dead lion
ina freezer.The foodestablishmentwas
near a zoo and the owner kept pack
hounds, so it was food for them.”
He added that the lion “was kept in a

place where food for human consump-
tion was stored”.
Mr Brightmore refused to name the

restaurant or the year in which the lion
was found.
He added that environmental health

officials were vigilant in their work.
Mr Brightmore said: “The first thing

we do is to seek co-operation in putting
things right and this usually works. In
situationswhere it doesn’t we can serve
a hygiene improvement notice.
“If we find something we deem to be

dangerous, we can serve an emergency
prohibition notice,” he added.

The debate on bovine
TB has turned nasty
but it has not deterred
the activists, writes
Simon de Bruxelles
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Reluctant Obama orders US

President Obama reluctantly set his
sights last night on amilitary campaign
in Syria as part of an American-led
coalition to destroy the extremists of
Islamic State.
Speaking on the eve of the 13th anni-

versary of the September 11 attacks, the
president, who has said that he was
elected to end “dumbwars”, foundhim-
self explaining to thenationwhyhewas
returning to the crucible of Iraq tobuild
another war effort.
He used his live television address

from the state floor of theWhiteHouse
to insist that this would not be like the
Iraq war, with thousands of US combat
troops on the ground — but there was
no disguising a new, long-termmilitary
campaign that is likely to stretch
beyond his years in office.
A White House official, speaking

shortly before the primetime address,
confirmed that thepresidentwas setting
outhow theUSwouldpursuea compre-
hensive strategy to “degrade and ulti-
mately destroy” (Isis).
Confirming that the effort would

extend across the border into Syria, the
official said it was a plan “including US
military action and support for the
forces combating [Isis] on the ground
— both the opposition in Syria and a

new, inclusive Iraqi government”. He
also intended to set out how theUSwas
building “a coalition of allies and part-
ners in the region and in the broader
international community”.
Accused of dragging his feet, MrOb-

ama has finally decided on a strategy
for economic, political and military in-
volvement to push back the extremists.
There are, however, great challenges in
holding together a coalition that in-
cludesArabstates, andobviousdangers
of mission creep three years after
American forces left Iraq.
General Jack Keane, who planned

the US troop-surge strategy for Iraq in

2009, said yesterday that US-led
ground troops, backed by air power,
could swiftly defeat Isis in Iraq.
“It’s unrealistic to suggest sending in

USground troops, sowehave to rely on
the local forces, the Iraqi and [Kurdish]
armies and Sunni militia,” he said. “No
one knows if they are going to be good
enough, although the US will be advis-
ing and training them.” If they failed to
exploit the airstrikes to attack Isis, the
US might have no alternative but to
send in ground troops, he said.
General Anthony Zinni, a former

commander of US Central Command,
claimed that two American brigades
couldwipeout Isis in Iraq.However,Mr
Obama has made clear that a short-
term American rout of the extremists
would be of little value without resolv-
ing long-term divisions in Iraq, to give
Sunnis a stake in the country’s future.
General Keane said the US airstrikes

should be launched simultaneously in
Iraq andSyria, hitting supply routes and
striking Isis at its bases in Raqqa, north-
ern Syria. “That will put Isis on the de-
fensive and make them vulnerable to
ground-force attacks,” he said.
Dick Cheney, the former US vice-

president who was the architect of the
Iraq war, used a speech in Washington
marking the anniversary of September
11 to accuse “a disengaged president” of
creating the circumstances for the rise
of Isis. He claimed thatMrObama had
repeatedly demonstrated his distrust
for American power and had sent mes-
sages to the world of “retreat, with-
drawal and indifference”.
Mr Cheney called for immediate

strikes against Isis inside Syria and said:
“Ourpresidentmustunderstandweare
at war and we must do whatever it
takes, for as long as it takes.”
Ina showof support for the Iraqi gov-

ernment, John Kerry, the USsecretary
of state, made an unannounced trip to
Baghdad to meet the new primeminis-
ter,Haider al-Abadi.Hewas in the Iraqi
capital yesterday when two car bombs
exploded in aShia neighbourhood, kill-
ing 13 people.
Mr Kerry said that the fight against

Isis had to be led by Iraq, but insisted
that defeating the group required an
international effort. “This is a fight that
the Iraqi peoplemust win, but it’s also a
fight that the rest of the world needs
them to win,” he said.
He predicted that a coalition of at

least 40 nations would be rallied.
France, which stayed out of the US-led
invasion of Iraq, said yesterday that it
was ready to take part in airstrikes.
Middle East diplomats in Washing-

ton said that they supported theUS-led
coalition but needed to see demonstra-
ble change in the behaviour of the Iraqi
government.
The US wants Arab states to offer

explicit support, some military action,
and concerted efforts to halt the flowof
foreign fighters and funds to Isis. How-
ever, mistrust of Iraq is still a factor in
the region. “There is a lot riding on the
Kerry visit,” onediplomatic source said.
Additional reporting: Devika Bhat

Offensive will include
air strikes against Isis
in Syria and a coalition
of 40 countries,
David Taylor and
Michael Evans report

The victims of 9/11 are honoured by
students in Malibu yesterday

John Kerry, the US secretary of state, surveys Baghdad from a helicopter during a

Leaders of Isis rivals wiped
out by mystery explosion

Islamic State received a fresh boost to
its fortunes in Syria after an un-
explained explosion wiped out the
entire leadership of one of its rivals as it
met to discuss a new strategy for taking
on the jihadists.
At least fifty leaders of the Ahrar al-

Sham rebel group were killed in the
blast at a bunker in northwestern prov-
ince, one of the few places left in Syria
where mainstream opposition rebels
are holding the line against Islamic
State (Isis) and the Assad regime
The blast set fire to an ammunitions

store. Rebel leaders, religious figures
and security guards were trapped
below ground as toxic fumes filled the
bunker,whichhadnoventilation.Up to
75 people died, including the group’s
leader, Hassan Abboud. Only his
younger brother, Allam, left the bunker
alive.
“All indications suggest the cause of

death was inhalation of toxic gas,” said
AymanAbu, adoctorwho inspected the
bodies.He noted a lack of external inju-
ries and “blue faces among the dead”.
Ahrar al-Sham, one of the oldest and

largest of the armed opposition groups,
is also the linchpin of the Islamic Front,
a coalition of anti-Assad Islamist mili-
tias formedwith Saudi backing as a bul-
wark against more extreme jihadist
groups such as Isis. It waswidely seen as
a bridge between moderate and radical
elements of the non-Isis opposition.
Analysts say the Islamic Front has

now lost the most influential leaders of
itsmoderatewing, raising the riskof the
entire coalition splintering, with hard-
liners gravitating towards the ranks of
Isis.
Agrowing concern forWashington is

that by attacking Isis it will strengthen
the Assad regime in Syria. Underlining
its brutality, weapons inspectors con-
cluded yesterday that chlorine gas had
been used in helicopter attacks against
rebel villages this summer.

Catherine Philp Beirut
Sara Elizabeth Williams Amman

Thirteen years ago today, JoAnne
Capestro stepped out of the World
Trade Center and crossed the street as
the south tower fell. “That cloud of
smoke, I was under it,” she said yester-
day.
As New Yorkers prepare to mark

another anniversary of the attacks, Ms
Capestro,52, isoneofdozensofsurvivors

and relatives of those who died who
havedonated clothes andpersonal pos-
sessions to the 9/11 memorial museum.
She had been working on the 87th

floor of the north tower, and was
trappedwhen the heat of the fire sealed
thedoors shut. “Weweremelted in,” she
said. They found a way out and got
down the stairs in 22minutes, but some
of her colleagues were killed by falling
rubble when the other tower fell.
At home, she removed her dust-

encrusted clothes and placed them in
bags, as if they were evidence. “I didn’t
want to throwthemout.”Shedecided to
donate them to themuseum after visit-
ing this year. A retired police officer has
given the burnt boots in which she
looked for survivors; a member of the
Seal team that killed Osama bin Laden
donated his shirt.

Will Pavia New York

Mementoes
pour in for
9/11 museum
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Lessons from the past
for future war on terror

T
he War on Terror is turning
into a perpetual war.
Thirteen years after the
al-Qaeda attack on the
twin towers and the

Pentagon, President Obama is
preparing to enter a Middle Eastern
country to eradicate a new army of
jihadists — and no one knows when
or how he will ever be able to get
out.
Some in Washington predict a

50-year war against terrorism; the
work of a generation or more.
“Just because we got Osama bin

Laden doesn’t mean the
organisation went away,” Mike
Rogers, chairman of the house
intelligence committee, said. “It is
incredibly naive to believe that
because you say the War on Terror is
over, the terrorists believe it is over.”
The omens for the latest

intervention are not good, although
Islamic State, with its corrupt and
gangsterish strains, is clearly
vulnerable to attack in Iraq, and
probably in Syria too. The problem
is that, in a decade or more of being
hunted around the globe, the
terrorists have developed an
extraordinary resilience. When
smashed, they splinter. When
bugged, they fall silent.
The week that the US leader

announced that he was putting
together a “coalition of the willing”
— a phrase that has survived two
presidential terms — al-Qaeda
announced that it was establishing a
branch in India. After years of being
hammered by drones, al-Qaeda is
still capable of announcing what
could be its deadliest, most
poisonous front: to rid India of its
non-Muslims and to protect
believers from persecution. It will
be, in their jargon, a defensive jihad.
A balance sheet of the War on

Terror, as proclaimed by
George W Bush, would not be
wholly negative. The full list of
thwarted plots is known only to the
intelligence services but includes
more than two dozen conspiracies to
smuggle liquid explosives on to
aircraft, and to attack John F
Kennedy airport and other high-
profile targets.
There have been bloody attacks

on Madrid and London, but nothing
comparable to 9/11. One study

calculates that there have been
fewer war deaths since 2002 than
any other decade in the past
century. And Osama bin Laden was,
eventually, run to ground.
That is testimony to the increasing

professionalism of the
counter-terrorism machine, to
electronic surveillance, to
co-operation across government and
between alliance partners. It also
provides a smidgen of confidence
about the looming war against
Islamic State. The West has learnt
from its wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq how to outwit terrorist
groupings.
And yet the al-Qaeda worldview

has taken root in terrorist
organisations in Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Somalia, Mali, Nigeria,
Libya, Kenya, Tunisia, Syria and
Iraq. There has been a huge
expansion of Islamist militancy.
For many, this is the direct result

of the long, US-led wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq; few have
forgotten that when Mr Bush
declared a War on Terror in 2001 he
described it as a crusade.
Mr Obama believed that the

struggle would be finite. “We must
define the nature and scope of this
struggle, or else it will define us,” he
said. “Unless we discipline our
thinking . . . we may be drawn into
more wars we don’t need to fight.”
Can he escape that trap, or will

the War on Terror end up blighting
another two presidential terms?
Much depends on whether he has
learnt five cardinal lessons:
6 Al-Qaeda is not a formal
organisation like the mafia clans.
This was a useful tool for a while,
allowing the US, in particular, to
expand electronic surveillance and
target key figures in the structure. It
is an idea, and a network. Islamic
State, in particular, is largely self-
recruiting.
6 Coalitions formed to fight
terrorism always fall apart. Enlisting
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan to fight
terrorist groups blinded the West to
their attempts to sabotage the
central mission.
6 The Bush idea that all threats to
the US derive from failed states
needs to be revised. It led to a
decade of nation-building in
Afghanistan, much of it misspent.
6 Stop weapons flows. Libya,
chaotically unstable, is sitting on
one of the largest stocks of weapons
in the world.
6 It’s not just about Muslim
fanaticism: Muslims, Sunni and Shia
alike, are also being persecuted. The
West has to listen more carefully.

Police stop teen girls heading for jihad

Two teenage girls stopped by police in
Austria from joining Islamic State may
have been inspired by two others who
fled to Syria in April and have not been
seen since.
The two stopped this week, aged 14

and 15, were caught at a friend’s house
before they could fly to Turkey, after
one of the mothers alerted police over
concerns at the amount of luggage the
girls were carrying. One was from a
Muslim family, and the other had con-
verted to Islam.
One posted on the internet that she

wanted “to support Isis, it does not

ander Marakovits, an interior ministry
spokesman. They were not being treat-
ed as criminals, and were “lured with
false promises” to Syria with photo-
graphs of beaches and beautiful homes,
he said. “They are victims who have
fallen in with the wrong circle of
friends.”
Police believe they may have been

seeking to emulate Samra Kesinovic,
16, and Sabina Selimovic, 15, who left
their Bosnian families in Vienna on
April 10 to fly to Turkey. Images were
posted on the internet of them appar-
ently posing with armed fighters and
carrying weapons, although experts
believe some photos were doctored.

matterwhere”. They apparentlymet on
the internet and became radicalised a
few months ago. “We are looking into
how they were influenced, whether via
the internet or by actual people, either
in Austria or elsewhere,” said Alex-

David Charter Berlin

Girls may have been inspired by Lates
Samra Kesinovic and Sabina Selimovic

Roger Boyes
Commentary

BRENDAN SMIALOWSKI / REUTERS

surprise visit to the Iraqi capital. He said Iraq’s struggle against Isis had to be supported by the US “every step of the way”
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Pistorius trial judge to deliver murder verdict today
Orhad they had an argument, as the pros-
ecution claims, which sent the model
running for her life into the toilet cubicle?
The67-year-old judge, a former journal-

ist and socialworkerwhowas jailed for her
part in the anti-apartheid struggle, is
expected to start with the lesser firearms
charges that Mr Pistorius also faces, and
may not deliver the murder verdict until
tomorrow.
Mr Pistorius, 27, was charged with

pre-meditatedmurder, because hemade a
conscious decision to collect his gun from
his bedside table before hemoved towards
the bathroom, where hemade theweapon
ready to fire.
If he is found guilty, the minimum sen-

tence is 25 years in prison.
However, Judge Masipa, who once

sentenced a rapist to 252 years in prison,
could also reach a lesser verdict, with the
help of her two legal assessors, who are
both experienced barristers.
Mr Pistorius’s lawyers closed their case

last month, claiming that he should have
stood trial for culpable homicide, the
South African term for manslaughter. It
carries a maximum sentence of 15 years.
A source close to the prosecution said

they expected that the judge would find
him guilty of murder dolus eventualis,
meaning that he might not have meant to
kill, but he foresaw that possibility and

continuednonetheless. It also carries a life
sentence. Either way, Mr Pistorius is un-
likely to be led into the cells beneath the
court today. “Ifhe’s guiltyand there’s a sen-
tence, the court will adjourn for senten-
cing,” a prosecution source said.
That could take up to six weeks as pre-

sentencing reports are prepared, with Mr
Pistorius’s lawyers expected to appeal
against the verdict.
The athlete sold two racehorses and the

homewhere he shotMs Steenkamp to pay
for his soaring legal fees, and has
subsequently sold two more properties in
Pretoria thathehadusedas security forhis
bail application. However, themain house
fetched only two thirds of its value, at
£258,000, while the remaining two prop-
erties sold for about £55,000 each.
The man who bought the house where

Ms Steenkamp was killed thinks he got a
bargain. “I would say at the end of the day
it will be a good buy,” Louwtjie Louwrens
said yesterday. “I’m sure the property
value will increase going forward.”
Despite the knock-down price and the

secure location, his family were not very
keen on his idea of a des-res.
“For startersmywife wasn’t that happy,”

he said.
Mr Pistorius has been staying at the

home of an uncle, Arnold Pistorius, since
the trial began on March 3.

She has said only a few sentences since the
trial began six months ago.
Occasionally berating the public for

making toomuch noise, or cajoling squab-
bling lawyers for taking too much time,
Judge Thokozile Masipa has given few, if
any, clues as towhat she has been thinking
as sheoversees theOscarPistoriusmurder
trial.
Only once, when the weeping, retching

Olympian was giving evidence for a fifth
day, did Judge Masipa intervene, to warn
him that he was “making mistakes”.
Peering over her spectacles, she added:

“You can’t be in a disadvantage when you
are in that box.”
The athlete arrived at court most days

flanked by a phalanx of burly cousins, but
JudgeMasipa preferred a side door, where
she came and went almost unnoticed.
Today she must take centre stage as she

delivers her verdict, in detail, in one of
most-watched trials in the world.
At the heart of her deliberations is what

the disabled runner was thinking when he
fired four hollow-tipped bullets through a
locked bathroom door, killing Reeva
Steenkamp, his girlfriend.
Was it, as he claims, a tragic accident,

after he mistook her for an intruder in the
early hours of Valentine’s Day last year?

South Africa
Jerome Starkey Africa Correspondent

‘He might not
have meant to
kill, but he
foresaw that
possibility and
continued
nonetheless’
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Cold war looms
as Russia cuts gas
supplies to West

Fears of a gaswar causedby the conflict
in Ukraine increased yesterday when
Poland, Slovakia and Germany all said
that deliveries from Russia had been
cut substantially this week. Warsaw
was in turn forced to switch off its own
supply line to Kiev.
Gazprom, the Russian state-owned

supplier, gave no reason why its flow of
natural gas toPolandhadbeen reduced
by 20 per cent on Monday and 24 per
cent on Tuesday. Slovakia’s state gas
importer reported that it received 10
per cent less Russian gas yesterday and
the German operator E.ON added that
its supplies were also slightly down, but
declined to say by how much.
The disruptions came as Angela

Merkel, the German chancellor,
showed how hawkish she had become

towardsMoscowbydemanding the im-
mediate implementation of new EU
sanctions. These were agreed in princi-
ple on Monday, but have not yet been
enforced. Poland, a strong supporter of
theUkrainiangovernmentandof sanc-
tions against Russia as punishment for
backing separatists in eastUkraine, has
asked whether the drop in gas flow is
due to “technical or trade” issues.
There have been concerns through-

out the conflict in easternUkraine that
Russia could use its stranglehold over
gas supplies to hit Kiev and its support-
ers as winter nears.
“This is a warning signal for the EU

not to go any further with the sanc-
tions,” said Pawel Poprawa of the Insti-
tute for Energy Studies in Warsaw.
Poland receives more than 60 per

cent of its natural gas from Gazprom.
Gazprom issued a statement denying
any decline in gas exports to Poland.
Supplies to Ukraine have been sus-

pended in a disputewithGazpromover
unpaid bills, but it remains a transit
route for gas to Poland and other EU
countries which have in turn been
sending “reverse flows” to Ukraine.
The Polish pipeline operator Gaz-

System SA said that the flow was kept
balanced with supplies from Germany
and the Czech Republic. The needs of
clientswere beingmet, it said in a state-
ment, but Ukraine’s gas transit com-
pany Ukrtransgaz said it was no longer
receiving reverse gas supplies from
Poland. ItwasquotedbyaRussiannews
agency accusing Gazprom as limiting
flows to Poland to disrupt supplies of
gas in the opposite direction from
Poland into Ukraine.
President Poroshenko of Ukraine

yesterday said that “70 per cent of Rus-
sian troops have been moved back
across the border [into Russia] ... this
further strengthens our hope that the
peace initiatives have good prospects”.
A law aimed at ending fighting by

granting the region greater autonomy
could go before the Ukrainian parlia-
ment by next week, he told the cabi-
net. However, although a precarious
ceasefire has held for almost a week,
the question of what to do with the
territory in rebel hands is unre-
solved. The peace protocol agreed
in Minsk on Friday called for Kiev
to decentralise power and allow
temporary self-government in
areas of Donetsk and Luhansk
under a “special status” law.

Poland
David Charter Berlin
Ben Hoyle Moscow

‘Happy’ Iranian dancers put on trial
Iran
Hugh Tomlinson Dubai

The trial has begun in Tehran of six
young Iranians who were arrested in
May after posting an online video of
themselves dancing to the Pharrell
Williams hit song Happy.
The case divided the country and

exposed a bitter feud within the
regime — and sparked an inter-
national outcry when the six friends
were paraded on state television.
Hardliners within the Iranian

government are accused of using the
trial to undermine cautious efforts by
President Rouhani to introduce
social reform.
The charges against the six include

having sex outside marriage, posting
on “the vulgar YouTube channel”,
failing to observe proper Islamic
dress, and “dancing”.
Most serious is the allegation that

they “had contact with foreign tele-
vision networks”; a charge that at

trials of opposition activists has been
interpreted as spying.
After the arrests, Iranians flooded

social networks with messages of
support, many declaring that “happi-
ness is a crime in Iran”.
Williams himself gave the six his

backing, and President Rouhani took
to Twitter to defend them. “Happi-

ness is our people’s right. We
shouldn’t be too hard on behaviours
caused by joy,” he wrote.
The president’s support is a mixed

blessing, however. Sasan Soleimani,
the director of the video, worked on
Mr Rouhani’s victorious presidential
campaign last summer, and has been

most harshly treated by police. The
five others were released on bail after
making televised confessions, butMr
Soleimaniwas held for severalweeks.
“It is no surprise that Sasan is being

targeted. The hardliners are well
aware of his association with Rou-
hani and they are sending a message
to the president’s office,” a friend of
the defendants said.
The trial appears timed to under-

mine Mr Rouhani’s efforts to re-
mould Iran’s image abroad. It is open-
ing as the president flies to NewYork
for the UN general assembly next
week. Talks with the West aimed at
brokering a resolution of the crisis
over Tehran’s nuclear programme
reopen in ten days’ time.
The YouTube video was watched

180,000 times before the six were
arrested — and ten times that num-
ber since then. In the credits they
said: “Happy was an excuse to be
happy.We enjoyedmaking it.Hope it
puts a smile on your face.”

Iron Lady to lead Poland

E
wa Kopacz,
who will be
formally
nominated
today to

become Poland’s
second female prime
minister, has been
nicknamed the Iron
Lady because of her
fierce loyalty to her
predecessor Donald
Tusk and her tough
decisions as health
minister (David
Charter writes).
Ms Kopacz, 57,

pictured in
ceremonial mode at
the opening of
Parliament, will
replace Mr Tusk after
he resigned to
become president of
the European Council.
The divorced

grandmother worked
as a doctor before
entering politics and
joining Mr Tusk’s

Civic Platform party
when it split from
other conservative
allies in 2001. Her
medical background
is reported to have
helped her to become
close to Mr Tusk
while treating his
mother and sister.
She has ties with

Moscow, built up
while liaising over
identifying the
bodies of victims in
the Smolensk air
crash, which claimed
96 lives including
that of the Polish
president, Lech
Kaczynski, in 2010.
While wary of
Moscow, she is not
as outspoken as
some colleagues,
such as Radek
Sikorski, the
Oxford-educated
foreign minister.
As health minister

she refused to follow
other European
governments, which
rushed to buy
expensive swine flu
vaccines in 2009.
She also backed an

abortion for a 14-year-
old rape victim
despite the threat of
excommunication
from the Roman
Catholic church.

Profile Ewa Kopacz

The Iranians filmed dancing to Pharrell Williams’s hit Happy were arrested after the video was posted on YouTube

The video “hurt
public chastity”,
a chief of
police said



Hero of Fukushima nuclear
disaster considered hara-kiri
Japan
Richard Lloyd Parry Tokyo

The leader of the so-called Fukushi-
ma 50, the band of workers who
risked their lives to save Japan’s
stricken nuclear plant, contemplated
ritually disembowelling himself after
an explosion that appeared to have
killed dozens of his men.
MasaoYoshida, themanager of the

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant,made the admission in recently
released secret testimony that illumi-
nates the desperation of those fight-
ing to save the plant after an earth-
quake and tsunami in 2011. In it, he
pours scorn on politicians and execu-
tives he claims abandoned him and
his colleagues as they struggled to
control a disaster that could have
irradiated much of eastern Japan.
He recounts how he defied mis-

guided orders fromheadquarters, de-
nounces as an idiot Naoto Kan,
Japan’s prime minister at the time,
and expresses the wish to “beat up”
thosewhocriticisedhimandhismen.
“Wewere doing all that [work]with

sucha limited crew," saysMrYoshida,
who died last year. “And yet nobody,
not fromheadquarters, not fromany-
where, came up with a substantial,
effective rescue.”
Mr Yoshida’s testimony is con-

tained in a transcript of interviews
carried out during a government in-
vestigation into the disaster, in which
three reactors went into meltdown.
His account was intended to remain
confidential. However, after partial
leaks this year suggesting that Fu-

kushima workers had fled, the 400-
page transcript has been released.
In it, Mr Yoshida describes his

horror on realising the reactors faced
meltdown. Using back-up power,
workers tried to keep the reactor
cores cool, first with fresh water and,
when that ran out, by pumping in sea
water — an unprecedented tech-
nique. Senior managers of the Tokyo
Electric Power Co ordered him to
stop, becausenopermissionhadbeen
givenbyMrKanandhis government.
“I didn’t have the slightest intention
of halting,” he tells the investigators.”
Within three days, explosions had

partially destroyed buildings housing
two of the reactors. The second oc-
curred as Mr Yoshida was ordering
his staff to move to safety, and it was
at this point thathe speaksofhara-ki-
ri – self-disembowellment practised
by disgraced samurai warriors.
“There were about 40-plus people
missing. I thought I should commit
hara-kiri.”
He died of throat cancer last year,

aged 58. Doctors said it was not
caused by radiation.
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Historic landscape The sun rises over the wooden windmills in the Zaanse Schans peat meadows, near Amsterdam

Hollande, the son
of a doctor, says his
family were poor
France
Adam Sage Paris

President Hollande has ratcheted up
the public feud with his jilted partner,
denouncing as a “hurtful lie” her claim
that he despised the poor.
In an emotional response to the kiss-

and-tell book published by Valérie
Trierweiler, the Socialist leader accus-
ed her of seeking to undermine his life-
time’s work for the underprivileged.
His interview, due to be published

today in theweekly newspaper LeNou-
vel Observateur, added a fresh chapter
to the row that is devastating his
already beleaguered presidency.
He is seeking to counter the most

damaging assertion made byMs Trier-
weiler inMerci pour ce moment (Thank
YouForThisMoment)—thathepoked
fun at poor people and called them “the
toothless”.
“I don’t want people to say or towrite

that I mock social pain, because that is
a lie thathurtsme,”he said. “This attack
on the poor, on the destitute, it felt to
me like a blow delivered on my entire
life. In allmyposts . . . I thought on-
ly of helping, of representing
those who suffer. I have never
been on the side of the power-
ful.”
Indeed, he said that far

from sneering at the “tooth-
less”, he supported them.
“Yes, I have met people
facing the worst sorts of
difficulties . . . They had
difficulty in getting den-
tal treatment. That is a
sign of the worst poverty.
I have frequented, helped
and supported those

people.” Inherbookonher relationship
with Mr Hollande, Ms Trierweiler said
thatheheldherworking-class family in
contempt. Commentators said her
charge had destroyed Mr Hollande’s
only quality in the eyes of the French
public—that even if hewereahopeless
leader, he remained a decent man with
left-wing principles.
Mr Hollande, 60, sought to counter

her allegation by claiming that he, too,
had a working-class background. He
said that one of his grandfathers was a
tailor who had lived in a one-bedroom
flat in Paris, and the other was a pri-
mary school teacher born into a family
of northern French peasants.
“Do you think that I could scorn the

class where my roots are, and which is
the purpose of my life?” he asked.
However, he omitted tomention that

he had grown up in a middle-class
household in Rouen, where his father
was an ear, nose and throat consultant.
MrHollande said the row sparked by

Ms Trierweiler’s book was a disagree-
able experience for him. “But what do
youwant? That I cry overmy own fate?
. . . The French want something else
from me. They want results.”

Critics pointed out that the re-
sults of his presidency have been
catastrophic. Unemployment is at

a record 10.2 per cent and the
government’s growth forecast
for this year has been slashed
to 0.4 per cent.

Ms Trierweiler, whom he
dumped after the disclosure
that he was having an affair
with the actress Julie Gayet,
is enjoying greater success,
at least in bookstores.
The initial 145,000 copies

ofMerci pour cemoment sold
out in four days, making it
the best book launchof the
year in France.

Charles Bremner Paris

France discovered a new disease
yesterday: “administrative phobia”. The
condition was claimed by Thomas
Thévenoud, a short-lived minister in
President Hollande’s government
whose failure to pay income tax has
turned him into a symbol of left-wing
hypocrisy.
Mr Thévenoud, 40, from the Bur-

gundy area, pleaded the phobia, which
he described as fear of complying with
administrative obligations, in a defence
to Le Canard Enchaîné weekly after it
unearthed the fact that he had also fail-
ed to pay rent onhis Left BankParis flat
for three years. He also acknowledged
failing to declare as an MP that he
owned a company, saying that he had
set it up only to pay his cleaning lady.
Mr Thévenoud was dismissed from

the government last Thursday, a week
after his appointment as a juniorminis-
ter for foreign trade, because it emerged
thathehadneglected to file a tax return
for three years. The Socialist party ex-
pelled him on Monday but he refused
its demand that he resign his seat.
The Thévenoud affair has com-

pounded the disgrace surrounding the
Hollande administration, because the

ministerhadcasthimself asa scourgeof
tax fraudsters when he helped to lead a
parliamentary inquisition last year into
themisconduct of JérômeCahuzac, the
taxation and budget minister.
In the first big scandal of the Hol-

lande presidency, Mr Cahuzac was dis-
missed 18 months ago when he admit-
ted that he held funds in a secret Swiss
bank account.
Mr Thévenoud had led indignation

in the parliament’s commission of in-
quiry. “He lied to us and that was real
treason,” he said.
While fellow Socialists disowned Mr

Thévenoud, the opposition depicted
him as typical of the “tartuffery” to be
found in a left-wing party that claims
moral superiority.
“This is more serious than Tartuffe,”

said JacquesMézard, a centre-left sena-
tor, referring to the Molière character
whose namebecame synonymouswith
hypocrisy. “The case is deeply shock-
ing, especially when the lesson-givers
land up in this situation.”
Hervé Morin, a former centre-right

cabinet minister, said of Mr Théven-
oud: “He is a fool. He has done a disser-
vice to the whole political world. That
stems from a psychiatric condition, not
‘administrative phobia’.”

Valérie Trierweiler’s
kiss-and-tell memoir
sold out in four days

WIM DENYS / SOLENT NEWS & PHOTO AGENCY

‘Paperwork phobia’ meant
minister paid no taxes
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Biopsy may have led
to Joan Rivers death

Joan Rivers was in sturdy health for a
woman of 81 and the night before she
stopped breathing on an operating
table in Manhattan, she had given a
rollicking performance in a cabaret
theatre.
As state officials and the city’s coro-

ner investigate how the comedianwent
into cardiac arrest duringa routinepro-
cedure, a cause for her sudden decline
has been suggested. A doctor who was
part of Rivers’ entourage when she
went into the Yorkville Endoscopy
clinic was said to have administered an
unplanned biopsy while physicians
from the clinic worked on her throat.
She is believed tohavegone in for treat-
ment to her voice, which had become
even more rasping than normal.
The biopsy was said to have

triggered a laryngospasm, in
which the vocal cords seize up,
or otherwise close and block a
patient’s windpipe. Rivers,
who is presumed to have been
under anaesthetic at the time,
suffered a cardiac arrest.
A fire engine with

trained medical per-
sonnel arrived just
over fiveminutesafter

someone in the clinic dialled the emer-
gency services and Rivers was resusci-
tated and placed in an induced coma.
She died a week later, on Thursday.
According to the New York Daily

News, citing an anonymous source, the
doctor who performed the biopsy was
an ear, nose and throat specialist who
had been observing the operation and
had spotted something on the comedi-
an’s vocal cords. He was said to have
asked if he could borrow some instru-
ments to carry out the biopsy. “He
asked, and they let him — a huge no-
no,” the source said. “A biopsy like that
should only be done in a hospital set-
ting. If she had been in a hospital when
it happened, she might have been OK.”
An official at the New York State

Health Department said that he could
not comment on the allegations.

Doctors at the clinic, which
was opened and inspected last
year, have declined to com-
ment publicly, though a
spokeswoman said that it
was equipped with the
same life-saving and re-
suscitation devices “found

in any hospital emergency
room or hospital-based
operating room”. She
said that it had per-
formed 18,000 proce-
dures and “maintained
an exceptional safety
record that farexceeds
the national average”.

United States
Will Pavia New York

MONTSE GRILLO / SOLENT NEWS & PHOTO AGENCY

$1m parking spots on sale in Manhattan

In other parts of America, the
wealthiest residents own power boats
or cabins with a private beach. InMan-
hattan, the rich own a parking space.
Confirmation of this came yesterday

with the unveiling of the city’s first
$1 million (£620,000) parking spaces,
which are to go on sale in a basement in
SoHo. Developers of 42 Crosby Street,
anewapartmentbuildingon thecorner

of a cobbled avenue in Lower Manhat-
tan, will sell the units for as much as
$10.45 million each — and they are
offering ten parking spots to buyers
who are willing to blow another $1 mil-
lion.
For that, they receive a 99-year

licence to park in the space, valid for as
long as they own an apartment in the
building. The space must be sold when
they move out. The parking fee works
out at more per square foot than the

gleaming flats upstairs, but brokers felt
that thecostwasnotprohibitive.Earlier
this year 25parking spaces in theTribe-
ca neighbourhood of Lower Manhat-
tan went on sale for $500,000 each.
Izak Senbahar, president of theAlex-

ico Group, one of the developers, said:
“When someone is paying $50 million
for anapartment, another $500,000 for
the luxuryof notwalking ablockor two
and having your own spot . . . I guess it
becomes a rounding error.”

Coming out of their shells Two green turtles forgot their natural shyness and swam to greet a photographer off Tenerife

Will Pavia

Joan Rivers was
well a day before
her treatment
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Alibaba flotation sells
out as demand surges
Alexandra Frean Washington

Alibaba is understood to have enough
orders for shares in its public offering
in New York to cover the entire deal
within days of launching its investor
roadshow, setting the Chinese e-com-
merce companyoncourse to raise up to
$21.1 billion in potentially the world’s
biggest technology-related float.
Although there is no indication yet if

investor interest is at the high or low
end of the $60 to $66 share price range,
analysts have noted that the company
set the price at a lowor reasonable level
to ensure a good start when trading
opens next week. At the peak of expec-
tations, the proceeds of the offer would
exceed Facebook’s $16billion listing in
2012.
If underwriters exercise an option to

sell additional shares to meet demand,
the offer could raise as much as
$24.3billion, overtaking Agricultural
Bank of China’s $22.1billion listing in
2010, according to Reuters, which re-
ported that the offer was fully sub-
scribed.
Jack Ma, Alibaba’s chief executive

and co-founder, was said to be in

sparkling form when he hosted
IPO roadshow events in New York and
Boston this week, wowing potential
investors with his plan for expansion
and reassuring them about corporate
oversight.
“JackMawasgreat,” one institutional

investor said. “It is hard not to see him
as a visionary in the same way that
Steve Jobs was to Apple, Mark Zucker-
berg to Facebook and Sergey Brin to
Google.”
Around 900 investors turned up at a

road show in New York on Monday,
several times the number that often
attend such events. Instead of the cus-
tomary sumptuous lunch, participants
were handed brown paper bags con-
taining turkey sandwiches, crisps, a
bananaand twochocolate chipcookies.
There was an iPad on each seat, pre-
programmed to enable investors to ask
questions electronically.
“It was quite unlike any other road

show,” the investor said.
Alibaba is known for being no ordi-

nary company andMrMa no ordinary
chief executive.Heonce appeared at an
event for 16,000 employees in a sta-
dium in China, rising from beneath the

stage, wearing a leather jacket, faux
Mohawk and singing Can You Feel the
Love Tonight from The Lion King.
Richard Holway, the chairman of

TechMarketView, the London-based
research group, said that many institu-
tional investors, particularly index
fundswith a technologybias,wouldnot
want to miss out.
“China is prettymuch thekeymarket

at themoment. So, if youwant a stake in
the biggest sector, e-commerce, in
potentially the biggest market, you can
see why Alibaba would need to be in-
cluded in those portfolios,” he said.
“Sometimes fear of missing the party is
more powerful than going to a party
you fear might end badly.”
Kathleen Smith, who manages the

IPO exchange traded fund for Renais-
sance Capital, said that while retail
investors had been attracted to Face-
book because they knew it, interest in
Alibabawas concentrated among insti-
tutional investors. Her own fund will
include Alibaba shares from the first
day of trading.
Alibaba is expected to price the deal

a week today, with trading beginning
the next day.

Nailing down
Cheshire’s exit

O
K, today’s gratuitously
sexist remark: fancy
putting a woman in
charge of Kingfisher,
the owner of those B&Q

sheds for the DYI brigade. Isn’t
Doing Yourself In a male thing? All
that slicing off the thumb with the
chainsaw, swearing at the kids and
watching the shelves fall down.
You can’t beat a bloke for that. So

Kingfisher is breaking the mould
(report, page 49). Not only is
Véronique Laury female but she’s
French — not the Polish builder
stereotype. True, it turns out Ms
Laury is a dab hand with the torque
wrench, what with a 26-year career
in home improvement — yeah,
some jobs do take a while —
including 11 at Kingfisher, lately as
boss of French unit Castorama. And
the right-on company already has a
female finance director. But does it
mean Sir Ian Cheshire’s been fired?
Well, not exactly — although a

pay-off of a year’s money, or
£832,000, doled out monthly until
he gets another job, highlights how
“mutual” this decision was. Sir Ian,
who goes in January, has been at the
group for 16 years and in charge for
seven — leaving both him and the
board with a conundrum. Either he
committed to another three to five
years to deliver big projects — like
an IT revamp and the integration of
the French DIY chain Mr Bricolage,
acquired for about €250million,
including debts — or he went now.
That sounds plausible enough —

even if it is a bit rough on Sir Ian,
whose tenure has seen a doubling of
profits and a 112 per cent increase in
Kingisher’s market value. But why
was Ms Laury the chosen internal
candidate rather than, say, Kevin
O’Byrne, the B&Q boss? His bit of
the business is the better performer,
to judge by the half-year figures,
showing UK sales up 6.6 per cent,
with retail profit 17.7 per cent ahead.
Contrast France, where sales grew
0.4 per cent and profit was spirit-
level flat. Then again, the Kingfisher
chairman, Daniel Bernard, is
French. Just don’t call it a DIY job.

Clipped wings

I t’s tough on Switzerland’s
Mantegazza family that they’ve
ended up with a pensions deficit

on wings, otherwise known as
Monarch Airlines. The family has
owned the carrier since 1966, during
which time they are said to have
taken out less than £90million in
dividends — even if the tax losses
probably came in handy. And, yes,
since 2009, they’ve had to pump in
another £115 million just to keep the
business airborne.
Yet the notion that a family said

to be worth $4.5 billion can simply
bail out now and dump the pension
deficit on the Pension Protection
Fund (PPF) — the statutory
emergency chute for defined-benefit
schemes — really is rich. Sure, the

figures aren’t pretty. Monarch’s
pension deficit, on a buyout basis,
could top £300million — a legacy of
having well-paid pilots retire at 55
on a final-salary scheme. Yet,
despite last year’s £957 million sales,
Monarch is in no fit state to handle
its retirement obligations. Losses
this year could reach £60 million.
The Mantegazzas want out — and

potential buyers are sniffing around.
But none will take on the deficit,
whatever the efforts of Andrew
Swaffield, Monarch’s new boss, to
restore profitability, including
cutting 900 jobs from the
3,300-strong workforce. A pre-pack
administration, which theoretically
could offload the deficit, is too risky
in the aviation business: passengers
don’t book with bust airlines.
So, assuming that the

Mantegazzas don’t want to trash
their reputation, another solution is
required. They need to pump a
decent wedge into the deficit, in
return for present staff accepting a
cut to their pension terms and,
possibly, some PPF help. Then, a
new investor might inject fresh
funds. It’s tricky — but could just fly.

Brown ale

There are few problems to
which Gordon Brown is the
answer, as he proved so

memorably as PM. So seeing him
parachuted into the Scotland No
campaign is not exactly something
to drink to. Yet, credit where due.
Back in 2002, as chancellor, it was

Mr Brown who came up with “small
brewers tax relief”, the catalyst for
Britain now having more breweries
per capita than anywhere else in the
world (report, page 45). His bit of
fiscal fermentation has seen micro-
breweries rise from 465 in 2003 to
1,285 today, on figures from the
Good Beer Guide. Most of their
brews slip down easier than the
eurofizz, too. Better for drowning the
sorrows, then, should Mr Brown’s
latest efforts leave a bitter taste.

A real travel card

B reathe in. Are you on the 16.46
London Midland service from
Euston to Crewe? Claire

Perry’s had a go — and guess what?
This week’s transport minister has
found it’s been running at load
factors of 201 per cent. “Train
companies are challenged to do
more to help meet the capacity
challenge” is her message over the
ear-splitting Tannoy.
Ms Perry has published a list of

the top ten overcrowded train
services. Yet what does she expect
operators to do, exactly? Rip out the
seats and loos? Stack the passengers
horizontally? Or jack up the fares?
They could try that but there’d be an
outcry — mainly from politicians.

alistair.osborne@thetimes.co.uk

business commentary Alistair Osborne

Ron Dennis, the chief
of the McLaren
motor racing team,

has hailed Emilio Botín,
the late chairman of
Santander, who died on
Tuesday after suffering a
heart attack, as a “great
man”. Santander

sponsored McLaren since
2007 and Mr Botín,
pictured with Lewis
Hamilton, was a keen
follower of Formula One,
often turning up to
congratulate the team and
its drivers after their wins.
“Passionate and

charming, he was firm but
always fair,” Mr Dennis
said. “I feel privileged to
have known him and
proud to be able to call
him a friend. There was no
one more enthusiastic in
the garage.”
Crown passes, page 39

Emilio Botín,
Santander’s
hard-driving
‘great man’
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Scotland: Years of austerity
will be needed to build up a
financial war chest large
enough to keep markets at bay
if the nation votes for
independence and pegs to the
pound, the governor of the
Bank of England has indicated.
Speaking to MPs, Mark
Carney argued that Scotland
would need to raise tens of
billions of pounds to give the
new government credibility, to
address market risk and to put
a backstop in place for the
banks, Royal Bank of Scotland
and Lloyds Banking Group.
Page 36
No campaign: Some of
Britain’s most eminent
business leaders, including Bob
Dudley, the head of BP, have
thrown their weight behind the
campaign to keep Scotland
within the Union. Page 37
France: Michel Sapin, the
finance minister, announced
that France was breaking the
latest in a long line of promises
to European Union partners to
cut its public deficit, conceding
that now it would take until
2017 to bring its finances in
line with European rules.

banking & finance
0.17%

Goldman Sachs: A senior
partner at the investment bank
has become its first employee
to be embroiled in a lawsuit
involving claims that it
mis-sold more than a billion
dollars of complex derivatives
to the Libyan wealth fund.
Andrea Vella, the co-head of
financing for Asia Pacific,
provided the main witness
statement in the bank’s
defence against allegations
that it sold the Libyan
Investment Authority share
options in big western
companies that ended up being
worthless within months of the
fund buying them. Page 38
Santander: Ana Botín, the
chief executive of Santander
UK, has been confirmed as the
chairwoman of Santander after
a hastily convened meeting of
the Spanish bank’s board
prompted by the death of her
father and the lender’s long-
time boss, Emilio Botín. Ms
Botín, 53, stepped down with
immediate effect as chief
executive of Santander UK to
take up the reigns as head of
the eurozone’s largest bank,
with operations spanning
much of Europe and South
America. Page 39
Standard Life: The
Edinburgh-based insurer could
transfer parts of customer
pensions, investments and
long-term savings out of
Scotland and into new
companies south of the border
if the pro-independence
campaign is victorious. It
promised whatever steps were
necessary to protect the
interests of its 3.8million
customers in Britain if Scots
vote against the Union. Page 36
London Stock Exchange:
Fears of a slump in investor
interest in company flotations
were mollified after the LSE
said that the pipeline of
prospective listings remained

“encouraging”. The LSE made
its comments on the day that it
received shareholder approval
for the $2.7 billion acquisition
of Frank Russell, a United
States-based index compiler
and investment manager.
Optimal Payments: The
provider of online payment
services, which beefed up its
presence in America in the
summer with two acquisitions,
reported pre-tax profits up by
77 per cent to $27.5 million.
Tempus, page 56

construction &
property

0.18%

BarrattDevelopments: The
housebuilder reported pre-tax
profits for the year to the end
of June up by 103 per cent to
£390.6 million and announced
a £400million return of cash
to shareholders over the next
four years, in addition to
ordinary dividend payments.
Tempus, page 40
Builder shortage: A chronic
lack of bricklayers is causing a
“real constraint” on
construction and not enough is
being done by the industry to
solve the shortage of skilled
workers, the head of the
country’s biggest housebuilder
has warned. Mark Clare, the
chief executive of Barratt
Developments, said that as
housebuilders sought to lift
output, there was a risk that it
could increase the shortage of
bricklayers.

consumer goods
0.30%

Beer: A craft beer revolution
means Britain now has more
breweries per head of
population than any other
country. According to the
latest Good Beer Guide,
published by the Campaign for
Real Ale, 170 new breweries
have opened since this time
last year, lifting the total to
1,285 — the biggest number
since the industry’s heyday
before the Second World War.
Page 35

engineering
0.16%

Ferrari:One of the biggest
names in the European
automotive industry has quit
as the boss of Ferrari. Luca
Cordero di Montezemolo, 67,
resigned as chairman of the
Italian luxury sportscar
marque after 23 years with the
company. The surprise news
came days after Sergio
Marchionne, the chief
executive of Fiat, Ferrari’s
majority owner, criticised the
performance of the company’s
Formula One team in recent
years. Page 41

leisure
0.71%

Greene King: The pub
operator and brewer reported
subdued trading for the
summer, with like-for-like sales
at its core retail division up
only 0.4 per cent, because of a
disappointing World Cup,

which kept customers away,
and a comparison with much
better weather the year before.
Tempus, page 40
Manchester United: The
football club targeted a swift
return to the Champions
League after forecasting lower
profit this season, when it will
be absent from European
competition for the first time
in more than two decades. The
club also reported turnover of
£433million in the year to the
end of June, and core profit of
£130million, both of which
were records.

natural resources
0.47%

Oil: Prices have lost more
ground, falling below $99 two
days after they dropped
through the $100 mark, as
global supplies become more
plentiful and demand
continues to weaken. Brent
crude fell by $1.45 to hit the
lowest level since April last
year, with analysts claiming
that prices could slide to $85
on the back of the emergence
of the militant Islamic State as
a military threat in the Middle
East. Page 35

professional &
support services

0.67%

SEC: The US Securities and
Exchange Commission has
named and shamed more than
30 officers, directors or big
public company shareholders
for not announcing changes in
their shareholdings quickly
enough. The people and
companies involved agreed to
pay fines totalling $2.6million.
The companies involved
included Starwood Hotels and
Jones Lang Lasalle.
Mamas & Papas: The nursery
chain’s landlords approved a
company voluntary
arrangement while it seeks to
reduce its rent bill and revive
its fortunes. David Scacchetti,
the chairman, said that the
proposals would enable it to
cut costs and ensure a
profitable retail portfolio.
Conveyancing: Housing
transactions are being delayed
by as much as a month and
could fall through because
conveyancers are stretched,
the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors has
warned. Soaring demand has
led to a shortage of solicitors
who deal with conveyancing,
the legal side of homebuying,
RICS said.

retailing
0.68%

Kingfisher: Sir Ian Cheshire,
chief executive of the
DIYretailer, is to leave in
January. He will be replaced by
Véronique Laury, head of the
company’s Castorama chain in
France. The surprise change
was announced as the owner
of B&Q revealed a 6.5 per cent
drop in half-year profits to
£375 million.
Sports Direct International:
England’s failure to progress
beyond the group stages of the
World Cup hurt margins at the

sports chain as football shirts
had to be offered at discount
prices. Sales for the 13 weeks to
July 27 were up 12.2 per cent to
£711 million but gross profits
grew more slowly, up 11.8 per
cent to £301 million.
Thorntons: Restructuring is
beginning to pay off at the
confectioner, which has been
shutting shops in favour of
selling chocolate through
supermarket chains. Profits for
the year to June rose 33 per
cent to £6million, with
revenue rising a modest 0.6 per
cent to £222million. The profit
increase was a more
impressive 60 per cent after
the cost of restructuring the
company was stripped out.

technology
0.85%

Alibaba: Jack Ma’s Chinese
e-commerce company is
understood to have received
enough orders for shares in its
public offering in New York to
cover the entire deal within
days of launching its investor
roadshow, setting it on course
to raise up to $21.1 billion,
which would make it the
world’s biggest technology-
related float.Page 33
Flawed apps: Eighty-five per
cent of apps for smartphones
fail to clearly provide basic
privacy information to users,
such as how information is
collected, used and disclosed,
according to the Information
Commissioner’s Office. More
than half of the 1,200 apps
surveyed left users struggling
to find basic privacy
information and almost one in
three requested an “excessive
amount” of information.
Activision: There was huge
relief around the offices of the
publisher of Destiny, the most
expensive video game in
history, after the $500 million
investment in the new title was
recouped within a day. The
launch of the game, which is
set 700 years in the future
during a war between humans
and aliens, raked in more than
half a billion dollars through
sales to stores and direct to
consumers, according to
BobbyKotick, Activision’s chief
executive. Page 39

transport
0.11%

Ryanair: Europe’s largest
low-cost carrier is flying at
least six more passengers per
flight this year than in 2013,
thanks to improvements in
customer service and the way
it sells tickets, its chief financial
officer said. The Irish airline
expects load factors to increase
by up to four percentage points
to “close to 86 per cent” of
available seats this year,
Howard Millar said.
Lufthansa: Pilots holding their
third walkout at the German
airline within a week said they
remained ready to strike again
if an updated offer on an early
retirement scheme did not go
far enough.
The airline cancelled 140
flights but said it was able to
keep long-haul flights in the
air after some pilots offered to
work.
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After a disastrous profit
warning in the spring, Wm
Morrison has a steep climb
ahead in winning back the
City’s confidence. Dalton
Philips, the chief executive, is
slashing prices in his
supermarkets in an effort to

stimulate sales after an
exodus of customers to the
discounters. Half-year results
are forecast to reveal a
plunge in pre-tax profits from
£344 million to £174 million.
The shares have slumped by
33 per cent this year.

The day ahead

Graph of the day
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Company Change

Ncondezi Energy A power deal in Mozambique 14.0%
African Barrick Gold Apush by Goldman Sachs 4.4%
Kingfisher Achange of chief executive 4.3%
Tullett Prebon Canaccord Genuity upgrades 2.8%
Barratt Developments Jefferies says “buy” 2.8%
J Sainsbury Grocery sales still a worry -1.4%
Sports Direct No sales bump from the World Cup -1.7%
ARM Holdings Apple’s product launch underwhelms -2.4%
Greene King Numis downgrades -4.1%
Orogen Gold A share sale -19.4%

The day’s biggest movers

Name Pre-tax figure

Profit (+) loss (-)

Dividend

Accesso Technology (technology HY) -$37k ($354k) 0c
Advanced Medical (health HY) £7.1m (£6m) 0.22p p Oct 31
Alkane Energy (resources HY) £7.3m (£1m) 0p
Alliance Pharma (health HY) £5.4m (£6.8m) 0.333p p Jan 1
Anpario (health HY) £1.6m (£1.5m) 0p
Barratt Developments (property FY) £391m (£105m) 10.3p f 7.1p p Nov
Belvoir Lettings (property HY) £773k (£732k) 3.4p p Oct 15
Condor Gold (resources HY) -£1.6m (-£1.4m) 0p
Electrical Geodesics (health HY) -$2.3m (-$787k) 0c
Kingfisher (retailing HY) £375m (£401m) 3.15p p Nov 14
McBride (consumer goods FY) -£21.3m (£9m) 5p f 3.3p p Nov 28
Optimal Payments (services HY) $27.5m ($15.5m) 0c
PureCircle (consumer goods FY) $2.6m (-$9.3m) 0c
Restore (services HY) £3.3m (£1.8m) 0.8p p Nov 14
Thorntons (retailing FY) £6m (£4.3m) 0p

6 Results in brief are given for all companies valued at more than £30 million. f = final p = payable

Results in brief
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Proving small is beautiful

Twomicro-breweries in north London
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Serving up success in a crafty pint

T
he craft beer revolution
means that Britain now has
more breweries per head of
population than any other
country.

According to the Good Beer Guide
2015, which is being published today by
the Campaign for Real Ale, 170 new
breweries have opened since this time
last year, lifting the total number to
1,285— the biggest since the industry’s
heyday just before the Second World
War.
There is a brewery for every 50,000

people in Britain, putting it ahead of
New Zealand and the United States,
countries with burgeoning craft sec-
tors, and Germany, which, despite its
long tradition of brewing, languishes in
fourth place.
The vast majority of the new British

plants are micro-breweries producing
real ale, which has almost doubled its
share of the beer market over the past
decade. Research by Camra suggests
that such beers are no longer the
preserve of the whippet and flat cap

brigade but are appealing to a younger
audience, including more women.
Roger Protz, the guide’s editor, said

that real ale was “the only success story
in a declining beer market”, as smaller
brewers were better able to experiment
andadapt to changing consumer tastes.
“Breweries are becoming more

adventurous in the beers they brew,
adding herbs, spices, fruit and choco-
late to beer,” he said. “A growing num-
ber are ageing beer in oak casks bought
from whisky, wine and rum producers
to give new depths of flavour to their
products.”
Greene King, which has been

brewing beers including IPA and Old
SpeckledHen formore than 200 years,
decided to tap into the trend last
year by opening a £750,000 micro-
brewery alongside its main plant in
Bury St Edmunds, producing small
batch and limited edition brews includ-
ing Double Hop Monster IPA, Suffolk
Porter and Twisted Thistle.
Although there is anassumption that

craft beer is made using traditional or
artisan techniques by small brewers a
largely local customer base, there is still

a fierce debate over what constitutes a
craft beer. Alan Clark, the chief execu-
tive of SABMiller, the world’s second-
biggest brewer, dismissed the idea that
global players could not produce craft
beers. “OurPilsnerUrquell brand isone
of the finest examples of a craft pro-
duct,” he said, “and it is only made in
Plzen.”
One of the catalysts for the resur-

gence of brewery building was the in-
troduction of a progressive beer duty
regime by Gordon Brown in 2002. Yet
David Bruce, founder of the Firkin
brew-pub chain in 1979 and dubbed the
“godfather of craft brewing”, said:
“There’s more competition than ever
andsomebrewersare starting tounder-
cut eachother towinmarket share. Too
many are using the lower duty to dis-
count, which strikes me as commercial
suicide.Craft beer shouldbe apremium
product with a premium price.”

A national thirst for
tasty, innovative craft
beer has produced a
revival in brewing,
writes Dominic Walsh

Real beer with a
real feather, but
not in the cap
Case study Two Cocks Brewery

When a marketing
consultant and a
magazine editor decided

to flee the London rat race and
turn a failing poultry farm in
Berkshire into a modern rural
business, they came up with the
idea of adding a micro-brewery
(Dominic Walsh writes).
Phil Palmer and Michael Butcher

opened the Two Cocks Brewery in

2011 and produce a range of
beers, including Roundhead
Bitter and Puritan Stout, using
water from their own borehole,
while some of the hops are from
the farm’s hedgerows.
The names of their beers

are inspired by the location
on what was a roundhead
encampment during the
Battle of Newbury in 1643,
but this is no cavalier
operation. The beers have
won nine awards as well as
fans including Raymond
Blanc, who serves them to
customers at Le Manoir aux
Quat’ Saisons.
The duo make about

10,000 pints a week.
Although their bottled beers

are sold online, much of what
they brew is sold on draught in
about 200 pubs in the south of
England.

Despite the awards, Mr
Butcher said that they had no
plans to conquer the world. “If
everyone drives to become
bigger and starts merging or
becoming part of a bigger
brewery, then you end up
back where you started with
an homogenised product.”
There is another factor

that limits their expansion:
each bottle has a real feather
tucked into the label. “We
take it in turns to stick them
on the bottles, though we’ve
now taken on an apprentice
who helps out on that.”

Cheap oil is price worth paying for Saudis, says bank
Tim Webb

Oil prices have lost yet more ground,
falling to $98 only two days after they
skidded through the $100 barrier, as
global supplies become more plentiful
and demand weakens.
Brent crude fell by just over $1 to hit

the lowest level since April last year,
with analysts claiming that prices could
slide to $85 because of the increasing
threat to the Middle East posed by
militants of Islamic State.
A note fromBank ofAmericaMerrill

Lynch asking “Does Saudi want $85

oil?” argued that Saudi Arabia is pre-
pared to stomach lower prices in return
for military support from the West
against the Islamists.
The de facto leader of the Opec oil

cartel is known as a swing producer
because it is the only country in the
world able — or willing — to adjust
production up or down to keep prices
stable. The bank said that Saudi Arabia
had pumped more, not less, crude over
the past three months as prices have
fallen to secure the support of theWest,
particularly the United States.
“Saudi and other regional rulersmay

prefer to re-engage theUnited States to
help protect established borders from
the expanding caliphate,” the note said.
“What could Arab countries offer the
West to help contain this threat? Lower
oil prices.”
Yesterday’s fallwas triggeredbyOpec

cutting forecast demand for its mem-
bers’ crude production by 160,000 bar-
rels per day this year and next because
non-Opec countries were producing
more than expected.
America, the world’s largest con-

sumer of oil, also reported a smaller
than expected drop in crude stocks,

seen as further evidence that the world
is oversupplied.
Saudi Arabia is unlikely to allow

prices to go below $85, according to
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, which
claims that the country could not bal-
ance the books if they fell any further.
Other analysts have estimated that
SaudiArabia’s “break-even” requiresoil
prices of at least $92.
Prices hit $115 after Islamic State

began its offensive in Iraq amid fears
that global oil supplies would be dis-
rupted. However, Iraqi exports have
been affected little, despite the conflict.Source: Reuters 2014

How lowwill oil prices go?
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Scots need war
chest ‘to keep
markets at bay’
Philip Aldrick Economics Editor

Scotland faces years of austerity to
build a financialwar chest large enough
to keep markets at bay if the nation
votes for independence and pegs to the
pound, the governor of the Bank of
England has suggested.
Speaking toMPs,MarkCarney, below

right, conceded that Scotland would
need to raise tens of billions of pounds to
give the new government vital credibili-
ty, to address market risk and to put a
backstop inplace forRoyalBankofScot-
land and Lloyds Banking Group.
Although the governor declined to

put anumberon the fundsneeded, or to
specify where the money would come

from, he accepted that “a very signifi-
cant increase in reserves would be
required”.
Giving evidence to the Treasury

select committee, he also sought to
allay bank customers’ concerns about
the risk to their deposits if Scotland
secededbyemphasising: “Wehavecon-
tingency plans.”
Until Scotland formally breaks away

from the Union after lengthy negotia-
tions over independence, he said, “we
will be the continuing authority for
financial stability whatever the out-
come”.
Drawing comparisons with Den-

mark and Hong Kong, nations that
Alex Salmond has likened to an inde-

pendent Scotland, Jesse Norman, MP,
said that Scotland would have to find
between £28billion and £30billion in
fresh currency reserves, or a fifth of its
GDP. The governor did not dispute the
figures and promised to deliver a series
of thorough comparisons to the select
committee this morning.
Scotland would need to buttress its

economy with large financial reserves
becauseWestminster has refused to let
it join a currency union. Mr Salmond
has pledged to keep the pound, but that
would leave the country without the
institutions that markets would expect
an independent nation to have, expos-
ing it to attacks by the markets that
could devastate the economy.
Mr Carney identified the necessary

institutions as “a lender of last resort
and a credible deposit scheme”. On top
of that, the fiscal structure of the coun-
try — its tax and spending plans —
must be credible. “There need to be fis-
cal resources there,” the governor said.
Andrew Tyrie, the Conservative

chairman of the committee, argued
that the funds could be raised only
through austerity or by taking a large
loan from the International Monetary
Fund. Again, the governor declined to
dispute the observation.
Putting a lender of last resort facility

and deposit insurance firewall in place
tobackstopthebankscould increase the
requirement by another £100billion,
MPs said. However, the extra cost ulti-
matelywould beborneby the
banking sector if Scotland
copied the UK system.
Mr Carney has ac-

knowledged that RBS
andLloyds might move
south of the border to
retain the Bank’s emer-
gency protection.
Under pressure from

MPs, he said that Scot-
land would have re-
serves of £10billion
to £15billion on
separation.

A young campaigner in Dundee: Standard Life said that it was acting to protect the interests of its 3.8 million customers

Standard Life ready to head for border

StandardLifehasvowedtodowhatever
it takes to protect the interests of its
3.8million British customers if Scot-
land votes for independencenextweek,
including shifting large parts of its busi-
ness south of the border.
In its most detailed update since it

started to prepare contingency plans in
February, the Edinburgh-based insurer
said yesterday that the pensions,
investments and long-term savings
of its customers in Britain all could
be shifted into new companies out-
side Scotland.
In a clear attempt to reassure

its British policyholders, about
90 per cent of whom are based

south of the border,
Standard Life
said that mov-
ing these assets
would guaran-
tee that all

transactions with customers outside
the country would remain in sterling.
As well as being subject to UK tax

rules, Standard Life’s 3.4million policy-
holders outside Scotlandwould be sub-
ject to consumer protection measures,
including the Financial Services Com-
pensation Scheme,which compensates
customers of finance companies that
collapse, the insurer said.
Standard Life has not said whether

it would relocate its corporate head-
quarters outside Scotland or shift staff
south of the border if the Yes campaign
is victorious because it has not ruled
out either option.
David Nish, the chief executive, said:

“In view of the uncertainty around
Scotland’s constitutional future, we
have put in place precautionary meas-
ures which would help enable us to
provide customers with continuity.
“This includes planning for new reg-

ulated companies in England to which
we could transfer parts of our business

if there was a need to do so. Standard
Life has a long history in Scotland— a
heritage of which we are very proud,
and we hope that this continues— but
our responsibility is toprotect the inter-
ests of our customers, our shareholders,
our people and other stakeholders in
our business.”
In comments that were seized on by

Westminster and the Better Together
campaign, Mr Nish added that Stan-
dard Life would “take whatever action
is required” to safeguard customers and
its competitive position.
Danny Alexander, chief secretary to

the Treasury, said: “This is the day the
economic case for separation died and
reality that independencewill cost jobs,
investment and growth dawned. Today
is Alex Salmond’s Black Wednesday.”
The insurer’s shares, which like those

of other Scotland-linked companies
have been buffeted by the recent
advance of theYes campaign, closed¾p
lower at 407½p.

Miles Costello

6 The pound rebounded from a
ten-month low against the dollar as
a new poll suggested the momentum
behind the pro-independence camp
had stalled and as the Bank of
England’s governor reiterated that a
first rate rise was edging closer.
Sterling jumped a cent against the
greenback to $1.6204, ending the
sell-off that had taken place since
last Monday’s surprise narrowing in
the polls. It also climbed off a three-
month low against the euro.

Business Scottish referendum
TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, DAVID BEBBER
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Heavyweight
leaders take
up fight for
the Union
Miles Costello, Alexandra Frean

Some of Britain’s key business leaders
have thrown their weight behind the
No campaign.
Bob Dudley, the chief executive of

BP, urged Scots to vote to remain in
the Union, saying that staying together
would help to ensure long-term invest-
ment in developing the North Sea’s oil
reserves.
“As a major investor in Scotland —

now and into the future — BP believes
that the future prospects for the North
Sea are best served by maintaining the
existing capacity and integrity of the
United Kingdom,” he said.
Ben vanBeurden, the chief executive

of Royal Dutch Shell, backed a recent
claim by the founder of Wood Group,
the Aberdeen-based oil services com-
pany, suggesting that the Scottish gov-
ernment had vastly overestimated the
level of availableNorthSeaoil reserves.
Sir Ian Wood called last month for

realism in the independence debate
and estimated that there were between
15billion and 16.5billion barrels of oil
left in the area, against the No cam-
paign’s assessment of 24billion.
“Sir IanWood is right in his technical

assessment that the amount of remain-
ing oil and gas that can be profitably
extracted from the UK North Sea is a
function of price and cost,” Mr van
Beurden said. “As existing infrastruc-
turegetsolderandoutput falls, costswill
go up and tax receipts will come down.”
It also emerged yesterday that Lord

Leitch, the chairman of Bupa and a
former deputy chairman of Lloyds
Banking Group, was among about
130 signatories to a statement from
business leaders backing the Better To-
gethercampaign.His support is expect-
ed tobedetailedby the campaign today.
Kenneth Rogoff, a leading econo-

mist, warned that the referendum
would deter investment north of the
border and would spark emigration,
regardless of the result. “It’s certainly a
disaster for Scotland. First and fore-
most, it’s going to be a horrible adjust-
ment,” the Harvard professor, who is
understood to have the ear of George
Osborne, told CNBC.

Terry Scuoler

I am a passionate
Scotsman, yet I
resent any
suggestion that I
should somehow

automatically support independence.
I do not, and I would urge anyone
either thinking of voting “yes”, or who
is undecided, to say “no”.
I do so from the heart — as a proud

Glaswegian — and with my head as a
businessman and industrialist. I know
the implications of a “yes” vote would
be deeply damaging for the Scottish
economy, and thereby the living
standards of ordinary Scots, for
decades to come. We must preserve
the Union.
That is why I would urge my

countrymen and women to do some
hard-headed thinking, for there is
much at stake.
There is still time for anyone

considering voting “yes” to step back
from the brink and prevent a
potential nightmare scenario were the
“yes” campaigners to succeed.
We Scots do not like people —

especially anyone south of the border
— telling us what we should do.
However, as a Glaswegian, and as a

former Argyll and Sutherland
Highlander, I consider myself to be
Scottish first and then British, so I feel
I am qualified to speak.
Independence would be a disaster

for Scotland, economically and
politically, and it would greatly
diminish the United Kingdom as a
whole.
Scottish independence is a threat to

Scotland’s economic stability and to
that of the United Kingdom. I
understand the heartfelt passion
based on our sense of self, and
nationhood, that has driven the
Yes campaign to the brink of victory.
We are a proud nation and anyone
who appeals to that sense of identity
can expect a warm response.
We have helped to carve out and

create Great Britain’s role in the
world.
Our contribution to the military,

scientific, literary and administrative

achievements of the UK have been
enormous and are recognised
throughout the world. Let us not
forget, however, that these
achievements dating from the Union
of the Parliaments in 1707 have always
been linked with, and part of, a
greater united strength. This has
provided not only financial, political
and military might, as well as market
and commercial integration with the
rest of the UK, but also a common
purpose that has enabled the nations
of the UK to achieve greatness, to
overcome adversity and assure
survival through two world wars. The
armchair politicians of the SNP who
have played no part in building this
great legacy, whether in tartan
uniform or in any other form of
service, now seek to take advantage of
it and use it for their own selfish
political agenda.
Let us not for one moment allow

ourselves to be fooled and misled that
an independent Scotland could have
rescued the Scottish banking sector,
and RBS in particular, in 2009. We
have many world-leading companies

in key sectors in which future
investment would inevitably now be
put at risk. Overnight, we would lose
thousands of highly skilled jobs in the
defence sector, with little guarantee
that these would be replaced.
An independent Scotland may call

its currency by any name it wishes in
the future, but let us also be clear that
that currency would be a devalued
entity, unsupported by a central bank
with a potentially devastating impact
on wages, jobs, pensions, savings and
investments. This would have an
impact, in particular, on the future
opportunities for young people,
whose prospects would be hit
especially hard.
Moreover, it would be a disaster for

the hard-working men and women
the nationalists claim to represent.
Let us also be clear that there has
been no alternative offered by the
SNP to cover this critical issue,
dismissed as just “an old chestnut”.
Similarly, an independent Scotland

would involve the dismantling of
about 200 joint institutions, ranging
from the RNLI, the Met Office, the

British Olympic Association and the
Royal Mint and pulling out of such
organisations as Nato, the European
Union and the World Trade
Organisation.
Potential future membership of the

EU is, as stated by José Manuel
Barroso, president of the European
Commission, at least five years away,
and new membership of the EU is
permitted only if member states
accept the euro currency, which for
many member states has produced
catastrophic economic results and
unacceptable levels of unemployment.
I do not want to see Scotland
potentially reduced to accepting
bailouts from the EU.
Seventy per cent of Scotland’s trade

is with the rest of the UK and
Scotland’s businesses have stated
overwhelmingly that trade
investment and jobs will suffer if we
lose the Union. It is fanciful to think
that there will be no economic
consequences from disconnecting
ourselves from our biggest market.
Politicians in Westminster should

have done more to recognise the issues
facing Scotland at all levels. They have
had their wake-up call. Sometimes it
takes the threat of losing something
you have taken for granted to
appreciate just what it means to you.
So it is with Scotland. The No

campaign has nobly sought to fight
with the sword of reality and a fact-
based assault on the common-sense
financial realities of independence. It
has yet to prove compelling enough
to secure a “no” vote.
There is still time to save the

Union. I would urge waverers and
those who, in response to pollsters,
have set out their decision to take in
the economic reality of the situation.
A vote for independence is a vote for
slow and painful economic decline. It
takes an act of truly patriotic,
nationalist courage to vote “no” to
preserve a
prosperous future
for our great nation
within a nation. Vote
“no” with pride.

‘‘

’’

It takes an act of truly patriotic,
nationalist courage to vote ‘no’
Terry Scuoler is chief executive of EEF, the manufacturers’ organisation

There is time to save the Union. Waverers should take in the reality of the situation

DAVID CHESKIN/PA

Scottish referendum Business
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Kingfisher makes French connection after
its respected chief executive downs tools
A Frenchwoman is likely to run
Britain’s biggest DIY retailer from
France after the surprise departure of
Sir Ian Cheshire as chief executive of
Kingfisher.
The owner of B&Q and Screwfix

announced yesterday that Sir Ian
would leave in January by mutual con-
sent after he declined to sign up for a
further five years.
Sir Ian, who could get £1million

in lieu of notice, will be replaced by
Véronique Laury, head of the group’s
Castorama business, based in Lille.
Kingfisher’s board made the change

after difficult trading in several of
Kingfisher’s overseas divisions,
including France, where the housing
market has been weak, China, where
the company is seeking a local partner,
and Poland, where economic condi-
tions have been patchy. Half-year
profits fell 6.5 per cent to £375million.
The group’s new chief executive will

be one of only five female bosses in the
FTSE 100, alongside the leaders of
easyJet, Imperial Tobacco, Royal Mail

and Severn Trent. Kingfisher also has a
female finance director, Karen Witts.
Ms Laury, 49, caused consternation

by suggesting that she may not bother
to move to London. She said that
Kingfisher’s head office in London was
only a 90-minute commute from Lille,
where she lives: “I have not decided yet.
We are not an Anglo-Saxon company
— we are an international company.”
Under Sir Ian’s seven-year tenure,

Kingfisher’s profitability doubled and
the company’s market capitalisation
increased by £3.8billion to £7.5billion,
powered by an expansion across west-
ern Europe, Turkey, Russia and China.
Kingfisher said that the board

wanted a chief executive willing to see
through a five-year period involving an
integration of Mr Bricolage, a French
chain being acquired by the group, and
a revamp of IT systems.
Sir Ian, 55, said that he had reached

his “sell-by date . . . I just decided I didn’t
really seemyself doing 12 years as chief
executive. So this was the right time to
go.”
Kingfisher will pay Sir Ian eight

months’ compensation for lossofoffice,
givenhisdeparturebefore theendofhis
notice period. He said: “It was a fairly
binary choice: commit for another five
years or this is the window to get out.”
Retail experts expressed surprise.

One analyst said: “He’s very popular in
the City and he’s done a good job over
theyears. It’s a littlebitofamysterywhy
he’s going like this.”
Tony Shiret, of Espirito Santo, said

that the changewasunderstandable “in

the context of the reboot in prospect
over the next few years”.
Kingfisher’s shares rose by

13.1p to 320.3p, in part
because trading in Britain
was better than expect-
ed. British profits
jumped by 17.7 per cent
to £166million, with
sales especially strong
at Screwfix on the
back of rising house-
building activity.
Sir Ian does not

intend to retire.
“If you see any
exciting jobs
out there,
let me
know,”
he said.

Andrew Clark Deputy Business Editor

Changes taste sweet for Thorntons
Thorntons has posted its best sales
performance in six years, reaping the
benefits of a contentious restructuring
that has reduced its dependence on the
high street.
The chocolate maker reported a

33 per cent rise in pre-tax profit to
£6million in the year to June 28, with
revenue rising a modest 0.6 per cent to
£222million. The profit increase was a
more impressive 60 per cent when
excluding the cost of restructuring.
Under Jonathan Hart, its chief

executive, Thorntons has been placing
increasing emphasis on selling through
supermarkets, while closing stores and
revamping its remaining shops. It is
trying to transform itself froma retailer
into a fast-moving goods company, to

improve profitability and reduce its
reliance on volatile high street sales.
The plan was condemned by the

grandson of Joseph Thornton, the
company’s founder. Peter Thornton
said in 2011 that the company that bore
his family’s name might not survive
another two years as a result of the
decision to close stores.
Instead, Thorntons appears to be in

performingwell. International sales are
up 5 per cent and sales to supermarkets
and convenience stores in Britain have
risen by 10 per cent, accounting for
almost half of its revenue. The retail
division recorded a 1.1 per cent rise in
like-for-like sales, its best performance
since 2008.
“We are pleased with these results,

which indicate continued strong recov-
ery inourprofitabilityandare testament

to the strategy we put in place just over
three years ago,” Mr Hart said. “The
challenging environment and subdued
consumer sentimentmake our progress
all the more notable.”
The company generated far less cash

than in previous years, however, and its
new debt of £32.9million was substan-
tially higher than the £27.5million it
had at the end of fiscal 2013. Its shares,
down 20 per cent since the start of the
year, fell a further 3p to close at 102p.
Thorntons said that there was a

chance to grow in the “gifting market”,
which is ten times the size of the overall
confectionary market.
Nicola Mallard, an Investec analyst,

said that Thorntons had “achieved
what it set out to do in its three-year
plan”andwouldnowpushahead to fur-
ther transform the business.

Nic Fildes

Sports Direct pays penalty
for England’s early exit

England’s failure to progress beyond
the group stages of the World Cup has
hurt profit margins at Sports Direct,
which was obliged to mark down the
price of excess stocks of football
shirts.
Sports Direct’s shares slipped by

1.7 per cent to 695p after the company’s
annual meeting yesterday, at which it
provided a mixed trading update, with
profits knocked both by England’s
performance and by markdowns that
followed the purchases of twoAustrian
chains — Eybl and Sports Experts.
Sales for the 13 weeks to July 27 were

up by 12.2 per cent to £711million, but

gross profits rose at a slightly lower
rate, up 11.8 per cent to £301million.
Dave Forsey, Sports Direct’s chief

executive, said: “Recent trading, includ-
ing the period since July 27, has been in
line with management’s expectations,
with some stronger weeks offset by
England’s disappointing World Cup
performance.”Thecompanysaid that it
was still t argeting underlying earnings
for the 12 months to April of £360mil-
lion, against £331million last year.
Analysts at Jefferies said that the

companywas “ticking along” in spite of
England’s travails in Brazil: “In the con-
text of a retailer in the early stages of a
successful international expansion, the
stock remains attractive.”

Andrew Clark

Véronique Laury,
below, may run
Kingfisher from
Lille after Sir Ian
Cheshire, above,
turned down the

chance of
another five
years in charge.
Profits doubled
in his seven years
at the helm

DIY example
for women
Profile Véronique Laury

Apolitics graduate from a
down-at-heel mining area
in France’s industrial

north, Véronique Laury began
her retail career as a supervisor
in the lighting department of
Leroy Merlin, a DIY store in the
city of Arras (Andrew Clark and
Adam Sage write).
Ms Laury, 49, worked her way

up from the shop floor,
renovating three properties of
her own on the way. “It’s not very
sexy for a woman,” she joked
yesterday. “It’s not like being in
the luxury goods industry.”
Soon after university, she was

one of the youngest candidates
on a party list for election to the
European Parliament for the
UDF, a now-defunct centrist
grouping. She wasn’t elected, so
she chose business instead.
Over a 26-year career, she has

held senior roles including
commercial director of B&Q in
Britain and, most recently, head
of Castorama, in France. She has
made it a personal mission to
overcome French reluctance to
putting up shelves and mending
leaking pipes. Her policy has
involved an attempt to make
home improvement seem easy
through new products and
workshops for the uninitiated.
She intends to bring her
campaign to Britain.

A competitive showjumper,
Ms Laury has three
children: a daughter, 20,
and sons, 19 and 16.
She shrugs off the fact

that she is one of only a
handful of female bosses
of large UK companies:
“I think I give the proof
that it’s possible. I
hope that I’m a good
example for all the
young women out

there who want
to become
chief
executives.”
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Doing it his way

Ian Cheshire
appointed chief
executive

Buys 31 stores
from defunct
Focus DIY chain

Shuts struggling
Trade Depot
stores in Britain

Profits jump after
the collapse of
rival MFI

Opens 1000th
store globally
in Poland

Cheshire to leave
by “mutual
consent”

Admits defeat in China
after struggling to
make money

Kingfisher plc share price
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Making half a
billion dollars
turns out to
be Destiny

It may be set 700 years in the future,
but all eyes yesterday were on the first
few hours of Destiny’s adventure in the
cut-throat world of video-game shoot-
em-ups. It ended in huge relief for the
developer and publisher behind the
most expensive video game in history.
Bungie and ActivisionBlizzard could

celebrate after Bobby Kotick, Activi-
sion’s chief executive, said that a
$500million investment had been re-
couped within a day. An early win for
the humans, then, in their war in
Destiny with various aliens and an
entity called The Darkness.
As one of the biggest product

launches in history, analysts had pre-
dicted thatDestiny could sell 15million
units this year, but its strong start has
led some to think that it could hit the
20million mark set by Call of Duty and
could become a billion-dollar block-
buster.
Bungie developed the successful

Halo series. Activision is the publisher
behind the Call of Duty and Skylanders
games.
Eric Hirshberg, the head of Activi-

sionPublishing, said that the grouphad
always been confident that it would re-
coup its investment. “Not many people
believed we’d be able to say it did so on
day one,” he said.
TheWashington State-based Bungie

has said that the cost of developing the
gamewas“nowherenear$500million”,
which suggests that most of the cost
was incurredbyActivisionBlizzard, the
entertainments group headquartered
in Los Angeles, which is marketing the
game.
Activision Blizzard is one of the

largest game publishers in the world,
alongside Electronic Arts and Take-
Two. Vivendi, the French entertain-
ment conglomerate, sold a near-6 per
cent stake in the group in May for
$8.5 billion.

Nic Fildes
Technology & Communications Editor

Destiny depicts human beings battling
for survival 700 years in the future

Crown passes quickly to daughter
after death of Santander patriarch

Ana Botín, who has left Santander UK to take charge of the parent group in Spain, is regarded as a “safe pair of hands”

Harry Wilson, Graham Keeley Madrid

Ana Botín was confirmed yesterday as
the chairwoman of Santander after a
hastily convened meeting of the
Spanish bank’s board.
Her appointment follows the death

on Tuesday of her father and the len-
der’s long-time boss, Emilio Botín.
Ms Botín, 53, stepped down as chief

executive of Santander UK with
immediate effect yesterday afternoon
to take up the reigns as head of the
eurozone’s largest bank, with responsi-
bility for 200,000 staff and operations
spanning much of Europe and South
America.
The swift coronation of Ms Botín,

whohadbeenwidely tippedas themost
likely successor to her father, came less
than 24 hours after the 79-year-old had
died of a heart attack.
Shares in Santander dipped by more

than 2 per cent in London after the
bank announced Mr Botín’s death yes-
terday morning, but they rallied to
close down 5p at 614p.
In tributes yesterday, Mr Botín,

known among staff as “the Don”, was

hailed as the finest banker of his gener-
ation and the man who had trans-
formed Santander from a relatively
obscure regional Spanish bank into one
of the world’s largest financial groups.
Regarded by the market as a “safe

pair of hands”, Ms Botín becomes the
fourth generation of her family to lead
the bank.
Her elevation, though unsurprising,

was not without controversy, however.
“Succession shouldn’t just be saying:
‘Mydaughter’s going to takeover,’ ” said
one fund manager with shares in
Santander, who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Robert Tornabell, a banking profes-

sor at the ESADE business school in
Barcelona, said thatMsBotínwas “well
prepared” for the role, having joined
the family business in the early 1990s
— and despite a three-year hiatus
between 1999and2003, after her father
had asked her to leave amid internal
ructions over her seemingly inevitable
rise, which appeared to have threaten-
ed her succession.
Her departure from the UK, where

she had become a pillar of the London

banking establishment since taking
over the running of the bank in late
2010, leavesNathanBostock, her depu-
ty, as the likely new chief executive of
Santander UK. Terry Burns, the chair-
man of Santander UK, said that the
lender’s boardwouldmeetnextweek to
select a new chief executive and con-
firmed that Mr Bostock would lead it
through a “transition phase”.
The bank employs 20,000 staff

acrossmore than 1,000 branches and is
in the process of gearing up for a long-
delayed stock market listing that could
value the business at about £10billion,
according to recent estimates.
António Horta-Osório, the chief

executive of LloydsBankingGroupand
the man once groomed by Mr Botín as
a potential successor until his defection
four years ago from Santander UK to
the taxpayer-backed lender, hailed his
former boss as a “great mentor”.
Andrea Orcel, chief executive of the

investment banking division of UBS
and a long-time adviser to Mr Botín
during theacquisitions that turnedSan-
tander into a powerhouse, described
the late financier as an “inspiration”.

Forced to
resign by
infighting
Profile Ana Botín

Groomed
virtually from
birth to succeed

her father one day as
the fourth generation
of her family to run
Santander, Ana Botín
was born in 1960
straight into the
Spanish banking
dynasty.
She was educated in

Spain, Switzerland
and America, gaining
an MBA from
Harvard Business
School, giving her the

elite international CV
expected of someone
who would one day
run one of the world’s
largest banks.
Her first job in

banking was for JP
Morgan in New York,
before joining the
family business in
1988. In her early
years at Santander
she was pivotal in
leading its expansion
into South America,
building from scratch
a business that would
become one of the
dominant financial
groups on the
continent.
After Latin America

she transferred to the
Santander corporate
and investment
banking business, but
her rise through the

ranks appeared to
have come to an end
when her late father,
Emilio Botín, forced
her to resign as
internal anger raged
at the seeming
inevitability of her
succession.
A brief foray

followed in which she
co-founded a software
business during the
dotcom boom, before
returning to the bank
in 2003 amid
reconciliation with
her father, with whom
she remained close.
Her promotion

yesterday from chief
executive of its UK
operation to executive
chairman of the group
came sooner than
expected, but was in
no way a surprise.

Inside today

Emilio Botín, ‘the Don’
of a banking dynasty
Obituary, page 50

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, PAUL ROGERS
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what to do with the £75.6million
raised at that time. It chose to walk
away from the Orchid estate of about
250 pubs because the price was a bit
rich. The money has been used to
reduce debt to a comfortable level. It
can always be redeployed elsewhere
if opportunies appear. The shares, off
from a peak of 925p in January, lost
another 34p to 797½p.They sell on
less than 13 times earnings, but
further upside looks limited.

as a whole. Second, comparatives
were against two Augusts, in 2013
and 2012, when the weather was
exceptionally good — sales in both
months were 5 per cent ahead of the
previous year.
The Pub Partners division is more

wet-led, as opposed to relying on the
dining-out trade, and this would tend
to outperform as Greene King’s
garden space at its larger pubs was
closed by the weather. Finally, the
sale of 275 non-core pubs,
announced in May, meant the
disappearance of a large chunk of
poor performers among the tenanted
estate and should have improved the
overall performance.
The company has yet to decide

On the face of it, Greene King’s
latest trading statement
covering the summer is

disappointing. Its managed pubs
lifted like-for-like sales by only
0.4 per cent. This is where the
investment is going, as opposed to
the tenanted pubs, known as Pub
Partners. Yet the latter comfortably
outpaced the supposedly
higher-quality estate, with a 3.7 per
cent rise in like-for-likes.

There are several one-off factors
at play, though. One, the World Cup
will have been a drag on the sector

companies news

PRICES

Bombardier job cuts
Northern Ireland’s biggest
industrial company will cut
almost 400 jobs from its
aerospace operations, 11 months
after David Cameron opened a
wing-making facility for the
group in Belfast. Bombardier will
cut 300 temporary jobs and is
seeking 90 redundancies among
permanent staff. About 5,000
permanent employees and
approximately 1,000 temporary
staff work in Belfast. The
Canadian-owned company is
cutting 1,800 jobs globally.

No sink for flotations
The London Stock Exchange said
that the pipeline of planned
company flotations was still
“encouraging”, quelling fears that
there had been a sharp drop in
investor interest. The LSE, which
also owns the Italian stock
exchange, said in a brief update
that the trading of shares on its
markets was higher last month
than during the same period last
year. Shares in the LSE shed 24p
to close at £20.49.

Tinder’s break-up deal
The woman credited with
helping to create the first
female-friendly dating app has
agreed an out-of-court settlement
with Tinder, the technology
company, which she had accused
of “atrocious sexual harassment”.
Whitney Wolfe, a co-founder of
the company, has received an
undisclosed amount. Her lawyer
said that the case had been
resolved without Tinder
admitting any wrongdoing.

Diageo’s in the black
More than 200 years after Arthur
Guinness signed a 9,000-year
lease on St James’s Gate, Dublin,
Diageo has opened a €169million
brewery on the site. The new
Guinness Brewhouse, opened by
Enda Kenny, the Irish prime
minister, will be able to produce
2,000 pints of the black stuff an
hour. Ivan Menezes, Diageo chief
executive, said that the
investment was “a major vote of
confidence in the Irish economy”.

Read these stories
in full online
thetimes.co.uk/
business

MartinWaller Tempus
Buy, sell or hold: today’s best share tips

Barratt
yield just
keeps on
building

H
ousebuilders divide
neatly into those that are
shovelling cash back
hand over fist to
investors and those that

are going for growth. Barratt
Developments has put itself firmly in
the first camp. This puts it at odds
with Redrow, say, which indicated
last week that it saw plenty more
growth in the UK and no necessity
to jack up dividend payments.
Barratt denies that this is any

huge change of strategy, although
the rate of increase in
completions, up 30 per cent
over the past three years,
will slacken off a bit.
The extraordinary

growth of the housing
market, and the one-off
stimulus from Help to Buy
last summer, mean that a
couple of significant targets were
reached ahead of time, namely a
return-on-capital figure of
approaching 20 per cent in the year to
the end of June, up from 11.5 per cent

the previous year, and a debt-free
position for the first time in eight
years.This has allowed the extra

payments to shareholders to take
place earlier than expected,
while that target on returns
is being moved ahead to
25 per cent.
This last looks entirely

achieveable, because
Barratt has spent £3.8billion

on land at cheaper prices
since the downturn and the

smaller sites on which it is building
now are already showing a
significantly higher return.
Pre-tax profits for the year came

in more than doubled, up
103 per cent at
£390.6million. The average
selling price was 13 per cent
higher and this can only
continue to improve as the
company focuses more on the
southeast and on larger homes.
The total dividend is more than
quadrupled, from 2½p to 10.3p. The
company will return an extra
£400million in three one-off
payments, £100million in November
next year, £125million a year after
that and £175million a year later.
Take in expected ordinary dividends
and this means £950million going
back to sharholders, or about a
quarter of the market capitalisation.
This is the equivalent of 96p a share.
Barratt shares rose 10¼p to 377½p.

The indicated dividend payments
suggest a dividend yield over the
period of well above 6 per cent,
although, because the payments are
back-end-loaded, the yield in later
years is higher. Worth buying for
that yield alone.
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Generous with its cash

Barratt Developments share price
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A t some stage Optimal
Payments, one of the most
successful performers on AIM,

will graduate to a full listing. It may
even seek a quote in New York, after
two deals this summer took it further
into the United States.
Both would benefit investors.

Technology shares like Optimal get a
better rating on markets such as
Nasdaq, while a London listing
would widen the potential
shareholder base. Both probably
would coincide with another big deal

and a further cash-raising.
Though this does not look
imminent, the arrival of
three new non-executives
is an indication of intent.
The company operates

the Netbanx and Neteller
online payment systems, the

latter better-known after its
sponsorship of Crystal Palace FC.

Both are growing at a strong rate,
Neteller by 46 per cent in the first
half. Incremental new business feeds
through strongly to profits and at the
pre-tax level these were up by 77 per
cent to $27.5million.
Optimal is trying to lessen its

reliance on one big gaming client in
Europe and those American deals
will help, as will further legalisation
of gaming in the US. The shares, up
36¾p at 510p, sell on 21 times earnings
and are starting to look expensive.

14,838
Total completions,

up 8.6%

follow me
on twitter
for updates
@MartinWaller10

MY ADVICE Buy
WHY Like other
housebuilders, Barratt is
focused on returning large
amounts to investors, and the
yield is attractive

For some months now GKN has
been known to be interested in
increasing its aerospace

components business by buying a
couple of plants in Oklahoma, but
the story has gone quiet. The seller,
Spirit AeroSystems, has confirmed
recently that the plants, at Tulsa
and McAlester, are for sale.
Anote fromWesthouse Securities

runs the numbers and reckons that
GKN could afford it without issuing
fresh shares. It is, the note points
out, two years since the last big
aerospace deal, the purchase of
Volvo Aero.

And finally . . .

MY ADVICE Hold
WHY Shares look dear, absent
any further corporate moves

MY ADVICE Hold
WHY Further rises in sales
across the group look limited

barratt developments

Revenue £3.16bn Dividends 10.3p

optimal payments

Revenue $159m Free cash $56m

greene king

Rise in sales at retail estate 0.4%

Major Indices
New York
Dow Jones 17068.71 (+54.84)
Nasdaq Composite 4586.05 (+33.77)
S&P 500 1995.71 (+7.27)

Tokyo
Nikkei 225 15788.78 (+39.63)

Hong Kong
Hang Seng 24705.36 (-485.09)

Amsterdam
AEX Index 418.95 (+0.55)

Sydney
AO 5574.40 (-33.80)

Frankfurt
DAX 9700.17 (-10.53)

Singapore
Straits 3338.63 (-4.33)

Brussels
BEL20 3184.18 (-6.06)

Paris
CAC-40 4450.79 (-1.58)

Zurich
SMI Index 8816.07 (-9.53)
DJ EURO Stoxx 50 3244.16 (-1.27)

London

FTSE 100 6830.11 (+1.11)
FTSE 250 15672.66 (-114.21)
FTSE 350 3702.15 (-3.53)
FTSE Eurotop 100 2812.09 (+2.16)
FTSE All-Shares 3636.71 (-3.67)
FTSE Non Financials 4264.23 (-4.60)
techMARK 100 3359.41 (-22.91)
Bargains 930573
US$ 1.6216 (+0.0095)
Euro 1.2556 (+0.0101)
£:SDR 1.09 (+0.00)
Exchange Index 86.5 (+0.2)
Bank of England official close (4pm)
CPI 127.80 Jul (2005 = 100)
RPI 256.00 Jul (Jan 1987 = 100)
RPIX 255.50 Jul (Jan 1987 = 100)
Morningstar Long Commodity 885.79 (-1.80)
Morningstar Long/Short Commod 4555.53 (+14.10)

Commodities
ICIS pricing (London 7.30pm)

Crude Oils ($/barrel FOB)

Brent Physical 96.90 -1.50
Brent 25 day (Jan) 98.00 -1.30
Brent 25 day (Feb) 98.80 -1.25
W Texas Intermed (Jan) 91.75 -1.00
W Texas Intermed (Feb) 90.90 -1.00

Products ($/MT)

Spot CIF NW Europe (prompt delivery)

Premium Unld 950.00 952.00 -11.00
Gasoil EEC 840.00 841.00 -16.00
3.5 Fuel Oil 538.00 539.00 -4.25
Naphtha 835.00 839.00 -4.00

ICE Futures

Gas Oil
Sep 834.25-833.75 Dec 846.25-846.00
Oct 839.00-838.75 Jan 850.00-849.25
Nov 842.75-842.50 Volume: 290059

Brent (9.00pm)
Oct 98.24-98.22 Jan 100.37-99.60
Nov 98.97-98.94 Feb 100.98-100.26

Dec 99.71-99.69 Volume: 1000477

LIFFE

Cocoa

Sep 2025 BID Dec 1940-1910
Dec 1988-1987 Mar 1930-1910
Mar 1961-1959 May unq
May 1951-1948
Jul 1944-1937
Sep 1925 BID Volume: 12866

RobustaCoffee

Sep 2150-1980 May 2049-2043
Nov 2018-2016 Jul 2175-2050
Jan 2029-2025
Mar 2040-2035 Volume: 13530

White Sugar (FOB)

Reuters May 452.10-450.90
Aug 462.20-460.50

Oct 396.70-395.80 Oct 477.00-471.00
Dec 420.40-418.90 Dec 499.00-480.00
Mar 441.10-439.70 Volume: 20644

London Grain Futures

LIFFE Wheat (close £/t)

Nov 117.00 Jan 118.75 Mar 121.75
May 124.20 Jul 125.00 Volume: 783

London Financial Futures
Period Open High Low Sett Vol Open Int

Long Gilt Sep 14 113.26 113.31 113.14 113.18 4581 21790
Dec 14 112.43 112.49 112.13 112.33 200997 390411

3-Mth Sterling Sep 14 99.430 99.440 99.420 99.430 65947 295840
Dec 14 99.310 99.340 99.290 99.305 133817 449812
Mar 15 99.140 99.180 99.110 99.130 114049 405466
Jun 15 98.970 99.000 98.930 98.955 122245 353614
Sep 15 98.790 98.830 98.750 98.780 116232 288114

3-Mth Euribor Sep 14 99.915 99.920 99.910 99.920 58438 493715
Dec 14 99.925 99.925 99.915 99.925 102207 457367
Mar 15 99.930 99.935 99.920 99.935 47405 369999
Jun 15 99.930 99.930 99.920 99.930 43644 312492
Sep 15 99.920 99.920 99.905 99.920 35950 309745

3-Mth Euroswiss Sep 14 99.990 100.01 99.990 100.00 23203 41434
Dec 14 100.07 100.12 100.06 100.09 35300 67975
Mar 15 100.10 100.14 100.09 100.12 17957 63280
Jun 15 100.11 100.15 100.10 100.13 15249 38405

2 Year Swapnote Sep 14 111.57 111.59 111.57 111.58 4197 23954
Dec 14 111.54 111.57 111.53 111.55 3925

5 Year Swapnote Sep 14 127.22 127.26 127.14 127.24 3880 9393
Dec 14 127.17 127.17 126.86 126.96 4107 25

10 Year Swapnote Sep 14 145.88 145.88 145.53 145.81 476 3949
Dec 14 145.92 145.92 144.84 145.10 638

FTSE100 Sep 14 6821.0 6850.5 6800.0 6837.0 88984 633358
Dec 14 6792.5 6821.5 6775.0 6810.0 9677 28368

FTSEurofirst 80 Sep 14 4269.0 350
Dec 14 4271.0
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Luca Cordero di
Montezemolo,
the aristocratic

president of Ferrari,
confirmed yesterday
that he would step
down after 23
“marvellous and
unforgettable years”
at the helm of the
Italian carmaker
(Philip Willan writes).
After his departure

on October 13 he will
be succeeded by
Sergio Marchionne,
chief executive of Fiat

Chrysler Automobiles
(FCA).
The transition

marks a shift from the
suave, relations-based
entrepreneurship of
Mr Montezemolo,
above, under the
industrial dynasty of
the Agnelli family to
the more pragmatic
meritocracy imported
from North America
by Mr Marchionne.
The transfer of

power from the
skilled PR performer
to the bluntly spoken
Mr Marchionne has
been anything but
suave, however.
Clarifying that there
was no question of Mr
Montezemolo
extending his reign,
Mr Marchionne said

that “no one is
indispensable” and
that while Ferrari’s
financial results were
good, it had not
managed a race-track
championship in the
past six years.
Yesterday Mr

Montezemolo said
that Ferrari would
have an important role
to play within the FCA
group in its upcoming
flotation onWall
Street. “This will open
up a new and different
phase, which I feel
should be spearheaded
by the CEO of the
group,” he said.
Ferrari’s profits rose

5.4 per cent in 2013 to
€246million
(£197million) on sales
of €2.3billion.

New face to
take the
driving seat
at Ferrari

FABRICE COFFRINI /AFP/GETTY IMAGES

Punters order up another
round of takeover talk
Gary ParkinsonMarket report

R
umours of a mega-deal
involving the world’s two
biggest brewers is nothing
new. A long four years have
passed since speculation

surfaced that Anheuser-Busch InBev
might be eyeing up SABMiller and
still London’s racier private investors
try to keep it current.
Easy as it is to dismiss as reheated

tittle-tattle, watchers of the brewing
sector hear the rumour increasingly
often. Moreover, yesterday, in a new
spin on the tale, dealers were hearing
strong suggestions that SAB has been
taking steps to bolster its defences in
the event of a move by the purveyor
of Budweiser and Stella Artois.
One theory had it that the Footsie

brewer, whose brands include Foster’s
and Pilsner Urquell, was chatting to

Goldman Sachs about setting
up a defence unit. Although
talk of such a mandate was
being played down by some
City sources, analysts noted
out that Goldman was close
to SAB and would be a
shoo-in on the ticket if AB
InBev ever showed its hand.
Another theory being given an

airing was that Alan Clark, the newish
SABMiller chief executive, a former
boss of its soft drinks business, is
plotting a deal with Coca-Cola to
consolidate its bottling operations in
Africa. While such a move would
make some sense strategically, it
could also act as a deterrent to AB
InBev, whose own soft drinks ties are
mainly with Pepsi.
As SABdrifted 31p lower to £34.48,

the wider stock market reversed a
three-day losing streak. Just. The
FTSE 100 may have squeaked
1.11 point higher to 6,830.11, but
anxiety that Scotland may vote next
week to leave the United Kingdom

continued to cause disquiet.
Nervousness about the
Chinese economy and the
rate at which American
interest rates may rise also
weighed on markets. Paris
and Frankfurt, Madrid and

Milan were all a touch easier.
Company updates were mixed.

Kingfisher added 13p to 320¼p after
the owner of B&Q changed its chief
executive. Sports Direct
International lost 12p to 708p after
the World Cup failed to stimulate
sportswear sales over the summer.
In a FTSE 250 more than 114.21

points easier at 15,672.66, a push by
Goldman Sachs helped African
Barrick Gold 10¼p higher to 240p
and one from Canaccord Genuity
lifted Tullett Prebon, the interdealer
broker, 7½p to 277¾p.
Speculators were betting heavily

against the Nasdaq-quoted 21Vianet
Group after an outfit called Trinity
Research published a 121-page report
alleging all sorts of shenanigans at

the Chinese internet data-centre
operator.
Redde’s post-results roadshow

appears to be going down well with
investors. Since the road accident
support group changed its name from
Helphire Group in May, the shares
have run on from 57¼p to 72p, up
another 4.4 per cent yesterday.
Interim results from Restore

buoyed the document management
and company relocation group 2p to
228p, a record. Better, too, was
FairFX, 1½p dearer at 60½p. Its
private punters buy currency at the
wholesale prices the pros enjoy
through a mobile app. Ian Strafford-
Taylor, formerly of Morgan Stanley
and UBS, is the chief executive; Jason
Drummond, a former star of the
dotcom boom, is the chairman.
Solo Oil was 13.9 per cent higher

and at its best since early 2012. Word
was an increase in the estimate of the
amount of gas in the Likonde well in
Tanzania, in which Solo has a 25 per
cent interest, could be imminent.

follow us
on twitter
for updates
@timesbusiness

Time will tell for Apple Watch
technology

Most times,
being a proxy
for Apple is

handy. On the odd
occasion, it’s not.
Tear down the

ubiquitous 3i’s —
iPhones, iPads and
iPods — and you’ll
find microchips
designed by ARM
Holdings inside. For
each gadget that
Apple ships, the
Cambridge-based
company receives a
royalty payment.
A drop-off in

ARM’s royalty rates
generally and the
Wall Street-led tech
rout earlier in the
year meant a tricky
2014 for the Footsie’s
sole technology

hardware business, off
by more than 23 per
cent peak to trough.
However, in the
run-up to Apple’s big
launch on Tuesday,
ARM shares rallied,
from 841p in early
August to 972½p.
For a company that

is always expected to
blow the lights out,
that glitzy set-piece in
California proved a
little ordinary. Apple
shares breached $100
after Tim Cook, its
chief executive,
unveiled the iPhone 6,
but swerved off again
as he moved on to the
Apple Watch, its first
foray into wearable
tech.
For $349, wearers

will be able to
transmit their heart
rates and other
intimate details
instantly to each
other. Chances are
that ARM’s designs
are in there, too. Its
shares came off
though, 23½p to 949p.

The chipmaker ARM’s
shares are often tied to
the fortunes of Apple

Wall Street report
Indices recovered with help from a
rebound in Apple shares. However,
energy shares were lower amid
another fall in oil prices. The Dow
Jones industrial average rose 54.84
to 17,068.71 and the S&P 500
climbed 7.25 to 1,995.69.

European money
deposits %

Gold/Precious
metals (US dollars per ounce)

Dollar rates
Australia 1.0930-1.0934
Canada 1.0955-1.0960
Denmark 5.7706-5.7723
Euro 0.7754-0.7755
Hong Kong 7.7503-7.7506
Japan 106.83-106.85
Malaysia 3.1995-3.2010
Norway 6.3552-6.3574
Singapore 1.2629-1.2635
Sweden 7.1041-7.1092
Switzerland 0.9385-0.9388

Other Sterling
Argentina peso 13.547-13.559
Australia dollar 1.7635-1.7645
Bahrain dinar 0.6045-0.6120
Brazil real 3.6940-3.7102
Euro 1.2511-1.2514
Hong Kong dollar 12.505-12.507
India rupee 98.208-98.408
Indonesia rupiah 19074-19111
Kuwait dinar KD 0.4614-0.4639
Malaysia ringgit 5.0862-5.2863
New Zealand dollar 1.9590-1.9593
Singapore dollar 2.0378-2.0389
S Africa rand 17.640-17.668
U A E dirham 5.9235-5.9298

Money rates %
Base Rates Clearing Banks 0.5 Finance House 1.0 ECB Refi 0.05 US Fed Fund 0-0.25
Halifax Mortgage Rate 3.5
Treasury Bills (Dis) Buy: 1 mth 0.43; 3 mth 0.43. Sell: 1 mth 0.36; 3 mth 0.34

1 mth 2 mth 3 mth 6 mth 12 mth

Interbank Rates 0.5028 0.5262 0.5580 0.6955 1.0287

Clearer CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.78-0.63 1.10-0.95

Depo CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.78-0.63 1.10-0.95

Eurodollar Deps 0.17-0.27 0.23-0.33 0.29-0.39 0.41-0.51 0.51-0.66

Eurodollar CDs 0.14-0.07 0.18-0.10 0.22-0.14 0.36-0.21 0.52-0.36

Mkt Rates for Range Close 1 month 3 month
Copenhagen 9.2312-9.3190 9.3132-9.3139 49ds 151ds
Euro 1.2521-1.2402 1.2516-1.2509 4pr 12pr
Montreal 1.7658-1.7757 1.7677-1.7687 9pr 24pr
New York 1.6052-1.6162 1.6134-1.6137 4ds 12ds
Oslo 10.175-10.262 10.255-10.259 85pr 248pr
Stockholm 11.283-11.487 11.464-11.469 20ds 73ds
Tokyo 171.07-172.42 172.35-172.43 13ds 30ds
Zurich 1.4977-1.5155 1.5142-1.5150 8ds 27ds

Premium = pr Discount = ds

Sterling spot and forward rates

Exchange rates
Bank buys Bank sells

Australia $ 1.910 1.660
Canada $ 1.930 1.680
Denmark Kr 10.000 8.770
Egypt 12.700 10.110
Euro ¤ 1.360 1.190
Hong Kong $ 13.420 11.800
Hungary 435.470 358.270
Indonesia 21820.700 17405.400
Israel Shk 6.430 5.480
Japan Yen 185.270 160.450
New Zealand $ 2.180 1.850
Norway Kr 11.120 9.610
Poland 5.800 4.760
Russia 64.510 53.720
S Africa Rd 19.560 16.560
Sweden Kr 12.250 10.890
Switzerland Fr 1.660 1.430
Turkey Lira 3.910 3.130
USA $ 1.760 1.540

Rates for banknotes and traveller's cheques as
traded by Royal Bank of Scotland plc yesterday

AHDB meat services
Average fatstock prices at representative
markets
(p/kg lw) Pig Lamb Cattle
GB 0.00 151.82 185.28
(+/-) +0.00 -2.93 -0.69

Eng/Wales 0.00 152.07 184.46
(+/-) +0.00 -3.00 -0.52

Scotland unq 150.16 192.80
(+/-) -1.94 -4.11

London Metal Exchange
(Official)

Cash 3mth 15mth

Copper Gde A ($/tonne)
6897.0-6897.5 6870.0-6871.0 7310.0-7320.0

Lead ($/tonne)
2099.5-2100.0 2117.0-2118.0 1980.0-1985.0

Zinc Spec Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2274.5-2275.0 2293.5-2294.0 1943.0-1948.0

Tin ($/tonne)
20975.0-21000.0 21025.0-21050.0 21140.0-21190.0

Alum Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2011.5-2012.0 2050.5-2051.0 2280.0-2285.0

Nickel ($/tonne)
18545.0-18550.0 18625.0-18650.0 18770.0-18870.0

Currency

1mth 3mth 6mth 12mth

Dollar

0.10 0.15 0.23 0.48

Sterling

0.50 0.56 0.70 1.03

Euro

-0.15 -0.05 0.06 0.23

Bullion: Open $1254.18

Close $1244.05-1244.64 High $1257.50

Low $1244.05

AM $1254.25 PM $1251.00

Krugerrand $1231.00-1307.00 (£762.83-809.92)

Platinum $1384.00 (£857.64)

Silver $18.92 (£11.73)

Palladium $848.75 (£525.96)

Data as shown is
for information

purposes only. No offer is made by
Morningstar or this publication
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Ticking all
the wrong
boxes
A friend in the know
tells me that Apple’s
new iWatch is
“basically all about
sex”. Said instrument
will be able to indicate
when a message is from
a lover via learnt
reactions to the
wearer’s heartbeat.
Owners will also be
able to send a “pulse”
(the new “poke”), a
record of their racing
heart to demonstrate
that they are thinking
most hotly about the
recipient.
If this does constitute

sex, then to my mind
it’s the wrong sort. As
my beloved watch
dealer (think: crack
dealer) Jonathan
Griffiths, of
Clerkenwell’s Antique
Watch Company, sniffs:
“Too much tech, not
enough tick.”
For the traditional

watch is a fantastically
sexy object: a sheep-
from-goats fetish
that allows men
in particular an
opportunity to evidence
individuality and
discernment.
When I interviewed

David Gandy, my most
swooning moment
occurred when he
revealed that we share
a penchant for late
1930s Omegas.
Now that, my friends,

is sex.

You are
lucky, Mr
President

François Hollande, that
not at all buffoon-like
figure, has attempted to
rectify his image as the
poor-hating man o’ the
left by talking up his
impoverished roots. In
the manner of Monty
Python’s “Four
Yorkshiremen” sketch,
we learn that la famille
Hollande is teeming
with scumbags in the

form of teachers, tailors
and peasants.
Forgive me for top-

trumping, but my own
family is so replete with
industrial gloom that
one bootstrap-pulling
great-grandfather
laboured under a
glassblower’s hump,
while another had both
arms lopped off in a
printing press.

The very word
“Betts” is a poor man’s
Fitz, deployed for those
little bastards who did
not even merit naming,
while “Hannah” is a
longstanding servants’
moniker. So my name
could be translated:
“Unwanted Servile
Offspring of No One
Prepared to Admit to
It”. Eat that, frog-face.

A
s I write, I have rings
scored under each
tiny, p***-hole-in-
the-snow eye and
my face is etched
with pillow scars.
There are self-
inflicted claw

wounds dragging down my neck. My
jaw is iron-clenched, my very hair
hurts and I am conscious only of a
desire to weep. I feel shrivelled, broken
— shattered in the least metaphorical
of senses. For those of us already
blighted by insomnia, a supermoon
really isn’t that super.
Humans have always been lunatics.

And just as we rebel, murder, wage
war and succumb to fits more around
a full moon, so too do we sleep less,
resulting in a torpor described as a
“full-moon hangover”. Witness my
current supermoon DTs, with the old
waxy one being up to 16 per cent
bigger, 30 times brighter and 31,000
miles closer than usual. As Shakira,
performer of the immortal She Wolf,
would surely trill: “Darling, it is no
joke, this is lycanthropy.”
Insomnia is our culture’s most

insidious them-and-us divide,
transcending such small fry as race,
class and gender (even though
Arianna Huffington has attempted to
claim it for the executive rich).
The blissfully oblivious should

acquaint themselves with Kenneth
Calhoun’s recent novel, Black Moon, a
dazzling dystopia in which the whole
population loses its grip, first on sleep,
then on reality. Its chillingness lies not
only in its accurate portrayal of the
insomniac brain but in its plausibility.

Various causes are mooted: toxic
dust; ancient spores; ozone issues; the
weight of our waste; aliens; bankers.
Nevertheless, more than one character
concludes that humanity’s splintered,
sleepless brains merely reached
saturation point in their information
overload: with “this accumulation of
practical — not ornamental — detail.
A threshold had been reached.”
Calhoun’s creation must be made

into a film, although this will be at
the sacrifice of observations such as
a sleepless man rubbing his face “as
if trying to locate a strand of spider
web he walked into”. His passage
involving a newborn and its sleep-
starved parents is one of the most
terrifying I have been exposed to,
while his hold on the insomniac’s
shattered syntax is unrivalled. The cry:
“I’m looking and needing for tea” is
entirely where I’m at this morning.
My friend Dr Guy Meadows,

founder of London’s Sleep School,
which boasts a book (The Sleep Book)
and an app (The Sleep School App)
on the subject, tells me that, while fair-
weather insomniacs may brag, the real
deal invariably feel only shame and
self-loathing. And lunatic desperation.
Despite my status as a fully qualified

doctor’s daughter, in an effort to
rectify my jagged, forever spinning
existence I have baulked at no form of
flakery. Viz: hot baths, warm milk,
caffeine bans, lavender, camomile,
valerian, cherry capsules, alcohol,
Nytol, melatonin, antidepressants,
massage, intercourse, foot patches,
eye masks, earplugs, open windows,
electric blankets, psychotherapy,
cognitive behavioural therapy,
meditation, yoga, exercise, hypnosis,
nature noises, sound-wave technology,
sleep hypnogram apps, sleep boot
camps, even — the shame — crystals
clutched talismanically in the palm.
I am yet to wash moonstones in salt

water, then bathe them in moonlight,
as a Welsh warlocky person advised
me this summer, but tonight could
well be the night.

DeborahRoss is away

Help, I can’t
sleep. The
supermoon
is to blame
Hannah
Betts

What it is
like growing
up as the son
of a jihadi
El Sayyid Nosair was responsible for a
string of terror atrocities. His son Zak
Ebrahim tells Barbara McMahon about
hate preachers and escaping the past

A
s a child, Zak
Ebrahim was taught
to hate. His father is
El Sayyid Nosair, an
Egyptian industrial
engineer who
moved to the US
and turned against

his adopted country. Supported by a
terror cell that would ultimately call
itself al-Qaeda, he carried out two acts
of terrorism that ultimately brought
him a life sentence. In 1990 he
allegedly shot and killed Meir Kahane,
a militant rabbi and the founder of the
Jewish Defence League, after a speech
in a ballroom at a Marriott hotel in
Manhattan. While in prison, Nosair
helped to plan the 1993 bombing of the
World Trade Center, which killed six
and injured more than a thousand
people. “My father was the first known
Islamic jihadist to take a life on
American soil,” Ebrahim says.
Ebrahim was in danger of following

his father’s path. He grew up in a
bigoted household, he says, raised to
judge people by their race, religion or
sexuality, and he unwittingly absorbed
some of his father’s hate-filled
ideology. As a child, he loved his
“Baba”, spent many years believing in
his innocence and even wondered if
some of his father’s actions
could be justified. “There’s a
reason that murderous hatred
has to be taught — and not
just taught, but forcibly
implanted,” Ebrahim writes in
his compelling book The
Terrorist’s Son: a Story of
Choice. “It’snot a naturally
occurring phenomenon.
It is a lie. It is a lie told
over and over again —
often to people who
have no resources and
who are denied
alternative views of
the world. It’s a lie
my father believed
and hoped to pass on
to me.”
World leaders are

scrambling to combat
the rise of the Islamic
State movement in
Iraq and Syria. Last

week the militant group posted a video
online in which Steven J Sotloff, an
American freelance journalist, was
beheaded. Another American
journalist, Jim Foley, was beheaded
last month. The British hostage David
Haines could be next.
The publication of Ebrahim’s book,

which seeks to show how young
people conditioned to be terrorists can
choose peace and tolerance, could
hardly be timelier. At the fashionable
restaurant in the centre of Manhattan
where we meet, Ebrahim seems a
rather sad and solemn figure sitting
among the noisy families making the
most of the last gasp of summer. He
discloses that he has suffered from
depression for most of his life. “Not a
day goes by that I don’t wish my father
had chosen to live a peaceful life with
his family,” he says.
The book has fascinating insights

into how his father became
radicalised. His American mother, a
Muslim convert, married Nosair after
meeting him at a mosque. She wore
the niqab that cloaked everything but
her eyes. The marriage was happy
until Nosair was wrongly accused of
sexual assault and had an accident
that compromised his ability to be the
family breadwinner. His father, he
writes, began “to harden against
America, his bitterness building
slowly”. Ebrahim remembers him
praying obsessively, poring over the
Koran. He no longer slept with his
wife, preferring a rug on the floor.
Ebrahim recalls his father going

to meetings at a fundamentalist
mosque in New Jersey, growing
palpably less tolerant of non-
Muslims and becoming a
follower of a Sunni firebrand
from Palestine called
Abdullah Yusuf Azzam. He
was on a fundraising tour of
the US and inspired his flock
with stories from the
battlefield in Afghanistan
that verged on magical
realism, including Mujahidin
accompanied into battle by
angels on horseback and
protected from bombs by
squadrons of birds.

His father, he observes

GETTY IMAGES
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audiences that he is uniquely placed to
understand how dangerous religious
extremism is. “People are susceptible
to radicalisation because they are
looking for a sense of purpose, and
they are isolated, and they take their
understanding of the world from
someone who wants to manipulate
them into violent acts,” he says. “A kid
from Londonwho sees hisgovernment’s
role in perpetuating a cycle of violence
or disenfranchisement against the
people in whatever country he’s from
. . . it leads them to become angry. They
don’t think the political process will
work and so they think the only way
they can change things is through
violence. It’s such a simple trap,
because we’ve seen over and over
again that violence only perpetuates
more of it.”
He was lucky, he admits: his father’s

influence on him was limited because
he went to jail. Nosair is currently in
federal prison in Marion, Illinois, in a
unit known as a Little Guantànamo
because it consists mainly of Arab
inmates and is subjected to enhanced
monitoring of inmates’
communications. Nosair periodically
tries to win his freedom through
appeals and claims that he does not
support jihad as it is practised today.

Ebrahim has not seen his father in 20
years and has intermittent telephone
and email contact with him.
The 31-year-old displays a flash of

anger when he recalls how he once
asked his father to explain himself. “I
tried to express how hard it was for me
growing up without him and how hard
it was as an adult to get over so many
of the issues that come with being his
son and he basically said: ‘It’s because
you’re not a Muslim any more. If you
were a Muslim, you would get over all
of these things.’ And that, frankly,
p***ed me off because he’s still taking
no responsibility for it and putting all
the blame on me for not being able to
deal with it.”
By telling his story, Ebrahim adds,

he hopes to do something hopeful and
instructive. He could, he agrees, have
found terrorism intoxicating, as did his
father and the young westerners who
have gone to places such as Syria and
Somalia. The 23-year-old Londoner
Abdel-Majed Abdel Bary, the key
suspect in the killing of Jim Foley and
nicknamed Jihadi John, also has an
Egyptian father awaiting trial in New
York on terrorism charges. “It’s hard
for me seeing all of the similarities,”
Ebrahim says. He describes the recent
beheadings as senseless and horrific.
“War is hell and it’s really incredible
the way people can lose their
humanity in war.”
Ebrahim says he now has close

friends of all faiths. He acknowledges
that only a few people are exposed to
extremism and most people want to
keep their religious beliefs and live in
peace, but he has given up his Muslim
faith and no longer believes in God.
“For my whole life I’ve seen religion
used as a weapon,” he says, “and I’ve
put my weapons down.”
The Terrorist’s Son by Zak Ebrahim is
out today (Simon & Schuster, £7.99)

Nosair was jailed for his part in the
killing of Meir Kahane, left, in 1990.
Above: he helped plan the 1993 World
Trade Center bombing from his cell

Not a day goes by
that I don’t wish
he had chosen
a peaceful life

in the book, had found a new sense of
purpose and he and other men from
the mosque met often at the Nosair
apartment, talking loudly and
ecstatically about supporting the jihad
in Afghanistan. When his son asked
him innocently when he became such
a devout Muslim, Nosair repliedcoldly:
“When I came to this country and saw
everything that was wrong with it.”
The little boy was taken by his

father and his “uncles”, most of whom
would later be convicted in the World
Trace Center bombing, to a shooting
range. When Ebrahim hit the target
one of the group said approvingly in
Arabic: “Like father, like son.” He was
being groomed to follow in his father’s
footsteps. On other occasions, Nosair
took him to hear one of Osama bin
Laden’s allies, the blind Egyptian sheik
Omar Abdel-Rahman. Ebrahim later
learnt the Blind Sheik had been urging
Nosair to “make a name for himself”.
Ebrahim was seven years old,

dressed in Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtle pyjamas, when his mother woke
him and his two siblings in the middle
of the night. The Jewish rabbi had
been assassinated and Nosair himself
had been shot. His father was

eventually cleared of murder — no
witness actually saw Nosair shoot the
rabbi — but was found guilty of
weapons charges. He was sentenced to
between seven and twenty-two years.
Three years later, Nosair was
convicted of helping to plot the WTC
bombing and received a life sentence
plus 15 years with no chance of parole.
Ebrahim’s mother demanded a divorce
and the family changed their name in
an attempt to escape Nosair’s infamy.
It should have been a fresh start, but

his mother married another man who
was abusive. Ebrahim, who had been
bullied at school and subjected to
death threats as a terrorist’s son, found
no solace at home.
The change in his circumstances

and outlook happened when Ebrahim
turned 18 and got a job at a Florida
theme park. For years he had been on
the run from his father’s legacy and
had lived life as an outcast. Now he
smelt freedom. He got drunk for the
first time. He smoked a cigarette. A
devotee of Jon Stewart’s irreverent The
Daily Show, he began to see the world
through different eyes and question
everything his father stood for.
“Because we moved around so much

I lived in a bubble,” he says. “It wasn’t
until I was exposed to the worldand all
the different people in it that I started
to think how great it would be not to
have to judge everyone I met in this
predetermined way because of their
race or religion. I was talking to my
mother about it and suddenly she said,
‘I’m tired of hating people’. It was like
she was giving me permission to goout

into the world without judgment.”
He kept his background
largely secret until a friend
persuaded him he had an
important story to tell. A few
years ago he began speaking
at schools and church
rallies and wrote The
Terrorist’s Son with the
help of a journalist,
Jeff Giles, after a
well-received TED
talk about his
experiences.
Ebrahim tells
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Nosair was jailed for his part in the 

For my whole
life I’ve seen
religion used
as a weapon

Zak Ebrahim visiting his
father in prison in 1991
and, below left, today
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What’s hot for autumn? Hip G&T,
If you consider yourself a foodie, now’s the time to be eating Asian breakfasts,
drinking vinegar for your health and dining out at Mission, says WilliamSitwell

S
o over the Chiltern
Firehouse? Bored of
browsing the new
Ottolenghi opus? Can no
longer stomach pulled
pork sold by your local
street-food vendor? Don’t
worry, there will always be

new restaurants to get hung up about,
cookbooks to drool over and vital
ingredients to rave about. What the
nation needs is the Überfoodie’s Guide
to Autumn. And it’s coming at you . . .

Mug cakes: the quickest puds ever
A mug cake is what it sounds like, a
cake in a mug. You take a mug, you
pop in your cake mix then you bake it.
But not in a conventional oven, mind;
that way lies ruin (for your mug). No,
you use the microwave. The craze for
mug cakes started in the US and is
now the hot topic on foodie blogs, with
mug-cake selfies popping up all over
Instagram and Pinterest. Now there
are two cookbooks on the subject, both
entitled, er, Mug Cakes: you cansample
Lene Knudsen’s five-minute wonders
(right) or wait until October for Mima
Sinclair’s speedy cake collection
(finessed after a lot of explosions and
sticky mess). “There is,” she insists, “no
waste, no leftovers and little washing-
up.” Just don’t tell Mary Berry.

The hot restaurant: Mission
Just as Jeremy irons attempted to
convert a South American jungle
community to Christianity, so Michael
and Charlotte Sager-Wilde are trying
to sell to the residents of the urban
jungle that is Bethnal Green, east
London, the merits of the food of their
homeland, San Francisco. This is their
second temple at which people can
worship the produce of California, the
first being Sager + Wilde, a wine bar in
Hackney opened in 2013. But at
Mission, the name of the first grape

ever planted in California, you can sip
on wines such as Broc Cellars, Mount
Eden and Scholium Project. So are
you willing to bear the sturdy cross
that is Californian cuisine? It
depends if you’re happy
to munch on duck
pappardelle, ox-heart
tartare and mackerel
with pickled
gooseberries and
horseradish.

Posh spice:
turmeric
Oh yes, that
rhizomatous
herbaceous perennial
plant of the ginger plant
Zingiberaceae is just so hot
right now. It’s medicinal,
antioxidant, antifungal, antiviral (and
against Scottish independence). Ultra-
body-worshipping foodies are buying
it fresh and making tea with it or
juicing it. Don’t accept a pedestrian

Mug cakes and, right,
ferments and pickles
from Rawduck in
Hackney, east London.
Far right: food blogger
Ella Woodward

the table

offer of tea or coffee after dinner — be
it eating out or at a friend’s house —
demand a turmeric brew. Or do what
the alkalising socialites do first thing

in Chelsea: hot-foot it to
Tanya’s Cafe, where they

down a detoxing shot
of cinnamon,
coconut, raw honey,
rhubarb, fennel and
turmeric. A daily
juice like that, says
Tanya, enables her
to have “a clear
focused mind to be
more creative than
I ever thought

possible and most
importantly be able to

find all the time and energy
to exercise, travel, invent new

meals every night, hang out with my
friends and go on dates with my
handsome boyfriend”. And you
thought no one could be more
annoying than Gwyneth Paltrow.

The new fast food: ramen
Ramen? What’s that? A posse of
Sloaney politicians venturing north to
stop the “Yes” vote? Actually we’re
talking noodles here. Oodles of
noodles. Because the Japanese noodle
soup dish has already started to spread
across the capital and might soon be
wreaking havoc in our other towns
and cities. New ramen establishments
in London include Shochu Canteen,
United Ramen, Ippudo Ramen and
Kanada-Ya. The latter, which just
opened in Covent Garden, has sister
restaurants in Yukuhashi in Japan.
They make the noddles on site and are
meticulous in washing the pork bones
before boiling them for stock. And the
key to eating a dish of noodles? Make
very loud slurping noises. Apparently,
it makes it taste better.

G&T the hipster way
There’s been a gin craze in the nation
over the past couple of years, in case
you hadn’t noticed. More brands of gin

Above, from left: Charlotte and Michael Sager-Wilde of Mission; Village East beetroot juice. Below, akuri at Dishoom
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fast cake and a new ‘new Nigella’
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can be had now than you could shake
a cocktail stick at. But for the purists
the craze has been a hollow sham, on
account of the tonic water and its poor
quality. The answer is to make your
own. It’s less astringent, it’s softer and
gentler. 214 Bermondsey, set in an old
antiques shop, is a gin bar that makes
Bermondsey Tonic Water. It’s a syrup
(the quinine comes from the bark of
the cinchona tree), which is added to
carbonated water for each cocktail.
That’s means no mass chemical
extractions of quinine alkaloids
and a rather better G&T.

Forget hot water and lemon —
drink vinegar instead
This is not an exultation for the nation
to drink Greek wine. Instead, what
sounds unpleasant is in fact a genius
way to alkalise — and everyone’s
alkalising right now, didn’t you know?
Simply take a spoonful of apple cider
vinegar of a morning (rather than a

cup of hot water and lemon) to clean
your system. But you need to buy
unpasteurised vinegar, which contains
“a mother” (a naturally occurring live
enzyme). At Rawduck in Hackney you
can now order a glass of black cherry
vinegar. So it’s the PH level in your
body, not your swimming pool, that
you should be focussing on. Just don’t
start drinking chlorine.

Veggie cocktail, anyone?
If you thought putting fruit in your
cocktail was trendy, take a cold
shower. The überfoodie cocktail-
sippers are using vegetables (they’ve
grown tired of putting them in cake).
And what better time to do it. Don’t
think of roots, for example, as
something to add to the roasting tray
for Sunday lunch. Village East, near
London Bridge, can’t sell enough of its
Beetroot Mary. The beetroot juice is
added to Stolichnaya vodka instead of
tomatoes. At Artesian, recent winner

of a world’s best bar award, in the
Langham hotel, they make cocktails
with parsnips, kale, mushrooms and
cabbage. OK, I lied about the cabbage.

The cookbook (it’s all about chicken)
Chicken is back, even though you
didn’t realise it had been away. But it’s
that most versatile bird, to which you
can do more things than might be
thought sensible. Shropshire-
based chef Marcus Bean (he’s
the most famous chef in
Shropshire), loves chicken so
much there are rumours he’s
thinking of changing his name
to Chicken, there being only so
many things you can do to a
bean. But his new book Chicken
espouses chicken, and only
chicken, on each of its 236 pages.
He promises to “revolutionise
the way you cook with chicken”,
be it spinach-rolled, teriyaki-
glazed, Thai-style or an Asian-
style chicken kiev. But above all
he believes we must buy them
whole and learn how to chop
them up. And then use the
giblets, the liver, the carcass.
Everything but the cluck.

The new new new Nigella: Ella
Remember how the Hemsley
sisters were the new Nigella? You
waited for one, then two came
along at the same time. Well, Ella
is the new Hemsleys, except there’s

just one of her. She’s right in there at
the start with just a first name (Delia,
Jamie, Gordon . . . ) — although for the
record her surname is Woodward —
and is as deliciously tasty to look at as
her food is. Which she obviously
noticed, hence the name of her blog
(Deliciously Ella). Ella is an example
of a blogger who is going stellar. Her
plant-based food is now on an app and
a book is due in January. Get ready for
buckwheat and blueberry porridge,
sweet potato brownies, cauliflower
pizza and possibly a deodorant range.

The must have gadget: a Nutribullet
Now more essential than a wooden
spoon, the Nutribullet is a “superfood
nutrition extractor”. It’s a high-speed
blender but there is no waste.
Whatever you put in it, you get out.
Remember those chia seeds that were
so cool a year ago? You need to put
them in the Nutribullet to extract the
omega-3. You can grind spices, make
milk from nuts (thus saving money on
old-fashioned nut milkmaids) and get
all of your five a day with one push.
There’s less washing-up — classic
blenders mean you spend more time
cleaning the damn thing than making
and drinking the juice. It’s the gift for
the foodie in your life who thinks they
have everything, but without the
Nutribullet has nothing.

Asian-style breakfast
Still eating courgette fritters and
halloumi for breakfast? The food
cognoscenti would avoid your choice
as they would a rabid dog. They’re
eating breakfast Asian-style. You can
get a Japanese breakfast at Monocle
café on Chiltern Street, or order the
brown rice and sweet miso porridge
with coconut yoghurt and mango at
Granger and Co on Westbourne
Grove, or the bacon naan rolls
at Dishoom in Covent Garden.
Although spice addicts are now
toying with a Mexican start to the day:
Thomasina Miers is offering a power
huevos breakfast with hot Mexican
baked eggs at Wahaca in Charlotte
Street. Mind you, I have a friend

who likes eating the remains of
last night’s Indian takeaway
when he wakes up.

And finally, the wine
that makes you think
it’s still summer . . .
Will this Indian summer
last? Because the longer it
does, the more sips I’ll be
having of a joyously simple
Spanish albariño from Galicia.
If you drink one wine as the
sun sets on our glorious
summer it has to be Vina
Taboexa Albariño. Bright,
fresh, lush, smooth, and
under a tenner. Salud!
William Sitwell is editor of
Waitrose Kitchen

PORTRAIT: JOHN CAREY; MUG CAKES: RICHARD BOUTIN

Britain’s top pubs for
beer and atmosphere
in tablet editions and at
thetimes.co.uk/food

Banana mug
cake with
choc chips

For 1 mug
Ingredients
1 slice of butter, 1cm
thick (30g)
1 egg
4 tbsp caster
(superfine) sugar
1 tsp vanilla sugar
1 tsp single (light)
cream
4 tbsp very
ripe banana
8 tbsp plain (all-
purpose) flour
½ tsp baking powder
1 tbsp chocolate chips
To decorate
½ tsp icing
(confectioners’) sugar

Method
1Melt the butter in a
bowl in a microwave
for 20 seconds (800w).
2 In a mug, beat in one
by one the egg, sugar
and vanilla sugar,
cream, ripe banana,
flour, baking powder,
chocolate chips and
melted butter.
3Microwave for 1 min
40 secs and decorate
with icing sugar
From Mug Cakes
by Lene Knudsen
(Hardie Grant, £7.99).
Photography:
Richard Boutin
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These highly successful members of
the super-working class are typically
middle-aged executives who enjoy
their lucre but who have jobs that
have lost their lustre. Having bought
into a lifestyle that devours cash, they
cannot see any path other than the
one they are on. Changing the way
they live is hard to contemplate.
This is overwhelmingly a male

problem. The top 10 per cent of
earners over the age of 40 are still
predominantly men (72 per cent). In
homes with seven-figure price tags
and fancy cars in the drive, where the
inhabitants are used to five-star
holidays and expensive education, the
burden of raking in the six-figure
salary and the hefty bonus to fund all
that sits disproportionately on the
shoulders of the ones with paunches
and balding pates (a third of men
treated for anxiety and depression are
in the 45-54 age range, more than any

other age group). Maintaining alpha
status comes with angst.
Take Richard, who earns a six-figure

salary in the City and has a hefty
mortgage and two children at private
schools. “We don’t live a jet-set
lifestyle or anything approaching it,
but I would like to maintain the
lifestyle we do have and see the kids
through school and university. That
means another decade of earning at
the level I am doing now,” he says.
“What I would really like to do is go
off and do something more interesting
and less gruelling, which would
probably be less well remunerated.
But I can’t. Even if you cut back on
luxuries, you need to build up the
pension pot and also have to consider
that your children will continue to
need financial help as adults,
especially if they end up in London.”
The vast majority of those in the

top 1 per cent of earners (those who
make £160,000-plus and pay 30 per
cent of all income tax) are in London,
where they both contribute to the
rising cost of living and are victims
of it. I suggested to a very senior
figure in the private client division
of an international bank that he
no longer needs to work. He looked
at me as if I were mad. “For the
rest of your life? I don’t think
so, honestly. It’s not doable.
Let me tell you, the day you
are without a job I don’t think
you can survive in London.”
The worries of these people

are worries that most people
could live with. Sandler accepts that
we are talking here about first-world
problems, “but the pressures can still
be very real”, she says. “A lot of people
in a lot of industries, especially when

The new alpha male: working
harder than ever, and cracking up
As the economy picks up, anyone who survived the
recession is facing even more pressure. Damian
Whitworth talks to the therapist to the 1 per cent J

eremy owns and runs a
successful business, lives in a
beautiful house in the home
counties with his wife and
three children and is a man
of precise routine. Every
morning his alarm goes off
at 5.20am. He lies in bed for

five minutes then gets up, shaves,
swims for half an hour in his indoor
pool then dashes out of the house and
on to the train for his hour commute
into the City. After a long day running
his professional services company he
returns home, eats dinner and is
tucked up in bed by 9.30pm. “I’m
semi-religious about it. This can upset
my wife. She wants to talk but I say:
‘I’m very sorry, it’s 9.30. I have to go to
bed. I have a mortgage to pay.’ ”
Not long ago the mortgage, among

other things, began to worry him.
“I am not a very flash person but
we bought a very expensive house
because we fell in love with it. I knew
we could afford it if I pushed it and
I took that on. It’s on the edge of the
village, within an hour of my office
in London. It is big, it has a pool and
access to the woods. For my three
children I couldn’t imagine a better
place to grow up,” he says.
But the size of the financial

commitment was daunting. “Before
I was living well within my means.
This big asset has put me in a position
where I am reliant on my business
performance. Some people would say
that’s a good thing because it forces
you to be more razor-sharp and
productive. But at the same time it
creates enormous anxiety.”
The worry was compounded by

having two children at private schools
and a third who will eventually join
them. His livelihood and that of his
70 employees depends on the highly
precarious business of winning fresh
contracts. “I generally sleep very well,
but I was waking up at three in the
morning with a hamster running in
my head with the wheel squeaking.”
Jeremy decided it was time to seek

help. He turned to Catherine Sandler,
an executive coach who works with
senior people at numerous blue-chip
companies. Andy Street, the CEO of
John Lewis, has spoken warmly of the
help she has given him.
We live in a strange time when

many who lost their jobs in the
economic downturn are still looking
for work, working in less well-paid jobs
or are employed for fewer days than
they would wish. Meanwhile a stratum
of the workforce exists, especially in
the money-magnet that is London,
where rewards are more generous
than ever but those who enjoy them
are toiling harder than ever.
An Oxford University study has

identified the emergence of a
“superordinate working class”
made up of highly educated, wealthy
professionals who work longer hours
than the poor and for whom
Stakhanovite schedules are normal.
Some relish their office existence

more than their home life, but a
substratum exists where all is not well.

At 9.30 I tell my
wife: ‘I have to go
to bed. I have a
mortgage to pay’
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they get to a partnership or senior
management role, sell themselves to
the Devil in the sense that the
remuneration is massive but the hours
they work, the availability they have to
offer and often the responsibility that
they shoulder is absolutely huge.”
Sandler’s company occupies a town

house near Baker Street and ascending
to her first-floor consulting room feels
a little like being shown up to the
study of Sherlock Holmes, whose
fictional residence is around the
corner. It is an oasis of clean, white
calm. Sandler insists that clients come
here to get away from their offices.
As I sit back in an armchair and am

offered coffee and biscuits, I can see
how easy it would be to start pouring
out one’s problems to this sympathetic,
clear-sighted coach, who specialises in
working for executives in blue-chip,
FTSE 250 companies. She says the
realities of high-powered jobs and the
need to keep earning a big salary
combine with the psychological
profiles of high-achievers to make
their office roles very demanding.
“Almost all my clients are highly

driven individuals, often perfectionist,
often surprisingly insecure, frequently
with a strong sense of responsibility
and loyalty to their organisation.
Their work identity is an incredibly
important part of them and change
can be difficult and scary.” In rare

cases their discussions might lead to a
decision to change jobs.
Sandler believes there are definite

reasons why modern executives are
feeling burdened. Since the recession,
management levels have been thinned
out. “It is just a reality that there is
more work for the people who
remain.” Since the banking crisis the
level of regulation has also increased.
“Emotionally, a lot of people who

have been heavily regulated are living
in a state of hypervigilance so that
they are always scanning the horizon
to make sure that nothing goes
wrong.” Meanwhile they are dealing
with clients who expect big discounts.
Technology has made this

generation the first to find it
impossible to escape work. “I hear
how much pressure it puts on people
when they have a workaholic boss
who emails them at 6am on Sunday
morning,” says Sandler. “The boss
expects a rapid response and they
respond and then encourage the boss
to email back.” Holiday emailing is
routine and “extraordinarily intrusive”.
One banker tells of spending a

family holiday in the Maldives in
the bedroom, closing a deal via
BlackBerry. His wife ate dinner alone,
listening to the life story of the waiter.
With Jeremy, Sandler had to help

him address the reality that his
income is unpredictable. He does not
envy those on big salaries — “If you
are earning half a million a year you
better watch out, because unless you
are delivering value you are going to
have a challenge: how long will that
last?” — but his position is volatile.
“In my life I can be up or down half
a million in a blink of an eye.”
Sandler encouraged him to discuss

The remuneration
ismassive but the
responsibility is
absolutely huge

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER KI PRICE, GETTY IMAGES

Maintaining alpha
status often comes
with angst: coach
Catherine Sandler,
below, offers help

his business finances in detail with his
wife, who does not work, so that she
could share the burden of the
unpredictable long-term outlook.
“Often the wife is looking after the
kids and the husband’s job is to earn
the money,” says Sandler. “Then their
two worlds can become very separate
and the man can find it very difficult
to share that he is anxious because he
feels he is not doing his job properly.
He is quite lonely in his concerns.”
She encourages clients to step back

and focus on the big picture. “The
main thing I try to do is help people
ask: what does success mean? What do
they want from life in the longer term?
Often it’s focusing on how you slow
this hamster wheel down just a bit so
you have more reflection time, more
time with your family, a healthier
lifestyle and things are more bearable.
Coaching can bring a chance to realise
that where they feel completely
helpless they can set boundaries
around their working life. There is
always a way, even if it’s only going to
be a relatively small shift.”
She encourages people who insist on

writing emails at weekends or late at
night to store them as drafts and only
send them during the working week.
“When someone tells me they never

get home to see their kids before
bedtime I will want to talk with them
about that and [whether they have]
thought through what it might mean
for the children — not to make them
feel guilty on top of the guilt they
might already be carrying, but to help
them realise that the old saying is very
true: very few people lie on their
deathbeds saying, ‘I wish I had spent
more time in the office’.”
Jeremy began leaving the office

once a week in time to be home for
his children’s bedtime. “It made a big
difference to the way I felt. My wife
was happier and my children got to
see me.” Sandler helped him
restructure his business so he was
working on areas that were important
in the long term but not urgent. And
he adopted a new approach to senior
staff, telling them to turn off their
phones and not respond to email on
holiday. “Last year I would never have
done that. I would have said: ‘With
the amount of money you are on, you
are going to be online on holiday.’ ”
Sandler also helped Jeremy to

appreciate that maintaining his costly
lifestyle in his dream home was not
the be-all and end-all of life. “She is
pragmatic and says: ‘Well, you might
like the property but if you had to you
could rent it out or flog it; buy another
one.’ That helped to relieve some of
my internal personal anxiety. I have
confidence that I could cover basic
living, rent on a smaller property and
my kids’ school fees. It still makes me
a little anxious to say that, but if things
went wrong I would keep them in
school and jettison everything else.”
He feels calmer. “My whole

existence was inextricably tied with
the success of my business, my mood,
everything. My business was my
personal identity and I have worked
very hard to try to separate that out.
I feel much more resilient. Were it all
to go wrong I would survive.”
Some things need work. He and his

wife have a fixed Friday night out once
a month but he has very little time for
himself. “I have two friends and they
are very good friends and I look after
them. But I made a mental decision
that would be it. I don’t have time.”
Some names and personal details have
been changed to protect anonymity

0 Take a step back and
ask: what does success
mean? What do you
want from life in the
longer term? If we offer
most young children a
less fancy car, fewer
holidays, less expensive
gadgets but more time
with their dad, we
know what most would
want. They treasure
that one-to-one time
with their parents.

0 Slow the hamster
wheel down just a bit.
There is always a way
and even a relatively
small shift can be
enough to make
people feel that their
quality of life and
enjoyment of what
they do has
improved quite
significantly.

0 You can say
“no”. Change
some of your own

attitudes so you don’t
feel excessively guilty
about doing so.

0 There is always
space for negotiating
boundaries at work
with the boss, even for
people who feel they
are completely trapped
and have no choice. Set
boundaries around
hours, what you will say
“yes” to and what you
will delegate to others.

0 Have the discipline
and self-confidence to
avoid looking at work
emails until Sunday
evening or even
Monday morning.

0 Think about those
who work for you.
Sending emails outside
working hours can be
very intrusive, unless
there is an emergency.
If you have to write
emails late in the

evening put them in a
draft folder overnight
and send in the
morning.

0 Talk to your partner
about the pressures you
are under and concerns
about your job.

0 Ensure you are both
clear about your
financial situation.

0 Remember that you
can always unlock the
golden handcuffs and
walk away. It may be
difficult to do, but if you
decide it’s necessary
you can start making a
medium-term plan for
change in the future.

0 Think about your
health. Find time for
that exercise class; have
a wrap or a sandwich
rather than trying to
survive on black coffee
and muffins.

How to
beat stress
by the
alpha coach
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artsfirst night

Theatre
Land of Our Fathers
Trafalgar Studios, SW1
{{{{(

T
he hills are alive with The
Sound of Music — and the
Sex Pistols. When the roof of
a south Wales coalmine
collapses, six men trapped

underground boost their morale
with rough-edged camaraderie and
dirty-mouthed, deprecating banter
and song. But renditions ofMy
Favorite Things and Pretty Vacant can’t
obscure the rising panic.
Chris Urch’s drama, in a

high-voltage production by Paul
Robinson transferred from Theatre503
in Battersea, is set in 1979. Margaret
Thatcher is poised for election victory;
the fate of the play’s characters is
symbolic of what lies in store for the
entire mining industry and its
communities. The strength of Urch’s
writing lies in its potent portrayal of
the personal. The dialogue is rude,
rhythmic and often raucously funny,
and the working men vibrantly drawn
with wit and compassion.
Mostyn (Joshua Price) is the

neat-haired newbie with a passion for
Rodgers and Hammerstein, Bomber
(Clive Merrison) the tart-tongued
veteran and Chopper (Patrick
Brennan) the gaffer whose paternal
authority contrasts with moral failure
in his private life. Curly (Kyle Rees),
burly and voluble, is torn between
admiration and resentment over the
ambitions of his artistic younger
brother Chewy (Taylor Jay-Davies),
who plans to move to London.
Meanwhile Hovis (Robert East), a
Pole who settled in Wales after the
war, is a fluent Welsh speaker with a
deep attachment to his adopted home.
All have secrets and vulnerabilities

semi-concealed by the darkness, their
faces those of terrified little boys
beneath the grime and the bravado.
Robinson’s production, on Signe
Beckmann’s claustrophobic,
pitch-black set, reeks of bitumen,
testosterone and fear. Gripping.
Sam Marlowe
Box office: 0844 8717632, to Oct 4

Michael Palin in
full yapping mode

Holiday slides? Say no more
Michael Palin’s
traveller’s tales
aren’t as good
as his jokes in
this solo show,
saysAlexHardy

Comedy
Michael Palin
Queen Elizabeth
Hall, SE1
{{{((

A
s part of his Travelling to
Work tour, Michael Palin’s
first one-man show, the ex-
Python reads a biography
that John Cleese wrote

about him. It states: “Michael Palin
talks a lot. Yap yap yap.”
And goodness, he does. Palin yaps

through the first half, outlining his 25-
year career presenting TV travelogues
(as featured in the latest instalment
of his diaries), at the pace of several
slides a minute for 70 minutes. Then
he yaps through a second half, in
which he sets a wider scene, of how he
grew from “shy Sheffield schoolboy”
to “a 71-year-old doing the Spanish
Inquisition at the O2”, as he did for
the recent Monty Python reunion.
It sounds like a lot and the show

isn’t without missteps, but time spent
in Palin’s company goes quickly. The
second half is more rewarding,
showing where his comic sensibilities
came from and that they’re still firmly
intact. Palin shares footage of the
Pythons at play at Blenheim Palace,
a topless Cleese scraping his knuckles
across the grass like a chimp. Palin
also reads, in brilliantly done priestly

tones, an unused Python monologue.
He’s playing to decades of comedy
nostalgia without being tired about it.
The first half feels flatter. It’s like a

coffee-table book as stunning photos
fill the big screen — from his travel-
show debut in Around the World in
80 Days to the hazy yellow tones of
Sahara. There’s little comedic content
as Palin skips from slide to slide. There
is, though, fleeting insight — he
mourns that many places he has
visited are now inaccessible due to
conflict — and the fun of unexpected
curios. One picture shows a man
whose ditty about a yak went to the
top of the Bhutan hit parade; Palin,
in return, performed for the baffled
Bhutanese bloke The Lumberjack Song.
All roads lead back to Python, really

— but that’s welcome. Before the show
I worried that Palin was becoming
comedy’s safe pair of hands, straitened
by the travelogue format and destined
for scripted national-treasure duties,
such as narrating the new series of
Clangers. As I left I felt reassured: here
is a comic spirit who still has plenty of
yap, and still deploys it with a wink.
Touring to Oct 22, palinstravels.co.uk

Prom 71
BBCCO/Lockhart
Albert Hall
{{{((

T
his was the Proms’ American
night, cheerfully populist
from top to toe. The BBC
Concert Orchestra’s
American conductor Keith

Lockhart whipped them into their
ritziest, jazziest vein. Trombones
smeared. The percussion shot bullets.
Hoedowns swirled. Even so, there
were lots of differences between the
concert’s two halves, and I know
which half suited me best.
It was the first one, devoted to

Copland’s music of the late Thirties
and early Forties, when one great
score followed another, closely
inspired by American folk themes,
crisp and virile in orchestration and
design. In a change from the published
order we plunged straight into the
dance episodes of Rodeo, kept lithe
and bouncy by Lockhart’s tight hands,
his warming grin and the occasional
jerked leg. Following the lonely night
music of Quiet City the splendour of
Appalachian Spring arrived, visionary
in its reflective simplicity. Perfectly
chiselled, tightly focused, beautifully
played, every one of Copland’s notes
hit the bull’s-eye.
In the second half, jazz, funk and

country jostled in the fusion music of
Dave Brubeck’s son Chris, who sat
across the aisle from The Times,
rhythmically bobbing his head and
clapping the loudest of anyone in the
hall. Much of his glee was
understandable: the climax to his
orchestral expansion of his dad’s
whirling classic Blue Rondo à la Turk
all but brought down the Albert Hall’s
dome, while the three string players of
Time for Three set the stage ablaze in
his own suite Travels in Time for Three.
It was easy to enjoy the freewheeling

trio’s gusto and skill, though I might
have clapped more if this style-
hopping romp hadn’t rambled so much
or belatedly hit a personal bête noir:
jazz improvising on the double bass.
My loss, I’m sure.
Geoff Brown

Theatre
Breeders
St James Theatre, SW1
{{(((

I
t’s always easier to spot the small
errors of judgment that other
people make in their lives than it is
to spot the howlers you make in
your own. Even so, you have to

wonder whether the two couples in
Ben Ockrent’s new comedy Breeders
are really thinking things through.
Andrea (Tamzin Outhwaite) and

Caroline (Angela Griffin) are a
successful lesbian couple who want to
have a baby. They ask Andrea’s
manchild brother Jimmy (Nicholas
Burns) to be their sperm donor. That
way, even though it’s Caroline who is
having the baby, Andrea’s DNA will
also be in their child. Jimmy’s
girlfriend, Sharon (Jemima Rooper),
slowly comes round to the idea. She
and Jimmy also agree to Andrea’s idea
that they all live together in her and
Caroline’s half-finished home for a
spot of “co-operative breeding”.
Ockrent struggles to convince us

that these characters would make
these choices. Would Sharon be so
gauche as to ask Caroline how she
could be a family lawyer without a
family of her own? Would Andrea, the
ultra-controlling author of relationship
manuals really want her messy
brother to share her new home? Isn’t it
tempting fate to all move in together
so soon? By the time IVF and a
parental death start to figure, it’s hard
to take these characters as seriously as
they take themselves.
Played in front of James Perkins’s

scaffolding set, Tamara Harvey’s
production is neatly staged. Outhwaite
as the driven Andrea; Griffin as the not-
as-sorted-as-she-appears Caroline;
Burns, forever disappearing upstairs
with a small plastic beaker as Jimmy,
and Rooper as the odd one out with
pasted-on parent issues are all
excellent. Yet it’s a novelty item,
Rooper’s between-scenes renditions of
Bonnie Tyler’s Total Eclipse of the Heart,
that proves the highlight of the night.
Breeders finally delivers as it heads to its
emotionally satisfying climax, but
elsewhere too much of it is laboured.
Dominic Maxwell
Box office: 08442 642140, to Oct 4

Theatre
True West
Tricycle, NW6
{{{{(

T
he American Dream is in
smithereens by the end of
Phillip Breen’s production of
this 1980 modern classic by
Sam Shepard. A bare-

knuckle brawl between old myths and
new illusions, civilisation and savagery,
creativity and commerce, it’s played
out in sibling strife of nerve-jangling
violence. Breen delivers spectacular
devastation and a giddily unhinged
climax, the air full of fury and acrid
smoke. Yet the staging is a slow burn,
the quiet smouldering between
explosions exasperatingly drawn out.
The payoff is performances from Alex
Ferns and Eugene O’Hare that sizzle
with resentment, envy and mistrust.
Holed up in his mother’s ice cream-

coloured LA home while she’s on an
Alaskan vacation, the buttoned-up, Ivy
League-educated Austin (O’Hare) is
attempting to break into the
Hollywood movie industry. He’s
bashing away at his screenplay on a
typewriter when he’s interrupted by his
brother Lee (Ferns), a drifter and petty
crook just blown in — he claims —
from the Mojave desert. Liquored up,
volatile and vindictive, Lee hijacks
Austin’s meeting with a producer and

presents his own cockeyed idea for an
“authentic western”. When he demands
that Austin help him write it the pair
embark on a crazed collaboration that
results only in wild destruction.
Were it not for his matted Elvis

quiff, the hobo-ish Ferns would look
like a refugee from a Pinter play —
and there’s a Pinteresque quality to
the gradual swell of menace here.
Ferns is downright creepy, his voice
unexpectedly high and wheedling, his
pop-eyed outbursts followed by
flickers of regret. As O’Hare’s cowed
Austin watches Lee steal his golden
opportunity as casually as he robs
their mother’s neighbours of their TV,
his giggling derangement is horribly
funny — particularly when he
obsessively stuffs with bread the
dozens of toasters he’s stolen during
his ludicrous crime spree.
Breen divides the scenes with a pair

of black horizontal shutters, giving the
action a widescreen appearance; the
final frame, with the brothers in an
enraged, panting stalemate, leaves us
with a memorable, blackly comic
image of helplessly thwarted ambition.
Sam Marlowe
Box office: 020 7328 1000, to Oct 4

Five dramas in
one night:Alan
Ayckbourn’s
78th play
thetimes.co.uk/firstnight

MARILYN KINGWELL
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Emilio Botín
Workaholic Spanish banker whose regional family business muscled in on the British high street and created a global giant

Emilio Botín with two of his daughters, Paloma, left, and Carmen, right, earlier this year. Below, with Pelé

The chairman of Santander for nearly
three decades, Emilio Botín turned a
provincial Spanish lender, run by his
grandfather and father, into one of the
ten biggest banks in the world. Often
described as one of the most successful
bankers of his generation, he had a
ceaseless appetite for deal-making and
expansion. Throughout the 1980s and
1990s, he extended his empire across
Europe and swathes of Latin America.
There was a string of acquisitions in

Britain as Santander snappedupAbbey
National, Alliance & Leicester and
Bradford & Bingley. The business grew
to 13,000 branches worldwide — all
decorated in his company’s vivid red
livery — and nearly 200,000 employ-
ees, overseen from a vast, state-of-the-
art head office nearMadrid. The bank’s
market capitalisation is £74 billion.
As the patriarch of Spain’s most

powerful banking dynasty — he
groomedhis eldest daughterAnaPatri-
cia as his successor— hewas said to be
morepowerful than theking.Oneofhis
rivals admitted, “He runs the country
completely”.
Frugal despite his huge wealth and

publicity shy, he was a savvy and
aggressive deal-maker in the board-
room and had a forensic eye for detail.
Under his disciplinarian command
Santander emerged comparatively un-
scathed from the 2008 global financial
meltdown and years of economic

turbulence that followed in Spain. “He
is known as a man who can spot a deal
frommiles away,” a colleagueonce said.
“He is a master strategist and has fore-
seen all the big trends in banking.”
Botín’s negotiating skills were shown

at their sharpest when the Royal Bank
of Scotland led a consortium— includ-
ing Santander — to buy the Dutch
bankABNAmro in2007 for £45billion.
While thedeal eventually led tohumili-
ation for RBS and its CEO Sir Fred
Goodwin— the bank was forced to go
to the UKgovernment for a bailout—
it was a triumph for Santander which
sold on its part of the acquisition to the
ItalianbankAntonveneta for aprofit of
severalbillioneuros.Oneobserver said:
“Emilio played Fred like a Stradivarius.
He used to put his arm around
him and say, ‘Fred, you’re
such a brilliant CEO,’ and
at the same time,
metaphorically, he was
picking his back pocket.”
In his own version of

RudyardKipling’s poem If,
Botín explained his
methods: “If you don’t
fully understand an in-
strument, don’t buy it.
If you would not buy
foryourself a specific
product, don’t try to
sell it. If you don’t
know very well your
customers, don’t
lend them any
money. If you do all
these things, you
will be a better
banker, my son.”

When in 2008 other banks lay exposed
to high-risk mortgages he said, “We
don’t have those strange things.”
Softly spoken and just 5ft 8in but

always tanned and elegantly groomed,
he dressed in the same Santander red
tie worn by staff throughout the com-
pany. He enjoyed overseeing every de-
tail of a deal. His father, Emilio II, used
to tell him: “Banking is everything”
and Botín often said he “lived for
banking”.
His energy was legendary. He

worked on Sundays, made surprise
appearances at regional branch meet-
ings and was known to call a last-min-
ute meeting on Christmas day. “You
have to have a vocation to be a banker,

with all the consequences that brings,”
he once said.
He could be spotted at dawn jogging

or walking around his neighbourhood
inMadrid— healsohadhomes inSan-
tander and a rural finca — before
examining the bank’s latest operational
data.His eatinghabitswerealsonotori-
ously frugal; he was almost teetotal,
although he had a weakness for
caffeine, even showing up at some
evening functions clutching a coke and
a packet of nuts.
Itwas said that colleagueshalfhis age

struggled tomatch his pace and specta-
tors at a recent FormulaOne race were
surprised to see him racing 200 metres
from his seat to congratulate his com-
patriot Fernando Alonso. Santander
became one of the sport’s main spon-
sors and itwas oneofBotín’s passions in
later life.
Although he regarded the former

King Juan Carlos as a friend and had a
personal fortune of around ¤1.7 billion,
Botín kept a low profile and rarely gave
interviews or appeared in “la prensa ro-
sa” (Spain’s gossip magazines). He and
his wife, Paloma O’Shea, an accom-
plished pianist and patron of Spanish
classical music, shunned the party
circuit. Instead Botín relished the
thrill of big-game hunting in Tan-
zania or shooting on his Spanish
estate. He once told a friend that
the thrill of closing a banking
deal was at some level like hunt-
ing in Africa.
A keen golfer too, he could be

found playing with his son-in-
law Seve Ballesteros (obituary,
May 9, 2011) who was married to

his daughter Carmen for many years.
The Botíns were a large but tight-knit
family. He had six children: Ana Patri-
cia, until now the CEO of Santander
UK; Carmen; Carolina, an expert on
medieval manuscripts; Paloma, who
oversees the philanthropic Botín Foun-
dation; Emilio, who held various posi-
tions at Santander until 2005; and
Francisco Javier, who has a financial
consultancy.
Emilio Botín-Sanz de Sautuola y

García de los Ríos was born in 1934 in
Santander, the third generation of a
banking family from the northern
coastal region. His grandfather, Emilio
I,waschairmanofSantander from1909
and his father, Emilio II, took over in
1950. Emilio had a privileged childhood

with holidays spent on yachts. He re-
called how his father would invite
branch managers up to the family
home in the hills each summer to re-
view and discuss every loan worth
more than $2million. It was the hands-
on approach that he would later copy.
After studying law and economics at

Deusto, a Jesuit-run university in Bil-
bao, he joined the family business aged
24. Although he was a fast learner, his
ambitions were curtailed by his father’s
own tireless work ethic. Friends re-
called Botín as a “frustrated rich kid
with nothing to do”.
In 1986 his father, at the age of 83,

handed over the reins as chairman. A
local politician recalled: “In the 80s,
whenhis father died, the feeling here in
Santander was . . . ‘When little Emilio
arrives,whatwill becomeof thebank?’ ”
However,Botínproveda shrewdstrate-
gist. He set about shaking up Spain’s
banking sector, introducing the coun-
try’s first high-interest current account
for customers. The press dubbed it the
“accounts war”. When he acquired
Banco Español de Crédito (Banesto) in
1994 Santander became the biggest
player in Spain. He next began to
strengthen Santander’s presence in
Europe.
In 1988he lookedoutside his country

to formacrucial alliancewithRBS. “We
were both small banks from the north
of our country with ambitions to be-
come larger,more successful banks,” he
later said.Thealliance,he said, “worked
like a charm”. Botín gained crucial
knowledge of the British market. He
told a friend that his ultimate ambition
was to acquire a British bank.However,
before then, he turned his sights to-
wards Latin America.
His landmark acquisition came in

2004withAbbey— then the sixth larg-
est bank in the UK — in a ¤9 billion
takeover.He typicallymade the finalof-
fer inprivate, tellinghisadvisors to leave
the room. Few in Britain had heard of
the Spanish bank. However, Santander
soon announced record profits of
€7.596billion in2006and,20yearsafter
Botín had become its chairman, it had
risen from the 108th to the 12th largest
bank in theworld by stockmarket capi-
talisation. The incorporation of the
struggling Alliance & Leicester and
Bradford & Bingley followed in 2008,
making Santander the third largest
bank in the UK by deposits.
At the height of the eurozone crisis,

when many commentators expected
Spain to ask for a bailout, he played a
role behind the scenes offering quiet
support to thenewgovernment. Luis de
Guindos, the Spanish economy minis-
ter, said: “I remember a telephone call
of his at the height of the bailout storm.
Hesaid, ‘Youknowwhatyouhave todo,
I will support you’. In the event, Spain
did not ask for a bailout.
However, over the years, he did not

escape criticism. There were legal
scandals — including charges of tax
evasion— and the familywas often ac-
cused of nepotism. It was sometimes
said that there are two types of employ-
ee at Santander— the Botínes and the
botones (bellboys). The bank was also
troubled by the question of when Botín
might retire— it was said hewanted to
go beyond his father’s retirement age.
In 2004 Botín oversaw the creation

of new headquarters outside Madrid
complete with landscaped gardens, a
golf course, tennis courts and 1,000-
year-old olive trees. It was swiftly nick-
named “Botínopolis”. His own office—
described by one employee as “like a
Bondvillain’s lair”— wasvast,with two
showers, akitchenandabedroom.Typ-
ically, it also had a balcony from which
“El Presidente”—hidden fromview—
could look into the offices of all his
managers.

Emilio Botín, chairman of Santander, was
born on October 1, 1934. He died of a
heart attack on September 9, 2014,
aged 79

He was known to call
last-minute meetings
on Christmas day

GETTY IMAGES

He loved big-game
hunting and banking
gave him the same thrill
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Magda Olivero
Italian soprano of remarkable longevity whose New York debut was given a 20-minute ovation

Olivero in 1954 performing
in I Quattro Rusteghi by
Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari

MagdaOliveromadeeveryother aspir-
ing legendofoperaseemlikeanupstart.
When she made her debut at New
York’s Metropolitan Opera the Italian
sopranowasalready64,withacareerof
more than four decades behind her, yet
after her opening night performance in
Tosca shewas given a 20-minute stand-
ing ovation and the critic Harold
Schoenberg raved: “Itwashistory come
to life.”
Olivero was incomparable in the

post-Verdian repertoire known as
verismo and exemplified an era when
the term “diva” denoted an exceptional
artist and was reserved exclusively for
opera singers.
Olivero fans rivalled those of

Callas and Tebaldi in their
ecstatic enthusiasm — The
New York Times dubbed them
“Magdamaniacs”. Although
often reedy, even hollow,
Olivero’s voice was capable
of great expressive nuance.
A handsome woman with a
dazzling smile, she em-
braced every role — even
that of Puccini’s teenaged
ManonLescautwhen she
was close to her 60th
birthday.
Maria Maddalena

Olivero was born into a
privileged family in
Saluzzo, near Turin.
She began vocal
studies at 13, but ini-
tially suffered from poor
teaching and her father
was keen for her to focus on
the piano. In 1932, with the
help of a well-connected local
magistrate, she auditioned to sing
on Turin radio but faced harsh
criticism. The conductor Ugo
Tansini, afterhearingheraudition,
is said to have declared: “She has
no voice. She has no musicality.
She has no personality. She has
nothing. Change profession.”
She persevered and began

taking lessons with the promi-
nent teacher Luigi Gerussi,
whose instruction set her voice
on the right path.Hewas deter-
mined to build her confidence,
tellingher: “This is the last time
you are going to say ‘I can’t’.
Those words must not exist.”
After beginning onstage

withGianni Schicchi inTurin in 1933, she
was soon appearing throughout Italy
andwasadvisedbytheconductorTullio
Serafin — whose interest in her was
more than professional — on how best
to cope with the pressures of the opera
world. Advice came, too, from the
mezzo Ebe Stignani: “If you want to
remain in this environmentyou’dbetter
become a bitch.”
Olivero later claimed that when she

snubbed Serafin’s advances he reneged
on his promise to secure for her the

role of Philine in Mignon at the
Rome Opera.

She sang Liù in the first re-
cording ofTurandot in 1938
and also made her first
appearance that year as
Violetta in La traviata.
Playing theheroine in
Adriana Lecouvreur,
she captivatedFran-
cesco Cilea, the
opera’s composer.

Her career
seemed set fair
but after her
marriage in 1941
to the industri-
alist Aldo
Busch, she
retired from
opera in the
hope of start-
ing a large

family.
It was not until

nearly a decade later
that Cilea wrote to
her, begging her to
sing Adriana again:
“An artist such as
you has obligations to

the public and to art,” he
said. She returned to the
stage with that role in
Brescia in 1951 (too late
forCilea,whohaddied
two months earlier).
Having previously
starred as Adriana in
Venice, Rome,Milan,
and Florence, she
continued to per-
formthe rolewidely.

Olivero never
sought publicity
and was uninter-
ested in competing
with other singers.
While excelling in
the works of Puc-
cini and later

Italian composers,

she also took on unexpected roles such
as Maria inMazeppa, Mother Marie in
Dialogues of the Carmelites, and Char-
lotte inWerther.
She appeared widely around Europe

after her return to the stage and per-
formed in Puccini’s Mimì at London’s
Stoll Theatre in 1952 and as Adriana at
the 1963 Edinburgh Festival. At an age
when most singers had retired, she
earned acclaim with her US debut in
Cherubini’s Medea at Dallas Civic Op-
era, and she returned there for three
roles that figured prominently in her
career’s Indian summer: Puccini’sGior-
getta, Giordano’s Fedora, and Elle in
Poulenc’s La voix humaine.
However, she remained unheard by

New York audiences until, in 1975, the
Metropolitan Opera needed a soprano
for Tosca. On the first day of rehearsal
her artistry reduced the production’s
conductor and director to tears and her
opening nightwas a sensation. Schoen-
berg wrote: “Despite her age, she gave
us a feminine, fiery, utterly convincing
Tosca.”
Three years later she appeared in the

same opera in San Francisco and at the
conclusion of the performance the fire
curtain had to be raised when the audi-
ence refused to leave the theatre.
In spiteofher fanbase, sheknewcriti-

cal opinion was divided and remained

modest. “Ineverhadavoice,” shesaid in
1993. “What I had was expression, a
face, a body, the truth. If one prefers the
opposite, that is their right.”
Olivero triumphed in several other

roles requiringamature singingactress,
fromKostelnicka in JenufaatLaScala in
1974 toClara in vonEinem’sTheVisit of
the Old Lady in Naples in 1977. Her fare-
well to staged opera came in 1981 with
La voix humaine in Verona. The family
she hoped for never came; she was wid-
owed in 1982 and thereafter kept busy
with interviews and masterclasses.
Even in her twilight years, Olivero

demonstrated her inextinguishable
passion formusic and last sang inpublic
aged 99. She ascribed the secret of her
longevity to frequent yoga and a
vegetarian diet.

Magda Olivero, Italian soprano, was born
on March 25, 1910. She died on
September 8, 2014, aged 104

David Gardner-Medwin
Neurologist who specialised in muscular dystrophy and was an expert on the engraver Thomas Bewick
For decades there was no effective
treatment for muscular dystrophy, a
genetic condition which tends to affect
young boys. It was David Gardner-
Medwin who laid the groundwork for
the improved care of patients suffering
from muscle diseases.
Born in 1936, he was the eldest son of

the architect Robert Gardner-Medwin.
His grandmother was the sister of
John McCrae (who wrote In Flanders
Fields) and of Thomas McCrae, a
colleague of the renowned physician
Sir William Osler.
TheyoungGardner-Medwin attend-

ingEdinburghAcademyandwentonto
study medicine at Cambridge Univers-
ity, followed by clinical training at St
Bartholomew’s Hospital. He became a
medical registrar before moving into
neurology. In 1965 he was appointed to
a research post focusing on muscular
dystrophy in Newcastle, working

alongside Professor John (now
Lord)Walton. He looked at female
carriers of the gene responsible for the
condition in its most severe form, and

spent hours talking to the mothers of
disabled boys.
After listening to their many anxie-

ties and frustrations regarding their
sons’ care, Gardner-Medwin set up a
multidisciplinary service that would
better coordinate the needs of children
and their families. A report produced in
2009 by the Muscular Dystrophy
Campaign emphasised the increased
life expectancy of those treated accord-
ing to the measures he suggested.
He became consultant paediatric

neurologist to the northern region in
1972 and spent years treating patients
with the utmost kindness and dedica-
tion. After retiring at the age of 60 he
indulged in passions such as history
and ornithology. As a student at
Cambridgehehadcompleteda studyof
bird migration across the Pyrenees
which was eventually published. He
also enjoyed many birdwatching

holidays in South America, Indonesia,
Kenya, Israel and Australia.
Gardner-Medwin’s interest in the

18th century engraver Thomas Bewick
stemmed from a gift he received for his
21st birthday: a copy of Bewick’s Birds.
He became thevice-president (and
scholarly mainspring) of the Bewick
Society.
When asked of his proudest achieve-

ment, he would answer without hesita-
tion “my family”.With his wife Alisoun
he had a son and a daughter: Robert is
now a civil servant and Janet practises
as a paediatric oncologist.
He was diagnosed with leukaemia

earlier this year but before his death
managed to complete a comprehensive
study of Bewick’s family history.

David Gardner-Medwin, paediatric
neurologist, was born on November 13,
1936. He died on June 15, 2014, aged 77

Her Tosca in New York
was ‘history come to life’
according to one critic
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Candida Lycett Green

Valerie Grove
writes: Candida
Lycett Green (obit-
uary, Aug 21) not
only inspired the
Irish poet Patrick
Kavanagh’s poem
on her birth, and

her father JohnBetjeman’spoemonher
pony club passion, but in 1959 the
young poet Hugo Williams (they were
in love at the time) wrote a poem later
published in the London Magazine
calledWaiting My Turn At Scrabble:
Gather your men, it’s your turn to
Begin. Let’s see what
You’ve got: the letters spell CAN
DIDA. What can you do?
Candida herself was a writer of songs

and amusing poems. In 1967 her poem
Knightsbridge Ballade featured in an
anthology Lines on the Underground. It
waswritten in the voice of a Sloaney 18-
year-old and the middle stanza ran:
I wish I had a bigger bust,
Though Mummy says it’s frightfully

smart
And any more would beckon lust.
She says I absolutely must
Stop trying to be keen on art
And dressing like a King’s Road tramp.
I simply don’t know where to start.
I’m frightfully keen on Terence Stamp.

Lord Attenborough
Professor Alasdair
Smith, vice-chancel-
lor, University of
Sussex, 1998-2007,
writes: For a decade
as chancellor of the
University of Suss-
ex, Richard Atten-
borough (obituary,

Aug 26) made our graduation ceremo-
nies quite special. He encouraged
everyone to have a good time, and
welcomed the kisses and hugs he was
offered by many graduates. At the end
of each ceremony he strolled to the
front of the stage to deliver an appar-
ently impromptu (butactually carefully
considered) and emotional speech on
the role of education in creating a bet-
ter world, sending the graduates away
with tears in their eyes and commit-
ment in their hearts.

Lives remembered

Gardner-Medwin loved birdwatching
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Today’s television

Today’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.15 The Housing
Enforcers 10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer 11.00 Street Patrol UK
11.45 Caught Red Handed 12.15pm
Bargain Hunt 1.00 BBC News 1.30
BBC Regional News 1.45 Doctors
2.15 Pressure Pad 3.00 Escape to
the Country 3.45 A Taste of Britain
4.30 Flog It! 5.15 Pointless 6.00
BBC News 6.30 BBC Regional
News 7.00 The One Show 7.30
EastEnders 8.00 DIY SOS: The Big
Build 9.00 Who Do You Think You
Are? 10.00 BBC News 10.30 BBC
Regional News 10.40 Scotland
Decides: The Big, Big Debate 11.40
This Week 12.30am-6.00 BBC News

BBC TWO
6.05am Homes Under the Hammer
7.05 Street Patrol UK 7.50 Caught
Red Handed 8.20 Sign Zone 10.35
HARDtalk 11.00 BBC News 11.30
BBC World News 12.00 Daily
Politics 1.00pm The Fred Dibnah
Story 2.00 Cash in the Attic 2.30
The Chef’s Protégé 3.00 Celebrity
MasterChef 3.45 Nature’s Weirdest
Events 4.45 Great British Railway
Journeys 5.15 Put Your Money
Where Your Mouth Is 6.00 Two
Tribes 6.30 Eggheads 7.00 The
Invictus Games 8.00 Operation
Stonehenge: What Lies Beneath
9.00 Penguins on a Plane: Great
Animal Moves 10.00 Mock the
Week 10.30 Newsnight 11.20
Horizon 12.20am-12.50 Sign Zone
4.00-6.05 BBC Learning Zone

ITV London
6.00am Good Morning Britain 8.30
Lorraine 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show 10.30 This Morning 12.30pm
Loose Women 1.30 ITV News;
Weather 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
3.00 The Alan Titchmarsh Show
4.00 Who’s Doing the Dishes? 5.00
The Chase 6.00 Regional News
6.30 ITV News; Weather 7.00
Emmerdale 7.30 Bargain Britain:
Tonight 8.00 Emmerdale 8.30 Paul
O’Grady: For the Love of Dogs 9.00
Chasing Shadows 10.00 ITV News
at Ten 10.40 Hot Tub Britain 11.40
Wilderness Walks with Ray Mears
12.05am Jackpot247 3.00 Bargain
Britain: Tonight 3.25 Nightscreen
5.05-6.00 The Jeremy Kyle Show

Channel 4
6.00am Countdown 6.45 Will &
Grace 7.10 The King of Queens
8.00 Everybody Loves Raymond
8.55 Frasier 9.55 Undercover Boss
10.55 Location, Location, Location
11.55 News 12.00 Celebrity Coach
Trip 12.25pm Come Dine with Me
1.30 Live Channel 4 Racing. Four
races from the St Leger meeting
4.00 Deal or No Deal 5.00 Come
Dine with Me 6.00 The Simpsons
6.30 Hollyoaks 7.00 News

8.00 Location, Location, Location
9.00 Educating the East End 10.00
Cops and Robbers 11.05 First Time
Farmers 12.05am Mercury Prize:
Albums of the Year Launch 12.40
Worst Place to Be a Pilot 1.35 The
Boats That Made Britain: Time Team
Special 2.30 Don’t Stop the Music
3.25 Sarah Beeny’s Selling Houses
4.25 Gordon Ramsay’s Home
Cooking 4.50-6.40 Deal or No Deal

Sky1
6.00am The Real A&E 7.00
Futurama 9.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
11.00 Hawaii Five-0 1.00pm NCIS:
Los Angeles 3.00 Glee 4.00
Futurama 5.00 The Simpsons
5.30 Futurama 6.30 The Simpsons
8.00 Modern Family. Double bill
9.00 Glee 10.00 Stella 11.00 A
League of Their Own 12.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles 1.00am Hawaii Five-0
3.00 Road Wars 4.00 Stargate
Atlantis 5.00-6.00 Airline USA

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
World Business Report 6.45 BBC
World News 7.30 World Business
Report 7.45 BBC World News 8.30
World Business Report 8.45 World
News 9.30 HARDtalk 10.00 World
News 10.30 World Business Report
10.45 Sport Today 11.00 World
News 12.00 GMT 1.00pm World
News 1.30 World Business Report
1.45 Sport Today 2.00 Impact 3.30
HARDtalk 4.00 Global 5.30 World
Business Report 5.45 Sport Today
6.00 Outside Source 6.30 Focus on
Africa 7.00 World News Today with
Zeinab Badawi 8.30 World Business
Report 8.45 Sport Today 9.00
Business Edition with Tanya Beckett
9.30 HARDtalk 10.00 World News
America 11.00 Newsday 11.30 Asia
Business Report 11.45 Sport Today
12.00 Newsday 12.30am Asia
Business Report 12.45 Sport Today
1.00 Newsday 1.30 Asia Business
Report 1.45 Sport Today 2.00
World News 2.30 Asia Business
Report 2.45 Sport Today 3.00
World News 3.30 Asia Business
Report 3.45 Sport Today 4.00
World News 4.30 HARDtalk 5.00
World News 5.30 World Business
Report 5.45-6.00 BBC World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Football League Gold 7.00
WWE: Experience 8.00 Football’s
Greatest Players 9.00 Elite League
Speedway 11.00 Speedway Gold
12.00 English Roses 1.00pm Boots
‘n’ All 2.00 Elite League Speedway
4.00 English Roses 5.00 Football’s
Greatest Players 5.30 Barclays
Premier League World 6.00
Ringside 7.00 Super League
Superstars 7.30 Live First Utility
Super League: Wigan Warriors v
Warrington Wolves (Kick-off 8.00)

10.15 Ringside 11.15 Barclays
Premier League World 11.45 Super
League Gold 12.00 First Utility
Super League 1.00am Barclays
Premier League World 1.30
Ringside 2.30 Super League
Superstars 3.00 Barclays Premier
League World 3.30 Ringside 4.30
First Utility Super League 5.30-
6.00 Super League Superstars

Sky Sports 2
6.00am Boots ‘n’ All 7.00 Total
Rugby 7.30 Super League Backchat
8.00 Boots ‘n’ All 9.00 County
Championship Cricket 10.00 Live
County Championship Cricket:
Nottinghamshire v Yorkshire
6.00pm Rise as One 6.30 Football
Gold 6.45 Live Premier League U21s
Football: Aston Villa v Arsenal
(Kick-off 7.00) 9.00 Ringside 10.00
ATP Tour Uncovered 10.30 NFL:
Andrew Luck Masterclass 11.30 NFL:
A Football Life 12.00 WWE: NXT
12.30am Live NFL Pre-Game Show
1.25 Live NFL: Baltimore Ravens v
Pittsburgh Steelers (Kick-off 1.25)
4.30 Darts Gold 5.00 ATP Tour
Uncovered 5.30-6.00 Speedway

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Racemax 6.30 Watersports
World 7.30 Powerboating 8.30
Racemax 9.00 British Motocross
Championship 10.00 Triathlon:
Long Course Weekend —
Pembrokeshire 11.00 Racing News
11.30 Terrain Unleashed 12.00
Sporting Heroes: Johnny Nelson
Interviews Tim Witherspoon 1.00pm
Powerboating 2.00 Watersports
World 3.00 Triathlon: Long Course
Weekend — Pembrokeshire 4.00
Racemax 4.30 H2O Series 2014
5.00 Volleyball: England Beach
Finals 6.00 ATP Tour Uncovered
6.30 Sporting Greats 7.00
Volleyball: England Beach Finals
8.00 County Championship
Cricket 9.00 ATP Tour Uncovered
9.30 Sporting Greats 10.00
WWE: Late Night — Raw 12.00
WWE: NXT 1.00am Premier
League Under-21 3.15 Football
Gold 3.30 County Championship
Cricket 4.30 Sporting Greats
5.00-6.00 Watersports World

British Eurosport
7.30am Live Snooker: Shanghai
Masters. Coverage of the fourth
day 10.30 Cycling: Vuelta a España
11.45 Cycling: Tour of Britain 1.15pm
Live Cycling: Tour of Britain. The
fifth stage of the race 4.00 Outlaw
Triathlon 5.00 Cycling: Vuelta a
España 6.15 NFL: Monday Night
Football 8.15 Tennis: Mats Point
8.45 Watts 9.00 Live Cycling:
Challenge Sprint Pro 10.30 Cycling:
British Grand Prix Series 11.00
Cycling: Vuelta a España 12.00-
1.00am Cycling: Tour of Britain

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer for
the Day 5.45 Farming Today 5.58
Tweet of the Day 6.00 Today 8.31
(LW) Yesterday in Parliament 9.00
Andy Warhol: Time Regained 9.30
The Wood Pushers 9.45 (LW) Daily
Service 9.45 Book of the Week
10.00 Woman’s Hour 11.00 Crossing
Continents 11.30 Give Order Please
(r) 12.00 News 12.01pm (LW)
Shipping 12.04 Home Front 12.15
You and Yours 1.00 World at One
1.45 Wow! How Did They Do That?
(r) 2.00 The Archers (r) 2.15
Afternoon Drama (r) 3.00 Open
Country 3.27 Appeal (r) 3.30
Bookclub (r) 4.00 Film Programme
4.30 Inside Science 5.00 PM 5.54
(LW) Shipping 6.00 News 6.30
John Finnemore 7.00 The Archers
7.15 Front Row 7.45 Craven 8.00
Report 8.30 In Business 9.00 Inside
Science (r) 9.30 Andy Warhol: Time
Regained (r) 10.00 World Tonight
10.45 Book at Bedtime 11.00 Ayres
on the Air (r) 11.30 Parliament
12.30am Book of the Week (r)
12.48 Shipping 1.00 As BBC World
Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsday 8.30 Business
Daily 8.50 Witness 9.00 News 9.06
Assignment 9.30 Healthcheck
10.00 World Update 11.00 News
11.06 Outside Source 12.00 News
12.06pm Outlook 1.00 Newshour
2.00 Newshour 3.00 News 3.06
Business Daily 3.30 Assignment
4.00 The Newsroom 4.30 Sport
Today 5.00 The Newsroom 5.30
World Business Report 6.00 World
Have Your Say 7.00 The Newsroom
7.30 Science in Action. Science and
technology news 8.00 News 8.06
Assignment 8.30 World Business
Report 8.50 From Our Own
Correspondent. The stories behind
global headlines 9.00 Newshour.
The stories behind the headlines
10.00 News 10.06 Outlook.
Perspectives on important issues
11.00 News 11.06 The Newsroom
11.30 World Business Report 12.00
The Newsroom 12.20am Sports
News 12.30 Assignment 1.00 News
1.06 Business Matters 2.00 The
Newsroom 2.30 Science in Action
3.00 News 3.06 Outlook 4.00
Newsday 4.30-5.00 World Football

Radio 3
6.30am Breakfast 9.00 Essential
Classics 12.00 Composer of the
Week: Jean-Philippe Rameau
1.00pm News 1.02 Radio 3
Lunchtime Concert. Vilde Frang
and Michail Lifits perform three of
Mozart’s violin sonatas (r) 2.00
Afternoon on 3. Iván Fischer
conducts the Budapest Festival
Orchestra 4.30 In Tune. With the
violinist Janine Jansen and the
cellist Alban Gerhardt 7.00 Live
BBC Proms 2014. The Leipzig
Gewandhaus Orchestra performs
Mahler’s Third Symphony 9.00
Shanghai: World City Redux.
How the city is rediscovering its
glamorous past (r) 9.45 Proms Plus
Late. Valia Calda and George the
Poet 10.15 Live BBC Proms 2014.
The Canadian-American singer-
songwriter Rufus Wainwright is
joined by the soprano Deborah
Voigt and the Britten Sinfonia for
his own brand of ‘baroque pop’, live
from the Royal Albert Hall 12.00
Late Junction. Music by Abdullah
Ibrahim, Ines Salpico and Sly Stone
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night (r)

Births, Marriages and Deaths the times.co.uk/announcements
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Games

We travel to the surf, golf and
alfresco artisan dining heaven that
is Biarritz. We see French women’s
international Danielle Avon play
exquisitely to land 6NT, so earning
the extra 10 points over the more
prosaic (and easier) 6♠.

It appears that declarer has 12
tricks in 6NT – seven spades, four
hearts plus the ace of diamonds.
However West’s opening lead of
the king of diamonds prevents
declarer from being able to score
four heart tricks, for the lack of an
entry to his hand after unblocking
dummy’s jack.

At another table declarer let the
king of diamonds win the trick,
gambling that West did not hold
the ace of clubs and did not find
the club switch. This gamble was
rewarded when West switched to a
heart at trick two.

Mme Avon demonstrated that
6NT can be made genuinely.
Winning the king of diamonds
with the ace, declarer ran all
dummy’s spades, leaving this end-
ing as the last spade was led:

East could not throw his last
diamond – or declarer could knock
out the ace of clubs, so had to
release a heart. Declarer threw a
club from hand and awaited West’s
discard. If West threw his last club,

declarer would have cashed the
jack of hearts, then exit with a dia-
mond (throwing his last club)
using West as a stepping stone to
his stranded ♥AKQ. So West also
threw a heart.

With both opponents squeezed
down to three hearts, declarer could
now overtake the jack of hearts with
his queen, cash the ace-king, then
joyously table the lowly three. 12
tricks and slam made, merely con-
ceding the last trick, a club, to East.

andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Contract: 6NT, Opening Lead: ♦K

Dealer: South, Vulnerability: Neither

N
W E

S

1♣(1) Pass 1♠ Pass
2NT(2) Pass 6NT(3) End

(1) Playing 15-17NotrumpandFive-cardMajors.
(2) 18-19.
(3) At Pairs, it looks right to go for the
extra 10 points that notrumps gives. The
spades will produce the same seven tricks
in notrumps as spades. Plus it may be bet-
ter have the strong balanced hand as
declarer, with the lead coming round to his
potentially broken honour holdings.

In fact, though, 6♠ would have been
easy. On, say ♦9 lead (best) declarer can
rise with ♦A, draw trumps, overtake ♥J
with ♥Q, cash ♥AK discarding ♦J10 and
force out ♣A.

S(Avon) W N E

♠872
♥10986
♦97
♣AJ73

Pairs ♠AKQJ1095
♥J
♦J106
♣86

♠43
♥AKQ3
♦A54
♣KQ105

♠6
♥7542
♦KQ832
♣942

Advanced

N
W E

S

♠-
♥10986
♦9
♣A

♠5 (led)
♥J
♦J10
♣86

♠-
♥AKQ3
♦-
♣KQ

♠-
♥7542
♦Q
♣9

________
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Winning Move

White to play. This position is a variation
from today’s game Caruana-Topalov, St.
Louis 2014.
Black has grabbed the strong white pawn
on e5. However, there is a tactical flaw –
can you see it?
For up-to-the-minute information follow
my tweets on twitter.com/times_chess.

Double hattrick

The astonishing rampage of Fabi-
ano Caruana continued into the
sixth round of the Sinquefield
Cup in St. Louis. In round six he
annihilated the gold medallist
from the Tromsø Olympiad, Bul-
garian grandmaster Veselin Topa-
lov for the second time in the
same tournament. Caruana’s style
is classic but aggressive, as I have
noted before closely modelled on
that former great champion
Bobby Fischer. In the game which
follows the Olympiad gold medal
winner is executed with precision,
panache and elegance.

White: Fabiano Caruana
Black: Veselin Topalov
Sinquefield Cup, St. Louis 2014
Sicilian Defence

1 e4 c5 2 Nf3 e6 3 d4 cxd4 4
Nxd4 Nc6 5 Nc3 a6 6 Nxc6 bxc6

In theory this exchange should
favour Black’s long term pros-
pects, since his pawn structure in
the centre is solidified, with the
outcome that this may result in a
mobile central pawn majority.
7 Bd3 d5 8 0-0 Nf6 9 Re1 Be7 10 e5

As Dr. Tarrasch said, before the
endgame, which for reasons pre-
viously explained would tend to
be in Black’s favour, the Gods
have placed the middlegame.
Caruana now opens up perspec-
tives against the somewhat under-
defended Black king.
10 ... Nd7 11 Qg4 Kf8 12 Na4

It is a common feature of Ca-
ruana’s games that he deploys
great depth of strategic vision. As
in his game against Aronian,
published in this column on Tues-

day, Caruana willingly operates
simultaneously on both wings.
12 ... Qa5

A new move. Previously seen
were 12 ... c5 (Andreev-Popov,
Taganrog 2013) and 12 ... h5 (Leon
Hoyos-Granda Zuniga, Cali 2007).
13 Re2 h5 14 Qf4 g5 15 Bd2 Qc7

In my opinion Black should
seize the opportunity to exchange
queens. I prefer 15 ... gxf4 16 Bxa5
Bb7 when the desired endgame
phase has moved one step closer.
16 Qg3 h4 17 Qg4 Rg8

Here 17 ... Nxe5 is impossible –
see today’s Winning Move. How-
ever, 17 ... h3 is a better try, utilis-
ing the rook’s position on h8.
18 Rae1

Overprotection of the key e5
point as recommended by Nimzo-
witsch in his strategic bible My
System.
18 ... c5 19 c4 dxc4 20 Bxc4 Bb7 21
h3 Rd8 22 Bc3 Nb8 23 Re3 Nc6

Black should grovel with 23 ...
Rd7 but his position remains very
poor. Now he is torn apart.

________
á D 4 irD]
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24 Bxe6 fxe6 25 Rf3+ Ke8 26
Qxe6 Rg7 27 Qh6 Nd4 28 e6
Nxf3+ 29 gxf3 Bf8 30 Qh5+ Ke7
31 Bxg7 Black resigns

A wonderfully energetic attack-
ing game.

Bridge Andrew Robson Word Watching Paul Dunn

Linhay a. A songbird b. A Sussex cheese
c. A farm building
Quinzhee a. Steamed dumpling with noodles
b. A snow house c. Capricious
Perigee a. Nearest earth b. A pear drink
c. Around the mouth

Across
1 Artist’s applier (10)
8 Subdue by force (7)
9 Become combined (5)
10 Courageous person (4)
11 One resisting attack (8)
13 Continuous hum (5)
14 Card game (5)
16 Be prominent (5,3)

17 Rudely ignore (4)
20 Perspire (5)
21 Break into fragments (7)
22 Take no action and watch

how events pan out (4,3,3)

Down
1 Covered entrance (5)
2 Pretended to be (someone)
(12)

3 You (archaic) (4)
4 Reddish-brown; apple (6)
5 Pleasing proportion of
parts (8)

6 Is the strongest element (12)
7 Every twelve months (6)
12 Blood feud (8)
13 Stop doing something (6)
15 The declining phase of

something (6)
18 Freight boat (5)
19 Conceited (4)

Solution to Crossword 6502

T2 CROSSWORD No 6503

1 2 3 4 5

76

8 9

10 11

12

13 14

15

16 1817

19

20 21

22

Z T P P E A C H
E P I L O G U E P E
P P L C P P

W H I P I M P U D E N T
Y L C L T A

C R E E P Y P I T I E D
X R A T

L E P T O N P R I E S T
A I V U M U
P A R T I S A N P O P S
T I D N A P
O N E X P E D I T E
P A G E R T R R

Times Quick Crossword No 6503

Check today’s answers by ringing 09067 577188. Calls cost 77p per minute.

Polygon
From these letters, make
words of four or more
letters, always including
the central letter. Answers
must be in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary,
excluding capitalised
words, plurals, conjugated
verbs (past tense etc),
adverbs ending in LY,
comparatives and
superlatives.

How you rate
9 words, average;
13, good; 17, very good;
21, excellent

Yesterday’s answers
abut, brut, bursa, burst, bust,
butt, crus, crust, curb, curst,
curt, rusa, rust, scaur, scrub,
scuba, scut, strut, stub, subtract,
sura, sutra, sutta, tabu, taut,
trust, tsuba, tuba, urbs

Word Watching answers

Linhay (c) A farm building with an open front, see Henry
Williamson, The Linhay on the Downs.
Quinzhee (b) A shelter made by hollowing out a pile of snow,
from the Athabaskan language.
Perigee (a) The point in its orbit when the Moon is nearest
the Earth.

Winning Move solution

1Rxe5!Qxe52Bc3skewerstherookonh8andwinsmaterial.

Chess Raymond Keene

Sudoku No 6805 Difficult

4 1 7 3
3 8

3 6
5 2 6 7

7 4
4 3 8

4 9 2 6 1
6 1 2 8 9 3

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9 Solutions tomorrow, yesterday’s solutions below

Killer No 3903 Tough 25min

8 24 10 21

17 21 18

22 24 8 23

19

15 7 20

11 8 16 12

20 29

21 12

13 6

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9. The digits within the cells joined by the dotted lines add up to the printed top
left hand figure.
Within each dotted line ‘shape’, a digit CANNOT be repeated.

Codeword No 2187

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the key.
Some letters are solved.Whenyouhave completedyour firstwordor phrase youwill
have theclues tomore letters.Enter themin thekeygridand themaingridandcheck
the letters on the alphabet list as you complete them.

S

S

O

O

M

M

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

1 4 25 5 22 12 3 1 14 24

16 24 1 3 21 25 13 23

20 26 21 6 12 1 21 19 22

13 8 18 26 14 13 22 23 23 21

13 21 16 6 1 13 14 7 20

17 23 14 6 8 1 14 6 5

8 24 15 13 6 5 23

18 23 26 23 21 23 26 17 20

14 26 7 24 23 1 7 8 10

3 1 2 20 23 11 5 23 26 25

8 20 6 9 9 1 21 11 23

18 20 5 23 24 23 24 24

3 23 17 23 24 7 20 23 7 20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Sudoku, Killer and Codeword solutions
7 4 1 3 5 9 2 6 8
5 2 9 6 7 8 3 1 4
3 6 8 1 4 2 9 7 5
9 8 4 2 6 7 1 5 3
6 3 7 4 1 5 8 2 9
1 5 2 9 8 3 6 4 7
8 1 6 7 9 4 5 3 2
4 9 3 5 2 6 7 8 1
2 7 5 8 3 1 4 9 6

7 1 3 2 4 8 9 6 5
4 6 8 1 5 9 7 3 2
5 2 9 3 6 7 1 4 8
6 4 7 8 3 5 2 1 9
3 8 1 9 2 6 5 7 4
2 9 5 4 7 1 3 8 6
1 5 4 7 8 2 6 9 3
8 7 6 5 9 3 4 2 1
9 3 2 6 1 4 8 5 7

V P O R B S H
D E N I E R O X T A I L

N M A N I D
R E S I G N E D R U D E

E E G E E
F R I N G E D U R I N G
L T E U
U N L O C K Q U I R K Y

O O U G I
J U S T W E A K N E S S

G E T R I S
G A Z E B O R A N K E D

T M W A Y G D

No 6803 No 3900 No 2186Solution right
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Carlisle
Going: good to firm (good in places)

2.20 (5f 193yd) 1, Dream Approval (RWinston,
5-2); 2, Intruder (2-1 fav); 3, Reassert (10-1). 7
ran. 2l, 3Kl. D Kubler.
2.50 (1m 1f 61yd) 1, Remember Rocky (Megan
Carberry, 4-1); 2, Outbacker (9-1); 3, Frontline
Phantom (10-3 fav). 10 ran. 2Kl, Kl. Mrs L
Normile.
3.25 (6f 192yd) 1, Bright Flash (P McDonald,
8-13 fav); 2, Midnite Ride (7-2); 3, Bobbie’s Girl
(11-2). 5 ran. NR: Housemaker, Mandria, Mer-
ritt Island, No Not Yet. 3Ol, Ol. D Brown.
4.00 (7f 200yd) 1, Jolievitesse (D Tudhope,
13-8);2,Dominada(Evensfav);3,Kifaaya(9-2).
5 ran. NR: Life Knowledge. 5l, 2Kl. K R Burke.
4.35 (7f200yd)1,BigJohnnyD (GGibbons,8-1);
2, Bold Prediction (9-2); 3, Bartack (5-2 fav). 8
ran. Ol, 1Ol. T D Barron.

5.05 (7f 200yd) 1, Tectonic (P Makin, 11-2); 2,
Venutius (14-1); 3, Mount Cheiron (14-1).
Prophesy (6th) 9-2 fav. 10 ran. Sh hd, 1l. K Dal-
gleish.
5.35 (1m 6f 32yd) 1, Ebony Express (B A Curtis,
11-4 jt-fav); 2, Number One London (13-2); 3,
Sir FrankMorgan (11-4 jt-fav). 6 ran. NR:Willi-
am Of Orange. 1Kl, 3Kl. G A Swinbank.
Placepot: £26.40.
Quadpot: £12.10.

Doncaster
Going: good (good to soft in places)

2.00 (7f) 1, Salateen (J P Spencer, 9-4 fav); 2,
Goring (12-1); 3, When Will It End (5-1). 7 ran.
1Ol, sh hd. K Ryan.
2.30 (6f) 1, Angelic Lord (R Kingscote, 4-6 fav);
2, Markaz (5-2); 3, Fuwairt (9-1). 4 ran. NR:
Growl. 1Ol, 1Kl. T Dascombe.

3.00 (5f) 1, Mecca’s Angel (P Mulrennan, 7-1;
Thunderer’s nap); 2, Reckless Abandon (15-8
fav); 3, Steps (6-1). 11 ran. 2Nl, hd. M Dods.
3.35 (1m) 1, Bob (Dale Gibson, 8-1); 2, Janaab
(22-1); 3, Dansili Dutch (7-1). Tiger Jim (4th)
11-4 fav. 16 ran. NR: Cyflymder, Polar Forest.
Nk, 1Kl. J L Eyre.
4.10 (1m2f 60yd) 1, Clon Brulee (R LMoore, 6-5
fav); 2, Red Galileo (10-1); 3, Bayrir (28-1). 6
ran. Nk, 1l. S bin Suroor.
4.45 (7f) 1, Lincoln (G Lee, 13-2); 2, Sir Robert
Cheval (12-1); 3,Nezar (28-1).Marmoom9-2 jt-
fav. Suzi’s Connoisseur 9-2 jt-fav. 11 ran. NR:
Ticking Katie. Kl, Kl. M Channon.
5.15 (5f) 1, Expose (Jordan Nason, 25-1); 2, Pea
Shooter (9-1); 3, Singeur (8-1). ; 4, Adam’s Ale
(7-1). Dangerous Age 13-2 fav. 20 ran. NR:
Threes Grand, Tom Sawyer.Kl, sh hd. S Harris.
Placepot: £166.50.
Quadpot: £47.30.

Uttoxeter
Going: good (good to firm in places)

2.10 (2m 4f 110yd hdle) 1, Deadly Sting (A P
McCoy, 5-6 fav); 2, Silver Shuffle (2-1); 3, Old-
eddietherebel (5-1). 7 ran. NR: Exitas.
1Nl, 22l. J Butler.
2.40 (2m hdle) 1,An Capall Mor (KielanWoods,
5-2); 2, Descaro (4-1); 3, Aneedh (Evens fav).
5 ran. 4l, 1Kl. A Middleton.
3.15 (3m ch) 1, Midnight Oscar (A P McCoy,
10-11fav);2,BookOfExcuses(7-1);3,VinnieMy
Boy (18-1). NR: My Lad Percy. 6l, 31l. K Bailey.
3.50 (2m 4f 110yd hdle) 1, Grandads Horse (N
Fehily, 3-1 fav); 2, Wakanda (7-1); 3, Surf And
Turf (4-1). 7 ran. 7l, 4l. C Longsdon.
4.25 (3m hdle) 1, Chill Factor (Rachael Green,
11-8 fav); 2, Dais Return (3-1); 3, Possol (6-1).
5 ran. NR: Bold Tara, Con Forza. 7l, 2Kl.
A Honeyball.

4.55 (2m 4f ch) 1, Papradon (Sam Twiston-Da-
vies, 20-1); 2, Dark Energy (10-1); 3, Tregaro
(8-1). Unknown Legend (pu) 4-1 fav. 10 ran.
1l, 1Kl. N Twiston-Davies.
5.25 (2m hdle) 1, Ever SoMuch (A PMcCoy, 4-6
fav); 2, Tennessee Bird (12-1); 3, Maxdelas
(10-1). 10 ran. NR: Ashcott Boy, Maggie Aron,
Operateur. Ol, 7l. B Haslam.
Placepot: £227.60. Quadpot: £84.50.

Kempton Park
Going: standard
5.45 (6f) 1, The Dandy Yank (William Carson,
5-1); 2, Noverre To Go (4-1 fav); 3, Arctic Lynx
(15-2). 10 ran. NR: Election Night, Front Page
News. Sh hd, Ol. J A Osborne.
6.15 (7f) 1, Father Stone (L PKeniry, 9-4 fav); 2,
Framley Garth (7-2); 3, Tommys Geal (100-1).
11 ran. NR: Auld Fyffee, Old Fashion, Prince Ro-
fan. 1Kl, sh hd. D R C Elsworth.

6.45 (1m 4f) 1, Sweeping Up (P J Dobbs, 10-1);
2, Shining Glitter (10-3); 3, Dalmatia (5-2 fav).
10 ran. 3N, 3N. H Morrison.
7.15 (1m 4f) 1, Fresh Kingdom (S W Kelly, 5-2
fav); 2, Perspicace (6-1); 3, Royal Warranty
(6-1). 12 ran. 2Kl, Ol. J R Fanshawe.
7.45 (7f) 1,PeaceAccord (RHughes, 10-11 fav);
2, Blue Bounty (8-1); 3, Ertikaan (20-1). 13 ran.
NR: Freddy With A Y. 1Ol, 1Ol. M Wigham.
8.15 (1m) 1, Local Time (James Doyle, 11-10
fav); 2, Sharp Sailor (13-8); 3, Restorer (7-1). 5
ran. 1Kl, 4l. S bin Suroor.
8.45 (1m)1,LadySylvia (JennyPowell, 2-1 fav);
2, Pendo (5-1); 3, Princess Spirit (7-1). 10 ran.
NR: Honiton Lace. Hd, 1Kl. J Tuite.
9.15 (1m) 1, Celestial Knight (S W Kelly, 5-2
fav); 2=, Fiftyshadesdarker (33-1); 2=, Plucky
Dip (17-5); . 9 ran. NR: Welliesinthewater. Hd,
dht. J R Fanshawe.
Jackpot: £7,228.40.
Placepot: £11.90. Quadpot: £2.70.

Yesterday’s racing results

Doncaster
Rob Wright
1.40 Vesnina (nb) 3.45 The Corsican
2.10 Bragging 4.25 Hot Coffee
2.40 Arabian Comet 5.00 Commemorative
3.15 Fox Trotter (nap) 5.35 Mission Approved
Timekeeper’s top rating: 1.40 Vesnina.
Thunderer’s double: 2.10 Bragging. 2.40 Seal Of Approval (nap).
Going: good (good to soft in places) At The Races
Draw: no advantage Tote Jackpot meeting

1.40 EBF Stallions Breeding Winners C4
Carrie Red Fillies' Nursery Handicap
(2-Y-O: £25,204: 6f 110y) (18 runners)

1 (11) 214 HOME CUMMINS 26 (D,F) R Fahey 9-7 J Garritty (5) 62
2 (12) 01101 FEELING EASY 10 (D,F,G) R Eddery 9-7 J Quinn 60
3 (3) 310 EAST COAST LADY 40 (D,S) R Eddery 9-5 N Garbutt (5) 60
4 (4) 3614 VESNINA 7 (D,S) R Hannon 9-5 R Hughes v68
5 (1) 142333 ASSAULT ON ROME 12 (CD,S) M Johnston 9-3 J Fanning 66
6 (15) 225222 PERSUN 20 (BF) M Channon 9-3 W Buick 63
7 (10) 130 BIMBO 21 (H,D,G) R Fahey 9-1 P Hanagan 62
8 (14) 051 ANGELS WINGS 31 C Hills 9-0 James Doyle 48
9 (6) 100200 CAJOLING 20 (G) J Portman 8-13 H Bentley 64
10 (18) 0210 MARY MCPHEE 49 (H,D,G) C Hills 8-13 J P Spencer 61
11 (7) 6313 GREGORIA 26 (CD,F) W Haggas 8-13 R L Moore 63
12 (16) 3203 SECRET SPIRIT 30 (BF) Clive Cox 8-10 R Tate (3) 63
13 (2) 210 CHANCES ARE 18 (BF,S) K Dalgleish 8-9 T Eaves 62
14 (13) 015 LITTLE LADY KATIE 26 (D,G) K Burke 8-8 J Haynes (3) 61
15 (17) 026 STOCKING 26 (P) R Varian 8-7 A Atzeni 61
16 (5) 0231 ESCRICK 14 (S) D Simcock 8-6 D Probert 63
17 (8) 00423 PENNY ROYALE 18 T Easterby 8-2 J Sullivan 63
18 (9) 4501 SECRET FRIEND 9 (B,D,S) T Easterby 8-0 D Fentiman 59

9-2 Vesnina, 7-1 Gregoria, 8-1 Feeling Easy, 10-1 Home Cummins, Secret Friend, Stocking, 12-1 Angels
Wings, Assault On Rome, Bimbo, Escrick, 14-1 Little Lady Katie, Mary McPhee, 16-1 others.

Rob Wright’s choice: Vesnina stayed on well when fourth in group three
company at Salisbury and looks well in Dangers: Little Lady Katie, Stocking

2.10 Japan Racing Association C4
Sceptre Stakes
(Group III: fillies and mares: £35,520: 7f) (16)

1 (14) 162652 DUTCH ROSE 7 (D,BF,F,G,S) D O'Meara 5-9-2 D Tudhope 108
2 (7) -01334 INDIGNANT 18 (D,F,G) R Hannon 4-9-2 R Hughes 111
3 (6) 0-1001 J WONDER 41 (D,F,G) B Meehan 3-9-1 J Fortune 112
4 (16) 10-200 AL THAKHIRA 109 (D,S) M Botti 3-8-12 L Dettori 107
5 (8) 311-00 AMAZING MARIA (D,G) E Dunlop 3-8-12 W Buick 89
6 (4) 31211 BRAGGING 21 (D,F,G) Sir M Stoute 3-8-12 James Doyle v118
7 (10) -00010 DANCEALOT 38 (D,G) C Brittain 3-8-12 S De Sousa 88
8 (2) 12416 EVITA PERON (D,S) R Beckett 3-8-12 R Kingscote 110
9 (11) 2-1320 INYORDREAMS 62 (CD,G,S) J Given 3-8-12 D Swift 103
10 (13) 301220 JOYEUSE (F,S) Lady Cecil 3-8-12 R L Moore 114
11 (9) 3-0624 KIYOSHI (P,F) C Hills 3-8-12 J P Spencer 112
12 (3) 611-00 LUCKY KRISTALE 83 (F,G) G Margarson 3-8-12 T Queally 115
13 (1) -11122 MUTEELA 18 (D,BF,F,G) M Johnston 3-8-12 P Hanagan 111
14 (12) 31350 PERFECT BLESSINGS 62 (C,S) Clive Cox 3-8-12 D Probert 96
15 (5) -23121 TOKEN OF LOVE 33 (D,F,G) W Haggas 3-8-12 J Fanning 113
16 (15) -03541 VALONIA 25 (G,S) H Candy 3-8-12 A Atzeni 109

11-4 Bragging, 7-1 J Wonder, 15-2 Token of Love, 8-1 Joyeuse, 10-1 Muteela, 11-1 Kiyoshi, 14-1 Evita
Peron, 16-1 Al Thakhira, Lucky Kristale, Valonia, 18-1 Indignant, 20-1 Amazing Maria, 25-1 others.

Wright choice:Braggingagain impressedwitha fluentwin inhandicapcompany
at York and can copewith this step up in classDangers: TokenOf Love, Joyeuse

2.40 DFS Park Hill Stakes C4
(Group II: fillies and mares: £51,039: 1m 6f 132y) (14)

1 (2) 000020 DARK CRUSADER 21 (H,F,S) A Martin (Ire) 4-9-5 F M Berry 103
2 (10) 125544 DEBDEBDEB 19 (G) A Balding 4-9-5 D Probert 98
3 (12) 006424 MOMENT IN TIME (C,F,S) D Simcock 5-9-5 J P Spencer 102
4 (9) F1-403 SEAL OF APPROVAL 26 (H,G,S) J Fanshawe 5-9-5 G Baker v114
5 (4) 3-1351 SILK SARI 39 (C,F,G,S) L Cumani 4-9-5 A Atzeni 107
6 (13) 01-324 SOHAR 86 (S) J Toller 6-9-5 T Queally 99
7 (8) -01230 VENUS DE MILO 21 (F,G,S) A O'Brien (Ire) 4-9-5 J O'Brien 112
8 (7) 41-233 ENERGIA FOX 19 (S) M Botti 4-9-1 M Harley 110
9 (3) 113122 ARABIAN COMET 21 (G) W Haggas 3-8-7 J Fanning 107
10 (14) -24513 CASCADING 39 (F) H Morrison 3-8-7 R Havlin 101
11 (11) 312324 CRITERIA J Gosden 3-8-7 W Buick 107
12 (6) 120535 GROOVEJET 42 P Chapple-Hyam 3-8-7 F Norton 100
13 (5) 13-504 ISLAND REMEDE 21 (S) E Dunlop 3-8-7 P Hanagan 100
14 (1) 3-121 MELROSE ABBEY 75 (S) R Beckett 3-8-7 S De Sousa 97

7-2 Seal of Approval, 9-2 Arabian Comet, 6-1 Venus de Milo, 8-1 Criteria, 9-1 Silk Sari, 12-1 others.

Wright choice: Arabian Comet goes from strength to strength and can improve
on her nose second at York Dangers: Seal Of Approval, Criteria

3.15 Weatherbys Hamilton Insurance C4
£300,000 Stakes (2-Y-O: £274,621: 6f 110y) (22)

1 (19) 415 AL GOMRY 30 (F) R Fahey 9-2 L Dettori 64
2 (16) 144500 BURTONWOOD 4 (V,F) R Fahey 9-2 D Nolan 52
3 (11) 0211 HEARTBREAK HERO 20 (D,F,G) W Haggas 9-2 R L Moore 72
4 (3) 12 PLYMOUTH SOUND 12 (D,F) Eve Johnson Houghton 9-2 T Queally 66
5 (2) 11562 THE GREAT WAR 19 (BF,F) A O'Brien (Ire) 9-2 J O'Brien 82
6 (15) 43414 GAUDY 21 (V,D,F) K A Ryan 9-0 J P Spencer 75
7 (4) 20 ACASTER MALBIS 20 R Hannon 8-12 James Doyle 69
8 (7) 21100 DOUGAL 44 (D,F) R Hannon 8-12 J Fortune 78
9 (17) 1 GRANDAD'S WORLD 25 (G) R Fahey 8-12 T Hamilton 70
10 (14) 23321 INTIWIN 17 (D,G) R Fahey 8-12 F M Berry 67
11 (13) 1201 KASB 19 (D,F,S) J Gosden 8-12 Dane O'Neill 79
12 (18) 21333 LEXINGTON TIMES 12 (D,S) R Hannon 8-12 R Hughes 87
13 (21) 1324 NATURAL ORDER 61 (C,S) K Burke 8-12 W Buick 78
14 (22) 210 GERRY THE GLOVER 21 (G) B Ellison 8-9 T Eaves 68
15 (1) 241122 KIBAAR 22 (D,F,G) B Hills 8-9 P Hanagan 86
16 (8) 234100 VIMY RIDGE 21 (D,F,G) R Fahey 8-9 J Hart 79
17 (12) 615054 DIAMOND CREEK 16 (S) R Fahey 8-7 F Norton 70
18 (5) 14 FOX TROTTER 42 (C,G) B Meehan 8-6 Martin Lane v91
19 (6) 22211 MATTMU 39 (D,F,S) T Easterby 8-6 D Allan 85
20 (9) 13 VALLEY OF FIRE 21 (D,F) W Haggas 8-6 Doubtful 84
21 (20) 1104 BOND'S GIRL 54 (D,F,S) R Fahey 8-1 P P Mathers 82
22 (10) 22 COCKNEY ISLAND 18 P McBride 8-1 S De Sousa 73

5-1 Fox Trotter, 7-1 Kibaar, Lexington Times, 8-1 Heartbreak Hero, Mattmu, 9-1 others.

Wright choice: Fox Trotter has shown smart form on both starts and this
slightly stiffer test should be ideal Dangers: Cockney Island, The Great War

3.45 crownhotel-bawtry.com Handicap C4
(£16,172: 1m 2f 60y) (13)

1 (6) 310-55 OUT OF BOUNDS 54 (CD,F,S) S Bin Suroor 5-9-12 S De Sousa 99
2 (2) -61300 SAXO JACK 61 (D,F,G) S Bin Suroor 4-9-10 James Doyle 104
3 (4) 4-1140 SEA SHANTY 44 (F,G) R Hannon 4-9-7 R Hughes 103
4 (8) 0-0631 ELHAAME 19 (D,F,S) L Cumani 4-9-6 A Atzeni 103
5 (11) 630506 KELINNI 19 (D,F,G,S) M Botti 6-9-4 M Harley v106
6 (9) -21210 COSSETED 39 (CD,F,G) J Fanshawe 4-9-0 R L Moore 104
7 (13) 500010 LYN VALLEY 19 (D,F,G) M Johnston 3-8-12 J Fanning 102
8 (10) 130312 ANGELIC UPSTART 19 (F,G) A Balding 6-8-12 O Murphy 101
9 (1) -36305 TRUTH OR DARE 69 (F) R Hannon 3-8-11 Martin Dwyer 97
10 (5) 3151 THE CORSICAN 18 (D,G) D Simcock 3-8-9 J Crowley 100
11 (7) 3-3151 MANGE ALL 47 (F,G) W Haggas 3-8-8 L Jones 103
12 (12) 41 LONG CROSS 28 (D,S) J Gosden 3-8-6 W Buick 105
13 (3) 0-1115 ARAB DAWN 84 (D,G,S) H Morrison 3-8-6 D Probert 103

7-2 Long Cross, 6-1 The Corsican, 13-2 Arab Dawn, 7-1Mange All, 8-1 Elhaame, 9-1 Cosseted, 12-1 others.

Wright choice: The Corsican is progressive Dangers: Long Cross, Mange All

4.25 One Call Insurance TBA Fillies' Handicap
(£10,350: 1m 2f 60y) (7)

1 (7) 020430 MAVEN 19 (D,F,G) T Easterby 6-9-8 D Allan 91
2 (4) 620442 YOJOJO 11 (D,F,S) Miss G Kelleway 5-9-7 R Hughes v92
3 (3) 10-101 FLIPPANT 26 (D,G,S) W Haggas 3-9-5 N Alison (5) 86
4 (1) -34056 HOT COFFEE 43 (F) T Dascombe 3-9-4 R Kingscote 89
5 (6) 221 BLUE WALTZ 27 (D,S) L Cumani 3-9-0 A Atzeni 82
6 (2) 22102 PRINCIPLE EQUATION 26 (G) R Beckett 3-8-13 L Dettori 89
7 (5) 0421 LIMOUSINE 15 C Hills 3-8-11 James Doyle 81

13-1 Blue Waltz, 4-1 Flippant, 9-2 Principle Equation, 11-2 Limousine, 6-1 Maven, 13-2 Yojojo, 10-1 Hot
Coffee.

Wright choice: Hot Coffee finished fastest having been held up in a slowly run
race at Goodwood and should appreciate this step up in trip Danger: Flippant

5.00 DFS British Stallion Studs EBF Maiden
Stakes (2-Y-O: £7,762: 1m) (17)

1 (8) ALSHAAHRAMAN B Meehan 9-5 Dane O'Neill --
2 (16) ARCHERY PEAK L Cumani 9-5 D Tudhope --
3 (15) BRUTUS R Hannon 9-5 O Murphy --
4 (1) CHATTY MAN D Griffiths 9-5 Martin Dwyer --
5 (2) 4 COMMEMORATIVE 13 C Hills 9-5 James Doyle 44
6 (10) DANNYDAY Sir M Stoute 9-5 R L Moore --
7 (14) DECORATED KNIGHT R Varian 9-5 A Atzeni --
8 (9) 0 ERIK THE RED 20 K A Ryan 9-5 J P Spencer 46
9 (6) GAME PIE H Palmer 9-5 J Fanning --
10 (7) ILLYA KURYAKIN P Chapple-Hyam 9-5 M Harley --
11 (17) 4 KING OF NORMANDY R Hannon 9-5 R Hughes v48
12 (4) KITTEN'S RED E Dunlop 9-5 G Baker --
13 (3) MAGIC CIRCLE R Beckett 9-5 S De Sousa --
14 (12) MOHATEM B Hills 9-5 P Hanagan --
15 (13) 0 PROPOSED 27 R Hannon 9-5 J Fortune 21
16 (11) SECATEUR J Gosden 9-5 W Buick --
17 (5) SOCIOPATH P Chapple-Hyam 9-5 J Crowley --

6-1 King Of Normandy, 8-1 Brutus, Secateur, 9-1 Archery Peak, Mohatem, 10-1 others.

Wright choice: Commemorative stayed on stronglywhen fourth on his debut at
Sandown Park and is sure to improve Dangers: Mohatem, King Of Normandy

5.35 Download The Ladbrokes Bingo App
Handicap (£9,703: 6f) (21)

1 (9) 3-2332 MISSION APPROVED 40 (S) L Cumani 4-9-7 L Dettori 94
2 (3) 3-0231 SHORE STEP 62 (D,F,S) M Channon 4-9-7 R Hughes 95
3 (6) 033000 SECRET WITNESS 5 (B,C,D,F,G) R Harris 8-9-7 J Fanning 92
4 (13) 001510 EXTRASOLAR 5 (T,D,F,G) Mrs A Perrett 4-9-6 W Buick 93
5 (11) 400650 EL VIENTO 40 (B,D,F,G) R Fahey 6-9-5 R L Moore 96
6 (10) 6-0416 ANGUS OG 99 (D,G,S) K Burke 4-9-5 J Haynes (3) 94
7 (18) 000001 DOC HAY 18 (H,CD,G,S) D O'Meara 7-9-5 D Tudhope 89
8 (8) 6206-0 COUNTER RIDGE 18 (G) M Botti 5-9-4 M Harley 83
9 (19) 1-2162 SOUVILLE 22 (D,BF,G) C Wall 3-9-3 G Baker 89
10 (12) 2210U4 JOHNNY CAVAGIN 27 (T,CD,F,G,S) Richard Guest 5-9-2 T Eaves 90
11 (5) 103-00 WAHAAB 40 (B,D,G) R Hannon 3-9-2 P Hanagan 86
12 (2) -64002 BAHAMIAN HEIGHTS 6 (B,D,F) C Brittain 3-9-1 James Doyle v97
13 (14) 1620 RUN WITH PRIDE 33 (CD,BF,S) D Shaw 4-9-0 D Swift 85
14 (4) -54300 MISSISSIPPI 13 T D Barron 5-9-0 G Gibbons 88
15 (16) 512612 BAJAN BEAR 13 (C,D,F,G,S) D Nicholls 6-9-0 A Nicholls 96
16 (7) 006043 CORPORAL MADDOX 6 (H,P,D,F,G,S) R Harris 7-9-0 D Probert 95
17 (21) 421040 TAGULA NIGHT 12 (T,B,D,BF,F,G,S) D Ivory 8-9-0 R Winston 73
18 (1) 155000 REGIMENT 4 (D,F,S) R Fahey 3-8-13 J Garritty (5) 92
19 (15) 000026 BABY STRANGE 6 (CD,F,G,S) D Shaw 10-8-12 J Crowley 93
20 (17) 424300 DARK CASTLE 13 (CD,F,G) M D Hammond 5-8-12 P McDonald 95
21 (20) 025621 PENNINE WARRIOR 17 (P,D,G) S Dixon 3-8-5 S De Sousa 92

13-2 Mission Approved, 9-1 Shore Step, 10-1 Bajan Bear, Souville, 11-1 Doc Hay, 12-1 El Viento, 14-1
Bahamian Heights, Mississippi, Pennine Warrior, Run With Pride, Tagula Night, Wahaab, 16-1 others.

Wright choice: Mission Approved was beaten a short head by Barnet Fair at
Goodwood and can take this weaker contest Dangers: El Viento, Mississippi

Moore prepares for hectic international weekend
Alan Lee Racing Correspondent

Ryan Moore will seek group one glory
in three countries within 24 hours this
weekend. His hectic itinerary reflects
anoverloadedprogrammeof elite races
inBritain, IrelandandFrance thatmust
surely provoke date changes to prevent
a repeat next year.
Ladbrokes are already reconsidering

their sponsorship of the St Leger now
that it clashes with Ireland’s upgraded
Champions’ Weekend, the second day
of which is up against the star-studded
Longchampcard colloquially knownas
Arc trials day.
Moore is one of several jockeys in

demand at all themeetings and obliged
to undertake an exacting travel

schedule. At Doncaster yesterday, he
said: “The plan is to jump on a plane to
Ireland straight after the Leger, then
head on to France for Sunday.”
Race timings allowMoore to take his

Leger ride, probably onKings Fete, and
arrive at Leopardstown’s twilight
fixture in time to partner The Grey
Gatsby in the Qipco Irish Champion
Stakes. The following day, his
Longchamp mounts will include Night
OfThunder, the 2,000Guineaswinner,
in the Prix du Moulin.
The Grey Gatsby is reunited with

Moore after Richard Hughes rode him
to a two-length defeat by Australia in
the Juddmonte International last
month. Kevin Ryan, his trainer, said:
“Australia got first kick on him at York

but Ryan is back on board and this is a
different day, different track.”
Bookmakers have Australia long

odds-on to register a fourth successive
group one victory but Ryan is far from
defeatist for a colt that has represent-
ed him valiantly all summer,
winningboth theDanteStakes
and the French Derby.
“It’s not all aboutAustralia,”

Ryan said. “The ground
should be fast, which is why
wearegoing, andhe’s been in
great form since York. He’s
the second-best three-year-
old inEuropeandwego there to
try and beat the best.”
Ryan won the opening race

of the St Leger Festival with

Salateen, streaking clear under Jamie
Spencer to validate his entries in the
Dewhurst and Racing Post Trophy. It
was a performance to cheer Charlie
Hills, whose Dutch Connection beat
Salateen into fifth place at York last

month and has a group one
engagement this weekend.

“That makes his form look
even better and he’ll go to the
Curragh for the National
Stakes on Sunday,” Hills said.

“We thinkWilliam Buick has to
ride in France, so George
Baker will take over.”

Frankie Dettori’s

week, soured by losing the ride on
Treve, improved yesterday with a
booking to partner Forever Now for
John Gosden in the St Leger. Dettori
won the race on Shantou, for Gosden,
18 years ago and said: “John seems to do
very well in the Leger. It’s an open race
and this is a good spare to get.”
TomDascombe ended a losing run of

more than three weeks with the victory
of Angelic Lord for a syndicate that
includes his landlord, Michael Owen.
Brown Panther, Owen’s flagship horse,
runs in the Irish St Leger onSunday and
the owner said: “We’ve ruled out going
for the Melbourne Cup again. It was
great fun but it takes a lot out of a horse.
After Sunday, we’ll target the long-dis-
tanceraceonChampions’DayatAscot.”

Arabian Comet
ready to play
starring role
Rob Wright

ArabianComet is improvingwithevery
race and can claim a first success at
pattern level in thegroup twoDFSPark
Hill Stakes (2.40) at Doncaster today.
She showed little in three starts for

Godolphin last year, but has looked a
different horse since moving to the
William Haggas yard and relished a
first attempt at this trip when beaten
half a length by Missunited at
Glorious Goodwood.
Arabian Comet was just undone by a

return to a mile and a half at York last
time, failing by theminimummargin to
collar stablemate Queen Of Ice in the
Galtres Stakes. This return to farther is
sure to suit and, still unexposed given a
good test of stamina, she rates a decent
bet at the 9-2 offered by Coral and
William Hill.
Fox Trotter is the one to beat in the

Weatherbys Hamilton Insurance
£300,000 Stakes (3.15). He made a
promising start to his career when
beating subsequent group threewinner
Burnt Sugar at this track in July and
stepped up on that when a staying-on
fourth to Ivawood in the group two
Richmond Stakes at Goodwood.
This slightly longer trip is in his

favour and, in receipt of weight from
most of his rivals, Fox Trotter looks
overpriced at 6-1 with William Hill.
TheEBFStallions BreedingWinners

CarrieRedFillies’NurseryStakes (1.40)
can go to Vesnina. She is another who
ran well in group company last time,
finishing fourth to New Providence at
Salisbury, and looks far from harshly
treated on her handicap debut.

FGM Thursda

Brook beats count
World champion told he
will be able to return to
ring after knife attack

Boxing, page 59

White rose in bloom
Yorkshire close on win
that will deliver first
championship since 2001

Cricket, page 56

Salateen wins in fine
style at Doncaster
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Sport

Chepstow
Rob Wright
1.50 Ya Latif 4.00 Offshore
2.20Water Queen 4.35 Lady Bayside
2.50 Ya Halla 5.10 Cherry Tiger
3.25 Pensax Lad
Going: good (good to firm in places)
Draw: no advantage At The Races

1.50 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,911: 7f 16y) (13)

1 (8) 0 BEAUCHAMP RUBY 10 (H) P Fitzsimons 9-0 Luke Morris
2 (3) 0 BELLE DORMANT 55 S Durack 9-0 D Sweeney
3 (9) 5 CASCADING STARS 38 J Moore 9-0 S Donohoe
4 (7) 0 CHERRY EMPRESS 17 J Hughes 9-0 J Egan
5 (6) 46 FINIAL 55 Clive Cox 9-0 A Kirby
6 (12) 0065 POWERFULSTORM 17 R Harris 9-0 W Twiston-Davies
7 (5) RIBA ROJA J Gallagher 9-0 B A Curtis
8 (13) SKYLIGHT W Haggas 9-0 S Sanders
9 (10) 54 STARRING GUEST 9 M Channon 9-0 S Hitchcott
10 (2) 0 TAQNEYYA 63 C Hills 9-0 C Catlin
11 (1) 5 TEPELENI 15 C Brittain 9-0 S Levey
12(11) TRICKY ISSUE J S Mullins 9-0 Doubtful
13 (4) 44 YA LATIF 26 (BF) R Varian 9-0 F Tylicki

15-8 Ya Latif, 9-2 Finial, 6-1 Starring Guest, 7-1 Belle Dormant, Skylight, 8-1
Taqneyya, 11-1 Cascading Stars, 22-1 Riba Roja, 40-1 others.

2.20 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(3-Y-O: £3,234: 7f 16y) (6)

1 (6) CAPE GOOD HOPE C Brittain 9-0 Luke Morris
2 (3) 66 DAISY'S SECRET 66 G Baker 9-0 A Kirby
3 (1) 62523 PERSIAN BOLT 17 (B) Eve Johnson Houghton 9-0

Amy Scott (3)
4 (5) SAIL WITH SULTANA M Rimell 9-0 D Sweeney
5 (4) 60 THE REEL WAY 66 P Chamings 9-0 L Keniry
6 (2) 3-542 WATER QUEEN 20 (P) W Haggas 9-0 S Sanders

6-5 Water Queen, 5-2 Persian Bolt, 11-2 Daisy's Secret, 8-1 Cape Good Hope,
16-1 The Reel Way, 20-1 Sail With Sultana.

2.50 Nursery Handicap
(2-Y-O: £1,940: 5f 16y) (11)

1 (5) 024 MARGOT ROSE 14 (B) H Dunlop 9-7 Luke Morris
2 (3) 00U41 PIPING DREAM 8 R Hannon 9-7 S Levey
3 (7) 25030 JOHNNY SORRENTO 24 (T,P) T Pitt 9-6 S Donohoe
4 (6) 606 YA HALLA 16 (P) R Cowell 9-4 A Subousi (7)
5 (11) 04036 SPIRIT IN TIME 8 (H) M Saunders 9-2 D Sweeney
6 (9) 0650 CERISE FIRTH 21 S Hollinshead 8-12 J Duern (5)
7 (4) 064 GO GENTLY 30 (B) G Baker 8-12 L Keniry
8 (8) 00652 MAGIC MAC 15 (P) H Morrison 8-10 J Fahy
9 (10) 00400 AIR OF YORK 23 (B) R Harris 8-10 W Twiston-Davies
10 (1) 050 NOBLE CAUSE 36 L Dace 8-7 D Muscutt (5)
11 (2) 6006 EMILYS GIRL 17 R Harris 8-7 B A Curtis

7-4PipingDream, 13-2GoGently, 15-2Cerise Firth, 8-1MagicMac, 9-1Margot
Rose, 10-1 Air Of York, 11-1 Spirit In Time, 12-1 Johnny Sorrento, 20-1 others.

3.25 Handicap
(£4,690: 6f 16y) (13)

1 (7) 41111 PANTHER PATROL 22 (V,D) Eve Johnson Houghton 4-9-7
J Fahy

2 (13) 06135 MISTER MUSICMASTER 16 (C,D) R Hodges 5-9-5
A Kirby

3 (9) 16635 SARANGOO 6 (C,D) M Saunders 6-9-4 D Sweeney
4 (5) 14 SHINGLE 23 (D) E De Giles 3-9-4 F Tylicki
5 (6) 11534 EASTERN DRAGON 49 (C,D) M Scudamore 4-9-3

J Duern (5)
6 (12) 50-06 STORM TROOPER 26 R Hannon 3-9-3 K O'Neill
7 (4) 00330 SACHA PARK 11 R Hannon 3-9-3 S Levey
8 (11) 00524 JONTLEMAN 11 (D,BF) M Channon 4-8-13 S Hitchcott
9 (10) 60240 TOP COP 21 (H,P,D) R Harris 5-8-13 W Twiston-Davies
10 (8) 252 DEBIT 17 (P,BF) Clive Cox 3-8-13 Luke Morris
11 (3) 36200 RIGOLLETO 17 (D) Anabel Murphy 6-8-12 S Donohoe
12 (2) 64001 PENSAX LAD 23 (D) R Harris 3-8-12 B A Curtis
13 (1) 62504 BLACK DAVE 14 (D) P D Evans 4-8-7 J Egan

11-2 Panther Patrol, 6-1 Debit, 7-1 Eastern Dragon, 9-1 Black Dave, Mister
Musicmaster, Sarangoo, 10-1 Sacha Park, Storm Trooper, 11-1 others.

4.00 Nursery Handicap
(2-Y-O: £1,940: 1m 14y) (14)

1 (9) 01 PERCY VEER 35 (D) S Kirk 9-7 S Levey
2 (8) 665 TUMUT 56 M Channon 9-7 W Twiston-Davies
3 (10) 455 ROMANCE STORY 24 S Bin Suroor 9-6 F Tylicki
4 (11) 545 OFFSHORE 78 (P) J Tate 9-5 Luke Morris
5 (14) 46541 ARIZONA SNOW 23 (H) R Harris 9-5 B A Curtis
6 (4) 00030 AULD FYFFEE 16 John Ryan 9-4 R Powell (3)
7 (12) 6550 FIRST CLASS MAIL 23 M Channon 9-4 S Hitchcott
8 (7) 0604 MIKANDY 16 Clive Cox 9-3 A Kirby
9 (2) 4605 VITA MINA 31 (V) P D Evans 9-2 D J Bates (3)
10(13) 050 RETRO VALLEY 24 D Dennis 8-11 D Sweeney
11 (3) 05666 SMUGGLERS LANE 24 P D Evans 8-10 J Egan
12 (1) 50650 PACO'S DREAM 8 (V) H Dunlop 8-8 S Donohoe
13 (5) 505 KING'S BOND 21 R Harris 8-6 C Catlin
14 (6) 00000 HIDDEN AGENDA 15 M Blanshard 8-1 K O'Neill

6-1Romance Story, 13-2Offshore, 7-1 PercyVeer, 8-1Mikandy, VitaMina, 9-1
Arizona Snow, First Class Mail, 10-1 Tumut, 12-1 Auld Fyffee, 14-1 others.

4.35 Handicap (£2,587: 1m 14y) (7)
1 (5) 42055 SWIFT CEDAR 14 (D) P D Evans 4-9-10 J Egan
2 (2) 35413 EVERVESCENT 34 (BF) G McPherson 5-9-9 Joe Doyle (5)
3 (3) -1050 GAME MASCOT 19 P Hiatt 4-9-9 C Catlin
4 (4) 30110 ANCIENT GREECE 18 (T,CD) G Baker 7-9-8 A Kirby
5 (7) 44455 LADY BAYSIDE 7 (CD) M Saunders 6-9-5 D Sweeney
6 (1) 06413 CINCUENTA PASOS 24 (BF) J Tuite 3-9-3 Luke Morris
7 (6) -4041 CONCRETE MAC 47 H Morrison 3-9-2 C Bennett (7)

100-30 Concrete Mac, 4-1 Ancient Greece, Cincuenta Pasos, 5-1 others.

5.10 Handicap (£1,940: 1m 4f 23y) (7)
1 (7) 01450 ANGUS GLENS 18 (P) D Dennis 4-9-11 Luke Morris
2 (5) 34-01 NOWWHAT 62 (CD) J Portman 7-9-9 J Budge (7)
3 (1) 04451 HALLBECK 11 (D) H Candy 3-9-9 D Sweeney
4 (6) 64245 ADMIRABLE DUQUE 16 (B,D) D Ffrench Davis 8-9-8L Keniry
5 (2) 063-3 CHERRY TIGER 17J G McPherson 4-9-5 Joe Doyle (5)
6 (4) 45321 REACH THE BEACH 14 (T,D) B Powell 5-9-4 A Kirby
7 (3) 6-205 WALTER DE LA MARE 13J (T) Anabel Murphy 7-8-12J Fahy

2-1 Hallbeck, 9-2 Admirable Duque, Now What, 5-1 others.

Epsom
Rob Wright
2.30 Thorkhill Star 4.10 Eton Rambler
3.00 Lady Sparkler 4.45 Labise
3.35 Snow Bay 5.20 Lady Phill
Going: good (good to firm in places)
Draw: no advantage Racing UK

2.30 Maiden Stakes (2-Y-O: £3,881: 7f) (11)

1 (4) BLACKADDER (H) P Phelan 9-5 Paddy Bradley (7)
2 (5) 30 BRIDGEKEEPER 24 J Eustace 9-5 P Aspell
3 (2) DELAIRE R Varian 9-5 J Mitchell
4 (11) 52320 HARLEQUIN STRIKER 29 M Channon 9-5 C Bishop (3)
5 (6) 0 HERECOMESTHEBAND 24 G Baker 9-5 P Cosgrave
6 (3) 6 KINGSTON SASSAFRAS 24 E Walker 9-5 K Fallon
7 (8) 00 POLYDUS 11 E Dunlop 9-5 P Makin
8 (10) 0252 THORKHILL STAR 10 R Fahey 9-5 G Chaloner (3)
9 (7) 053 COLOURS OF GLORY 10 C Hills 9-0 G Lee
10 (1) 0 FRIDGE KID 20 Dr J Scargill 9-0 R Tart (3)
11 (9) INKE J Boyle 9-0 W A Carson

2-1 Thorkhill Star, 5-2 Harlequin Striker, 11-2 Delaire, 6-1 others.

3.00 Handicap (3-Y-O: £5,175: 1m 114y) (11)
1 (9) 0-331 LADY SPARKLER 47 R Varian 9-7 L Steward (5)
2 (8) 54151 GRATZIE 21 (D) M Channon 9-6 C Bishop (3)
3 (5) 41-0 APPROACH THE WEST 138 (P) J Tate 9-6 K Fallon
4 (10) 2-301 ROLLING DICE 12 (D) D Ffrench Davis 9-5 P Makin
5 (4) 0-P05 RIZAL PARK 12 (H) A Balding 9-3 Thomas Brown (3)
6 (1) 40166 INSPECTOR NORSE 29 (CD) S Kirk 9-3 P Dobbs
7 (7) 30434 SPREADABLE 21 N Littmoden 9-0 J Mitchell
8 (2) 455 SIXTIES LOVE 83 S Dow 9-0 S Drowne
9 (11) 40300 TIPTREE LACE 30 (V) W Knight 8-13 C Shepherd (7)
10 (3) 020-0 VICTORY RICH 29 H Tett 8-12 G Lee
11 (6) 00215 TETE ORANGE 27 (D,BF) S C Williams 8-11 P Cosgrave

4-1 Lady Sparkler, 6-1 Gratzie, 13-2 Inspector Norse, 7-1 others.

3.35 Handicap (£8,086: 7f) (14)
1 (12) 30311 AQUA ARDENS 20 (T,CD) G Baker 6-9-10 P Cosgrave
2 (2) 51410 GOLD BEAU 17 (P) K Stubbs 4-9-10 D C Costello
3 (14) 21120 EXCEEDEXPECTATIONS 8 (V,D) L Carter 5-9-7 A Quinn
4 (11) 33162 WEEKENDATBERNIES 12 (CD) E De Giles 3-9-5

L Steward (5)
5 (13) 50250 CHAMPAGNE SYDNEY 8 (D) R Hannon 3-9-5 P Dobbs
6 (9) 25346 KING OF MACEDON 18 (B) M Johnston 3-9-4 K Fallon
7 (8) 40000 RAKAAN 44 (D) B Powell 7-9-3 Jenny Powell (5)
8 (6) 00000 BROCKLEBANK 16 (CD) S Dow 5-9-2 P Makin
9 (5) 20063 SNOW BAY 13 (D) P Midgley 8-9-2 G Lee
10 (4) 31152 PARISIAN PYRAMID 11 (P) L Carter 8-9-2

Thomas Brown (3)
11 (3) 12352 INTOMIST 16 (P,D) J Boyle 5-9-1 Stephen Craine
12 (1) 021 ENLIVEN 26 (H,D) A Balding 3-9-0 S Drowne
13(10) 13160 SPELLMAKER 30 A G Newcombe 5-9-0 E J Walsh (5)
14 (7) 13534 PACTOLUS 18 (D) S C Williams 3-8-11 R Ffrench

11-2 Enliven, 13-2 AquaArdens, 8-1Weekendatbernies, 9-1 Parisian Pyramid,
Snow Bay, Spellmaker, 10-1 Intomist, 11-1 others.

4.10 Handicap
(Jump jockeys: £8,086: 1m 4f 10y) (10)

1 (6) 14604 OCEAN APPLAUSE 5 John Ryan 4-11-10 R McLernon
2 (2) -1110 KING'S REQUEST 146 Mrs L Mongan 4-11-9 T Cannon
3 (4) 21126 IFAN 45 T Vaughan 6-11-8 M Byrne
4 (3) 31325 ROYAL MARSKELL 10 (D) A Hutchinson 5-11-5

D C Costello
5 (8) 01661 WHINGING WILLIE 23 G L Moore 5-11-5 J E Moore
6 (7) 322d3 ETON RAMBLER 61 (D) G Baker 4-11-3 A Tinkler
7 (5) 60212 GOLDEN JUBILEE 20 (V) N Twiston-Davies 5-11-3

S Twiston-Davies
8 (9) 13331 LAST MINUTE LISA 9 (C) S Kirk 4-11-2 B Powell
9 (1) 1065- STEPHEN HERO 29J (D) D Skelton 4-11-0 H Skelton
10(10) 50041 MEDBURN CUTLER 28 (P) Paul Henderson 4-10-10

N Scholfield

9-4 Last Minute Lisa, 11-2 Stephen Hero, 7-1 Eton Rambler, 15-2 Ifan, 8-1
Ocean Applause, Whinging Willie, 10-1 Golden Jubilee, 12-1 others.

4.45 Maiden Stakes (£3,881: 1m 2f 18y) (6)
1 (2) 03-34 PARK PLACE 29 J J Quinn 4-9-12 P Makin
2 (5) 00 FINE TUNE 99 Mrs L Jewell 3-9-5 S Drowne
3 (6) 3 VICEROYALTY 10 C Appleby 3-9-5 A Ajtebi
4 (3) DEBUTANTE BLUES M Johnston 3-9-0 K Fallon
5 (4) 262 DREAMING BEAUTY 27 (P,BF) J Noseda 3-9-0 G Lee
6 (1) 332 LABISE 24 (T) R Beckett 3-9-0 P Dobbs

2-1 Labise, 11-4 Dreaming Beauty, 100-30 Park Place, 13-2 Debutante Blues,
8-1 Viceroyalty, 20-1 Fine Tune.

5.20 Handicap (£5,175: 6f) (15)
1 (14) 00336 DECENT FELLA 10 (T,D) Miss A Stokell 8-9-10 Doubtful
2 (3) 31046 WELEASE BWIAN 14 (D) S C Williams 5-9-8 A Jones (7)
3 (8) 36541 LADY PHILL 14 (D) M Attwater 4-9-7 L Steward (5)
4 (4) 05310 MAMBO SPIRIT 38 (D) A G Newcombe 10-9-6 E J Walsh (5)
5 (13) 06461 DREAM CATCHER 21 (D) H Candy 6-9-6 Amy Scott (3)
6 (6) 36423 SLIM CHANCE 9 S West 5-9-5 D C Costello
7 (1) -3232 HIPZ 29 (D) Mrs L Mongan 3-9-4 K Fallon
8 (7) 60050 LIONHEART 47 (E,D) P Crate 4-9-4 T E Durcan
9 (11) 55040 FINFLASH 17 M Channon 3-9-3 P Makin
10(12) 10423 TYCHAIOS 13 S C Williams 4-9-3 P Dobbs
11 (2) -4052 SAKHEE'S ROSE 29 (B,D) E McMahon 4-9-2 G Lee
12 (5) 4d513 PERFECT PASTIME 11 (P,D,BF) J Boyle 6-9-2 P Cosgrave
13 (9) 60025 KOHARU 35 (P,D) P Makin 4-9-0 S Drowne
14(15) 23500 ROSE BUCK 13 (D) G Bravery 3-8-12 J Mitchell
15(10) 45561 PHAROH JAKE 14 (D) J Bridger 6-8-11 W A Carson

11-2 Dream Catcher, 13-2 Lady Phill, 15-2 Pharoh Jake, 8-1 Sakhee's Rose, 9-1
Hipz, 10-1 Mambo Spirit, Perfect Pastime, Tychaios, 12-1 others.

Wolverhampton
Rob Wright
5.30 Classic Mission 7.30 Granola
6.00 Doubly Clever 8.00 Armelle
6.30 Lilly Junior 8.30 Baby Queen
7.00 Rio Ronaldo 9.00 Strawberry Martini
Going: standard At The Races
Draw: 5f-7f, low numbers best

5.30 Apprentice Handicap
(£1,940: 1m 1f 103y) (13)

1 (13) 00-50 REX ROMANORUM 68 P Holmes 6-9-12 P Sword (5)
2 (10) 06150 PIM STREET 24 (C,D) D O'Meara 4-9-12 Josh Doyle (5)
3 (3) 11600 PIPERS PIPING 13 (C) Miss M Rowland 8-9-12

R Hornby (3)
4 (12) 00560 POOR DUKE 7 (E,B,C) M Mullineaux 4-9-10 L Stones (7)
5 (8) 21322 HER RED DEVIL 15 (BF) R Fahey 3-9-7 R Scott (5)
6 (6) 42132 LYNNGALE 7 (H) K Stubbs 3-9-7 K Shoemark (3)
7 (11) 00552 ROYAL TROOPER 5 (C) W M Brisbourne 8-9-6

B Brisbourne (3)
8 (1) 0/420 LORD OF THE STORM 22 (D) W G M Turner 6-9-4 R While
9 (5) 05642 CLASSIC MISSION 8 (B) J Portman 3-9-2 N Curtis
10 (2) 60530 MY NEW ANGEL 8 D Loughnane 5-9-1 L Day (7)
11 (4) -0406 YOUM JAMIL 45 (H) A Carroll 7-8-13 J Vaughan
12 (9) 52603 GOLLY MISS MOLLY 15 (P) J Gask 3-8-9 D A Parkes (3)
13 (7) 02036 TORRIDON 14 (V) M Johnston 3-8-8 D Cremin

6-1 Lynngale, Royal Trooper, 13-2 PimStreet, 7-1HerRedDevil, Torridon, 15-2
Classic Mission, 10-1 Lord Of The Storm, 11-1 My New Angel, 12-1 others.

6.00 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,911: 7f 32y) (12)

1 (12) 3 CARNIVAL KING 59 B Meehan 9-5 Martin Lane
2 (8) CYRIL K A Ryan 9-5 F Lynch
3 (9) 6 DOUBLY CLEVER 47 C Hills 9-5 T Queally
4 (6) 26 GLORIOUS MAGIC 3 O Stevens 9-5 N Mackay
5 (10) 50 RIVER OF DREAMS 63 (H) K A Ryan 9-5 S A Gray (5)
6 (4) SAMMY'S WARRIOR M Botti 9-5 D Muscutt (5)
7 (11) 0 SIR VEILLANCE 27 M Appleby 9-5 Alistair Rawlinson (5)
8 (1) 04 THANKSGIVING DAY 6 J Osborne 9-5 S W Kelly
9 (2) 4655 THE PACO KID 54 O Stevens 9-5 Hayley Turner
10 (5) U3 WENTWORTH FALLS 20 C Appleby 9-5 R Havlin
11 (3) 0 PERCY'S DREAM 20 W Jarvis 9-0 P Mulrennan
12 (7) 0 TODEGICA 55 R Beckett 9-0 S Sanders

9-4 Wentworth Falls, 5-1 The Paco Kid, 15-2 Carnival King, 8-1 Doubly Clever,
9-1 River Of Dreams, Sammy's Warrior, 10-1 Glorious Magic, 12-1 others.

6.30 Fillies' Handicap
(£4,690: 7f 32y) (8)

1 (2) 23010 IMAGINARY WORLD 7 (E,CD) J Balding 6-9-9
S A Gray (5)

2 (6) 00034 AL MANAAL 20 (D) M Channon 4-9-8 C Bishop (3)
3 (5) 3-31 ARAGOSTA 22 (D) J Fanshawe 4-9-6 Hayley Turner
4 (3) 42016 SWISS KISS 19 J Gosden 3-9-5 R Havlin
5 (8) 00645 VALEN 29 Michael Bell 3-9-3 W Twiston-Davies
6 (4) 05612 MADAME MIRASOL 21 (P,CD,BF) K A Ryan 3-9-3

F Lynch
7 (7) 33U31 LILLY JUNIOR 17 B Ellison 3-9-3 B A Curtis
8 (1) 3100 BINT DANDY 71 C Dwyer 3-9-2 J Quinn

3-1 Aragosta, 5-1 Madame Mirasol, 11-2 Lilly Junior, Swiss Kiss, 8-1 Al
Manaal, Imaginary World, Valen, 9-1 Bint Dandy.

7.00 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,587: 5f 216y) (11)

1 (11) 03 AMAZOUR 24 I Mohammed 9-5 Martin Lane
2 (9) 00 BAHAMIAN DESERT 15 D O'Meara 9-5 Sam James (3)
3 (7) 020 BITING BULLETS 49 J Hughes 9-5 S Donohoe
4 (3) FIRST SUMMER E McMahon 9-5 P Mulrennan
5 (5) 6 GIN TRAP 35 O Stevens 9-5 H Bentley
6 (2) 0 LONELY RANGER 22 Miss A Weaver 9-5 R Havlin
7 (4) 53 RIO RONALDO 43 M Murphy 9-5 S W Kelly
8 (6) 05 KYLIES WILD CARD 14 S Hodgson 9-0 C Bishop (3)
9 (1) 0 MATRON 28 J Fanshawe 9-0 Hayley Turner
10 (8) 55 SHIMMERING SILVER 24 D Loughnane 9-0 F McDonald
11(10) SLOVAK J Tate 9-0 R Kingscote

3-1 Amazour, Rio Ronaldo, 6-1 Matron, 13-2 Slovak, 7-1 Biting Bullets, 10-1
First Summer, Shimmering Silver, 14-1 Bahamian Desert, 25-1 others.

7.30 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,587: 5f 216y) (10)

1 (4) 03 DARK SIDE DREAM 35 C Dwyer 9-5 J Quinn
2 (1) 6 DON RICARDO 108 R Fahey 9-5 G Chaloner (3)
3 (9) 5 HARD TO HANDEL 13 R Beckett 9-5 S Sanders
4 (10) 43 KOPTOON 24 (T,BF) T Dascombe 9-5 R Kingscote
5 (3) 542 SUBVERSIVE 7 M Johnston 9-5 F Norton
6 (8) BONFIRE HEART D Loughnane 9-0 J F McDonald
7 (6) 0 ELIS ELIZ 10 M Wigham 9-0 T Queally
8 (2) 5 GRANOLA 16 D Brown 9-0 H Bentley
9 (7) 46 SHAR SHAR 16 B Ellison 9-0 P Pickard
10 (5) 55 SOLSTALLA 16 W Jarvis 9-0 Doubtful

3-1 Koptoon, 7-2 Subversive, 5-1 Don Ricardo, 6-1 Granola, 8-1 others.

8.00 Handicap (£1,940: 5f 216y) (13)
1 (9) 00111 RISE TO GLORY 6 (T,P,C,D) Shaun Harris 6-10-1

A Blakemore (7)
2 (13) 50311 ARMELLE 19 (D) S Dixon 3-9-5 M Hopkins (5)
3 (8) 53501 CATALINAS DIAMOND 12 (H,T,D) Pat Murphy 6-9-5

S Sanders
4 (10) 1436- BOUNTIFUL FOREST 347 K Frost 3-9-3 S Donohoe
5 (4) 62050 HAMIS AL BIN 71 (T,C,D) J M Bradley 5-9-3 D Nolan
6 (3) 46650 PRIGSNOV DANCER 30 (C,D) Mrs D Sanderson 9-9-3

J Budge (7)
7 (1) 0-464 REAFFIRMED 36 E Vaughan 3-9-2 Luke Morris
8 (2) -0000 SAGA LOUT 65 (P,C) A Hollinshead 4-9-1 J Duern (5)
9 (5) 00021 METHAALY 8 (B,C,D) M Mullineaux 11-8-13 A Hesketh (7)
10 (6) -6030 HAZZA THE JAZZA 6 (B,C,D) Richard Guest 4-8-12 J Hart
11 (7) 0-050 ASTER'S APPROVAL 8 (T,B) Mrs I G-Leveque 4-8-11 L Souza
12(11) -5020 HIGH TONE 35 (BF) D Ivory 4-8-10 R Winston
13(12) 50126 GRACIE'S GAMES 17 (V,D,BF) J Spearing 8-8-9

W Twiston-Davies

7-2 Rise To Glory, 11-2 Armelle, 13-2 Methaaly, 7-1 others.

8.30 Handicap (£1,940: 5f 20y) (13)
1 (9) 10061 LOUIS VEE 17 (T,C,D) R Brotherton 6-9-7 Luke Morris
2 (3) 05330 PASSIONADA 27 (H,C,D) E McMahon 5-9-7 P Mulrennan
3 (2) 24000 QUALITY ART 113 (D) S Hodgson 6-9-6 C Bishop (3)
4 (13) 00350 BILASH 21 (D) A Hollinshead 7-9-6 J Duern (5)
5 (7) 10452 COLLEGE DOLL 17 (T,C,D) Mrs C Dunnett 5-9-5 J Quinn
6 (5) 05056 GIVE US A BELLE 14 (T,V,C,D) Mrs C Dunnett 5-9-4

A Beschizza
7 (1) -4005 AVONVALLEY 7 (C,D) P Grayson 7-9-4 T Queally
8 (4) 65443 BABY QUEEN 17 (D,BF) B Baugh 8-9-2 N Farley (3)
9 (8) 26233 LUCKY MARK 22 (P,C) J Balding 5-9-2 R Winston
10(10) 45363 YOUR GIFTED 16 (V,D) Mrs L Williamson 7-9-0 J Garritty (5)
11(12) 04206 VOLCANIC DUST 58 (T,C,D) J M Bradley 6-8-13 R Kingscote
12 (6) 00600 HEJAZ 35 (P) J Butler 4-8-11 S Donohoe
13(11) 00666 IRISH BOY 41 (T,D) Mrs C Dunnett 6-8-11 D Muscutt (5)

11-2 Lucky Mark, 6-1 Louis Vee, Passionada, 7-1 Volcanic Dust, 8-1 others.

9.00 Handicap (£2,587: 1m 4f 50y) (12)
1 (5) 12103 SPANISH PLUME 39 (E,P,C,D) A Hollinshead 6-9-12

J Duern (5)
2 (6) 14204 MEN DON'T CRY 14 (B,D) E De Giles 5-9-11 D J Bates (3)
3 (8) 4066/ CRAFTY ROBERTO 306J (T) A Hales 6-9-9W Twiston-Davies
4 (9) 14513 INCENDO 24 (V,C,D,BF) C Dore 8-9-9 Hayley Turner
5 (10) 11404 MANOMINE 16 (B) C Brittain 5-9-8 L Steward (5)
6 (1) 0/66 MUSICAL MOON 15 Lady Herries 4-9-7 S Sanders
7 (4) 11/34 DAAREE 18 (C,BF) S Bin Suroor 4-9-6 A Ajtebi
8 (11) -100P MARKAMI 13 (T) J Farrelly 4-9-6 S Donohoe
9 (2) 6621/ ARTISAN 592J B Ellison 6-9-4 P Pickard
10 (3) 62220 MOUNTAIN KINGDOM 28 (P) Sir M Prescott 3-9-3

Luke Morris
11 (7) 03240 NORSE LIGHT 38 (P) R Beckett 3-9-1 R Kingscote
12(12) 0344 STRAWBERRY MARTINI 52 W Muir 3-9-0 Martin Dwyer

9-2 Daaree, 11-2 Norse Light, 13-2 Incendo, Manomine, 7-1 others.

Course specialists
Chepstow: Trainer W Haggas, 7 from 16 runners,
43.8%. Jockey S Sanders, 4 from 21 rides, 19.0%.
Doncaster: Trainer Lady Cecil, 3 from 12, 25.0%.
Jockey J O'Brien, 4 from 11, 36.4%.
Epsom: Trainer J Tate, 5 from 13, 38.5%.
Jockey K Fallon, 13 from 72, 18.1%.
Wolverhampton: Trainer S Bin Suroor, 26 from 78,
33.3%. Jockey B Brisbourne, 5 from 15, 33.3%.

RobWright’s midday update
thetimes.co.uk/sportsbook

Blinkered first time:Chepstow2.50AirOfYork,GoGently,
Margot Rose. 4.00 Paco’s Dream, Vita Mina. Doncaster
5.35 Wahaab. Epsom 3.00 Tiptree Lace. 5.20 Lionheart.
Wolverhampton 5.30 Poor Duke, Torridon.

Ready, steady Ko given youth opportunity
Lydia Ko jokes that she keeps a closer
watch on where her pay cheques go
since becoming the youngest player to
pass $1million in career earnings on
the LPGA Tour, but the 17-year-old
would far rather hit the headlines as
the youngest winner of a major
championship.
Playing as a 16-year-old amateur in

the Évian Championship last year, the
young prodigy gave SuzannPettersen a
memorable run for her money before
the Norwegian triumphed, and Ko
would love to crown a stellar 12months
as a rookie with victory in the fifth and
final major of the year.
Ranked No3 in the world, Ko could

reach the summit with a good finish
here but the mature, modest New
Zealander insists that she is not putting
pressure on herself after two wins on
the tour this season.
Not the tallest at 5ft 5in, she does not

hit the ball prodigious distances and
says that she is more interested in
picking up birdies than big pay packets.
Definitely more Inbee Park than Lexi
Thompson, one of the longest drivers
on tour. So, what makes Ko so special?
David Leadbetter, swing coach to a

galaxyof champions, agreed somewhat
reluctantly to help Ko. “After such a

glittering amateur career, I didn’t want
to mess up theMona Lisa, so to speak,”
he said. “And she really is a phenome-
non. She has a great head on her shoul-
ders and a lovely sense of humour, so
we can keep things light.”
Leadbetter has made minor

adjustments to Ko’s swing but believes
that her greatest quality is a solid tem-
perament. “Lydia is never too excited,
never too down,” he said. “Sometimes I
wonder if she has a heartbeat.”
With no discernible weaknesses and

awonderful short gamecomplemented
byan intenseworkethic, it is nowonder
Ko has taken the sport by storm.
However, she has paid the price for
overdoing the practice, requiring
surgery on her left wrist a fortnight ago
to have a cyst drained.
Making the most of a break at home

in Orlando, Florida, she confessed to
chilling out eating hamburgers and ta-
cos. “I tried to be a normal teenager, ate
fatty food andenjoyednot touchingmy
clubs,” she said. “That’s not what
normal athletes do.”
After her heroics at the venue last

year, she would do well to heed Lead-
better’s sound advice. “I’d caution her
against overplaying, she needs to pace
herself,” he said. “And it’s imperative to
maintain a healthy lifestyle balance.
You can’t play golf 24/7 and not have a
hobby. It’s also crucial to manage

expectations. She’s in it for the long
haul and you can’t win every week.”
If she does triumph, Ko is unlikely to

go on a spending spree. She says that
her mother still controls her pocket
money, and her likeliest purchase
would be something electronic.
Mo Martin, the Ricoh British Open

champion, is the only one of this

season’s major winners missing this
week after withdrawing because of a
thumb injury.
Thompson, the winner of the Kraft

Nabisco Championship, Michelle Wie
(US Open) and Park (Wegmans LPGA
Championship) are all in the hunt for
the inaugural Rolex Annika Major
Award for the player who has won at a

major and performed best in all five
over the course of the year.
Dame Laura Davies is the in-form

player among the British contingent
and will play alongside Juli Inkster, the
United States Solheim Cup captain, for
the first two rounds.
Catriona Matthew, the 2009 British

Open champion from Scotland, is
paired with Wie, while Charley Hull,
the English teenager, is in the same
group as Minjee Lee, the 18-year-old
Australian and former world
No1-ranked amateur who will be
making her professional debut.

Youngest major winners

Morgan Pressel (US)
18 years 10 months 9 days, Kraft
Nabisco Championship 2007
Inbee Park (S Kor) 19 years 11
months 17 days, US Open 2008
Shin Ji Yai (S Kor)
20 years 3 months 6 days, British
Open 2008
Yani Tseng (Taiwan)
19 years 4 months 6 days, LPGA
Championship 2008
Holder:Suzann Pettersen (Nor)
32; won inaugural Evian tournament,
2013
Words by Cathy Harris

Golf
Cathy Harris Évian-les-Bains

Teen spirit: Ko could reach the summit of the sport with a strong finish in France

STUART FRANKLIN/GETTY IMAGES
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It has been quite a week in quite a
season for Jason Roy. Within the past
few days he has agreed a new three-
year contract with Surrey, made his
international debut and has now struck
a very impressive hundred incorporat-
ing the most confident shots against
England’s incumbent spin bowler.

Surrey saved themselves a pretty
penny and prevented a media circus in
opting against calling up Kevin Pieters-
en for this contest, and nothing in the
events over the first half of proceedings
of this match has undermined that de-
cision. True, they lost their last six wick-
ets for 33 runs in ten overs, but through
no fault of the specialist batsmen.

The collapse heightened the drama
around Roy, who was 86 not out when
Jack Shantry took a return catch from
Gary Wilson to end a strident, fifth-
wicket stand of 151 in 31 overs. By the
time Jade Dernbach, the last man,
walked out, Roy had added only 11 to his
total, and a third championship
hundred of the season in the second
division appeared to be in jeopardy.

The 24-year-old duly reached the
landmark by smearing Moeen Ali
through the off side for his 13th four to

add to a six over extra cover against the
same bowler. Other than when he was
hit on the arm by Charlie Morris with
the secondnewball, Roy looked quiteat
ease during his innings.

More than anything, Surrey’s decline
was down to good swing bowling by
Shantry, the left-arm bowler. He took
six first-innings wickets in the corre-
sponding fixture at the Kia Oval and re-
peated that yesterday in stretching his
overall championship tally to 50 wick-
ets for the season.

Despite scoring only eight for
England in the Twenty20 international
against India at Edgbaston on Sunday,
Roy is still viewed as an outside bet for
a World Cup place in the new year. This
innings ought not to influence selec-
tion, although it is worth noting he built
on a platform laid by Rory Burns (91)
and Steven Davies, a pair of contrasting
but effective left-handers.

Wilson looked uneasy at times,
which highlighted the relative serenity
of Roy’s progress at the other end. It
also reflected well on the determina-
tion of Wilson to hang in.

The difference in experience
between the batting line-ups has been
considerable, and Worcestershire will
be better for the acquisition of Alex
Gidman from Gloucestershire on a
two-year contract confirmed last night.
Gidman is entitled to imagine he will be
playing in the first division, no matter
the recent stumbles at New Road.

However, Mitchell McClenaghan,
who bowled sharply either side of
lunch, will head home to New Zealand
after this game and not return for the
last fixture, against Essex, on which
promotion may be determined. His
father died on Tuesday after illness.

Pitiless Trott and Hain turn up the heat

Yorkshire accused of negativity
after grinding rivals into the dirt

Trent Bridge (second day of four): Nottinghamshire,
with six first-innings wickets in hand, are 474 runs
behind Yorkshire

Myles Hodgson

Nottinghamshire
v Yorkshire

Scoreboard pressure is hardly a
modern tactic, but Yorkshire were
forced to defend their methods after
being accused of negative cricket in
their pursuit of the LV= County Cham-
pionship. Having batted Nottingham-
shire, their nearest rivals for the title, al-
most into submission, the first division
leaders then justified their approach by
claiming late wickets to underline their
domination yesterday.

Theyhadresumedonacommanding
319 for four after the opening day on an
easy-paced Trent Bridge pitch, but
Yorkshire chose to consolidate their
position and took 78.2 overs to add a
further 213 runs before declaring on 532
for nine. As if to emphasise the effec-
tiveness of their crease occupation,
Yorkshire exploited Nottinghamshire’s
weariness in the 15 overs before the
close to claim four wickets.

It did not stop small outbreaks of
booing from the crowd during York-
shire’s innings, which Tim Bresnan, the
Yorkshire all-rounder, dismissed as
“frustrated Nottinghamshire fans”,
while some Sky Sports commentators
claimed the tactics were negative. Both
reactions seemed a little churlish given
Nottinghamshire’s position, 325 runs
away from saving the follow-on, by the
close with Yorkshire eyeing their first
championship since 2001.

“There’s been a lot of criticism with
how we’ve batted, but for me it’s all
about keeping them out there, get as
many runs as we can and let the game
take its natural course,” Bresnan said.

“As soon as we passed 400, then it
was just a case of grinding them into the
dirt. It’s there for them to chase then
and it’s a game that’s going to be very
difficult for us to lose from this point.

“We know when we’ve been a day
and a half in the dirt, you’re weary.

There’s going to be that floating
around, with the lapses of concentra-
tion, and that just helps us, really.”

Bresnan was one of two players in
Yorkshire’s line-up narrowly to miss
out on centuries. The tone was set by
Gary Ballance, returning to county
cricket after a summer with England,
who resumed on 82 but took 18 overs to
add 17 runs before falling for 99, leg-
before shuffling across his stumps
to Gary Keedy, Nottinghamshire’s
Yorkshire-born left-arm spinner.

Keedy, now 39, was Nottingham-
shire’s main threat on a day of attrition

and had bowled 50 overs by the time
Yorkshire declared, finishing with his
34th first-class five-wicket haul.

He could not, however, dislodge Bre-
snan, enjoying a season back in county
cricket after being dropped by England
from their Test and one-day squads.

Without a Yorkshire century since
scoring an unbeaten 101 against
Warwickshire at Scarborough in 2007,
and denied a first-class hundred for an
England XI against Essex last summer
when the match, originally first-
class, was downgraded because of inju-
ries, he could have been forgiven for

being less philosophical at picking
out mid-wicket on 95 to hasten the
declaration.

Certainly his, and Yorkshire’s, philos-
ophy worked impressively, with Not-
tinghamshire looking weary from the
start of their innings and Jack Brooks
quickly induced an edge behind from
Alex Hales with his fourth ball.

Ryan Sidebottom followed with two
wickets in four balls, with Steven
Mullaney and James Taylor caught in
the slips driving loosely, while Samit
Patel followed by edging low to
Ballance at third slip off Brooks.

On the run: Yorkshire’s players celebrate the fall of Hales, caught behind by Jonny Bairstow in the first over from Brooks
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Roy ensures
that Pietersen
is relegated
to a footnote

Worcester (second day of four): Worcestershire,
with all second-innings wickets in hand, are 122 runs
behind Surrey

Richard Hobson
Deputy Cricket Correspondent

Worcestershire v Surrey

followed by three more centuries in a
dozen subsequent championship
innings.

Given events at Trent Bridge, even
his performance yesterday looks highly
unlikely to help Warwickshire to a
second championship title in three
years, but they should be well clear of
Nottinghamshire in the runners-up
stakes (worth £225,000) come Friday,
assuming both games get that far.

It will take some character for North-
amptonshire to recover
from their latest mauling.
To add to their woes, they
were without David
Willey’s pace all day after
the promising left-armer,
with his worrying his-
tory of injury, developed
back problems over-
night.
Resuming on 79 for

one, Warwickshire had
added a careful 63 runs

in the first 27 overs for
the loss of Varun

Chopra and Will Porter-
field when Hain joined Trott.

Their initial reconnaissance felt
ominous. It was an hour before tea, with
67 put on at 2.9 per over, before acceler-
ation came with a vengeance. With the
rigorous efficiency that has character-
ised Warwickshire all season, the pair
added the 191 needed in only 43 more
overs to secure maximum batting
points with eight balls to spare.

Trott, given a start of 21 runs and as
many overs, reached his hundred in 173
balls and, ten balls later, Hain posted his
in 171, continuing to a career-best
maiden 148 at the close. Trott will
resume on 128.

Both clipped delightfully off the pads
to the short, 50-yard boundary; both
scratched away at the crease and both
prowled between balls to maintain
unremitting concentration. Alas, poor
Northamptonshire.

Asked about the similarity between
the two, Trott joked: “He [Hain] is
probably better off copying Ian Bell. It
was the only time in my life that I’ve got
to the middle of the pitch at the end of
an over and needed to wait for the other
bloke to join me.”

Hain, who took 34 balls to get off the
mark as a worrying sign of intent, joins
him again this morning.

Durham’s revival continued as they
enhanced their prospects of avoiding
relegation by opening a first-innings
lead of 101 over Middlesex at Lord’s, this
despite the efforts for the home team of
Dawid Malan, who passed 1,000 runs
for the season en route to 97.

In contrast, Lancashire’s survival
battle faltered at Hove with Ed Joyce’s
sixth hundred of the first-class
campaign helping Sussex to enter the
third day 21 runs ahead with three first-
innings wickets remaining.

At Chelmsford, Essex remain in
contention for promotion. They will
start their second innings needing just
22 to beatKent. James Foster made 108
in Essex’s total of 328 and Graham
Napier claimed four wickets to add to
his half-century.

Cheteshwar Pujara took his recent
India Test form into the domestic
competition, labouring for seven runs
on debut for Derbyshire against
Glamorgan in Cardiff.

Edgbaston (second day of four): Warwickshire, with
seven first-innings wickets in hand, are 140 runs
ahead of Northamptonshire

Neville Scott

Warwickshire v
Northamptonshire

Joyce hundred
puts Lancashire
on the back foot
Richard Hobson

To

ni

Chopra and Will Porter-
field

Roy reached three
figures with a four
off Ali’s bowling

The phrase “piling on the agony”
hardly covers it. Northamptonshire’s
toiling attack has claimed champion-
ship wickets this season at the exorbi-
tant price of 46.23 runs apiece, hardly
the best prelude to an encounter with
Jonathan Trott and Sam Hain, both of
whom proceeded to hundreds in a
pitiless, unbroken stand of 271.

For Trott, it was a first century at
Edgbaston in all cricket since a one-day
international in July, 2010. For Hain,
who, though 14 years his junior could at
times pass for a clone of his partner
both in style and manner, it was a
second meeting with Northampton-
shire after a famous match in mid-June.

On that bruising occasion for these
bowlers, Hain, an Australia Under-19
international, became the youngest
Warwickshire batsman, at 18 years and
336 days, to post a first-class hundred.
His maiden landmark has now been Trott punished the bowlers
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Wiggins surrenders hope of victory White’s progress leaves
Robertson off colour
Snooker Neil Robertson was left
feeling sick yesterday after joining
the big-name casualties at the
Shanghai Masters. Robertson,
32, the world No2, lost 5-4 to
Michael White, of Wales.
Afterwards the off-colour

Australian revealed that he had
been stricken with food poisoning
on the eve of the match. “I felt
very sick before the match and
had no energy at all,” he said.
Mark Selby, the world champion,
beat Ken Doherty 5-2, but in
another shock, Zhao Xintong, a
17-year-old wild card, beat Marco
Fu 5-4 on the final black.

Hossain reported
Cricket Al-Amin Hossain has
become the second Bangladesh
bowler to be reported for a
suspect action on the team’s tour
to the West Indies, the ICC said
yesterday. A day after Saeed
Ajmal, the Pakistan off spinner,
was suspended over his action,
the game’s world governing body
said concerns had been raised by
match officials about the seam
bowler during the first Test in St
Vincent. Sohag Gazi, the
Bangladesh spinner, was cited last
week during the one-day series.

LV= County Championship
First division
Middlesex v Durham
Lord’s (second day of four): Durham,
with nine second-innings wickets in
hand, are 129 runs ahead of Middlesex
Durham:First Innings (overnight348-7)
S G Borthwick c Robson b Finn 176
J W Hastings c Malan b Finn 12
C Rushworth c Stirling b Murtagh 6
P K D Chase not out 4
Extras (b 4, lb 5, w 1, nb 2) 12
Total (104.3 overs) 377
Fall of wickets: 1-1, 2-20, 3-24, 4-200,
5-294, 6-295, 7-346, 8-367, 9-367.
Bowling: Murtagh 26.3-3-106-5; Finn
23-1-102-3; Roland-Jones 19-4-68-1;
Dexter 11-1-37-1; Rayner 25-4-55-0.
Second Innings
K K Jennings b Murtagh 0
†P Mustard not out 21
S G Borthwick not out 7
Total (1 wkt, 9 overs) 28
Fall of wicket: 1-0.
Bowling: Murtagh 5-2-12-1; Finn 2-0-
16-0; Roland-Jones 2-2-0-0.
Middlesex: First Innings
*C J L Rogers c Mustard b Rushworth 8
S D Robson b Rushworth 15
D J Malan c Mustard b Stokes 97
E J G Morgan c Borthwick b Stokes 25
N J Dexter c Collingwood b Chase 14
†J A Simpson lbw b Chase 6
P R Stirling lbw b Rushworth 16
O P Rayner c Borthwick b Hastings 8
T S Roland-Jones lbw b Collingwood 49
T J Murtagh b Borthwick 24
S T Finn not out 0
Extras (lb 10, nb 4) 14
Total (73.1 overs) 276
Fall of wickets: 1-8, 2-47, 3-109, 4-166,
5-174, 6-175, 7-198, 8-202, 9-276.
Bowling: Rushworth 18-2-86-3;
Hastings 14-4-50-1; Chase 13-2-47-2;
Stokes 20-2-77-2; Collingwood 7-5-5-1;
Borthwick 1.1-0-1-1.
Umpires: N L Bainton and D J Millns.

Nottinghamshire v Yorkshire
Trent Bridge (second day of four):
Nottinghamshire, with six first-innings
wickets in hand, are 474 runs behind
Yorkshire
Yorkshire: First Innings (overnight
319-4)
G S Ballance lbw b Keedy 99
J A Leaning lbw b Keedy 42
A U Rashid c Wessels b Fletcher 42
T T Bresnan c Wessels b Mullaney 95
S A Patterson lbw b Keedy 17
R J Sidebottom not out 4
Extras (b 4, lb 6, nb 2) 12
Total (9 wkts dec, 174.2 overs) 532
J A Brooks did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-176, 2-271, 3-289,
4-298,5-362,6-387,7-433,8-490,9-532.
Bowling: Fletcher 30-11-73-2; Gurney
34-4-124-1; Ball 24-3-73-0; Keedy 50-2-
163-5; Mullaney 16.2-4-37-1; Patel 20-
3-52-0.
Nottinghamshire: First Innings
S J Mullaney c Lyth b Sidebottom 9
A D Hales c Bairstow b Brooks 0
M J Lumb not out 35

J W A Taylor c Ballance b Sidebottom 0
S R Patel c Ballance b Brooks 0
M H Wessels not out 14
Total (4 wkts, 15 overs) 58
*†C M W Read, L J Fletcher, J T Ball, H
F Gurney and G Keedy to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-8, 2-12, 3-12, 4-25.
Bowling: Sidebottom 6-1-20-2; Brooks
5-1-23-2; Rashid 2-0-3-0; Patterson
2-0-12-0.
Umpires: R J Bailey and M J Saggers.

Sussex v Lancashire
Hove (second day of four): Sussex, with
three first-innings wickets in hand, are
21 runs ahead of Lancashire
Lancashire: First Innings 320 (LAProct-
er 81 not out; S J Magoffin 4 for 96)
Sussex: First Innings (overnight 0-0)
C D Nash c Chapple b Kerrigan 67
L W P Wells c Buttler b Anderson 0
*E C Joyce c Croft b Smith 137
C Cachopa c Croft b Anderson 50
L J Wright c Croft b Chapple 22
M H Yardy run out 14
†B C Brown c Buttler b Chapple 0
C J Jordan not out 17
S A A Zaidi not out 17
Extras (b 5, lb 4, w 2, nb 6) 17
Total (7 wkts, 98 overs) 341
S J Magoffin and L J Hatchett to bat.
Fall ofwickets: 1-1, 2-157, 3-247, 4-289,
5-291, 6-299, 7-303.
Bowling: Anderson 26-8-58-2; Chapple
22-6-66-2;Smith15-1-87-1;Procter10-0-
36-0; Croft 4-0-17-0; Kerrigan 21-5-68-1.
Umpires:MJDBodenhamandJWLloyds.
Warwickshire v

Northamptonshire
Edgbaston (second day of four): War-
wickshire, with seven first-innings
wickets in hand, are 140 runs ahead of
Northamptonshire
Northamptonshire:First Innings273 (JM
Kettleborough 71, B M Duckett 55; K H D
Barker4for61,OJHannon-Dalby4for57)
Warwickshire: First Innings (overnight
79-1)
*V Chopra c Rossington b Wagner 53
W T S Porterfield lbw b Middlebrook46
I J L Trott not out 128
S R Hain not out 148
Extras (b 12, lb 4, w 5, nb 16) 37
Total (3 wkts, 112 overs) 413
†T R Ambrose, C RWoakes, K H D Bark-
er, J S Patel, R Clarke and O J Hannon-
Dalby to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-9, 2-94, 3-142.
Bowling: Willey 4-2-22-1; Azharullah
24-2-93-0; Wagner 27-4-104-1; Middle-
brook 29-9-68-1; Hall 19-3-70-0; Keogh
6-0-30-0; Coetzer 3-1-10-0.
Umpires: N G B Cook and R T Robinson.

Second division: Essex v Kent
Chelmsford (second day of four): Kent
lead Essex by 21 runs
Kent: First Innings 198 (S A Northeast
117, S W Billings 51)
Second Innings
D J Bell-Drummond lbw b Ryder 1
*R W T Key b Napier 28
B W Harmison c Foster b Masters 2
B P Nash c Foster b Panesar 34
S A Northeast b Napier 2
D I Stevens c Ryder b Panesar 17
†S W Billings c Panesar b Napier 0
J C Tredwell c Mickleburgh b Napier 29

M E Claydon c Westley b Masters 2
A E N Riley c Napier b Westley 21
M D Hunn not out 0
Extras (b 1, lb 7, w 7) 15
Total (43.2 overs) 151
Fall of wickets: 1-4, 2-7, 3-71, 4-74,
5-75, 6-79, 7-99, 8-106, 9-151.
Bowling:Masters 12-4-28-2; Ryder 7-2-
11-1; Panesar 14-2-72-2; Napier 9.2-1-
28-4; Westley 1-0-4-1.
Essex: First Innings (overnight 97-4)
J D Ryder c Billings b Claydon 58
*†J S Foster lbw b Claydon 108
K S Velani c Tredwell b Hunn 29
G R Napier c Bell-Drummond

b Claydon 62
D D Masters c Nash b Stevens 0
M S Panesar b Stevens 0
J A Porter not out 0
Extras (lb 5, nb 2) 7
Total (92.1 overs) 328
Fall of wickets: 1-0, 2-38, 3-62, 4-67,
5-157, 6-213, 7-327, 8-328, 9-328.
Bowling: Claydon 23-5-76-4; Stevens
30.1-10-83-5; Hunn 16-4-75-1; Harmi-
son 5-0-21-0; Riley 11-0-44-0; Tredwell
7-3-24-0.
Umpires: S C Gale and I J Gould.

Glamorgan v Derbyshire
SWALEC Stadium (second day of four):
Glamorgan, with five second-innings
wickets in hand, are 224 runs ahead of
Derbyshire
Glamorgan: First Innings 282 (CBCooke
74; G G Wagg 62)
Second Innings
W D Bragg c Cross b Hughes 22
J A Rudolph lbw b White 29
G P Rees lbw b White 0
C B Cooke b White 36
J Allenby c Cross b White 43
D A Cosker not out 3
D L Lloyd not out 0
Extras (lb 12) 12
Total (5 wkts, 44 overs) 145
Fall of wickets: 1-61, 2-61, 3-63, 4-138,
5-141.
Bowling: Footitt 8-1-26-0; Palladino
9-3-25-0;White 9-0-27-4; Hughes 12-4-
22-1; Wainwright 4-0-18-0; Durston
1-0-9-0; Pujara 1-0-6-0.
Derbyshire:First Innings(overnight8-0)
B T Slater c Cosker b Wagg 18
B A Godleman lbw b Wagg 8
*W L Madsen lbw b Hogan 16
C A Pujara lbw b Allenby 7
W J Durston lbw b Allenby 10
A L Hughes lbw b Wagg 24
†G D Cross lbw b Hogan 30
D J Wainwright c Cosker b Bull 4
W A White c Wagg b Allenby 38
A P Palladino c Bragg b Bull 0
M H A Footitt not out 26
Extras (b 4, lb 12, nb 6) 22
Total (54.1 overs) 203
Fall of wickets: 1-16, 2-45, 3-58, 4-68,
5-78, 6-127, 7-131, 8-153, 9-153.
Bowling: Hogan 15-4-29-2; Cosker 5-2-
25-0; Wagg 17-2-56-3; Allenby 15.1-4-
42-3; Bull 2-0-35-2.
Umpires: N A Mallender and N J Llong.

Gloucestershire v
Leicestershire

Bristol (second day of four): Leicester-
shire, with eight first-innings wickets n
hand,are400runsbehindGloucestershire

Gloucestershire: First Innings (over-
night 513-5)
*A P R Gidman lbw b Sheikh 264
W R S Gidman lbw b Freckingham 11
T M J Smith c O’Brien b Freckingham49
C N Miles b Sheikh 0
L C Norwell b Sheikh 0
D A Payne not out 31
Extras (b 12, lb 10, w 2, nb 44) 68
Total (124.5 overs) 646
Fall ofwickets: 1-39, 2-47, 3-439, 4-466,
5-491, 6-525, 7-591, 8-591, 9-591.
Bowling: Shreck 29-6-119-1; Frecking-
ham 28.5-4-138-4; Sheikh 20-3-97-4;
Taylor 20-0-102-1; Naik 23-2-140-0;
Redfern 3-0-20-0; Robson 1-0-8-0.
Leicestershire: First Innings
G P Smith lbw b Miles 103
A J Robson run out 97
E J H Eckersley not out 17
D J Redfern not out 17
Extras (b 8, nb 4) 12
Total (2 wkts, 67 overs) 246
*J J Cobb, †N J O’Brien, R M L Taylor, J
K H Naik, C E Shreck, A Sheikh and O H
Freckingham to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-206, 2-214.
Bowling:WR S Gidman 9-1-37-0; Miles
13-3-49-1; Norwell 15-3-62-0; Payne
11-3-29-0; Smith 19-1-61-0.
Umpires: S J O’Shaughnessy and S A
Garratt.

Worcestershire v Surrey
Worcester (second day of four): Worc-
estershire, with all second-innings
wickets in hand, are 122 runs behind
Surrey
Worcestershire:FirstInnings272(JLeach
70, MM Ali 54, T Kohler-Cadmore 51)
Second Innings
*D K H Mitchell not out 2
R K Oliver not out 10
Total (no wkt, 6 overs) 12
Bowling: Dunn 3-0-11-0; Dernbach
3-2-1-0.
Surrey: First Innings (overnight 59-0)
R J Burns c Cox b McClenaghan 91
Z S Ansari c Cox b McClenaghan 18
V S Solanki c Kohler-Cadmore b Leach28
S M Davies c Kohler-Cadmore
b Shantry 69

*†G C Wilson c and b Shantry 77
J J Roy c Kervezee b Shantry 103
A Kapil c Fell b Shantry 10
G J Batty c Cox b Shantry 0
S C Meaker lbw b Shantry 0
M P Dunn c Mitchell b Ali 0
J W Dernbach not out 4
Extras (b 1, lb 2, w 1, nb 2) 6
Total (104.1 overs) 406
Fall of wickets: 1-70, 2-122, 3-190,
4-222,5-373,6-387,7-387,8-393,9-394.
Bowling:McClenaghan 17-2-87-2; Mor-
ris 21-4-79-0; Shantry 28.1-5-87-6; Ali
26-5-99-1; Leach 12-1-51-1.
Umpires: N G C Cowley and J H Evans.

Second one-day international
Dublin: Scotland 221 (49.5 overs: R D
Berrington 101; M C Sorensen 4 for 40);
Ireland 225-7 (44.2 overs: K J O’Brien
67). Ireland won by three wickets.
6 Ireland lead three-match series 2-0

Scoreboards

Perhaps it was asking a little too
much of Sir Bradley Wiggins to con-
jure a valedictory victory in the Tour
of Britain thisweek,much as it would
have been a fitting way tomove on to
the next chapter of his career.
Wiggins won his home tour for the

first time last year and had hoped for
a repeat this week as Team Sky’s
leader in the eight-day race, but after
finishing 34th on the fourth stage
from Worcester to Bristol yesterday,
he has dropped to sixth place in the
general classification and conceded
that victory may be beyond him.
The 184.6-kilometre stagewaswon

byMichalKwiatkowski, thePolewho
rides for Omega Pharma-Quick-
Step. He finished second in the
previous day’s stage in south Wales.
Kwiatkowski has now claimed the
yellow jersey as he is three seconds
ahead of Edoardo Zardini.Wiggins is
a further 24 seconds adrift.

A switch of emphasis to track cy-
cling for theRio de JaneiroOlympics
in 2016 means Wiggins is unlikely to
contest overall victory in a stage race
again, the main focus of his road
racing next year likely to be the one-
day spring classics, notably Paris-
Roubaix. The 2012 Tour de France
winner has already made his return
to the track this summer, at theCom-
monwealth Games in Glasgow, and
his disjointed training schedule has
left him short of the form that en-
abled him to win the Tour of Cali-
fornia in impressive fashion in May.
Wiggins had been pinning his

hopes on the 8.8-kilometre time-trial
that is the first of two stages in
London on Sunday, but fears he may
have too much ground to make up.
Team Sky had lost ground with

about three kilometres remaining as
the peloton jostled for position going
into a tight bend before the final
climb on Clifton Downs, and
Wiggins’s ambitions appear to have
been scaled back to a podium finish.
Kwiatkowskiwona final sprint ahead
of Albert Timmer, of the Nether-
lands, and Dylan Teuns, of Belgium.
“TherewasacrashandIgotcaught

behind that and I haven’t got the ac-
celeration to go with Kwiatkowski,”
Wiggins said. “I’m still up there, but
on paper first place has gone. I can’t
see myself getting [back] 27 seconds
on Kwiatkowski, but the podium is
only 12 seconds away.”
Kwiatkowski remains wary of the

threat posed by Wiggins. “It’s not

easy when you know we have a
time-trial and you know that there is
BradleyWigginswhocan takea lot of
seconds,” Kwiatkowski said.
After the 17th stage of the Vuelta a

España, Chris Froome remains in
third place, 1min39sec behindAlber-
to Contador, the leader, and three
seconds behind Alejandro Valverde.
The leaders held their positions

yesterday on the 190.7-kilometre
route from Ortigueira to La Coruña,
as John Degenkolb, the German,
sprinted to his fourth stage victory of
the race, beating Michael Matthews,
of Australia, into second place, with
FabianCancellara, theSwiss, in third.

Today’s stage

Exmouth to Exeter, 177.3km
The main climb of the day, Haytor
in Dartmoor, is just before the middle part
of the stage, so is unlikely to be decisive.
Attacks could be launched on the ascent
of Stoke Hill, two kilometres from the end.

Exclusive to members

Follow the Tour of
Britain with our
video highlights

thetimes.co.uk/cycling

Cycling
John Westerby

Leading man: Kwiatkowski, left, claims the stage win and the leader’s yellow jersey

DAVID DAVIES/PA
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Alphonsi bows out after turning
England into a winning machine

Wales pick Switzerland and Qatar for build-up

As Wasps prepare for their first home
fixture of the season, against North-
ampton in the Aviva Premiership on
Sunday, they do so knowing that this
may be their last year at Adams
Park, the football ground belonging
to Wycombe Wanderers, but with
nothing confirmed as to where they
are going to be playing in future
seasons.
Dai Young, the Wasps director of

rugby, said yesterday that until the club
stop being paying tenants and own
their own home, they cannot be sus-
tainable. Various options, including a
temporary tenancy at the Ricoh Arena
in Coventry, have been discussed.
Yet Young insisted that he and his

players remained impervious to the
uncertainty over their future home.
“The players understand it,” he said.
“We’ve had to deal with it, you learn to
live with it.”
Wasps are certainly accustomed to

operating with an unsettled future. It
was just under 18 months ago that they
were rescued from the brink of bank-
ruptcy when Derek Richardson took
on£2millionof debt to become thenew
owner.
Before Richardson’s arrival, Wasps

fought for both their financial survival
and to avoid relegation.
This season is therefore the first for

some time inwhich theyhavebeenable
to recruit healthily with a policy aimed
at bringing in top-tier players. Yetwhile
they have built as a team, they have still
donesowith theuncertainty remaining
over where they will be playing.
James Haskell, the club captain, said

that the players are now just used to
operating against such a backdrop. “As
players, your all-encompassing focus is
what happens at the weekend,” he said.
“However, I can imagine it is unsettling
for the fanswhoare themost important
part of a club.”
Wasps senior staff see it as para-

mount that the future is settled soon.
The idea that the club are a franchise
and can be shifted around the north
side of the M25 does not sit well.
There is an obvious comparison to be

made with London Welsh who have
moved their home games from south-
west London to the Kassam Stadium
outside Oxford, and they opened the
season to a feeble crowd some way
short of 3,000.
“We have long been on record: for

Wasps to be sustainable, Wasps need
their own ground,” Young said.
“It’s basic business. The club have

said, categorically, that they have got to
look at every option open to them.
That’s options in and outside of
London.Theyhave todecide thenwhat
is best for the club.
“The overriding important factor is

thatWasps are about in tenyears.Make
no bones about it, we were nearly not
here a year ago.
“Whether it disadvantages people by

moving them a couple of miles down
the road, that is immaterial.
“Everyone wants a job, that’s the

most important thing. Everyone wants
to be part of a club that is moving
forward.”

No place like
home yet on
the horizon
for Wasps
Owen Slot Chief Rugby Correspondent

Young says players
are not affected
by the uncertainty

G
ary Street clearly remem-
bers the first time he
crossed paths with Maggie
Alphonsi. The England
women’s head coach was at

a talent identification programme in
Loughborough.When he asked if there
were any questions, Alphonsi, 14 at the
time, thrust up her hand.
“Hi, I’m Maggie Alphonsi. I want to

be the best player in the world and win
the World Cup for England,” she
declared before bombarding Street
with a stream of questions on diet,
training programmes and everything
else in between.
After defeats by New Zealand in the

2006 and 2010 finals, Alphonsi’s latter
goal was achieved in Paris last month
whenEngland defeated Canada 21-9. It
allowed the Saracens open-side flanker
to retire from international rugby on
Monday along with Katherine
Merchant and JoannaMcGilchrist, her
fellow World Cup winners, at peace
with herself.
“I dread to think what would have

happened ifwehad lost,”Alphonsi said.
“My body could not have taken much
more, but I think I would have found a
way of pushing myself on for another
four years. Fortunately, I went out
having achieved everything I wanted.”
Even before a gold medal was placed

around her neck, the first part of her
ambition had long since been achieved.
There can be little doubt that Alphonsi
will be rememberedamong thegreatest
players to have played the game with-
out the need of a (for women) disclaim-
er. In 2011, she became the first female
to win the Rugby Union Writers’ Club
PatMarshallAward,previouslyhanded
to Martin Johnson and Jonny Wilkin-
son among others, as the sport’s out-
standing personality of that year. The
next year she was appointed an MBE.
That sterling reputation was under-

pinned by her ferocious tackling. As
Richard Hill, a fellow World Cup-win-
ning back row, tweeted: “Pound for
pound [shewas] one of the best tacklers
of any gender.” She made 77 tackles in
her last three World Cup matches, in-
cluding 29 against Canada in the pool
stage without missing a single one.
Alphonsi single-handedly redefined

the women’s game, dispelling doubts
about its physicality one tackle at a
time, although she is modest about her

impact. “Imayhavedonea small part to
change a few perceptions through the
way I played,” she said. “That women
hit equally as hard as guys and the
breakdown is equally competitive as
themen’s game.That girls can relish the
physical challenge asmuch asmen do.”
Askher team-mates to nameher big-

gest hit andyouwill get a 20-plus short-
list, yet Alphonsi is no behemoth. At 5ft
4in, she is the same height as the
Queen, but appearances can be decep-
tive, as Owen Farrell would testify. The
England fly half was in the Saracens
academywhose players were invited to
train against the women’s team and

quickly found out why Alphonsi’s nick-
name is “the Machine”. “The Saracens
coaches were askingme, ‘Are you sure?
Are your girls up to it?’ ” Street said.
“Fiveminutes later I sawblooddraining
from their faces and they were saying,
‘Maggie’s going to kill these lads’. She
sat Owen on his arse straightaway. Aft-
erwards I heard him asking her, ‘How
did you do that at the breakdown?’ ”
Such is her expertise at the break-

down that shewas enlisted toadvise the
England Under-18 men’s team. Others
would be wise to seek her out. She is
already on board as an ambassador for
the 2015 World Cup alongside Law-
rence Dallaglio and Will Greenwood.
While the 30-year-old admits to a

touch of envy that many of her team-
mates have been awarded professional
contracts by theRFU inpreparation for
the 2016Olympics, there could yet be a
Rio reunion as Alphonsi has started to
explore the possibility of representing
Great Britain in the discus and the shot.
It seems a far-fetched goal, even for

an athlete as determined as Alphonsi,
who was a junior champion in both
disciplines. Yet, as Street points out, she
set an equally improbable target all
those years ago in Loughborough.
“When she sets her sights on some-

thing, little can stop her,” Street said.
“As an explosive power athlete I don’t
think I have seen anyone like her. She
has to catch up on technique but if she
gets that correct the power she gener-
ates is going to be something special. I
amgoing tohaveabetonherpickingup
a medal in Rio.”

WarrenGatland, theWalesheadcoach,
revealed yesterday that his squad will
be put through an altitude training
camp in Switzerland and another in the
extreme temperatures of Qatar to
prepare them for next year’s World
Cup.
Gatland has traditionally taken his

teams to a sparse training centre in
Poland, but the Wales conditioning
staff thought that the players had
“conquered it”on theirpreviousvisit, so
the squad will hit the mountains and
the desert before their warm-up

internationals next August. “We have
got ahigh-altitude camp inSwitzerland
andweare doing awarmweather camp
in Qatar,” Gatland said.
“From a psychological point of view,

this is giving us another challenge. The
thingwith the altitude training is not so
much that you train at it, it’s just the
physiological benefits you get from it.
“It’s like the altitude chamber we

have at theVale . . . whenyougo in there
to train, your heart-rate going from 120
beeps per minute to 170, 180.
“Wearegoing to sleephigh, train low,

going up by cable car to sleep. We have
had that planning in place for the last

three months or so and have prepared
for all that. The challenge is doing that
in Switzerland at altitude, and also at
45-50C [113-122F] in Qatar.”
England, who are in the same group

as Wales, are also planning an altitude
training camp, with Stuart Lancaster
taking his squad to Denver, Colorado,
for a fortnight next July before the
warm-up internationals against
France, home and away, and Ireland.
Gatland believes that the dual

contracts now on offer in Wales will
help to spark a reversal of the recent
trend,whichhas led tokeyplayers, such
as Jonathan Davies, Jamie Roberts and

Mike Phillips moving to France. Sam
Warburton is the only player on a dual
contract — held by the WRU and the
Cardiff Blues — but Gatland hopes to
tie down some more over the next
month. “I think we will hopefully see,
over the next couple of seasons, a
number of players returning from
France,” Gatland said.
“Money has been the driving factor,

but then they have realised that a lot of
other factors come into play about
making those decisions.”
Ugo Monye, the Harlequins wing,

requires surgery on a groin injury that
will rule him out for three months.

Alex Lowe

World Cup star calls
time on international
career, then sets sights
on Olympic success,
writes Daniel Schofield

The hit parade

International caps 75; Six Nations
titles: 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008,
2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 (including six
grand slams)

World Cup finals 2006, 2010, 2014

Other accolades IRB Women’s
Personality of the Year 2006,
Sunday Times Sportswoman of the
Year 2010, Rugby Writers’ Club’s Pat
Marshall Award 2011, MBE for
services to rugby 2012, ambassador
for the 2015 Rugby World Cup

Biggest hit Gary Street said: “It was
the third pool game in the 2010
World Cup against America. They
had this huge flanker. Early on
Maggie came in the blind side, hit
her chest-high and lifted this big
American two feet off the floor. The
power and strength in that tackle
was like witnessing a car crash.”
Words by Daniel Schofield

Pedigree performer: Alphonsi, the flanker, has hung up her international boots
having helped England’s women to become the world champions last month

SHAUN BOTTERILL/GETTY IMAGES

6Premiership Rugby is heading a
new government scheme aimed at
encouraging more women, girls and
children from black and minority
ethnic communities into sport. The
Equality and Human Rights
Commission has provided a grant of
£600,000 to introduce rugby to
7,200 schoolgirls and 2,500 children
from minorities over the next year.
The project will also fund the
recruitment and training of 740
coaches, with the hope of
capitalising on England’s women
winning the World Cup.
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Doctors reassure Brook his career is safe
KellBrookhasbeen toldbydoctors that
he will box again after emergency
surgery to repair a stabwound inhis left
thigh.
The IBFwelterweight champion flew

home to England on Tuesday having
been being released from hospital in
Tenerife five days after the stabbing,
which followed a night out drinking.
The wound was so long, wide and

deep that it was described as being “like
a shark bite” by Eddie Hearn, Brook’s
promoter. But doctors say the boxer is
expected to make a full recovery. The
wound cut through two muscles, caus-
ing heavy blood loss that required an
operation to save Brook’s life.
“He has had the escape of his life,”

said Hearn. “The wound looked so bad
that I was worried his career would be
over. But the doctors says the stab
wound missed every major artery and
he will make a complete recovery. He
has been very, very lucky.”
Brook, 28, was attacked after a night

out on the Spanish islandwhere hewas
on holiday with his pregnant partner,
Lindsey, and young child. He was on
holiday, celebrating winning the IBF

welterweight title against Shawn
Porter in California lastmonth. He had
been due to fly home last Thursday, but
on the last night of the holiday, he went
out toaseriesofbars,havinghaddinner
with Lindsey.
He was attacked in an apartment

close to where he had been staying in
the Golf del Sur area of the island at
about 6 o’clock the next morning. He
left a trail of blood after escaping and

staggering to a nearby block, where he
tried to get in by breaking a window
with a chair. He did not get in but the
noise alerted security guards. Spanish
police are continuing to search for a
man suspected of attacking Brook.
Plans for Brook to make the first

defence of his title onDecember 6 have
been scrapped and March is now seen
as a target for his return to the ring.
“He had been due to be in Las Vegas

for the Floyd Mayweather fight before
starting his training camp for Decem-
ber 6 in the United States,” Hearn said.
“But theplannow is just to gethimback
to full health.”
Brook’s left leg is in a protective cast,

which will remain on for four weeks.
After that he will have several weeks of
rehabilitation and could be fit to begin
training again in December.
Should he return in March, a

summer showdownagainstAmirKhan
remains plausible. Talks were in
progress about both boxing onDecem-
ber 6, setting up a clash at Wembley
Stadium next May. While May would

Boxing
Ron Lewis Boxing Correspondent

Road to recovery: Brook dominates Porter during their title fight last month.
Above right, the champion smiles for the cameras from his hospital bed in Spain

Ferrari, the oldest and proudest team
in Formula One, are today in the
hands of a manager who has never
worked in Formula One and a chief
executive who once crashed one of
their fabulous road cars.
Luca di Montezemolo’s swift

departure from the team and
company he ruled for 23 years
stunned fans and F1 yesterday. He
hadquashedrumoursonly lastweek-
end at the Italian Grand Prix during
an impromptu press conference on
the stepsof theFerrarimotorhome in
Monza. But his departure does not
come cheap: Ferrari revealed that his
payoff will be €26.95million (about
£21.4million).
The writing was on the wall just

down the road, though, where Sergio
Marchionne, chief executive of Fiat-
Chrysler, Ferrari’s parent company,
and Di Montezemolo’s nemesis was
opening the exit door with a stinging
invitation to a farewell.
Marchionne, an accountant by

trade who joined the Fiat-Chrysler
combine five years ago, has installed
himself at the wheel of a business

almost created in his own image by
Di Montezemolo. While the latter
was personal assistant to Enzo
Ferrari, the founder, and won world
titles, Marchionne’s only claim to
Ferrari fame is to have crashed his
personal Ferrari 599 GTB Fiorano.
The £200,000 car was a write-off.
Left at the helm of the F1 team is

MarcoMattiacci,whowasbrought in
five months ago to replace Stefano

Domenicali as team principal. He
had been chief executive of the com-
pany selling cars in North America.
Speculation abounds that Ross

Brawn, hired by Di Montezemolo to
mastermind the revival of the F1
team in 1996, will return for a second
term at the Scuderia.
Mattiacci admitted his admiration

for the Englishman in Monza, but it
remains to be seen whether Brawn
would be up for a challenge as great

as turningaroundthe fadingScuderia
a second time. Without assurances
the management is in safe hands,
they could face another significant
departure in Fernando Alonso.
The driver is wanted desperately

by McLaren and the departure as
president of Di Montezemolo, who
bear-hugged the Spaniard before the
Italian Grand Prix, may convince
Alonso it is time to move on.
The president with the flicked

hairdo and themegawatt charm said
itwas “the endof anera” andmillions
of fans of the Scuderia will agree.
The charismatic president was the

nearest thing to Enzo Ferrari as he
ran the only team that have been in
the modern F1 world championship
since its inception in 1950. Di
Montezemolo was called in to run
the business by Gianni Agnelli, the
Fiat patriarch, who had acquired
Ferrari to protect it for Italy.
He transformed the road cars busi-

ness and the F1 team, inspiring five
consecutive world titles for Michael
Schumacher and one for Kimi Raik-
konen in 2007. But fortunes have de-
clined markedly in contrast to the
powerhouses in Britain where Mer-
cedes and Red Bull have deployed
local talent to carve up the trophies.

Brawn awaits call from Ferrari
Formula One
Kevin Eason
Motor Racing Correspondent

Football
Vanarama Conference
Dover (0) 0 Barnet (2) 3
1,023 Villa 17

Gambin 44, 61
P W D L F A GDPts

Barnet..............8 7 0 1 21 3 18 21
Halifax.............8 6 1 1 16 6 10 19
Woking.............8 5 3 0 17 6 11 18
Gateshead........8 5 1 2 17 13 4 16
Torquay............8 4 3 1 14 5 9 15
Kidderminster..8 4 3 1 9 4 5 15
Eastleigh..........8 4 2 2 14 10 4 14
Macclesfield ....8 3 4 1 9 6 3 13
Lincoln City......8 4 1 3 14 15 -1 13
Wrexham.........8 4 1 3 10 11 -1 13
Grimsby...........8 3 3 2 19 7 12 12
Braintree..........8 4 0 4 13 9 4 12
Forest Green....8 3 3 2 8 6 2 12
Aldershot.........8 3 2 3 9 7 2 11
Bristol Rovers..8 3 2 3 6 8 -2 11
Southport ........8 2 2 4 8 12 -4 8
Altrincham.......8 2 1 5 9 13 -4 7
Chester ............8 2 1 5 8 17 -9 7
Dover ...............8 2 1 5 8 17 -9 7
Nuneaton.........8 2 1 5 3 13-10 7
Dartford...........8 1 3 4 7 13 -6 6
Welling ............8 1 3 4 6 15 -9 6
AFC Telford U..8 0 2 6 9 20-11 2
Alfreton Town.8 0 1 7 5 23-18 1

Cycling
Tour of Britain
Fourth stage (Worcester to Bristol,
184.6km): 1, M Kwiatkowski (Pol,
Omega Pharma-Quick-Step) 4hr 19min
9sec; 2, A Timmer (Neth, Team Giant-
Shimano); 3, D Teuns (Bel, BMC Racing)
both same time. Leading overall posi-
tions: 1, Kwiatkowski 15:49:33; 2, E Zar-
dini (It,Bardiani)at3secbehind;3,Teuns
14; 6, B Wiggins (GB, Team Sky) 27.

Vuelta a España
Seventeenth stage (Ortigueira to A Co-
ruña, 190.7km): 1, J Degenkolb (Ger,
Giant) 4hr 26min 7sec; 2, M Matthews
(Aus, Orica); 3, F Cancellara (Switz,
Trek) both same time. Leading overall
positions: 1, A Contador (Sp, Tinkoff-
Saxo)67:51:07; 2,AValverde (Sp,Movi-
star) at 1min 36sec; 3, C Froome (GB,
Team Sky) 1:39.

Tennis
WTA Coupe Banque Nationale
Quebec City: First round: K Mladenovic
(Fr) bt N Broady (GB) 6-4, 7-5; T Babos
(Hun) btROprandi (Switz) 6-1, 3-6, 6-4;

V Williams (US) bt F Abanda (Can) 7-5,
6-3; A Tomljanovic (Cro) bt I Falconi
(US)6-4, 6-1;AHlavackova (Cz)btPKa-
nia (Pol) 6-3, 6-0.Second round:TMaria
(Ger) bt M Brengle (US) 4-6, 6-4, 6-0; S
Rogers (US) bt A Muhammed (US) 6-7,
7-6, 7-6.

WTA Prudential Hong Kong Open
First round: DHantuchova (Slovakia) bt
Zhang Ling (HK) 6-1, 6-4. Second round:
Zheng Saisai (China) bt Y Wickmayer
(Bel) 6-4, 6-2; J Gajdosova (Aus) bt K

Results

Fixtures

Bertens (Neth) 4-6, 6-1, 6-4; F Schiavo-
ne (It) btKDateKrumm(Japan) 6-3, 4-0
ret;SLisicki (Ger)btGMin(US)6-1,6-1.

AEGON GB Pro-series men’s event
Wrexham: Second round (Great Britain
unless stated): L Broady bt TMartin 6-2,
6-3; B Klein bt L Bambridge 6-2, 3-6, 6-3;
E Corrie bt J Marsalek 6-4, 4-6, 6-2; O
HudsonbtDRice4-6, 6-2, 7-5;DCoxbtM
Tutu 3-6, 6-1, 6-2; L Burton bt M Willis
6-3,6-7,6-4;GBarrere(Fr)btAWard7-6,
6-3; J Milton bt J Sapwell 6-7, 6-3, 6-1.

now seem too early for such a meeting,
June may be possible.
However, Khan, the former WBA

and IBF light-welterweight champion,
is also a possible opponent for
Mayweather next May, providing that
theAmericanbeatsMarcosMaidana in
their rematch for the WBC welter-
weight and light-middleweight titles on
Saturday
Executives at Showtime, the US

television network that has both
Mayweather andKhan under contract,
are keen on a Mayweather-Khan
match, although they cannot force the
American to take the bout.
Having been let down by May-

weather earlier this year, when he was
overlooked in favour ofMaidana,Khan
may not be inclined to want to risk
being messed about by him again.
Mayweather’s personal financial
demands are so high that he could
conceivably earn more money for
facing Brook anyway.
6Tyson Fury has been fined £15,000
by the British Boxing Board of Control
for misconduct after repeated foul-
mouthed outbursts at a press confer-
ence prior to his subsequently post-
poned heavyweight clash with Dereck
Chisora in July.

CHRIS COULSON/AP

Inside today

New face installed
in the driving seat
Business, page 41

Cricket
LV= County Championship: Third day of
four (10.30, 96 overs minimum): First
division: Lord’s: Middlesex v Durham.
Trent Bridge: Nottinghamshire v
Yorkshire. Hove: Sussex v Lancashire.
Edgbaston: Warwickshire v Northamp-
tonshire. Second division: Chelmsford:
Essex v Kent. SWALEC Stadium:
Glamorgan v Derbyshire. Bristol:

Gloucestershire v Leicestershire.
Worcester:Worcestershire v Surrey.

Rugby league
First Utility Super League: Wigan v
Warrington.

Other sport
Cycling: Tour of Britain, fifth stage
(Exmouth to Exeter).
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Spurs seek new home for a year
after stadium plans are delayed

Welbeck fronts up to Wenger about Arsenal ambitions

Agbonlahor awarded
new contract by Villa
Gabriel Agbonlahor, the former
England forward, has signed a new
four-year deal with Aston Villa.
The Birmingham-born player
made his Villa debut in 2006 and
came through the ranks at the
West Midlands club. His previous
contract was due to expire at the
end of this season. “I’ve enjoyed
my football here through the good
times and the bad times,”
Agbonlahor, 27, said.
“It was big for me to stay here. I

owe the club a lot for offering me
the chance. I have never thought
of leaving Aston Villa.” Villa will
now turn their attention to
securing the futures of Fabian
Delph, Ron Vlaar and young
talent such as Jack Grealish.

Cameron’s time out
extended by operation
Geoff Cameron, the Stoke City
defender, has undergone a hernia
operation that will keep him out
for at least another fortnight. The
United States international, below,
has lost his place as first-choice
right back at the Britannia
Stadium this season to new arrival
Phil Bardsley, with his only start to
date coming in a Capital One Cup
tie against Portsmouth on August
27. “It’s been troubling him for a
while, so the time has come for an
operation,” Mark Bowen, the Stoke
assistant manager, said.

Lescott making strides
towards Albion debut
Joleon Lescott, the former
Everton defender, has improved
his prospects of making his West
Bromwich Albion debut against
the Merseyside club on Saturday
after Alan Irvine, the West Brom
head coach, described his display
in a behind-closed-doors friendly
this week as “very encouraging.”
Lescott has been sidelined with a
knee injury, but completed
90minutes against Hull City on
Tuesday. “He played well and he
looked good,” Irvine said. “Now
we’ll see how he feels afterwards.”

Nelson leads tributes
after passing of Whyte
David Whyte, the former Charlton
Athletic striker, died on Tuesday
at the age of 43, the club have
announced. Whyte, below, played
106 times for Charlton between
1992 and 1997, scoring 35 goals. He
also played for Crystal Palace,
Ipswich Town, Bristol Rovers and
Southend United. A statement
said: “The thoughts of everyone at
Charlton are with David’s family
and friends.” Garry Nelson,
Whyte’s former team-mate at The
Valley, tweeted: “Just heard the
terrible news. A sublime talent.”

Continued from back page
games up front midway through last
season, when he scored five goals in six
matches, but he is hoping that will
change with Arsenal.
“It was over Christmas last year and I

scored a few goals,” Welbeck said.
“Before I wasn’t getting into the box
because I wasn’t playing too much as a
striker, and I had to worry about my
defensive work. Anyone can say what
they want to say, but I just know once I
get the opportunity and a run of games
up front I will do my best.”
Aaron Ramsey hopes that the ankle

injury he suffered while playing for
Wales against Andorra will not keep
him out of an important week for
Arsenal.
Themidfielder limped off in the clos-

ing stages of his country’s 2-1 win in the
EuropeanChampionshipgroupBqual-

ifier on Tuesday night after falling foul
of the poor artificial surface.
Ramsey required an ice pack on his

right foot and will be assessed by
Arsenal’s medical team today after fly-
ingbackwith the squad fromBarcelona
yesterday.
But although he is

doubtful, the 23-year-
oldbelieveshewill be fit-
to face Manchester City,
the Barclays Pre-
mier League
champions, at
the Emirates on
Saturday and
the Champions
League game
away to Borus-
sia Dortmund
on Tuesday.
“I just rolled my

ankle a bit late on, but I hope I’m OK,”
Ramsey said. “I could feel it, but
hopefully it will be nothing. The pitch
was very hard. There was no give in it. I
hope that’s the last time I play on a
plastic pitch.
“I hope ‘'ll be available for Saturday.

ManchesterCity at home, those are the
games youwant to play in, so hopefully
it won't be a problem.”
Ramsey is keen to line up alongside

Welbeck. “He showed for England
what a good player he is with those
two goals [against Switzerland],” the
midfielder said. “He’s a player who is
very good technically, can get in behind
teams and score goals. Hopefully he’ll
do well for us.
“He will bring something different.

The runs in behind, his pace, his power
and his finishing will benefit us for the
rest of the season.”
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Times Sport
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TottenhamHotspurare facingup to the
prospect of playing an entire season at
a smaller ground, and suffering a
significant drop in revenue as a result,
after revealing yesterday that they will
leaveWhiteHart Lane for the duration
of the 2017-18 campaign while their
new stadium is built.
The planned opening of the club’s

56,250-capacity new home has been
put back by at least 12 months after a
legal challenge from the site’s land-
owner, Archway Sheet Metal Works
Ltd and the Josif Family, to a compuls-
ory purchase order granted this year.
Tottenham had hoped to move in to

their newground,whichwill be partial-
ly built on the site of White Hart Lane,
in August 2017. The old stadium would
have been demolished during the close
season after they had continued to play
there, but the club have conceded that
such a timetable is unrealistic and they
will need to move out for a season.
They are considering alternative

venues, but are short of options as it is
feared that the most suitable candi-
dates — such as Wembley and the
Olympic Stadium — may be out
of bounds for financial and political
reasons.
Tottenham have yet to make an

approach to Wembley, as there are
concerns that the rental, policing and
operational costs could prove prohibi-
tive. Arsenal played three Champions
League ties at the oldWembley in 1999,
but staging more than 20 club matches
at the stadium in one season, in
addition to its other commitments,
would be unprecedented.

The potential logistical problems in
the way of Tottenham playing at the
Olympic Stadium, which they at-
tempted to claim as their own before
losing out to West Ham United, could
be even more considerable. As a result
of the lengthy legal battle for tenancy,
there is lingering bad blood between
the clubs, and as tenants West Ham
would be involved in the decision-

making process, along with the
Olympic Park Legacy Company.
A temporary ground-share with

Arsenal at theEmirates Stadiumwould
also encounter resistance from both
sets of fans, soTottenhamare consider-
ing alternatives such as Stadium MK,
Ipswich Town’s Portman Road and the
Amex Stadium in Brighton.
Of those three grounds, StadiumMK

in Milton Keynes seems the most
credibleas it is theclosest toTottenham
and has the biggest capacity, which will
be increased to 32,000 when it stages
matches at next year’s Rugby World
Cup, making it just 4,000 seats smaller
than White Hart Lane.
An alternative proposal under con-

sideration is for Tottenham to take all
their matches during the 2017-18
season “on the road” by playing at a
variety of different stadiums, although
thatwould require special dispensation
from the Premier League.
“We should like to advise supporters

that it is highly unlikelywe shall be able
to open the new stadium at the start of
the 2017-2018 season,” Tottenham said
in a statement yesterday.
“The club has revised its construc-

tion programme in order to take the
shortest possible time to construct.
This now therefore involves the club
moving away from the Lane during
construction for a period of one season,
to start at the beginning of a season in
order to comply with Premier League
rules. We are currently undertaking
due diligence on alternative stadium
options.”
Tottenham plan to build the new

56,250-capacity stadium next to the
existing White Hart Lane ground,
whichholdsaround36,240. In July they
overcame a serious hurdle after the
government approved a compulsory
purchase order allowing building work
to begin. However, seven years of
negotiations with one landowner are
still to reach a satisfactory conclusion.
“Archway Sheet Metal Works Ltd

and the Josif Family have exercised
their right to seek to challenge the
secretary of state’s decision in theHigh
Court,” the Tottenham statement
added. “We remain committed to
finding the earliest possible resolution
and shall continue to engage with
Archway regarding a possible agree-
ment reached by private treaty.”

Matt Hughes
Deputy Football Correspondent

Have club, will travel: where next for Tottenham?

Wembley
Capacity: 90,000; distance from
White Hart Lane: 12.7 miles
The most ambitious choice, but may
prove too costly for the club

Olympic Stadium
56,000; 6 miles
Bad blood with West Ham United
could scupper ground-share

Emirates Stadium
60,361; 4.2 miles
Rivalry with Arsenal would lead to
outcry from both sets of fans

Stadium MK
32,000; 48.7 miles
A drop in capacity, but Milton Keynes
is within reach for most Spurs fans

Portman Road
30,311; 76 miles
No emotional objections from fans,
but a lengthy journey to Ipswich

Amex Stadium
30,750; 83 miles
Brighton is very much the wrong side
of London for majority of the fanbase
Words by Matt Hughes

HO / AFP / GETTY IMAGES

Shape of things to come: Tottenham’s new stadium will not now open until the 2018-2019 season after a legal challenge
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More questions than answers for
man in sports indirect hot seat

Gareth Bale wants to experience some
of the excitement he has enjoyed with
Real Madrid in the colours of Wales.
Bale helped the Spanish giants towin

the European Cup for a record tenth
time in May, and Zinédine Zidane, the
former Real midfielder, said this week
that it would be “a tragedy” if the for-
ward did not play on the highest stage
in the international game.
Twogoals, both scoredbyBale, in the

group B tie away to Andorra on Tues-
day night kick-started Wales’s bid to
reach Euro 2016, earning them a 2-1
victory after they had fallen behind.
Bale has set his sights on helping

Wales to qualify for the finals of a lead-
ing tournament for the first time since
the 1958 World Cup. “I’ve had some
great nights with my club side, but
hopefully we can get that qualification
and have success with Wales too,” he
said. “I’ve had a taster of the big nights,
big games with Madrid. It’s great to get
experience of the highest level of club
competitionandhopefully I canhelpus
qualify for a major tournament.
“It is the biggest honour you can

have, to play for your country, and to
see the fans turn out like that for an
away game was special. I don’t think
many countries could do that. Every-
thing’s looking up for us and hopefully
we can achieve what we want to.”
After a scare on a bumpy artificial

pitch in the Pyrenees,Wales’s potential
road to the finals in France takes Bale
home to his birthplace of Cardiff next
month for qualifiers against Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Cyprus. However,
Chris Coleman’s team could be in hot
water after Bale’s winning goal sparked
a pitch invasion at the national stadium
in Andorra la Vella.
Dozens of Wales fans entered the

playing area and an advertising hoard-
ing was knocked over. The Football
Association of Wales refused to com-
ment when asked about the incident
yesterday. Uefa, the game’s European
governing body, will investigate the
case at a hearing on October 16, when
Andorra must also answer a charge of
improper conduct after six of their
players were booked.

Bale focused
on treating
Wales to taste
of high life
Phil Cadden

T
he pause lasted 27 seconds,
long enough to score or
concede a goal — Newcastle
United just about managed
the latter against Crystal

Palace the other week— and certainly
long enough to feel excruciating. This
proved to be a new and discomforting
experience, for those who had come to
Sports Direct’s annual general meeting
to pose questions to Mike Ashley and,
patently, for the man who (sort of)
answered them.
Above all else, there are two things at

which Ashley excels; making money
and saying little.Hedemonstratedboth
yesterday, unveiling more bumper re-
sults for the company he has built from
a single shop in Maidenhead into a
retailing behemoth and then shifting in
his seat, rubbing the side of his face
when called upon to discuss Sports
Direct’s relationship with Newcastle,
whom he owns, and Rangers, in whom
he also has a stake.
First things first, he spoke; it took a

while, but he finally spoke. Not since
May 26, 2009, has Ashley, who is re-
ported to be worth £3.75billion, talked
in public about Newcastle and back
then itwas a statement in theaftermath
of a relegation,whichhedescribed as “a
catastrophe for all of us”.
In the intervening years, much has

taken place at St James’ Park or Sports
Direct Arena, as it was briefly known.
There was that controversial name
change — for which Newcastle
received no remuneration — promo-
tion, financial stability, long contracts
for Alan Pardew and his staff, a Europa
League campaign, the contentious
return and speedy departure of Joe
Kinnear, the arrival of Wonga, the
payday lender, as sponsors, and the
banning of certain newspapers from
matches and press conferences.

During that period — some good,
somebad, a lotof anguish—Ashleyhas
said nothing, leaving others to talk
about the club, usually in the drywords
of business and “priorities”. He is not
the only football owner to repel
publicity, but the Glazer family have
overseen tangible success at Manches-
ter United, as has Roman Abramovich
at Chelsea and, in any case, that should
not excuse an allergy to openness in
what is a game of love and emotion.
Getting toAshley is not easy. The 50-

year-old is an irregular presence at
Newcastle matches, he shuns requests
for interviews and, allegedly at his
insistence, his club are restricting
access tomembers of themediawhodo
not pay for access.
While he attends the Sports Direct

AGM, journalists are not permitted to
ask questions and shareholders can

only ask about the company itself. The
position of Rangers, who remain in
financial turmoil, where itwas revealed
last week that Ashley purchased the
naming rights for £1 two years ago —
Ibrox could feasibly become the Sports
Direct Arena too — and where Sports
Direct operates the retail facilities, adds
a sense of urgency to his involvement.
Back in Newcastle, there has been
speculation that hemay seek to sell the
club in order to lavish more attention
on Scotland.
To find out more, some shares in

SportsDirectwerepurchasedand so, at
about 3.30pmyesterday, in amammoth
warehouse in Shirebrook, Mansfield, a
legitimate question was posed to
Ashley, about the benefits to his firm in
its relationships with Newcastle and
Rangers.
Clad in blue jeans and navy Sports

Direct polo shirt, Ashley sat and said
nothing. Perhaps he had not heard.
Perhapshehadbutwould ignore it. The
seconds ticked by, 15 people sitting in a
cavernous auditorium squirmed and
eventually he responded. “Other than
to say that it has been beneficial to
Sports Direct and therefore its share-
holders, I don’t think it’s appropriate to
comment,” he said.
Newcastle have stated that Sports

Direct does not pay for any stadium or
perimeter advertising at their ground
— and there is a plethora of it — so
could Mr Ashley give a rough estimate
of what it is worth in financial terms? “I
think I summed it all up inmy previous
statement,” Ashley replied. “Those re-
lationships are very beneficial to Sports
Direct and its shareholders.And I think
that nothing else needs to be said.”
But what do Newcastle and Rangers

get out it? Keith Hellawell, the Sports
Direct chairman, intervened. “I think

in relation to whatManchester United,
sorry Newcastle United, and Rangers
gain, you’d have to ask them.There’s no
one from the board of those companies
here,” he said. It was pointed out that
Ashley is, in fact,Newcastle’s chairman.
“Yes, but this is a Sports Direct annual
generalmeeting,”anotherdirector said.
Ashley was asked about how much

Sports Direct gains from merchandis-
ing at Newcastle. “I’ll only answer the
same answer as I gave before,” he said.
What about naming rights at Ibrox?
“I’ll only answer the same answer that I
answered before,” he said.
It was later confirmed that Sports

Direct earns £3.4million from its retail
partnership with Newcastle and
£3.8million from Rangers. In the
context of a company that brings in
£2.7billion in revenue, they are trivial
figures, but they are less so to the clubs
and although there is balance (Ashley
does not yet charge interest on his
£129million loan to Newcastle), it was
vaguely illuminating. And at least,
finally, he said something.

George Caulkin finds
billionaire sitting
uncomfortably when
asked about company’s
links with Newcastle

All gone quiet over there: the Sports Direct annual meeting yesterday was an
excruciating affair as Ashley met his interrogators with typical obfuscation

PHIL COLE/GETTY IMAGES

‘There are two things in
which he excels; making
money and saying little’
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United strike
it rich again
for all their
poor returns
on the field
Rory Smith says that while the club
recorded a record-breaking year, they
can ill afford more European exile

T
he big red machine rumbles
on. Last season might have
been Manchester United’s
worst for more than two
decades on the pitch, but off it

they continue to streak ahead of their
Barclays Premier League peers.
Yesterday’s financial results showcased
the club’s fiscal firepower. Old Trafford
may no longer be a guarantee of three
points. It remains very much a licence
to print money.
Yet again, there was record-breaking

revenue: £433.2million. Commercial
income is up, too, to a staggering
£189.3million. All those deals signed
with Indian crisp manufacturers and
Japanese noodle producers may have
become a running joke when
announced in isolation, but taken
together they are serious business.
There was £135.8million from tele-

vision rights, another high, thanks to
the lucrative new deal signed by the
Premier League; even the dismissal of
David Moyes, at a cost of £5.2million,
could not stop the club recording a
£23.9million profit.
The debt loaded on to the club by the

Glazer family’s controversial leveraged
buyout almost a decade ago is under
control, too.Unitedpaid£27.4million in
finance costs in 2013-14, a drop in the
ocean given their commercial clout.
The Glazers’ business model is under-
standably unpopular; from the looks of
things, it is working spectacularly.
Nowonder, then, thatEdWoodward,

the club’s executive vice-chairman, was
so bullish about their prospects in a
conference call with United’s investors
— and a few interested observers — to
explain the results yesterday. After all,
none of this takes into account the
£53million-a-year deal with Chevrolet
that kicks in this season, or the £75mil-
lion-a-season arrangementwith adidas
that will come into effect next year.
United’s financial might was already

enough to spend £145.5million this
summer, the second-most lavish
spending spree in English history,
bringing Louis van Gaal the likes of
Ángel Di María, Daley Blind and
Radamel Falcao. It should not be a
surprise that, behind the scenes at Old
Trafford, they are already talking about
their ability to “buy a Luis Suárez a year
for the next ten years”.
Then there is the considerable

capacity for growth. Woodward spoke
excitedly about the rise of the game in
the “emerging market” of the United
States. He described the 109,000 fans
United drew to their meeting with Real
Madrid in Ann Arbor this summer,
pointing out that more Americans
watched them on NBC than any other
club.
Much of his audience were listening

in Wall Street; the first in a brief ques-
tion-and-answer session came from
the representative fromBank of Amer-
ica. The message was clear: we are
already making money, a lot of money,
but stick with us andwe canmake even
more on your side of the Pond.
It all left the impression that United

are a commercial and financial jugger-
naut, that they have become a business
locked into a cycle of perennial profit-
ability, destined to break their own
records every year, one in which how
many football matches theywin is inci-
dental at best and irrelevant at worst.
Down at the bottom of the press

release, though, there was a small but
significant warning, a reminder that all
the sponsorship deals and all the
television money traces back to how
they do on the pitch.
Next year, United’s revenue will dip

below £400million. The club’s own
estimates suggest that it will fall by as
much as £48million: the difference,
essentially, being the broadcast and
prizemoney on offer in the Champions
League, as well as the reduced value in
sponsorship deals by virtue of their ab-
sence from Europe’s elite competition.
That is no calamity, of course: despite

the increased expenditure on players
this summer — the £90 million or so

not already included in last year’s
accounts — the value of the Chevrolet
and adidas deals should be enough to
ensureUnitedmake a slimbut substan-
tial profit. The club can handle a year
out of Europe. Themore pressing ques-
tion, the more troubling issue, is what
happens if that exile extends to two.
United’s estimations on revenue for

this season are predicated on Van
Gaal’s team finishing third in the
Premier League, restoring the club to
the Champions League at the first
attempt. If he fails, revenue will drop
beyond the £385million mark estab-
lished as United’s worst-case scenario.
Again, United would survive; the

problem would be the knock-on effect
for the next year; once again, there
would need to be considerable invest-
ment; onceagain, the sponsorshipdeals
would not so much be bolstering
United’s resources, augmenting their
financialmight, as cutting the shortfall.
As Liverpool would acknowledge, the
slope is a shallowonewhen slippingout
of the elite; the incline is vertiginous
when trying to get back in.
This is not the time to be losing

ground. The next two years will bring
enormous change to football’s financial

How the numbers add up

£433.2m
Record annual revenue last year

£385m
Worst-case estimated revenue for
this year with no Champions League
football

£25m
Last year’s profit, down from
£146.4m, which was because of a
one-off American tax credit

£5.2m
Compensation paid to David Moyes,
the sacked manager, and his
coaching team

£214.8m
United’s wage bill, which rose by
19per cent

landscape. United will, of course, have
their revenues boosted considerably
when the Premier League’s new tele-
vision deals come into effect from the
2016-17 season. That will strengthen
their hand, but only by as much as it
strengthens all their domestic rivals.
More significantly, themorevaluable

those rights, the more pronounced the
value of finishing higher in the table.
Every club earned significantly more
last season than at any point in the past
— relegatedCardiff City gotmore than
Unitedpickedup forwinning the title in
2013 — but the differences between
them increased, too: Liverpool earned
£8.5million more than United. That
effect will be more distinct when the
new deals kick in.
Then there is the Champions

League, also due to become more
lucrative from 2016. United will learn
the cost of their failure to qualify, but
missing out in the future will be more
expensive still. For allWoodward’s opti-
mism, this is themessage fromUnited’s
financial results. Yes, Old Trafford is a
licence to print money. But unless it is
turned into a fortress once more, that
money will be used to help the big red
machine to keep up, not to set the pace.

Van Gaal told
third place is
the minimum
requirement

Manchester United expect Louis van
Gaal to finish no lower than third in his
first season in the Barclays Premier
League as they seek to minimise the
financial damage inflicted by their
failure to qualify for the Champions
League last season, but the Dutchman
has been warned by Ed Woodward,
the club’s executive vice-chairman, not
to expect another spending spree in
January.
United’s financial results for last

season, published yesterday, revealed
once more their unquestioned fiscal
firepower, with the club’s revenue —
driven primarily by their booming
commercial performance, which now

Rory Smith

2005-06
The Glazers are
opening the purse
strings to bring players
to Old Trafford but
Manchester United’s
spending between the
Americans taking over
in 2004 and 2012 has
rarely matched their
rivals − until the
spending spree of the
past 13 months

Money talks
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for £80m to
Real Madrid
in 2009
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Giggs vows to protect
youth policy after fears
Ryan Giggs has rejected suggestions
that Manchester United have
abandoned his policy of giving youth a
chance after the sale ofDannyWelbeck
to Arsenal.
The 23-year-old Manchester-born

striker left Old Trafford on deadline
day during a summer of upheaval at the
club as Louis van Gaal, the manager,
toiled to overhaul his squad. Tom
Cleverley, another product of United’s
youth system,hasbeenallowed to leave
for Aston Villa on a season-long loan.
Mike Phelan, Giggs’s predecessor as

assistant manager, and Eric Harrison,
the former youth team coach who
oversaw the development of the fêted
Class of ’92 that included Giggs, David
Beckham,GaryandPhilipNeville,Paul
Scholes and Nicky Butt, have both
voiced concerns in the days after the
closure of the transfer window over the
decision to sell Welbeck.
Phelan said that United’s “identity

had been broken”, while Harrison
warned that the club were at risk of
“losing its soul”.
Van Gaal has spent £145.5million

since his arrival, recruiting Ángel Di
María, Luke Shaw, Ander Herrera,
MarcosRojo,DaleyBlindandRadamel
Falcao, but Giggs said that United
remained committed to their
youth policy.
“The clubwill never change,”

Giggs said. “The history of the
club is to play exciting football,
give youngsters a chance and
keep to the traditions of the club.
“OK, Danny has left, which is

disappointing because you
never want to see a
home-grown player
leave, but this is a
manager who gave
Clarence Seedorf his
chance, Patrick
Kluivert, Xavi
[Hernández], Andrés
Iniesta and Thomas
Müller their chances.
“He’s got a track

record of giving
young players their
chance. Tyler
Blackett has played
every game so far
this season.
Underneath Wayne
Rooney and Robin
van Persie, we have
Adnan Januzaj and

James Wilson. It will always happen
that players will leave Manchester
United, but we’ve got tomake sure that
young players come through because
United fans demand it.
“I want to see them come through as

well. Fans never get on the backs of the
young players if they make a mistake,
they always encourage them. That has
always been the history of Man United
and we never want to lose that.”
Van Gaal has been given the task of

re-establishing United as a force in
English football after they finished
seventh in theBarclaysPremierLeague
last season, their lowest finish.
Butt, United’s reserve team coach,

echoed Giggs’s sentiments, but
conceded that the first team were the
priority. “We’ve got amanager who is a
proven winner, but it is a short-term
thing for him,” Butt said.
“He has signed a three-year deal and

is going to be here for that length of
time. The club’s priority now is to win
things so, unfortunately, other things
take a back step, but there are other
peopleworking all thehoursGod sends
to bring kids through.
“Me and Ryan were watching the

under-9s, 10s and 11s onMonday night,
so we do pay massive attention. At the
minute the most important thing is
getting the club back to winning ways.”

Giggs and Butt were speaking
alongside Philip Neville at the
Soccerex Global Convention in
Manchester, where they recalled
their days as two of United’s
brightest young prospects under

Sir Alex Ferguson.
Butt admitted that Ferguson

had made him
unavailable for
England duty, even
though he was not
injured. “He never
once said tome to fake
an injury,” Butt, who
won 39 caps, said.
“He’d just say,

‘You’ve got an
England friendly
coming up and
you’re not going’.
And that was that.
At one stage there
were nine of us and
hewould pull one or
two of us out and let
the others go.”

James McMath

Neville criticises spending

Gary Neville criticised Manchester
United’s summer transfer activity last
night, accusing the club of recruiting in
an uncontrolled manner and paying
too much for several players.
The England assistant coach also

questioned United’s decision to sell
Danny Welbeck to Arsenal, which he
claims has strengthened one of the
club’s direct rivals.
“It is not theway I’d expect United to

go about their business,” Neville,
speaking on talkSPORT, said. “I
thought it would be more controlled.
[The signing of Radamel] Falcao tipped
them over the edge; it surprised and
shocked everyone.
“How he gets them in that team I

don’t know. How they get Wayne
Rooney, Ángel Di María, Robin van
Persie, Falcao, Ander Herrera, Adnan
Januzaj and JuanMata into that team I
don’t know. They have overpaid, there

is no doubt about that, but it shows that
people will still go there.
“I have to admit I thought theDanny

Welbeck sale was a strange one, but
that’s justme. I can’t work it out. I know
I worked with him last week, but it’s
odd. Of all the prices paid this summer,
there are right backs and left backs
galore that have been bought for
£14million, £15million and £16million.
“How have they got him for £16mil-

lion? I can’t work it out. It has helped
out a competitor, because Arsenal are
the team they are fighting.
“I amstruggling toworkout the logic,

and I can’t understand it. It’s odd in two
or three ways.”
Neville also described England’s

performance in thisweek’s 2-0winover
Switzerlandasoneof their best sincehe
began working with the team.
“It was one of the most pleasing per-

formances in two years,” he said. “The
players looked dangerous, the front
three were always causing problems
and we attacked with pace and vigour.”

Matt Hughes
Deputy Football Correspondent
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accounts for 43.7per cent of their
income, and the Premier League’s
lucrative new television deal — reach-
ing a record £433.2million.
The club recorded anoverall profit of

£23.9million despite the £5.2million
cost of terminating the contracts of
David Moyes, Van Gaal’s prede-
cessor, and his coaching staff and
an outlay of more than £110mil-
lion on Marouane Fellaini, Luke
Shaw, Juan Mata and Ander Her-
rera in the past 12 months.
The cautionary note,

though, appeared in the
forecasts for next
season’s figures,
which will include
not just the captures
of Ángel di María,
DaleyBlind,Marcos
Rojo and Radamel
Falcao, but will also
be the first in the
Glazer era not
boosted by the riches
on offer in the
Champions League.
United predict that

the loss of television in-
comeandprizemoney—

as well as a loss in value to their com-
mercial deals because they are not in
the Champions League — will mean
their revenue falling by about £48mil-
lion, dipping below the £400million
mark.Thatdecreasewill be cushioned

by the money-spinning sponsor-
ship deals the club have signed
with adidas and Chevrolet.
More significantly still, in a con-

ference call with the club’s inves-
tors yesterday, Woodward admit-
ted that forecast is based on the

club finishing third in the Premier
League and returning to the

Champions League at the first
time of asking.
IfVanGaal—whohas failed

towinhis first four competitive
games as manager— does not
succeed in restoring United to
Europe’s elite competition,
the fall could be even sharper.

Woodward was bullish in
his assertion that Van Gaal’s
“reinvigoration” of the club’s
“stable” squad will avoid
that, but the Dutchman’s

task will be complicated by his sugges-
tion that the club do not expect to com-
mit substantial investment in the Janu-
ary transfer window.
“Our [forecast] budgets assume a

third-placed finish, as is ordinarily the
case,” Woodward said. “Under Louis
there is a real feeling at the training
ground that we are at the start of
something special.
“I’m confident with Louis as our

manager, with a clear philosophy and a
reinvigorated squad, wewill get back to
challenging for the title and trophies.
His track record for delivering top-level
teams speaks for itself and we have had
an excellent summer.
“We will continue to monitor, in

association with Louis, his view of the
squad, [looking at]which areaswewant
to strengthen and which areas we want
to sell. The usual three in, three out is
par for the course in terms of the
numbers in and out each year, and that
typically [happens] in the summer.
“I wouldn’t have expectations for

January, but if there is a willingness
from the manager, we will engage with
him and if there is an opportunity, we
will try and take that, aswe did last year
with Juan Mata.”
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£115.1m

£102.4m

£127.4m

£92m

£119.5m

£115.1m

£102.4m

£127.4m

£92m

£119.5m

Radamel Falcao
£11m loan fee
for year
£43.5m option
to buy next
summer
£18m per year
in wages

£313.25m£700m
United’s net spending
on transfers in the
same period

Money spent by United
on interest payments and
servicing debt under
Glazers

Giggs says United’s
culture will not alter

Van Gaal knows the
scale of the task ahead
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Welbeck up
front about
his ambitions
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1 Drum practically back to front,
beginning to rotate (6)

4 Sloppy kiss bound to be something
slippery (3-5)

10 New arena: it’s in purple, star-
studded venue (11)

11 Bread for horse (3)
12 Bit right inside, but outside (7)
14 Unlikely to feature in play? Yes! (7)
15 A holy man in camp shifts,

enjoying many relationships? (14)
17 Finance a seer, a fanatic (14)
21 Final word: I didn’t hear about it in

worthless literature (7)
22 German city taking case of

Cologne, perfume (7)
23 Extent of hand that’s cut in place of

treatment (3)
24 Corrupting girls, a couple more

upright characters, roué is heathen
(11)

26Decade passed in the unions (8)
27 Good or bad (6)

1 Cheap fish fed with odd bits of
pepper (8)

2 Intelligence lacking in supporter (3)
3 Find Peru near Thailand? Not
entirely! (7)

5 Man harbouring louse’s egg: time to
worry textile worker! (8,6)

6 Problem facing the sun for island
(7)

7 Colonialist playing swing (11)
8 First stage late, finally doctor on
track with first of operations (6)

9 It needs two actors to criticise
unusual heroism in big book (9,5)

13 Point I can cut during journey to
work for talk? (11)

16 Emphasised later courses must be
brought up (8)

18 Frank perhaps, needing teacher to
help, after raising temperature (7)

19 Advantage curtailed, soldier having
impounded a weapon (7)

20Group of black people who are
successful (3,3)

25 Brat, attention-seeker and pillock,
ultimately (3)
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Teenager hoping to
become youngest
winner of a major
Golf, page 55

Ko out to strike
blow for youth
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Maggie Alphonsi’s
tackling redefined
the women’s game
Rugby union, page 58

‘The Machine’
takes her leave

Thursday September 11 2014 | the times

Ryan Sidebottom celebrates the dismissal of James Taylor, which took Yorkshire to the brink of the title. Report, page 56
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Danny Welbeck has pleaded with
ArsèneWenger tobegivenanextended
run at centre forward in the Arsenal
team.
The England striker had a lengthy

discussion with his new manager
yesterday after his first training session
at the club, Welbeck making it clear
that he sees himself operating up front.
“Once I get into the box and get the

opportunities I have got faith in my
ability,” he said yesterday. “It is good for
any footballer toget a runofgames, and
that’s definitely what I need. You be-
come more confident and play much
more at ease, so to get a run of games
would be absolutely perfect.”
Wenger was at a charity event called

the “Match of Peace” in Rome when
Welbeck completed his £16million
move from Manchester United on
deadline day and, as a result, was not
present at hismedical, but themanager
was instrumental in forcing through
the transfer.
The Frenchman has long admired

Welbeck’s pace, versatility and finish-
ing skills and is expected to throw him
straight into Arsenal’s starting line-up
for the Barclays Premier League clash
with Manchester City at the Emirates
Stadium on Saturday.
Welbeckhas arrivedatArsenal full of

confidence after scoring both goals in
England’s 2-0 win over Switzerland in
their European Championship qualifi-
er on Monday, and is hopeful of being
given an extended run through the
middle.
Alexis Sánchez, signed for £35 mil-

lion from Barcelona, also covets the
role, however, and Wenger will assess
the pair’s performances in training.
Welbeck’s strike-rate of a goal every

fivematches has beenwidely criticised,
but for much of his career he has been
used on the flanks and has been given
significant defensive duties. He is ada-
mant thathewill scoregoals if given the
opportunity to arrive in the penalty
area on a regular basis.
His record with England is much

better than at club level, and he has
scored ten goals in 28 international
appearances. “It was my first 90
minutes this season against Switzer-
land onMonday, so it is just the start of
things and I’m looking forward to it,”
Welbeck said.
The striker has been reluctant to dis-

cuss the reasons behind leaving United
after joining his home-town club as a
schoolboy, but it is clear Welbeck felt
frustrated by a lack of opportunities,
particularly under David Moyes last
season.
The 23-year-old has not played regu-

larly as a striker since enjoying a run of
Continued on page 60


